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SIDB2022EN 

SNOW AND ICE DATABOOK 2022 

Winter service is the fight against snow and ice on roads to ensure accessablity and traffic safety. 
One needs to get to work from home, children need to get to school and with very tight 
procution plans, goods need to arrive in time for the whole process to work. Unpassable roads 
due to snow and ice would have dramatic effets on all of us as we relate on safe roads.  

No winter is like the other, weather can change rapidly and can´t be forecasted over longer 
periodes. Consequently, winter maintenance is very difficult to manage given a context of ever-
increasing mobility and declining budgets. We must continue to do our best but with less money.  

With digitalisation of spreaders, recent development in wireless data transmission and road 
sensor technology the potential amount of data available for winter maintenance decisions 
grows rapidly. Thus, winter service needs to think about how to use this data well. 

Winter road service affects different modes of transportation, i.e. pedestrians, cyclists, public 
transit services, automobiles, and freight carriers. It is important therefore to propose a 
comprehensive response as regards winter maintenance. 

Sustainable development and environmental protection are fundamental topics, providing the 
input to regularly reflect on defining better strategies and improving our practices. To advance 
along these lines sharing experience with others has become essential. 

The ambitious goal of the Snow and Ice Data Book (SIDB) is to share experiences in winter 
maintenance from different countries. It started over 20 years ago and its updated version, 
published every 4 years at the time of the International Winter Road Congress, is always a huge 
success. 

The SIDB features a consistent format, with the same sequence of chapters contributed by each 
country. This document successfully provides an overview of winter maintenance practices 
across 20 countries. 

The XVI WORLD WINTER SERVICE AND ROAD RESILIENCE CONGRESS held February 7-11, 2022 
as a Virtual Event hosted by Calgary (Canada) offers the opportunity to release this sixth version 
of the SIDB. Adapting to a Changing World 

The 2022 version of the SIDB has been coordinated by a working group within Technical 
Committee 3.2 on Winter Service, composed of Anna Arvidsson, Alan Chambers and Martin 
Thomson, not to mention all the other Committee members who make it possible for the SIDB 
to be updated along with many external participants. 

We would also like to thank the Calgary Organising Committee and PIARC General Secretariat 
who have very actively contributed to both the SIDB publication effort and coordination of this 
XVIth World Winter Service and Road Resilience Congress. 

We hope that this Databook will constitute a practical and user-friendly reference for all actors 
involved in winter service: contracting authorities, project managers, stakeholders, and road 
users. 

ON BEHALF OF THE ENTIRE COMMITTEE 

PETER NUTZ, 

CHAIRMAN OF PIARC TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 3.2 WINTER SERVICE  
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1. AUSTRIA 

1.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS  

1.1.1. Information about the country 

Figure 1 – Republic of Austria 

Austria is situated in the southern part of middle Europe. The neighboring countries are in the 

north Germany and the Czech Republic, in the east Slovakia and Hungary, in the south Slovenia 

and Italy and in the west Switzerland and Liechtenstein. 

The size of the country is 83,882 km2, with a population of 8.9 million. The topography is 

dominated by the Eastern Alps and the Danube area. 

Vienna, the capital of the Republic of Austria, is on the eastern part of the country. The city 

comprises 415 km², with a population of 1.91 million. 

Austria is a highly developed industrialized country with a significant tertiary sector. Chemical 

and electrical industries, agriculture and tourism are the main parts of the local economy. The 

land has an extensive road and railway system. The Vienna International Airport is a central 

junction for flights between the western and eastern part of Europe. The country is a democratic 

federal state, which consists of nine regions including:  

• Vienna (1.91 million people), 

• Lower Austria (1.68 million people), 

• Burgenland (0.29 million people),  

• Upper Austria (1.49 million people),  

• Salzburg (0.56 million people),  

• Styria (1.25 million people),  

• Carinthia (0.56 million people),  

• Tyrol (0.76 million people) and  

• Vorarlberg (0.40 million people). 

1.1.2. Road network and Traffic 

The network of the public roads comprises approximately 128,000 km. There are 7.09 million 

vehicles with Austrian traffic certification. 5.08 million passenger cars. 
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Regional and municipal roads are usually owned by local authorities. The road network system 

is administered (planning, structural preservation and winter maintenance) by the regions 

respectively municipalities. 

Motorways and federal highways are privately owned by the enterprise ASFINAG. There is a duty 

for all vehicles. Car and motorcycle holders have to buy a vignette for using the motorways. 

Buses and trucks must be equipped with a so-called “go-box”.  

Area 83,882 km2    

Population 8.90 million    

Length of roads Motorway  2,242 km 

  Regional main roads 10,365 km 

  secondary & country roads 23,653 km 

  municipal roads  91,328 km 

Latitude (capital)    48° 13' 11" N 

Longitude (capital)     16° 22' 12" O 

Table 1 

1.2. CLIMATE 

1.2.1. Overview of climatic areas 

Austria is a predominant Alpine country with lowlands in the east, situated in a transition zone 

between continental and maritime climate. The winter climate is marked by the changing 

influence between moist, moderate air masses steered towards Austria from the Atlantic Ocean 

or the Mediterranean Sea, and cold dry air, related to strong areas of high pressure over Eastern 

Europe. 

Concerning the occurrence of heavy snowfalls Austria can be divided into distinct zones: 

• Northern Austria frequently receives great amounts of fresh snow, when moist air is 

steered with a northwesterly flow towards the Alps. Hitting with the northern rim of 

this mountain range, the air rises, thus cools and is unable to keep its moisture, which 

falls as snow to the ground; 

• Heavy snowstorms hit Southern Austria in connection with Mediterranean lows 

centered over Northern Italy; 

• In the lowlands of the Eastern and Northern Austria, heavy snowfall is unusually 

infrequent infrequent and occurs in connection with cold air from Northern Europe 

or, like in Southern Austria, related to lows over the Mediterranean Sea, if 

temperatures are low enough for snowfall; 

• Freezing rain may affect Austrian roads a couple of times each winter. It sometimes 

occurs when warm fronts approach the country from Western Europe and the falling 

rain or drizzle freezes when hitting a thin layer of cold air close to the surface. 
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Fog or freezing fog may also be a problem for the traffic. This occurs in connection with marked 

temperature inversions, when cold air from Eastern Europe is topped at altitudes of 600 to 1,200 

m by a much warmer layer of air. 

Drifting snow can cause catastrophic conditions on the roads in the flat and thus wind-prone 

parts of Austria if temperatures are sufficiently low. 

Ice due to hoarfrost, refreezing snowmelt or water on the road may occur as temperatures often 

are just around 0°C.  

1.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

1.3.1.  Standards and rules 

The traffic regulations are the legal foundation for all winter maintenance activities. Road 

operators are responsible to maintain a proper road condition which includes winter 

maintenance. The winter maintenance procedures on roads are divided in rural roads (table 2) 

and urban roads and cyclelanes (table 3) with 4 (rural) or 7 (urban) different categories. 

In case of snowfall or slipperiness sidewalks must be maintained between 6:00 (6:00 am) and 

22:00 (10:00 pm). The owners of the neighboring properties are responsible. 

1.3.2. Organization and operation of winter maintenance 

There is no winter maintenance head office in Austria which is giving instructions to the road 

authorities. Motorways and federal highways are administrated and operated by the ASFINAG 

(Autobahn und Straßen Finanzierungs AG). Roads of the countries or municipalities are 

administrated by the regions (Lands of the Federal Republic), the cities or municipalities. 

ASFINAG and the regions divide their road network into smaller areas with on organizing unit in 

charge of that area. Cities and municipalities are usually one organizing unit for road winter 

service. 

Austria has around 240 of this units with huge responsibilities, especially for the heads of the 

units. They are charged with the organization of a service station during the summer and 

wintertime. Part of their job is planning, executing and monitoring of activities concerning road 

administration. They also have to check the weather reports and make decisions in case of 

prognosis, which have an effect concerning the road condition. 

They are also responsible for the duty organization of the own personnel and the resources of 

spreading material like salt or grit. 

1.3.3. Employment of private companies 

Although most road authorities use own staff and equipment, private companies are also 

involved in winter maintenance activities. The employment with the road administration 

assumes participation during a tender procedure. The terms of a contract are depending on the 

requirements of the road administration. Typical contracts cover a period of two to five years. 

The roads they have to plow/spread are noted on a map. There can be some additional 

information included (number of the winter maintenance map, area, address/telephone 

number of stockpile, one-ways). 

For the supply of spreading material a European-wide tender is issued. The tender will be carried 

out by a central unit of each road administration sometimes with several batches. Contracts 
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usually include regulations about order and delivery, for instance an additional delivery after 

winter maintenance action, there is a clause to deliver new material within 48 hours.  

Winter service on sidewalks is often in the hands of private companies. As each land owner is 

responsible for the winter service in front of his land there are many different persons 

responsible. Sidewalks in responsibility of municipalities usually is widespread over the whole 

area.  

Weather situation, 
road condition 

Category A Category B Category C Category D 

Highways, Motorways 
and their junctions 

Regional Roads with a 
daily traffic volume of  
more than 5,000 

Regional Roads with a 
daily traffic volume  
between 1,000 and 
5,000 

Regional Roads with a 
daily traffic volume  
less than 1,000 

1. Risk of hoarfrost 
or ice 

An inspection trip per 
day 

An inspection trip per 
day 

An inspection trip per 
day 

Inspection trip on 
demand 

2. Light Snowfall, 
snow and ice, light 
snow drifts 

Trafficability of all lanes, 
junctions and access 
roads to service 
stations. 

Treatment with de-icing 
agents - Complete 
clearance. 

Snowy road might occur 

Trafficability; 

Treatment with de-icing 
agents favoured. 

Snow depth up to 10cm 
possible. 

Detractions between 
22-6 cannot be 
excluded. 

Trafficability; 

Treatment with de-icing 
agents or grit; 

Snow depth up to 10cm 
possible. Heavy 
detractions between 
20-7 and on Weekend 
can’t be excluded. 

Trafficability; 

Treatment with grit or 
de-icing agents. 

Heavy detractions 
cannot be excluded. 

3. Heavy Snowfall, 
snow drifts 

Trafficability of at least 
one lane per direction, 
junctions and access 
roads to service stations 
between 0-24. 

Treatment with de-icing 
agents - Complete 
clearance favoured. 

Snowy road might 
occur. Trafficability of 
parking lots and hard 
shoulder not ensured. 
Trafficability if 
necessary with snow 
chains. 

Trafficability of at least 
one lane per direction. 

Treatment with de-icing 
agents favoured. 

Heavy detractions due 
do snow depths of more 
than 10 cm possible; 

Trafficability if 
necessary with snow 
chains. 

Trafficability of at least 
one lane per direction. 

Treatment with de-icing 
agents or grit. 

Heavy detractions due 
do snow depths of more 
than 10 cm possible; 

Trafficability if 
necessary with snow 
chains. 

Trafficability of at least 
one lane if necessary 
with snow chains. 

Treatment with grit or 
de-icing agents. 

Snow clearance from 
snow depths of 10 cm (8 
to 20 clock). 

In case of gritting - only after completion of snow removal 

4. Heavy snow drifts, 
avalances, extreme 
ice (e.g. freezing 
rain) 

Trafficability cannot be ensured. Temporary road closures might appear. Information of road users 
carried by media and police. 

Winter 
Maintenance 
service time 

00 – 24 

Treatment intervals as 
required 

4 – 22 

Treatment intervals as 
required 

5 – 20 

Treatment intervals as 
required 

8 – 20 

Treatment intervals as 
required 

Time of circulation max. 3 hours max. 5 hours max. 5 hours ---- 

Annotation Time of circulation = Time between 2 Treatments, Trafficability = Use by vehicles with winter gear 
possible, Heavy Snowfall = More than 10 cm in 3 hours 

Table 2: Winter maintenance categories on rural roads 
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P1 P2 P3 

Inner-city main roads, access 
roads, roads with bus lines / 
trams, roads to access public 
hospitals and fire stations 

Roads with minor traffic 
importance, feeder roads in 
residential and commercial areas, 
mountain roads 

Roads with minor traffic 
importance, rural character  

Sort of treatment Ploughing and spreading Ploughing and spreading Ploughing and spreading 

Service time 4-22 5-22 6-22 

Max. snow depth 10 cm 10 cm, more at night 10 cm, more at night 

Treatment interval max. 5 hours max. 12 hours max. 12 hours 

Treatment with De-icer favoured De-icer favoured, if applicable 
abrasives 

Abrasives, de-icer if 
necessary 

Surface condition 
after treatment 

Wet or dry road, slight 
detractions possible  

Wet or dry road, sporadically ice on 
road possible 

Snowy roads and detractions 
possible 

Table 3: Winter maintenance categories on urban areas (Weather condition: Light Snowfalls) 

1.3.4. Spreading techniques 

There is a statutory duty that winter maintenance must be executed on all public roads in 

Austria. The kind of spreading material depends on the category of the road (see table 2). On 

category P1 roads, the spreading of salt is obligatory, the use of grit is not allowed. On categories 

P2 and P3, there is a mix of salt spreading routes and routes where the road administration is 

using grit only. On highways, rural roads and larger cities sodium chloride is used on most parts. 

The typical method of salt application is prewetted salt with 30% brine and 70% salt (fig. 2). If 

trucks are not equipped with the necessary devices, it is possible to load a mixture dry salt (stone 

or vacuum salt) and grit. This is sometimes the case in smaller municipalities, larger 

organizations typically use salt. 

With new developments in spreading technique and research projects higher brine rates (50% 

to 70%) are used in several regions starting 2015. Also combined spreaders capable of spreading 

prewetted salt or only brine are in use replacing common prewetted spreaders. In case of 

preventive spreading, temperature around freezing point and light snowfall only brine is used. 

If temperatures drop or freezing rain occurs, the driver can switch to prewetted salt with the 

touch of a button. Figure 2 shows both spreading methods enabled. 

 

Figure 2 – (a) Trucks with plow and F 30 equipment for urban or highway use – (b) Combined 

spreader for prewetted salt and brine using spreading nozzles 
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Winter services in alpine regions often require the employment of snow cutter blowers. Due to 

the avalanche danger in many areas of the Alps, temporary roadblocks are made. The Prealps 

area 60 km west of Vienna (fig. 3) is concerned with violent snowfall very often. The use of snow 

cutter blowers is usual in winter service activities in the alpine region.  

Figure 3 – Snow cutter blower in the area of Lilienfeld (Lower Austria) 

Some high-altitude roads remain closed completely during the winter period. Snow clearing 

activities start in April. For the Großglockner Hochalpenstraße (fig. 4) 25 working days are 

necessary to remove 600,000 m³ to 800,000 m³ of snow. The snow walls have a height of up to 

21 m. 

Figure 4 – Snow removal at the Großglockner Hochalpenstraße  

1.3.5. Environmental consequences of de-icing agents and grit 

There is also a dust when you are using grit during the winter maintenance. Normally the surface 

temperature has to reach +3 C or more to use sweeping machines. These machines spread water 

to prevent a kick up of a lot of dust before the sweep in the grit. The city of Vienna is also using 

sweeping machines which also use sodium chloride brine instead of water. Sweeping of the road 

surface can be accomplished with temperatures below the freezing point during a dry weather 

period. 

The use of de-icing agents can have negative repercussions on the environment. On some roads 

in Austria the use of chlorides are prohibited due to environmental reasons. To reduce the 

harmful effects to a minimum, it is necessary to use de-icing agents, which are less harmful.  

There are many problems with alternatives like potassium carbonate as it is heavily hygroscopic 

thus storage is difficult. Also alternatives to sodium chloride are usually much more expensive 

than salt but have still lower thawing capacity. Therefore sodium chloride stays the main 

spreading material with the goal to minimize its use. New technologies (fig 5) and strategies help 

to lower the salt needed to keep the roads safe. 
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Figure 5 – Truck “Firestorm” with brine spraying device 

1.3.6. Road weather information system 

Most road authorities have special contracts with the weather service institutes. There are 

several weather forecasts for the whole country, but with consideration of the climate within a 

small area, a large number of special weather reports are required. Some of the most important 

weather institutes are: 

• The Central Institute of Meteorology; 

• MeteoServe 

• UBIMET 

Smaller local weather services also have products for road authorities in their region with focus 

and knowledge about regional weather phenomena. The following weather values are common 

for road winter service: 

• Air temperature [°C] 

• Surface temperature [°C] 

• Wind direction and strength (average and peak values) 

• Precipitation type (e.g., drizzle, rain, snow rain, snow, ice) 

• Intensity (e.g., shower, freezing rain, from time to time, easy, moderate, strong) 

• Snowfall limit [m] 

• Quantity of fresh snow [cm] 

• Remarks of the meteorologist 

The responsible persons have to collect this information. With the help of these reports they 

can make their decisions. 

The Austrian roads have over 500 ice forecasting systems installed mostly on highways. 

Generally the stations are set up at the coldest points of the roads and bridges. The 

determination of the location of new stations takes place through thermal mapping and the 

experience of the road master or drivers of snowplows. 

Some road administrations have a connection to the weather radar. It is very important 

additional information allowing the road master to make decisions concerning the start, 

duration and end of a winter maintenance action. 
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1.3.7. Traffic safety and road information for drivers 

The individual radio and television stations inform about the forecasted and current weather 

and the road conditions. Weather information is also available on the internet and for 

smartphones. Weather cameras are installed on certain points of the whole country. The 

weather situation can be observed both in the tourist region as well as in the urban areas. Since 

2008 winter tires are compulsory on snowy or icy roads between November 1st and April 15th. 

Even though this regulation was made most handicaps are caused by insufficiently equipped 

vehicles.  

Information concerning winter road conditions should be given as early as possible. Some road 

signs indicate a speed limit for the danger of icy roadways. The police can prescribe the use of 

tire chains on certain roads. 

1.3.8. Snow stockpiles for urban areas 

Winter maintenance in urban areas has some special emphasis, which does not play a role on 

highways. Due to a lack of road space large quantities of snow must be removed rapidly. For this 

reason there are snow stockpiles (fig. 6) in larger cities. The snow can be poured into flowing 

water or stored at snow dumping sites. At these places the snow thaws slowly off and the 

residual substances can be removed after the winter. 

Figure 6 – Snow stockpile 

1.4. ON-GOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

The Austrian Research Council Road and Traffic is responsible for all activities concerning 

research of all kinds of road construction and maintenance. 

Among other things there is a working group, which concerns itself with winter maintenance. 

Guidelines and instructions are compiled regarding the efficiency in winter maintenance. 

The comparison of typical winter maintenance situations with practical application rates shows 

a high potential of savings by preventing unnecessary salting. This leads to the question of 

optimized application rates and winter maintenance strategies for all typical situations that can 

still be applied in winter maintenance practice. To answer these questions the federal states of 

Austria, the Austrian highway operating company (ASFINAG) and the federal ministry of 

Transport (BMVIT) funded a research project at the Vienna University of Technology. Based on 

extensive field and lab testing from 2010 to 2012 at the Institute of Transportation the complex 

mechanical and physical impact of all main factors and their influence on winter maintenance 

could be determined. Practical testing and persistent discussion with selected personnel 

completed the verification and implementation of the findings in a comprehensive winter 
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maintenance model. Further results include a compact practical winter maintenance guide and 

training courses for winter maintenance personnel. 

In addition to treatment principles, winter maintenance strategies, application rates, and driving 

recommendations for typical winter scenarios have been developed. These scenarios consist of 

clearly distinguishable road conditions and weather development scenarios according to their 

importance for winter maintenance and road users. These scenarios are given in Table 4 with 

pictures of typical road conditions and an overview of winter maintenance strategies. The winter 

maintenance recommendations do not replace local expertise and responsibility of the winter 

maintenance staff and adaptation of application rates for special requirements (e.g. on bridges, 

drain asphalt, etc.). However, they encourage a harmonized appraisal of the situation in order 

to achieve better winter maintenance results. 

Based upon the results of this project a follow up projects have been conducted dealing with 

modern salt application technologies, new de-icing agentes and the evaluation of sensor based 

winter maintenance decision making. As a result many road authorities use higher brine ratios 

for prewetted salting. Spreading machines and brine mixing plants are about to become adapted 

to the new requirements. 

A following research project funded again by the federal states of Austria, the Austrian highway 

operating company (ASFINAG) and the federal ministry of Transport (BMVIT) started 2016 and 

finished 2019. The scope of the project was the determination of the physical behavior of salt, 

brine and prewetted salt on the road. 

It could be shown that the beginning of freezing depends not only on the temperatures but also 

on film thickness and brine concentration. There was no impact of anti- caking agents on the 

thawing capacity.  

Field tests for snow ploughs have been developed, due to the lack of natural snow on possible 

test tracks no final test could be conducted.  

1.5. REFERENCES 

1) City of Vienna, Municipal Department 48 Waste Management, Street Cleaning and Vehicle 

Fleet 

2) https://www.wien.gv.at/umwelt/ma48/sauberestadt/winterdienst/index.html 

3) Amt der Niederösterreichischen Landesregierung 

4) https://noe.gv.at/noe/Kontakt-

Landesverwaltung/Abteilung_Allgemeiner_Strassendienst.html 

5) Asfinag Service Gesellschaft 

6) www.asfinag.at 

7) Österreichische Forschungsgesellschaft Straße - Schiene – Verkehr 

8) http://www.fsv.at/cms/start.aspx?LN=EN 

9) http://www.grossglockner.at/de/grossglockner/  

10) https://www.bmk.gv.at/themen/verkehr/strasse/publikationen/winterdienst.html 

11) https://www.bmk.gv.at/dam/jcr:16af950b-d6c1-4f10-a792-

59c2efcc9be6/45_eignungskriterien_streumittel-v2.pdf 
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12) https://www.bmk.gv.at/dam/jcr:741e67f1-4b80-4511-bf0a-

df7386cf6962/15_endbericht_feuchtsalzstreuung.pdf 

Picture documentary Road condition Treatment 
recommendation 

 

Dry road: 

No sleekness expected 
Surfact temperature: -30°C to +60°C 
High skid resistance, µ = 0,6 – 1,0 

Hoarfrost possible or expected 
(usually at 2 - 4 am) 

 

Minimal salting only at hoarfrost: 

No treatment required 

Preventive treatment 5 – 10* g/m² 
with beginning hoarfrost 

 

 

Moist or wet road: 

Road surface temperature > 0° C  
Moderate skid resistance, µ = 0,4 – 
0,7 

Road surface temperature ≤ 0°C 
Moist road 
Moderate skid resistance, µ = 0,2 – 
0,6 
Road surface temperature ≤ 0°C 
Wet road 
Very low skid resistance, µ = 0,1 – 0,6 

 

Salting at temperatures below 0°C: 

No treatment required  
(Watch temperature!) 

Preventive treatment with 5 – 10* g/m² 

Before beginning freezing 

Treatment with 20 to 40* g/m² before 
freezing critical 
Warning messages if black ice forms! 

 

 

Snow next to wheel tracks: 

No snowfall 
Wheel tracks free of snow 
Moderate skid resistance, µ = 0,3 – 
0,5 

Snowfall less than 0,5 cm/interval 
Low skid resistance, µ = 0,2 – 0,4 

Snowfall more than 0,5 cm/interval 
Snow in wheel tracks 
Low skid resistance, µ = 0,2 – 0,4 

 

Ploughing and salting: 

: Ploughing and salting with 10 – 20* 
g/m², to remove remaining snow 

Ploughing and salting with 10 – 20* 
g/m² 

Ploughing and salting 10 g/m² (release 
coating!) until end of snowfalls, then 
ploughing and salting with 10 – 20* g/m²  

 

 

Snow in wheel tracks: 

No snowfall 
Road covered with snow 
Low skid resistance, µ = 0,2 – 0,3 

Snowfall less than 0,5 cm/interval 
Low skid resistance, µ = 0,2 – 0,3 

Snowfall more than 0,5 cm/interval 
Very low skid resistance, µ = 0,1 – 0,3 

 

Ploughing and salting: 

Ploughing and salting with 20 – 30* 
g/m², to remove remaining snow 

Ploughing and salting with 10 – 20* 
g/m² 

Ploughing and salting 10 g/m² (release 
coating!) until end of snowfalls, then 
ploughing and salting with 20 – 30* g/m² 

 

 

Very low skid resistance 

No precipitation 
Road surface temperature ≤ 0°C. 
Very low skid resistance, µ = 0,05 – 
0,2 

Black ice and further precipitation 
(Snow or rain) 
Very low skid resistance, µ = 0,05 – 
0,2 

 

Salting as required: 

Preventive treatment if possible, 
Maximum treatment at critical/icy Spots, 
Further treatments as necessary 

Maximum treatment until ice is cleared 
Closure of road sections as necessary. 
Opening after closure only if skid 
resistance is sufficient 

 

Table 4: Winter maintenance recommendations  

https://www.bmk.gv.at/dam/jcr:741e67f1-4b80-4511-bf0a-df7386cf6962/15_endbericht_feuchtsalzstreuung.pdf
https://www.bmk.gv.at/dam/jcr:741e67f1-4b80-4511-bf0a-df7386cf6962/15_endbericht_feuchtsalzstreuung.pdf
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2. CANADA 

2.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

2.1.1. Information about the country 

Canada is the second largest country in the world and is surrounded by the United States and 

the Arctic, Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Ninety percent of the population is located within 160 

km of the US. The capital of Canada, Ottawa, is located in southern Ontario. Canada relies heavily 

on its exports that are responsible for approximately 30% of GDP; therefore, its highway network 

is important to its viability as a country. 

2.1.2. Road network and traffic 

Table 1: Road Network and Demographics 

Land Area (2016) 8,965,589 km2  

Population (2016) 35,151,728 

Population Density  3.92 persons/km2 

Total Length of Public Road Network (‘000 km) 1,042 

Total Length of National Highway System (‘000 km) 38 

On Road Vehicles, 
2019 (‘000s) 

25,423 Passenger cars/light trucks/motorcycles  24,208 

Buses 92 

Vehicles over 4,500 kg 1,123 

Cars/light trucks per 1000 persons 586 

Latitude (capital) 45°25’N 

Table 2: Length of Public Road Network, Population & Density by Province 

Province Total Road Length 
(‘000 km) 

Sq km 000s Population 000s Pop. Density 

Canada  8,966 35,152 3.9 

Newfoundland 
and Labrador 

19.3 371 520 1.4 

Prince Edward Is. 6.0 6 143 25.1 

Nova Scotia 27.1 53 924 17.4 

New Brunswick 31.5 71 747 10.5 

Québec 144.7 1,357 8,164 6.0 

Ontario 191.0 909 13,448 14.8 

Manitoba 86.6 552 1,278 2.3 

Saskatchewan 228.2 588 1,098 1.9 

Alberta 226.3 640 4,067 6.4 

British Columbia 71.1 923 4,648 5.0 

Yukon 5.8 475 36 0.1 

Northwest 
Territories 

4.5 1,144 42 0.04 
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Nunavut 0.3 1,878 36 0.02 

The following graph represents the general increase in passenger-kilometers traveled in 

passenger vehicles from 1946 to 2015.   

2.2. CLIMATE 

2.2.1. Overview of climatic areas 

  

This map shows the average maximum snow depth in centimeters computed over 18 winter 

seasons (1979 to 1997). Over southern Canada this usually occurs in January or February, while 

the time of maximum accumulation occurs much later in mountain areas and in the Arctic. The 

main features of the map are the pronounced maximum in snow accumulation over the western 

Cordillera, where snow depths can exceed several meters, with a secondary maximum over 

Québec and Labrador. These maxima are related to their proximity to oceans, which act as 

sources of moisture and winter storms, and to the orographic effect of the mountains in the 

case of western Canada. The two maxima are linked by a band of higher snow accumulation that 

follows the boreal forest zone; this is a preferred track for winter storms. To the north of this 

zone is the relatively shallow snow cover of the Arctic (low snowfall with extensive wind 

packing). To the south, the depth of snow is limited by the shorter accumulation season and the 

substantial sublimation of snow over the Canadian Prairies. 
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30 to 49 cm 

 
50 to 99 cm 

 
100 to 199 cm 

 
200 to 299 cm 

 
300 cm and greater 
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2.2.2. Statistics on winter temperature and precipitation 

City Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 

Whitehorse -12.9 -16.5 -19.2 -17.6 -11.9 

Yellowknife -17.5 -25.7 -29.5 -27.5 -22.7 

Vancouver 3.5 0.8 1.4 1.6 3.4 

Kelowna -2.4 -5.9 -5.8 -5.3 -2.0 

Edmonton -10.6 -16.5 -17.7 -15.9 -10.0 

Calgary -8.2 -12.8 -13.2 -11.4 -7.5 

Regina -10.5 -17.7 -20.1 -17.0 -9.9 

Winnipeg -9.2 -17.8 -21.4 -18.3 -10.7 

Toronto -0.2 -5.8 -9.4 -8.7 -4.5 

Ottawa -1.5 -9.2 -14.4 -12.5 -6.8 

Montréal -1.7 -9.3 -14.0 -12.2 -6.5 

Québec City -4.2 -12.8 -17.7 -15.6 -9.4 

Fredericton -3.0 -10.7 -15.0 -13.7 -7.8 

Charlottetown -0.5 -7.0 -12.1 -11.7 -7.0 

Halifax -0.4 -6.4 -10.4 -9.7 -5.7 

St. John's -0.3 -4.7 -8.2 -8.6 -6.1 

Goose Bay -0.6 -7.6 -22.5 -21.3 -15.4 

Iqaluit -15.8 -25.5 -30.9 -31.7 -28.1 

Based Upon Canadian Climate Normals 1981-2010 

Table 4: Average Minimum Temperature (°C) 

City 
Mean Annual Snowfall 

(cm) 
Mean Annual Days with 
Freezing Precipitation 

Whitehorse 141.8 2 

Yellowknife 157.6 11 

Vancouver 38.1 1 

Kelowna 89.0 2 

Edmonton 118.1 8 

Calgary 128.8 6 

Regina 100.2 14 

Winnipeg 113.7 13 

Toronto 121.5 10 

Ottawa 175.4 17 

Montréal 209.5 13 

Québec City 303.4 15 

Fredericton 252.3 13 

Charlottetown 290.4 17 

Halifax 221.2 16 
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St. John's 335.0 38 

Goose Bay 428.3 13 

Iqaluit 229.3 6 

Based Upon Canadian Climate Normals 1981-2010 

Table 5: Mean Annual Snowfall 

Snowplowing in Canada’s Maritime Provinces 

2.2.3. Winter indices 

The Transportation Association of Canada (TAC) commissioned a project to develop a Winter 

Severity Index for Canada, thus enabling jurisdictions to evaluate a particular winter compared 

to past winters. This tool could also be used to give road maintainers better information to 

support the need for financial adjustments in their winter road maintenance programs, and to 

correlate the winter severity with respect to the use of road salts. 

2.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

2.3.1. Standards and rules 

The majority of road maintenance jurisdictions in Canada divide their road inventory into three 

or more winter service level categories. Each service level targets a different performance 

standard based on traffic volumes and road configuration. End result goals range from a snow-

packed surface on minor roads through to a full bare width surface on high volume routes. Many 

jurisdictions now apply a maximum allowable time to target surface condition to their service 

goals. An example is shown in Table 6, which includes the level of service standards used by 

Ontario’s Ministry of Transportation for its highway network. An example of municipal levels of 

service standards is shown in Table 7 for Canada’s capital city (Ottawa). 

Over the last decade official storm response policies have increasingly adopted anti-icing 

measures as a tool to reach target service levels using a minimum of deicing chemicals. The 

spread of Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS) coverage throughout the country has 

enabled a corresponding inclusion of liquid application techniques to anti-icing procedures. 
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Jurisdictions with high traffic volumes such as Ontario, have installed fixed anti-icing systems on 

some bridges and structures to defend against freeze-up.  
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Highway 
Type 

Average vehicles per day 
in winter (Southern 
Ontario) 

Average vehicles per day 
in winter (Northern 
Ontario)  

Standard Conditions and Time to Level 
of Service 

Freeway / 
urban 
highway 

>10,000 >10,000 Bare pavement within 8 hours of the 
end of a winter storm 

Major 
highway 

2,001–10,000 1,501–10,000 Bare pavement within 16 hours of the 
end of a winter storm 

Intermediate 
highway 

1,001–2,000 801–1,500 Bare pavement within 24 hours of the 
end of a winter storm 

Minor 
highway 

501–1,000 401-800 Centre bare pavement within 24 hours 
of the end of a winter storm and fully 
bare pavement when conditions 
permit 

Local 
highway 

Up to 500 Up to 400 Snow packed surface within 24 hours 
of the end of a winter storm. 
Maintenance crews remove excess 
snow and apply sand where required 
for improved friction. 

Table 6 – General Winter Level of Service Standards for Ontario’s highway network (Ministry of 

Transportation of Ontario) 

Table 7 – General Winter Level of Service Standards for Ottawa’s municipal road network (City 

of Ottawa) 

Canadian Public-Private Partnerships (P3s) Projects 

Across Canada, P3 projects are used to deliver long term transportation projects. Public-private 

partnerships, or P3’s, are partnerships between governments and the private sector to build 

public infrastructure like roads, hospitals, schools, or to deliver services. Unlike traditional 

procurement, the public sector integrates all parts of a P3 project into one contract. Depending 

on the preferred P3 model, this approach requires the architect, the builder, the lender, and the 

maintenance and/or operations provider to form a team.  

P3 operations commonly strive toward “bare pavement” conditions on road surfaces, where the 

travel lanes, walkways, and pathways are free of snow, frost, or ice. Gore areas may have loose 

snow accumulated up to 100 mm and for shoulders up to 30 mm. In Alberta, roadways are 

classified as shown in table 8 for P3 projects.  

The “Max. Time to Bare Pavement” may be waived by the road authority when the temperature 

drops below what is indicated in the last column of Table 8, if the winter snow and ice conditions 

dictate. During this time the contractor would apply abrasive materials and attempt to remove 

ice and packed snow from the roadway’s surfaces. The “Max. Time to Bare Pavement” 

requirement shall recommence once temperatures rise above those shown in the last column 

of table 8. The time to Bare Pavement shall be measured from the end of the “storm event” 

Classification  Minimum depth of 
snow before 
deployment 

Time Requirements  

Major roads At accumulation Snow cleared within 4 hours of the end of a winter storm 

Downtown core and 
winter cycling network 

2.5 cm Snow cleared within 4 hours of the end of a winter storm 

Minor collector / 
secondary roads 

5 cm Snow cleared within 6 hours of the end of a winter storm 

Most residential roads 7 cm + Snow cleared within 10 hours of the end of a winter storm 

Most sidewalks 5 cm Snow cleared within 16 hours of the end of a winter storm 

Bus stops N/A Snow cleared within 24 hours of the end of a winter storm 
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which is defined as a period of time of continuous precipitation and/or condensation and/or 

wind causing the build-up of snow and/or ice on the roadway surface.  

Clean-up shall be carried out after the storm event, and the time to complete the clean-up is 

measured from the time precipitation or heavy snow drifting has stopped to the time all clean-

up activities are complete. 

Winter Maintenance Standards  

Class AADT 
Range 

Max. Time 
to React 
(hrs) 

Max. Time 
to Bare 
Pavement 
(hrs) 

Clean Up 
(hrs) 

Severe Storm Event Max Time to 
Bare Pavement 
Temperature 
Waiver (°C) 

Max. Time to 
Bare Pavement 
(hrs) 

Clean Up 
(hrs) 

A 0 to 
30,000 

1.5 5 48 10 120 -10 

AA 30,001 to 
75,000 

1.0 3 48 6 120 -15 

AAA 75,001 to 
125,000 

0.5 2 24 4 96 -20 

AAAA 125,001 
and above 

0.5 2 24 4 72 -30 

Table 8 – Level of Service Standards for P3 Projects in Alberta: 

2.3.2. Organization and operation of winter maintenance 

Division of Responsibilities 

The majority of winter maintenance on Canada’s public roads and highways is managed by the 

corresponding provincial, territorial, or municipal road authorities, and to a lesser extent, by 

federal agencies. While various jurisdictions provide in-house maintenance services, it is 

common practice to outsource maintenance contracts to private organizations. For example, 

Ontario’s Ministry of Transportation has over 20 contracts with private sector contractors to 

provide winter maintenance services.  

Materials 

Road jurisdictions in Canada use de-icing, anti-icing, and abrasive materials for winter 

maintenance on roads and highways. Usage of these materials depends on the actual road and 

weather conditions. Salt is the most commonly used de-icing material, but is less effective at 

temperatures below -10 °C. Anti-icing solutions are applied before winter storm events to help 

prevent ice formation and bonding to pavement surfaces. Abrasive materials such as sand are 

used to improve traction, especially in colder temperatures when salt use is less effective. Some 

jurisdictions utilize calcium chloride mixed with sand for the colder temperatures. 

Equipment 

Snow plow trucks or graders consist of a front-mounted plow and can often include side blades 

(wings) for improved snow removal capabilities. De-icing materials, anti-icing materials, and 

abrasives are distributed using separate trucks, or with spreaders mounted to the snow plow 

trucks. Some jurisdictions use trucks with central “belly” plows. 
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Anti-icing Truck (British Columbia)  

Snowplowing in Echelon (Ontario, Canada)  

Road Weather Information System (RWIS) 

The RWIS network consists of automated weather reporting stations along roadways which have 

special sensors embedded in and below the roads. They produce weather and road data that 

help maintenance crews decide on the appropriate road treatment plan (e.g. the timing of snow 

removal and de-icing treatment, type of chemicals/ mixtures to use, and quantity of materials 

required). 
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Typical Canadian RWIS installation 

There are currently over 350 RWIS in operation in Canada. These stations were installed through 

a coordinated effort between the provinces and territories, Transport Canada and Environment 

and Climate Change Canada.  

Transport Canada worked with key stakeholders, including Environment and Climate Change 

Canada, the Transportation Association of Canada and provincial and territorial jurisdictions to 

develop a core set of specifications for environmental sensor stations. This set of specifications 

ensures that data collection from these stations is consistent across Canada and provides a solid 

foundation for developing winter road maintenance policies and procedures. Transport Canada 

supported these specifications by providing matching funding for provinces and territories to 

install some of the 350 aforementioned environmental sensor stations that make up the cross-

Canada Road Weather Information Systems Network.  

The provinces/territories have collaborated closely with Environment and Climate Change 

Canada, and benefited from the support of Transport Canada and Environment and Climate 

Change Canada on all aspects of the development of the national network: from the 

development (and acceptance) of common specifications for the RWIS equipment to common 

protocols for the exchange of data and metadata. Collaboration continues involving the 

university sector as well as non-government organizations like the Transportation Association 

of Canada for the development of winter severity indices and standardized definitions for 

pavement surface conditions. 

The provinces/territories hope to integrate more components of Intelligent Transportation 

Systems (ITS) into their winter maintenance with the goal of providing optimal road 

maintenance to the motoring public while reducing environmental impacts and costs. It is also 

expected that the national integrated data set will be a boon to the ITS industry in Canada and 

feed such initiatives as the national (North America-wide) dedicated road and weather 

information telephone line – 511.  

With the implementation of a national RWIS network, Canada is a world leader in large-scale, 

integrated road weather technology.  

2.3.3. Assessment of snow and ice control measures 

Provinces are moving to improve the management of road salt in their jurisdictions in 

conjunction with Environment and Climate Change Canada guidelines. Most Canadian 

transportation departments have turned to enhanced technology to assist in the effort. Material 
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spreaders are almost universally being converted to computerized ground speed control to 

improve spreading accuracy and material usage recording. The use of automatic vehicle location 

(AVL) is increasing as agencies seek to pinpoint the location of chemical application and monitor 

plow routes. The installation of infrared sensors (IRS) on patrol vehicles to verify pavement 

temperatures and fine-tune chemical application rates is becoming commonplace. 

Environmental Management of Road Salts: A Step Towards Sustainable Development 

The arrival of cold weather and winter storms means that road authorities must take a variety 

of measures to maintain streets and roadways. Road salts are among the most commonly used 

solutions, as they are the primary de-icers used on roads. Indeed, nearly 5 million tonnes of road 

salts are used in Canada every winter.  

The presence of freeze-thaw cycles also provides a challenge to various jurisdictions as it results 

in an increased demand for road salt usage.  

In the context of sustainable development and given the need to ensure both the safety of 

Canadians on the roads and the protection of ecosystems, a better system for managing road 

salts had to be found. In Canada, the concept of sustainable development has been included in 

federal legislation, particularly in the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999. The 

challenge is to promote a more effective use of road salts in order to reduce the amounts 

released into the environment, thereby reducing the contamination of ecosystems, crops and 

sources of drinking water.  

Code of Practice 

On April 3, 2004, Environment and Climate Change Canada published the Code of Practice: road 

salts environmental management. This Code of Practice, developed with the participation of 

municipalities and road authorities, recommends that stakeholders compare their current 

management of road salts with the practices recommended by transportation experts, 

particularly the Syntheses of Best Practices – Salt Management Plans produced by the 

Transportation Association of Canada.  

In addition to provinces and territories, the Code of Practice is intended for municipalities and 

other road authorities that use or are responsible for the use of more than 500 tonnes of road 

salts per year on public roads in Canada. It is also intended for municipalities and other entities 

that have vulnerable areas within their boundaries that could be affected by road salts (for 

example, wetlands along the roadside).  

These areas are identified by municipalities and road authorities, possibly with the assistance of 

local and regional environmental organizations.  

Typical examples of vulnerable areas include: 

• wells of rural homes located close to highways or sites where salt is stored;  

• provincial and national parks and wildlife preserves; 

• areas close to waterways and wetlands; 

• areas more susceptible to salt; and 

• areas where certain farm products are grown; for example, orchards in the Niagara 

region in Southern Ontario. 
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However, other jurisdictions for which the Code of Practice is not intended are also encouraged 

to adopt best management practices that apply to their local conditions and to follow the Code 

of Practice.  

The Code of Practice is a voluntary tool that allows the jurisdictions to implement solutions that 

are appropriate to their circumstances. In December 2014, Environment and Climate Change 

Canada set seven Performance Indicators and National Targets for the Code of Practice for the 

Environmental Management of Road Salts. 

The following results for the winter 2018-2019 season have been reported by federal, provincial, 

municipal and private road organizations that adopted the Code of Practice and are compared 

with the new National Targets set for 2019 (the last one is set for 2024): 

• 216 road organizations including 8 provinces, 1 territory, 189 municipalities, 7 private 

road organizations, 8 national parks, and 3 other federal organizations reported under 

the Code of Practice (the target is 220). 

• 62% annually reviewed their road salt management plan (the target is 100%). 

• 99% of their road salts are under a permanent roof and on impermeable pads (the 

target is 100%). 

• 81% of their treated abrasives are covered (the target is 75%). 

• 93% of their vehicles are equipped with groundspeed electronic controllers (the 

target is 95%) 

• 65% are using pre-wetting or pre-treated salts (the target is 95%). 

• 58% of their vehicles are equipped for pre-wetting (the target is 75%). 

• 35% of road organizations have identified their salt-vulnerable areas and have 

prepared an action plan (the target is 95%). This target is set for later, in 2024. 

The many advances in winter road maintenance implemented by road administrations, in some 

instances together with federal government support, across Canada in recent years bode well 

for a future with increased mobility and winter motoring safety in addition to enhanced 

environmental performance.  

2.4. ON-GOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

While road salt continues to be the main de-icing medium, some jurisdictions are implementing 

and/or evaluating other products and innovative techniques to help reduce the environmental 

concerns associated with road salt. New technologies are also emerging to improve the 

efficiency of winter maintenance in Canada.  

2.4.1. New Technologies 

Canada’s road jurisdictions are constantly aiming towards enhanced winter maintenance 

practices that are more cost effective, environmentally friendly, and achieve the most optimal 

performance. One example is the use of a “Virtual RWIS” that was developed by a private sector 

organization, John Wood Group PLC. This virtual system consists of a set of algorithms, 

leveraging data from nearby RWIS stations and combining them with weather forecast data to 

produce virtual RWIS observations. This allows accurate pavement forecast data in micro-

climate areas, while densifying the RWIS network in a more cost efficient manner. The Ontario 

Ministry of Transportation and several municipalities have already begun using virtual RWIS in 

key locations, and interest amongst other jurisdictions is growing.  
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Example of Virtual RWIS use along Hwy 401 

2.4.2. Alternative Materials 

Some Canadian road jurisdictions have considered alternative de-icing or anti-icing materials 

that are more environmentally friendly than the traditional use of road salt. For example, the 

City of Calgary has piloted the use of an anti-icing material consisting of beet juice mixed with 

salt brine. This mixture has a number of benefits including: 

• Significant reduction in salt usage 

• Less corrosive than traditional salt use. 

• Provides enhanced ice melting capabilities and can withstand greater ranges of 

temperatures. 

Application of beet brine (Calgary) 
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3. CANADA-QUEBEC 

3.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

Located in the northeastern part of North America, Québec is a Canadian province that opens 

onto the Atlantic Ocean and extends from the United States border to the Arctic. Québec’s 

geography is relatively flat, rarely exceeding 900 meters in altitude. The northern portion of 

Québec sits on more or less continuous permafrost. Québec’s river system is extensive and 

covers a total of over 360,000 km2 (22% of the land). The St. Lawrence River, which is 3,260 km 

long and has an annual flow of 12,600 m3/s (near Québec City), is a true gateway to the North 

American continent. 

Although Québec is a pluralistic society, where various cultures live in close contact, nearly 78% 

of its population speaks French. Table 1 shows the demographics and land data of the province. 

Table 2 shows the 10 cities in Québec with populations of over 100,000. 

Table 1 – Demographics and land area of Québec 

Population  8.5 million1 

Life expectancy at birth 

Men: 80.6 years 

Women: 84.3 
years 

Population of the Greater 
Montréal Area 

4 million 

Land area  1,667,712 km2 

Population density 
6.5 inhabitants per 

km2 

Table 2 – Québec cities with a population of 100,000 or more (2018) 

Montréal 1.8 million 

Québec City 0.546 million 

Laval 0.439 million 

Gatineau 0.288 million 

Longueuil 0.250 million 

Sherbrooke 0.168 million 

Lévis 0.148 million 

Saguenay 0.147 million 

Trois-Rivières 0.138 million 

Terrebonne 0.118 million 

In Québec, the road network is under the responsibility of Ministère des Transports du Québec 

(MTQ). Québec’s cities and municipalities (1,131 in total) are responsible for maintaining public 

roads used by vehicles and pedestrians, i.e., the streets, avenues, and boulevards serving their 

 

1 Of these, 47.7% are in the 10 largest cities. 
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respective populations, as well as the sidewalks. Table 3 shows the distribution of Québec’s road 

network. 

Table 3 – Québec’s road network (2018) 

Total 140,534 km  

Maintained by MTQ 22.1% 

Maintained by cities and 
municipalities 

77.9% 

 

Figure 1 – Québec’s road network 

MTQ has established a road classification system that serves as the basis for day-to-day 

management of the network under its responsibility (see Table 4). This system makes it possible 

to categorize and group together roads based on their function and importance. This functional 

classification of the network is consistent with classifications in effect in other Canadian 

provinces and the United States. 

Roads classified in this way are intended to link the main population concentrations and the 

facilities and areas of national and regional importance. Table 5 shows the distribution of roads 

under MTQ’s responsibility according to the functional classification. 

Table 4 – MTQ’s functional classification of the road network  

Classification Feature 

Highway system Includes all highway infrastructure 

National 
network 

Includes interregional roads and 
roads connecting major towns and 
cities (> 25,000 inhabitants) 

Regional 
network 

Links secondary towns (5,000 to 
25,000 inhabitants) to major towns 
and cities 
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Collector 
network 

Connects small communities 
(< 5,000 inhabitants) to larger 
towns 

Local network 
Connects small communities to one 
another and provides access to 
private property 

Resource access  
network 

Leads to logging and mining areas, 
hydroelectric project sites, and 
recreation and conservation areas 
under government jurisdiction 

 

Table 5 – Network maintained by MTQ (2020) 

Network 
Weighted 

length2 
AWDT3 

 

Highway 7,838 km 33,464 

National 10,094 km 8,652 

Regional 6,008 km 4,587 

Collector 8,045 km 2,319 

Local 35 km 14,632 

Resource access 736 km 262 

Resources and 
isolated 

communities 
863 km 163 

Unclassified 104 km 11,296 

Total 33,724 km       

3.2. CLIMATE 

Québec covers 15 degrees of latitude from the 45th parallel in the south up to the far north. Its 

cold, humid climate is largely due to its northern maritime location. On average, the annual 

temperature remains close to the freezing point, at nearly -1°C. There are three main types of 

climate in Québec (see Figure 2 for distribution): 

• Cold and humid continental 

• Subpolar continental 

• Polar tundra 

 

2 Weighted road network length: Length of road calculated as the equivalent of a two-lane road 

3 AWDT: Average winter daily traffic 
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Figure 2 – Climate distribution in Québec (2012) 

A cold and humid continental climate is characteristic of Québec’s most populated regions, 

which are south of the 51st parallel. Summers are hot and slightly humid, and winters are cold 

and rather long. The thermal amplitude of this climate is approximately 30°C, and precipitation 

is abundant throughout the year, usually exceeding 1,000 mm annually and falling as snow 25% 

of the time. It generally snows from November to April. This region is home to almost the entire 

population of Québec. Table 6 shows the temperatures and precipitation of some cities 

characterized by this climate. Only Fermont has a subpolar continental climate. 

Table 6 – Temperatures and precipitation  
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Avg. annual temp. (°C) 6.6 4.6 2.7 -3.0 

Avg. temp. in January 
(°C) 

-10.1 -12.0 -13.3 -22.1 

Avg. temp. in July (°C) 21.2 19.3 16.4 13.5 

Frost-free days 
(temp. > 0°C) 

213 192 178 118 

Annual rainfall (mm) 833 900 787 535 

Annual snowfall (cm) 172 272 297 291 

No. of days of snowfall 78.4 
100.

5 
106.

8 
- 

The subpolar continental climate, between the 51st and 58th parallels, is cold and humid and 

typically features short, cool summers. Precipitation is scarce (average of 775 mm per year). The 

average annual temperature is -3°C. 

The polar tundra climate in the far north is marked by a harsh, very cold and dry winter. The 

temperature is, on average, below freezing eight months a year, from October to May. 

Precipitation does not typically exceed 500 millimeters per year and is the lowest in Québec. 
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Figure 3 – Route du Port, Les Éboulements (2019) 

Other climate characteristics 

• The ground freezes for at least four months to a depth varying from 1.2 m to 3 m. In 

some areas, the frost period can even last from September to May. 

• Winter is the longest season and affects the entire territory of Québec. Depending on 

the region, it can last an average of 18 to 25 weeks, and the number of days of 

snowfall varies from 70 to over 120. 

• Québec receives an average of 275 cm of snow each year. In some mountainous 

regions, accumulation can even exceed 6 m. 

• Since 1961, temperatures in southern Québec have increased by 1.3°C, while annual 

precipitation has increased by 130 mm. 

3.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

3.3.1. Legislative and normative frameworks 

The Act respecting roads (CQLR, chapter V-9) provides the framework that guides MTQ in 

carrying out its mission. This framework covers sharing road network management with the 

municipalities. In particular, it establishes MTQ’s jurisdiction over roads, decreed by the 

Government of Québec, and defines the powers and obligations associated with management 

of those roads. 

Standards have been established to provide a framework for winter maintenance work on road 

infrastructure. 

Service levels 

During snow removal operations in Québec’s major cities, priority is given to major roads 

(boulevards and main arteries) to maximize safe traffic flow and maintain public transit services. 

After that, priority is given to collector streets, which connect residential streets to the main 

arteries, and to streets near schools, daycare centers, hospitals, and public services. Snow 

removal operations then continue on residential and local streets. In general, snow removal 

operations start when snow accumulated on the ground exceeds a predetermined threshold. 

During the winter months, three levels of service are established for maintaining the road 

network under MTQ’s responsibility (see Table 7). 
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Table 7 – MTQ service levels 

Cleared roadway 

A roadway whose traffic lanes, 
including shoulders, are free of 
snow and ice across its entire 
width. 

Partially cleared 
roadway 

A roadway whose traffic lanes are 
free of snow and ice across a 
width of 3 m in straight sections 
and of 5 m at critical points. 

Roadway with 
hard-packed 

snow 

A roadway whose traffic lanes 
and shoulders have a hard-
packed snow base of up to 3 cm. 
Under favorable weather 
conditions (air temperature > 3°C 
for more than 48 hours), the 
maintenance level is reduced to 
that of a partially cleared 
roadway. 

Figure 4 – Roadway and visibility conditions (2019) 

Service levels are determined based on two main criteria: the functional classification of the 

network and the average winter daily traffic (AWDT) flow recorded, as shown in Table 8. 

Table 8 – Determination of service levels 

Functional 
classification 

AWDT Service level 

Highway − Cleared roadway 

National road 

> 2,500 Cleared roadway 

 2,500 Partially cleared 
roadway 

Regional road 

> 2,500 Cleared roadway 

 2,500 Partially cleared 
roadway 

Collector road 
and road 
providing 
access to 
resources 

 

> 2,500 Cleared roadway 

500  
to 

2,500 

Partially cleared 
roadway 

 500 Roadway with hard-
packed snow 
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To deal with certain special situations, MTQ sets up winter ecoroads in its network. An ecoroad 

is a road that is subject to a special form of maintenance during the winter to reduce the 

environmental impact of de-icers on areas sensitive to road salt. This form of maintenance gives 

precedence to increased scraping and use of abrasives, thus limiting the use of road salt. 

The safety of all road users, whoever they may be, must remain a priority when establishing a 

winter ecoroad. The initiative must be supported by the community (the public and elected 

officials), and one or more vulnerable areas must be targeted to reduce the impact of road salt. 

Quality standards and performance indicators 

MTQ uses various measures to improve its winter maintenance performance.  

For example, it issues an annual report focusing exclusively on a quality assessment of private 

sector snow removal in its network (see Section 3.3: Evaluation of winter maintenance 

measures).  

Materials  

MTQ uses mainly sodium chloride (rock salt) and abrasives (stone, gravel, or sand) to maintain 

its network. Brine has also been used to pre-wet materials since 2019–2020 on about one-third 

of the system. The average amount used over the past five years is shown in Table 9 (except for 

brine, for which the amount shown is the amount used in 2019–2020). 

Table 9 – Average amount of materials applied in the network under MTQ’s responsibility 

* Amount used in 2019–2020 only 

Material Average annual amount 

Sodium chloride 800,000 tonnes/year 

Abrasives 1,090,000 tonnes/year 

Brine 270,000 liters* 

The size of the road network and the need to ensure a reliable and efficient supply of salt at the 

many service points in the network prompted MTQ to enter into a contractual agreement with 

a single supplier for nearly 70% of the sodium chloride (rock salt) MTQ uses to maintain its 

network. Three contracts are awarded to fill the remaining need. The technical specifications 

that sodium chloride must meet to satisfy MTQ’s requirements are set out in these agreements. 

The specifications are based on North American standards, among other things. The 

specifications are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 – Requirements for road de-icing salt 

No specific agreement is made for the supply of abrasives. This material, which a road service 

provider must obtain from the desired supplier, must, however, comply with a grading range 

shown in Table 10, according to the category: 

• AB-5: Suited for abrasives consisting of crushed stone 

• AB-10: Suited for abrasives consisting of sifted sand, crushed stone, or 

crushed/uncrushed gravel 

Table 10 – Grading range specifications for abrasives 

Grading 
screen 

Type AB-5 

(% passing 
through) 

Type AB-10 

(% passing 
through) 

10 mm − 100 

8 mm 100 − 

5 mm 85–99 95-100 

2.5 mm 1–15 − 

1.25 mm 0–5 0–70 

630 μm  0–50 

315 μm  0–35 

160 μm  0–15 

80 μm  0–5 

Since 2019, MTQ has begun using pre-wetting technology on a portion of its network. Two 

different methods are used: 

• On board trucks: The brine is injected into the materials on board trucks just before 

they are spread.  

• During stacking: The brine is mixed with the materials before they are stored. 

Purchasing specifications for the required brine have been developed based on the method 

used, and are thus met for procurement of the material. 

In terms of regulations, the Canadian government published a code of practice on April 3, 2004, 

under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act (S.C., chapter 33), calling on road authorities 

to implement measures to reduce environmental damage from road salt. Québec has its own 
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environmental protection legislation, including regulations governing the disposal of so-called 

waste snow. 

Furthermore, when it adopted the Sustainable Development Act (CQLR, chapter D-8.1.1) in 

2006, the Québec government introduced a management framework for public administrations 

to ensure that the powers and responsibilities conferred on them would be exercised with a 

focus on sustainable development. It is within this framework that MTQ developed the Stratégie 

québécoise pour une gestion environnementale des sels de voirie (Québec Strategy for 

Environmental Road Salt Management), which urges the various network managers (cities, 

municipalities, and MTQ itself) to draw up an environmental road salt management plan. MTQ’s 

annually revised management plan is broken down into different objectives and actions to be 

carried out for environmental road salt management. 

Motor vehicles 

In Québec, the Highway Safety Code (CQLR, chapter C-24.2) governs the use of vehicles on public 

roads, including the use of chains and studs on tires on the road network. Chains and studs may 

be used from October 15 to May 1 and are limited to certain vehicle categories (see Table 11). 

Table 11 – Studs, chains, and winter tires – Authorized vehicles 

Device Authorization 

Studs 

Commercial vehicles with a gross 
vehicle weight not exceeding 

3,000 kg, passenger vehicles4, and 
taxis 

Chains 
Emergency vehicles, farm tractors, 
and snow removal vehicles used on 

roads 

Winter tires 

Motorized road vehicles registered 
in Québec (other than heavy 

vehicles, tool vehicles, or farm 
machinery) as well as mopeds and 

motorcycles, including rental 
vehicles 

A regulation requiring the use of tires specifically designed for winter driving has been in effect 

in Québec since 2008. All passenger vehicles registered in Québec, including taxis, must be 

equipped with winter tires from December 1 to March 15 inclusively. Such tires must display a 

specific pictogram on their sidewalls certifying that they are designed for winter driving (Figure 

6). Otherwise, they must be equipped with studs in accordance with the Regulation respecting 

the use of non-skid devices on the tires of certain road vehicles (CQLR, chapter C-24.2, r. 44). 

Figure 6 – Pictogram identifying a tire designed specifically for winter driving 

 

4 Transportation capacity of not more than nine people 
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Network maintenance equipment 

Like all motor vehicles in Québec, winter road maintenance equipment and its use are subject 

to the Highway Safety Code and various other laws and regulations, such as: 

• The Act respecting owners, operators and drivers of heavy vehicles (CQLR, chapter P-
30.3), which establishes a framework for road transportation by introducing an administrative 
system for registering owners and operators of heavy vehicles, assigning a safety rating, and 
imposing penalties for violations. 

• The Regulation respecting the hours of driving and rest of heavy vehicle drivers (CQLR, 
chapter C 24.2, r. 28), which requires operators of heavy vehicles to allow monitoring of the 
hours of driving and work performed. Accordingly, drivers of snow removal vehicles must fulfill 
certain obligations to ensure public safety, clear snow from roads, and spread de-icers or 
abrasives (see Table 12). At the same time, owners or operators of heavy vehicles are required 
to visually and audibly check certain components of their vehicles to prevent accidents that 
could be caused by poor vehicle condition. 

Table 12 – Snow removal  Driving and resting hours – Main measures 

Obligation Rule 

Driving prohibited if accumulated 
 hours of driving have reached: 

> 13 hours 

Driving prohibited if accumulated 
hours of work have reached: 

> 14 hours 

Minimum number of consecutive 
hours of rest before starting a new 
shift 

≥ 8 hours 

  

Hours of driving: Hours during which the driver is in control of a heavy vehicle with the engine 

on 

Hours of work: Period of time that includes hours spent driving and performing various duties 

• The Vehicle Load and Size Limits Regulation (CQLR, chapter C-24.2, r. 31), whose main 
objectives are to ensure the safety of road users and protect road infrastructure (bridges and 
roadways). This regulation sets various standards limiting, among other things, the dimensions 
and loads of road vehicles on public roads. To take into account the reduced load-bearing 
capacity of the road network during the thaw period, it also imposes load restrictions in spring 
according to three defined areas (Figure 7). Depending on changing weather conditions, the 
start and end of the load restriction period may be moved up or pushed back. 
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Figure 7 – Load restriction areas 

3.3.2. Organization and operation of winter maintenance  

MTQ’s organizational structure consists of 53 service centers located across 12 separate 

territories (territorial branches and main branch). These territorial units have a high degree of 

autonomy in resource management and work together with the regional and municipal 

organizations in the community. 

Responsibility for maintaining the network rests directly with the service centers, which divide 

maintenance between their crews and contractors during the winter months. Table 13 shows 

the distribution of network maintenance performed by MTQ crews, the private sector, and the 

municipal organizations concerned. 

Table 13 – Distribution of MTQ network maintenance 

MTQ crews 21% 

Private sector 66% 

Municipal organizations concerned 13% 

The following table provides an overview of the winter maintenance routes, distributed among 

MTQ crews, the private sector, and municipalities. 

Table 14 – Winter maintenance routes on the MTQ road network 

No. of routes 786 

Average length 36 km 

Minimum length 0.14 km 

Maximum length 249 km 

For routine maintenance work, MTQ, like the private sector, generally prefers to use three-axle 

trucks. However, larger four-axle trucks can be used to meet specific operational needs 

(increased de-icing autonomy, use of specific equipment, etc.) while complying with the 

regulatory framework for heavy vehicles. Table 15 shows the characteristics of the snow 

removal trucks used. 
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Table 15 – Snow removal trucks 

Basic characteristics 

Specifications 

3 axles 

(6 x 4) 

4 axles 

(8 x 4) 

Rear axle capacity 18,000 kg 20,860 kg 

Front axle capacity 10,340 kg 18,000 kg 

Full weight 30,000 kg 39,000 kg 

Engine 
Diesel: 

Minimum 
305 kW 

Diesel: 
Minimum 
330 kW 

Rear suspension Pneumatic Pneumatic 

Transmission Automatic Automatic 

Electronic spreader 
system  

Yes Yes 

Spreader  9 m3 11 m3 

Snowplow wing 3,657 mm 3,657 mm 

One-way snowplow 3,657 mm 3,657 mm 

Front mount Yes Yes 

Light signals Yes Yes 

These vehicles are called “multipurpose” because they can be used alternately or simultaneously 

to perform snow removal and de-icing operations on the network. This versatility makes it easier 

to synchronize operations and ensures increased efficiency. These vehicles are equipped with 

electronic spreader controls, specific light signals for snow clearing operations, and a GPS that 

provides real-time position information. Information on work in progress (speed, snowplow 

lowered, type and quantity of material spread, etc.) can also be collected thanks to the vehicle 

telemetry that certain trucks are equipped with. 

To ensure that the network is properly maintained, graders and snowblowers can be used. This 

equipment also has specific light signals. 

Snow removal contracts are, of course, awarded by MTQ according to a regulated process. Such 

contracts are awarded either through a call for tenders to the private sector or through 

negotiations with municipalities, which are themselves network managers. 

These contractual agreements, based essentially on performance measurement, are either for 

three years or for one year with a renewal clause, generally for two additional years. The 

tendered (or negotiated) price is a lump sum and includes the expected expenses for the supply 

of the materials required for network maintenance (salt and abrasives). 

For specific needs, MTQ can rent snow removal trucks with drivers. At the operational level, 

these drivers report only and directly to MTQ and are integrated into its existing maintenance 

crews. The contractual agreements are based on a minimum number of hours of operation, and 

the successful bidders do not supply the materials.  

Operational management 

The partnership that MTQ relies on for maintaining the network is based on clear expectations 

regarding the expected results. Depending on the type of network being maintained, each 
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contract (administrative and technical documents) contains specific requirements for snow 

removal, de-icing, and network patrol. 

MTQ monitors the entire network under its responsibility to ensure that prescribed expectations 

are met. To guide and guarantee consistency in network monitoring practices, MTQ has 

governance frameworks in place for winter maintenance monitoring, which is performed by 

service providers and MTQ staff. 

MTQ uses Guide des bonnes pratiques d’épandage (Guide to spreading best practices) and the 

spreading charts that go with it. These tools enable staff to make informed decisions about 

spreading operations and standardize practices. The spreading charts (excerpt in Figure 8) 

incorporate the key road weather concepts and are based on the experience and empirical 

knowledge acquired by MTQ maintenance staff. They thus provide a solid foundation with 

respect to routine winter maintenance operations. 

Figure 8 – Excerpt from the spreading charts 

Road closures 

To ensure the safety of motorists during the winter months, MTQ may decide to temporarily 

close its network to traffic, particularly in the event of zero visibility. Apart from the fact that 

this responsibility lies with MTQ, the decision is always made jointly with civil protection 

authorities, municipalities, and the police forces concerned. 

As a result, local road closure plans have been produced that allow for safe closure, with the 

required infrastructure (signs, barriers, etc.). 

Cooperation between network managers 

The diversity of issues encountered throughout Québec and the rest of Canada and the 

multiplicity of stakeholders involved require ongoing efforts to work together. To promote 

training and knowledge sharing in the area of winter maintenance, MTQ works closely with 
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other network managers facing similar issues. This collaboration leads to productive discussions 

within various transportation associations, such as the Transportation Association of Canada 

(TAC), the World Road Association (PIARC) Technical Committee on Winter Service, and 

Association québécoise des transports (AQTr). 

It is in this spirit of pooling knowledge and experience that MTQ takes part in the Table 

d’expertise sur la viabilité hivernale (board of experts on winter service) led by AQTr. Members 

of this group come from different backgrounds (clients, industrial partners, educational 

institutions, professional associations, etc.). Its purpose is to promote discussion on practices in 

the field and in particular, the results of the work of the PIARC Technical Committee on Winter 

Service.  

Road weather and training 

• Stationary road weather stations 

Thanks to their open-architecture design, the stations, developed entirely by MTQ, can include 

a wide variety sensors (see Table 16). 

Table 16 – Functionalities - Stationary and mobile stations 

Functionality available 
Stationary 

station 
Mobile 
station 

Intensity –  
Wind direction 

Yes No 

Visibility Yes No 

Precipitation  
intensity and type 

Yes No 

Air temperature (Ta) Yes Yes 

Relative humidity (U) Yes Yes 

Atmospheric pressure (P) Yes Yes 

Dew point  
calculation (Td) 

Yes Yes 

Surface conditions – 
Freezing point (residual 

brine) 
Yes No 

Road surface  
temperature (Ts) 

Yes Yes 

Residual brine  
concentration 

Yes No 

Frost front propagation in 
the road pavement 

Yes No 

Geographical  
positioning of data 

Yes Yes 

Data display – 
Real time 

Yes Yes 

Recovery of  
data for analysis 

Yes N/A 

Fixed cameras  Yes5 N/A 

   

 

5 On some stations 
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This type of station accurately measures the main weather and road parameters that affect 

variations in road conditions. Together with the use of a 3 m frost depth probe, also designed 

by MTQ, the station provides data for the decision-making process used to establish the load 

restriction period on the Québec road network during the spring thaw.  

In 2020, MTQ had a network of 53 road weather stations, nearly half of which are equipped with 

24-hour cameras that relay weather and road conditions throughout the network to the 

maintenance staff. To make it easier to manage and interpret the data collected, a computer 

system (SMR) is available to support the work of the operations staff. A forecasting component 

(weather and road conditions, including surface temperature) is displayed in the system, 

although the production of weather forecasts is tendered to the private sector. This system will 

be replaced during winter 2021–2022. A contract has been awarded for the acquisition of a 

cloud-based solution (SaaS) that will be managed by the provider. Figure 9 shows a stationary 

weather station and an image from the current SMR system. 

Figure 9 – Stationary road weather station and display system 

• Mobile road weather stations 

Mobile road weather stations (Figure 10) were also developed by MTQ to supplement the 

information collected by stationary stations. 
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Figure 10 – Mobile road weather station 

This equipment, installed on approximately 240 MTQ patrol vehicles, measures and displays 

various parameters in the vehicles in real time (see Table 16). Interpreting these parameters 

allows vehicle drivers to anticipate the formation of road ice and, if necessary, adjust spreading 

strategies based on the data collected and specific portions of routes. 

Simplified mobile stations have been designed to meet the needs of service providers’ monitors, 

and more than 100 vehicles are equipped with them. These stations measure only air and 

surface temperatures, allowing monitors to assess work compliance based on the contractual 

requirements in specifications. 

To support implementation of this rollout, training is provided annually to MTQ operations staff, 

including through a network of road weather trainers.  

3.3.3. Evaluation of winter maintenance measures 

The vastness of the territory and the diversity of Québec’s economy have made the province’s 

road network both elaborate and very much in demand. The openness of the economy, the 

volume of exports to the North American market, and the provision of natural resources and 

manufactured products from outlying areas are factors that explain the road network’s vital role 

in Québec’s economic development. Table 17 shows some data on Québec’s economy. 

Table 17 - Québec’s economy in numbers (2019) 

Value of exports $94 billion 

Main trading partner United States 

Percentage of international exports 
to the United States 

71% 
($66.6 billion) 

To ensure the viability of the network under its responsibility during the winter season, MTQ 

spends over $270 million annually on direct operations. Aware of the economic and social issues 

associated with snow removal in the network and the challenge of managing such operations in 

a context of scarce resources, MTQ is committed to: 

• Working with the snow removal industry to reposition and strike a better balance with 

respect to the associated risk. This new balance consists of using different contractual 

management methods (annual contracts, firm multi-year contracts) or contracts 

based on the use of technological tools (GPS, etc.).  
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• Measuring the compliance of services provided by contractors with the requirements 

and specifications set out in contract documents. Accordingly, each route maintained 

by private contractors under contract with MTQ is evaluated according to a grid 

containing 19 quality criteria for snow removal and de-icing, communication and 

collaboration, and compliance with the deadlines specified in the contract. Using this 

approach and approaches associated with the surveillance and monitoring of its 

network, MTQ ensures that in the field, the quality of maintenance on the main road 

network continues to meet very high requirements in order to ensure safe and 

functional travel. 

3.3.4. Road safety and user information 

Société de l’assurance automobile du Québec, with the participation of MTQ, conducts an 

annual information and advertising campaign on winter road safety. In 2020, under the theme 

“Adapt your driving. Slow down and keep your distance,” the campaign was designed to 

encourage drivers to adapt their driving and remind them that slowing down and keeping a safe 

distance are good habits to develop and practice at all times because weather and road 

conditions can change quickly. Communication methods used include radio and TV spots, clips 

on social media, and web banners. Communication tools such as the Québec 511 and Radio 

Circulation websites are also used. 

MTQ also offers the public and users of the main road network the opportunity to get 

information on winter road conditions and traffic interruptions. To facilitate access to this 

information at all times, it provides them with a mobile app, telephone service, and the Québec 

511 website. 

MTQ also uses specific terminology to inform users of winter road conditions (Figures 11 & 12).  
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Figure 11 Road conditions terminology 

Terms for road and visibility conditions are shown separately. A term indicating the presence of 

snowdrifts that could jeopardize travel is also included. A three-color code (black, yellow, and 

white) provides a visual representation of the road conditions that drivers must take into 

consideration before traveling. 

Figure 12 Road conditions terminology 

Information on road conditions are collected on the 392 road segments throughout the MTD 

network using a smartphone at least once a day and whenever a change in conditions is 
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observed. The mobile app feeds data into the winter road conditions system, which quickly 

redirects the information not only to users, but also to the general public and various specialized 

media through Québec 511. 

In order to provide quality information to users of the winter road conditions system, MTQ has 

put in place a verification mechanism and indicators to detect any anomalies in the system. 

MTQ is responsible for the main road network’s operation and, as such, must assume a 

significant share of the responsibilities associated with assisting users in trouble and managing 

the risks associated with such emergency situations. With this in mind, MTQ has published a 

guide for its staff who are called upon to help road users in trouble. It contains safe and effective 

ways to act in such circumstances.  

Figure 13 Example of assistance provided to a road user (2018) 

Integrated traffic management centers 

Integrated traffic management centers (ITMCs) under MTQ’s responsibility use various 

management tools and cameras to increase user safety and traffic flow, particularly during the 

winter months when conditions can be difficult. Information on problems in the network during 

this period is then provided to users in real time through a network of variable message signs 

and Québec 511 (telephone, website, and mobile app). 

In addition, in networks with specific issues (e.g., heavy, high-speed traffic, major wind 

corridors), a simple preventive approach to users can be taken by using patrol vehicles to slow 

traffic or installing devices prohibiting access to portions of a network deemed at risk. 

3.4. ONGOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES FOR IMPROVING WINTER MANAGEMENT 

3.4.1. New technology 

Today’s technology offers us a wide range of options to improve operations on the road 

network. Like many network managers, MTQ explores what’s available on the market by setting 

up pilot projects. Here are a few examples: 

• Self-propelled trailer: This equipment consists of a snowplow mounted on a trailer 

with articulated wheels and towed by a snow removal truck. A tank or bucket can also 

be added for spreading operations. This equipment can clear two lanes 

simultaneously. A pilot project will be carried out to assess its functionality on the 

Québec road network. 

• Precipitation sensor on stationary stations: Different sensors will be tested and 

analyzed to increase their capacity to determine the quantity and type of precipitation 

that occurs. 
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• Blowing snow detection sensor: Blowing snow can cause temporary or longer-lasting 

loss of visibility for road users, resulting in road safety risks. A pilot project is therefore 

underway to develop sensors and a joint system to automatically detect blowing snow 

in real time. 

3.4.2. New management approaches 

A number of management approaches will be tested at MTQ in the coming years to improve 

operations and service provided to road users. These approaches include the following: 

• Anti-icing: Application of a liquid directly to the roadway prior to a precipitation event. 

This helps maintain roadway traction when precipitation starts. This technique will be 

tested to validate its benefits in Québec. 

• Online spreading charts: Spreading charts have been produced to help staff make 

decisions about operations to be carried out on the road network (see Section 3.2: 

Organization and operation of winter maintenance). They suggest the type of material 

and the quantity to be spread based on the road weather parameters. To improve this 

tool, a pilot project is planned to integrate it into a computer system to suggest, 

automatically and in real time, what and how much should be spread based on the 

road weather parameters measured remotely by road weather stations. 

• Contractual approaches: To maintain its road network, MTQ requires the 

collaboration of numerous service providers (for over 60% of the network). Due to 

some difficulties in obtaining bids for contracts, a number of approaches have been 

identified and will be tested in an attempt to improve competition. These include the 

introduction of annual contracts (summer and winter) instead of seasonal contracts 

(winter only), regional contracts instead of contracts covering a section of road, and 

the addition of a bid sheet to contracts. 

A major project is also underway to ensure the sustainability of winter maintenance. At the end 

of this multi-year project, various measures will be targeted and implemented to ensure that 

winter serviceability is maintained. 
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4. CZECH REPUBLIC  

4.1.  DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

4.1.1. Information about the country 

Figure 1 – Position of the Czech Republic 

The Czech Republic is a medium-sized country (78,867 km²) situated in the centre of Europe. It 

borders to Poland in the north, to Germany in the west, to Austria in the south and to Slovakia 

in the east. 

On 30th June 2021, the population was 10,702,942 inhabitants, which corresponds to high 

density 134,6 2 per one square kilometre. Its capital and largest city is Prague, with the 

population of 1,341,370 inhabitants.  

The Czech Republic was founded in 1993 as a successor state to former Czechoslovakia that was 

divided into two parts. It joined European structures again after years of communistic reign and 

develops its industry and transportation network. Since 2000 the country consists of 14 regions. 

Each of the region is responsible for the lower-important roads (class II and III). 

From an altitude view, 67% of roads are below 500 m, 32 % of roads are from altitude 500 to 

1000 m, and only 1% of roads are over 1000 m above sea level. 

4.1.2. Road network and traffic 

In 2021, the total length of the public road network was 55 791 km, whereas 1298 km belong to 

the highways network and the rest to regional and rural roads. Local roads are owned by 

municipalities, they are not mentioned here. 
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Figure 2 – Highway network, 31st Aug 2021 

Czech Republic – road network in regions [m]  1st Jan 2021 

       

    highways I .class roads II class roads III .class roads total 

CZ010 hlavní město Praha 44 419 10 078 29 802 42 84 341 

CZ020 kraj Středočeský 361 283 669 084 2 387 279 6 229 054 9 646 700 

CZ031 kraj Jihočeský 74 491 647 830 1 626 151 3 802 329 6 150 801 

CZ032 kraj Plzeňský 109 238 418 083 1 495 298 3 106 351 5 128 970 

CZ041 kraj Karlovarský 37 463 188 809 475 359 1 363 812 2 065 443 

CZ042 kraj Ústecký 95 046 487 700 898 266 2 747 123 4 228 135 

CZ051 kraj Liberecký 4 587 348 411 483 998 1 579 701 2 416 697 

CZ052 kraj Královéhradecký 20 919 436 743 896 221 2 386 089 3 739 972 

CZ053 kraj Pardubický 13 400 441 672 929 371 2 205 517 3 589 960 

CZ063 kraj Vysočina 92 478 426 712 1 633 816 2 922 965 5 075 971 

CZ064 kraj Jihomoravský 160 285 425 512 1 467 451 2 392 751 4 445 999 

CZ071 kraj Olomoucký 139 737 347 537 936 448 2 174 430 3 598 152 

CZ072 kraj Zlínský 33 077 331 650 513 276 1 258 480 2 136 483 

CZ080 kraj Moravskoslezský 111 862 628 300 846 690 1 897 283 3 484 135 

 celkem 1 298 285 5 808 121 14 619 426 34 065 927 55 791 759 

Figure 3 – Length of road, divided by regions  
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At the end of 2020, the passenger vehicles number reached 6 million, from the 2.4 million in 

1990. The traffic demand is increasingly rising and so do the requirements aiming at road 

administrators. The main task is to finish basic network of highways and to build essential 

bypasses. However, equal importance lies on maintenance, including winter service. 

Figure 4 – Number of days with snow cover 

The Winter season in the Czech Republic, according to the Road Law was defined for a period 

between November 1st and March 31st of the following year. 

4.2. CLIMATE 

The Czech Republic is a landlocked country located in moderate geographical latitudes in the 

northern hemisphere. The general climate of the Czech Republic is mild, it is shaped by both 

oceanic and continental influences. It differs among the various regions, depending on the 

altitude. Mountains are situated along the border; the highest point reaches to 1602 m above 

the sea level (Sněžka) in the north. The snow cover lasts to June or July here. 

4.2.1. Short description of the Czech climate 

The winter months are considered generally November to March. The coldest period usually 

comes in January. Generally, at lower altitudes rainfalls or melting snow prevail, while in the hilly 

regions precipitation usually changes into snow. The white cover lasts for several months only 

at higher altitudes. During March and April, the snow usually vanishes. 

Figure 5 – Number of days with snow cover 
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Due to climatic change, there are often unpredictable deflections both to warmer and colder 

weather. Sudden sharp warming brings large amount of water, and road drainage systems are 

burdened. On the opposite, heavy snowfalls together with strong wind cause traffic problems, 

too.  

The annual course of spatial air temperature in 2020 in comparison with the long-term average 

for the period 1961–1990 (taken as an average for the Czech Republic) was 9.5°C in 2020. The 

difference between the year’s temperature and the long-term average temperature in 1961–

1990 was +1.6°C, which is evidence of climatic change. 

Figure 6 – Average temperature in 2020 and long-term comparison 

In the Czech Republic, there are significant differences in annual precipitation totals due to the 

highly fragmented relief. The average total precipitation in the Czech Republic is 686 mm per 

year. Among the driest areas are places in the rain shadow of the Krušné Hory Mountains: Žatec 

and Kladno, where the annual total precipitation does not exceed 450 mm. On the contrary, 

high totals are in the Jizera Mountains (more than 1700 mm / year). 

4.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

4.3.1. Standards and rules 

Winter maintenance is regulated by the following documents: 

1) Act No. 13/1997 Coll., “Road Act”, as amended. 

2) Reg. 104/1997 Coll., “Implementing order of the Act No. 13/1997”, as amended. 

3) Tech. doc. “Winter management and maintenance regime” from 2004. 

4) Plan of winter service, which is obligatory to be prepared until 30th Sep. at each road 

agency. 

For the winter service time schedule, “level of importance” is introduced. Each road must be in 

the plan assigned to one level, according to traffic density and other parameters. 
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Figure 7 – A small vehicle, used on the highway 

The time from the detection of a fault in the serviceability of a highway or a road to the time of 

departure of the first vehicle to eliminate this fault must not exceed 30 minutes in winter.  

The actual spreading performance must ensure serviceability within the following time periods 

from the departure of the spreading vehicles: 

a) on highways - within 2 hours, 

b) on roads included in the 1st order within 3 hours, 

c) on roads included in the 2nd order within 6 hours, 

d) on roads included in the 3rd order within 12 hours, 

4.3.2. Organisation and operation of winter maintenance 

Roads in the Czech Republic belong to several administrators. Highways and class I roads (most 

important regional roads) are possessed by state organisation (Roads and Highways Directorate, 

ŘSD). For the winter maintenance of highways, i.e.1298 km, own resources of ŘSD are used. In 

the centres along the highways all necessary equipment is concentrated.  

 

Figure 8 – Roads class I – external suppliers of winter service 
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On the other hand, class I roads, i.e. 5,808 km, were given into free market in 2017. Maintenance 

services are under competition of regional administrators and private companies. Length of 

initial contract was estimated to 8 years. The state administrator ŘSD set the requirements in 

the car park, the de-icing material stocks, data transmission and others. Finally, the competition 

has helped to safe costs and increase effectiveness. ŘSD introduced its common data 

environment, where each ride of a single vehicle is stored. It also includes weather and road 

information, and based on all these data, it is able to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

intervention for invoicing purposes. 

Figure 9 – ISUD locating and evaluating system 

Class II and III – lower important rural and local roads are under regional administration. Each of 

the agencies create their own winter service plans, estimate the level of importance, and 

preferable de-icing agents for the whole network. On the borders with other regions, mutual 

contracts to determine contact places of vehicles are signed. 

Figure 10 – Regional division, valid for class II and III roads 
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Decision process in winter maintenance is the responsibility of serving dispatchers. Human 

factor is still critical, despite the telematics provide more and more data. 

4.3.3. Snow clearance and spreading techniques 

When snow cover exceeds 3 cm plows must be used, otherwise de-icing agents can be useless. 

Vehicles use mostly steel edges on rural roads, in towns and together with pre-wetted salt 

vulkollan blades are deployed. In the mountains, there are a few days in the winter period when 

a snow blower is necessary. Some roads are obligatory to use snow chains. 

Figure 11 – Special technique for the winter service 

Frost ice, snow and slush under 3 cm is removed with the help of de-icing agents. Just ploughing 

is a minor activity, often with the aid of tractors or other special vehicles. Usually, ploughing and 

spreading are carried out simultaneously, or in case of freezing without snow only spreading is 

done. 

On highways and class I, in the vast majority pre-wetted salt as a de-icing agent is utilised. Only 

brine spreading is limited by lack of appropriate technique. Preventive spreading has become 

more important to keep traffic safe, especially at night hours and in the early morning. In special 

meteorological cases, solid salt is mixed with grit (sand).  

The regulation 104/1997 estimates border values of salt being used in 24 hours, it should not 

exceed 60 g/m2. Standard dosages for one service are 20 g/m2. 

Figure 12 – Spreader of a Czech truck producer 

On class II and III roads there is still a substantial part of the network included in the abrasive 

spreading technique. Only roads connecting towns or more important places are treated with 

pre-wetted salt. Other rural and local roads are covered with stone abrasive material (aggregate 
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fraction usually up to 8 mm), sand or other mixtures. Slag is now left as the factories have 

stopped its production.  

Figure 13 – Amount of materials, roads cl. II and III 

The reason why abrasives often lie is environmental authorities issue a ban for any salt form. 

Although, any harm to water wells or a fauna is hard to prove. In some areas only magnesium 

chloride in a liquid form is allowed. 

Increasing demands are being placed on the state of the vehicles. The accuracy of salt dosages 

and application have a large influence on consumption. It is important to use machinery that 

reliably applies the estimated amount (10-20g/m2). It not only impacts costs, but traffic safety 

and the environment. 

Figure 14 – Technique check, end of October 

Stock capacities vary at each road agency. De-icing salt is purchased in a tender, costs differ 

according to a phase of the year in which it is purchased. In the second and third quarter they 

are 10 to 20% lower than in the first and fourth quarter. Purchase of the salt in the summer 

season is the most cost effective. However, the limited capacities of warehouses and the 

possibility of unnecessary purchase in case of a milder winter are factors to think over. Solid 

sodium chloride is mostly imported from salt-mines in Germany and Poland. 
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Figure 15 – Replenishment of a salt stock 

Abrasives are gained in local mining areas as lower-quality aggregates. Material on the road is 

swept again in spring, stored and re-used in the next winter period. 

4.3.4. Weather and traffic information 

The main trigger for winter maintenance operations is precipitation and its intensity. It can occur 

as rainfall, snowfall, frost formation of ice. The timing of the operations is the key and often 

relies on the experience of the supervisor. Nevertheless, the optimum decision is based on 

various information and resources: 

a) Permanent monitoring by radar and satellites (Czech hydrometeorological institute) 

b) Weather conditions from own network of meteorological stations (RWIS) 

c) Information from road-users, police, or winter maintenance operatives 

d) 24-hour media information (radio, internet, TV) 

e) Own inspection drive to check the field parameters 

Number of meteorological stations has been increasing in the last period. State organisation ŘSD 

reached 68 of them, other agencies develop their networks with total hundreds of stations, too. 

They provide not only exact meteorological data, users can see camera recordings, intelligent 

system can also prepare forecast in the area around stations and send an early warning. All 

information is gathered in one system. 

Figure 16 – Active road pavement sensors 
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The centre of traffic information is located in Ostrava and belongs to RSD. It collects information 

about traffic closures and disruptions in the whole Czech Republic, together with camera and 

other inputs. Then it supplies news to the mass media, web pages and mobile applications to 

keep traffic safe and fluent. 

Figure 17 – National traffic control centre in Ostrava 

The most difficult situations occur when changes on the road surface come quickly or are not 

immediately apparent, such as black ice and hoar frost. Thus, it is also important to use 

knowledge of the local climatic and geographical features and experience from previous 

seasons. To ensure the appropriate level of winter maintenance service it is best to harmonise 

several administrative, organisational, social, distributions and repair operations. 

4.4. ONGOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

In the years 2013 to 2021 the main highway D1 has gone through a complete reconstruction, 

after 40 years of service. Due to high traffic load, cement concrete pavement has been laid again. 

Also, the bridges were modernised. Consequently, questions concerning harmful effects of de-

icing materials are to be answered, to maximize life of the pavement.  

Figure 18 – A pothole in the winter season 

In this matter CDV Brno is doing research at measures to reduce negative effect of chlorides on 

concrete constructions. 

Similar is examined on asphalt pavements, length of life cycle is often shortened due to 

inconvenient dosages of de-icing materials. This is a task for the future to save costs, save 

environment and prolong life of pavements. 
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An advanced road weather and maintenance information system “METIS” was developed in 

2003. It was a national maintenance decision support system that integrates all road weather 

stations in the country and other online and forecast weather information sources, like special 

road surface forecast and treatment recommendation module. Within last years, METIS has 

been replaced by similar system “ISUD”. The important part of the system is focused on winter 

maintenance reporting and evaluation, including central vehicle tracking system with approx. 

1000 connected vehicles, which enables a thorough supervision of maintenance efficiency.  

Separate GIS systems are developed at some road agencies, for multiple reasons, including 

precise GNSS positioning and winter activity statement of vehicles. 

Figure 19 – GIS application to monitor activity of vehicles 

4.5.  REFERENCES 

1) Czech statistic institution – statistical data 

2) Czech hydrometeorological institution – climate 

3) ŘSD – winter service 2018/19 numbers 

4) Class II and III – winter service 2018/19 numbers 

5) ŘSD NDIC Ostrava 
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5. DENMARK 

5.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS  

5.1.1. Information about the country 

Denmark consists of the peninsula of Jutland and c. 406 islands, of which c. 78 are inhabited. Of 

these, the largest and most densely populated are Zealand on which the capital Copenhagen is 

situated, Funen and the north Jutland Island. 

 

Denmark has approximately 5.7 million inhabitants - this roughly amounts to 0.5% of the total 

EU population. In addition to Denmark itself, the kingdom also includes the Faroe Islands and 

Greenland. 

The highest point is 171 m above sea level. No one in Denmark is more than 50 km from the sea. 

The climate is temperate coastal climate; January and February are the coldest months with an 

average temperature of 0.0 °C and July the warmest with an average temperature of 17.4 °C. 

Administratively, the country is divided into 98 municipalities. 

Denmark is well provided with traffic systems. The road network is good everywhere in the 

country; railways and air links provide quick transport, and the islands are connected by ferries 

and a large number of bridges. Kastrup near Copenhagen is the largest international airport in 

the country and is at the same time a crossroads for air traffic to and from the other 

Scandinavian countries. 

5.1.2.  Road Network & Traffic 

Towards the end of the 19th century the main network of highroads was established as cobbled 

roads, which are roads with cobble (stone) material. Together with the secondary roads, the 

Danish road network had a high density compared with the rest of contemporary Europe.  
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Particularly during the 1960s and 1970s the network was further consolidated. It was drained 

and asphalted, supplemented with motorways and new main roads as well as many new local 

roads to keep pace with demand in the expanding urban areas. 

In 2019 Denmark has app. 74,800 km of road, 1,329 km being motorways. With 1.74 km of public 

roadways per square kilometre, Denmark, then, has a road density that is among the highest in 

the world, with a general excess capacity. 

The road network incorporates trunk roads (main national roads) and Local Council roads as 

defined by the road act. 

Local Council roads are administrated by the local councils and constitute app. 70,848 km, about 

95% of the public road network. National roads are administrated by the Danish Road 

Directorate and constitute app. 3,874 km; the remaining 5% of the public road network, still the 

public roads cover 46% of all traffic in km travelled vehicles. That means that 46% of all traffic in 

Denmark travels every day on 5% (3,874 km) of national roads. 

The Great Belt Bridge, the Øresund Bridge and Øresund motorway are administrated by Sund & 

Bælt Holding A/S and constitute 41 km in total. 

The individual roads are classified according to their function. 

5.2. CLIMATE 

5.2.1. Overview of climatic areas 

The Danish climate is determined by the country's position on the edge of the continent of 

Europe close to large sea areas and in the zone of prevailing westerlies. This position results in 

cool summers with a mean temperature of around 16.4 °C and winters that are not particularly 

cold, with mean temperatures of around 1.9 °C. Denmark is thus placed in the temperate climate 

zone. 

There is a good deal of wind, strongest in the winter and weakest in the summer. Precipitation 

falls throughout the year, with the greatest rainfall in September, October and November. The 

smallest amounts of precipitation occur in February and April. The regular distribution of 

precipitation throughout the year is due to Denmark's position in the belt of prevailing 

westerlies, where the predominant wind directions are west and southwest. 
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Series of low pressure systems (cyclones) moving north eastwards, often forming over 

Newfoundland, are the basis of the characteristically changeable weather: within a few days the 

weather changes typically from steady precipitation preceding a warm front to brighter or 

slightly misty weather, possibly still with a little drizzle in the following warmer mass of air. 

Finally, the passage of the cold front will produce precipitation in the form of heavy showers 

followed by clear weather with few clouds. 

Denmark is one of the most exposed countries as regards "slippery road", because of the fact 

that of the temperature fluctuations around 0 °C during a winter. Until now preventative salting 

has been the solution to avoid slippery road, which means spreading by salt on roads will occur 

before it gets slippery. This outcome can be ensured with the help from the Road Weather 

Information System, today a technology used by Road Directorate and most municipalities to 

decide whether they start salting or not. 

The average temperatures for winters are normally 0.5 °C. Number of complete days below 0.0 

is around 20 days in a year. The variation of snow amount during a winter season is between 10-

40 cm, and nation-wide snow weather occurs max. 20 times during a winter. 

5.2.2. Salt index 

The Danish Road Directorate uses a definite salt index to define the severity of a winter related 

to winter maintenance. 

Formula of salt index:  

 

Vday =  a ×  (10b +  0,1c +  7f +  18g)  +  0,3a 

a: Days with road temperature below +0.5 °C 

b: is the number of times the road temperature is below 0 °C while the road temperature is 

below the dew-point temperature for a minimum period of 3 hours and with an interval of at 

least 12 hours. 

c: the parameter c denotes the number of times the road temperature drops below  

0 °C of at least +0.5 °C to -0.5 °C 

f: If within a day measured precipitation below the freezing point in a total time of minimum: 30 

minutes, f = 1 90 min, f = 3 270 min, f = 9 420 min, f = 12 

g: When the road temperature gets below the freezing point examined whether there has been 

precipitation over the past 3 hours. If at least 3 logs have shown precipitation at the interval set 

g = 1 

5.2.3. New salt index 

The existing salt index model has not fitted well due to the past warm winters in Denmark. 

Therefore, it has been necessary to revisit the calculation of the saltindex.  

By using data from weather stations in the years from 2008 to 2019 it has been possible to create 

a new model which fits better to the warmer winters there has been seen in Denmark the past 

four years. The new model is inspired by the Accumulated Winter Season Severity Index (AWSSI) 
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grading system with 21 grades from 1 to 45. These grades can directly be translated into a given 

winter scenario. The parameters used in AWSSI is the same (a, b, c, f, g) as before, but the result 

gives a direct translation to the winter scenario harshness. The new saltindex model is:  

AWSSI =  a ×  (1,29a + 5,46b +  0,08c +  3,09f +  0,76g + (−0,02)) 

The definition of a normal winter has also due to the warm winter been changed. In the past 

years the normal winter has been defined by an average of the years from 2000 to 2014 (without 

2010 because of an extraordinary extreme winter). In the future the new normal winter is 

defined by the year from 2015-2019. This affects the saltindex because the definition of when a 

winter is severe is lower.  

5.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

5.3.1. Standards & Rules 

In agreement with "law about winter maintenance and clearing of roads" the Danish road 

authorities are obligated to: take action for snow clearing and winter maintenance against 

slippery road at the public roads and paths. 

For footpaths, the responsibility can be placed on the holder of neighbouring properties. 

The road authorities determine to what extent and to what sequence snow clearing and winter 

maintenance against slippery road shall be made. Guidelines for workers performance is 

appointed as directed by the police. 

Service objectives 

for Road Class 

Type of road 

State roads 

Priority roads 

•   

Other state roads Other regional 

roads 

Desired duration of Road Conditions: 

 

Call-out 
Turnout 

duration 
Frequency 

Turnout 

duration 
Frequency 

[Minutes] 
Winter road 

class I (Hours) 

Winter road 

class I (Hours) 

Road winter 

class II [ 

Hours] 

Winter road 

class II 

(Hours) 

Carriageways – 

salting 
Max. 45 Max. 3-4  Max. 5-6  

Carriageways – 

snow clearing 
Max. 90  2-5  4-8 
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Paths, sidewalks 

and other areas - 

salting/gritting 

Max. 60-

90 
Max. 3-4  Max. 5-6  

Paths, sidewalks 

and other areas - 

snow clearing 

Max. 90  4-8  6-10 

Super Bike Paths - 

snow clearing 
Max. 90  Max. 4   

5.3.2. Organisation and operation of winter maintenance 

Clear roads without any substance of weather condition. 

The Danish Road authorities planning of winter services of own roads. The country is divided in 

3 service centres equipped with 1 winter surveillance centre. 

The winter central is responsible to act for entire national roads. All convenient jobs (haulage by 

truck o.l.) are supplied in accordance with EU's service- directive and are managed by private 

haulage contractor. 

 

How to monitor roads? 

It is not always easy to predict slippery roads when the weather conditions can change very 

quickly. Therefore, the department of winter service cooperates with a number of agencies and 

using advanced systems to assist in monitoring. 
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Winter service department cooperate particular with the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) 

and use their special forecasts for road and weather purposes, and radar and satellite imagery. 

Moreover, using the Road Weather Information System “VejVejr” (Road Weather), which 

provides comprehensive monitoring and forecasting facilities, so winter monitoring has the best 

possible basis for decision making in relation to the chance to call out for road salting. 

Information about road and weather situation by monitoring, webcams, police, citizen inquiries 

and winter monotoring is also used to form the total picture. 

Winter supervisory is used when during Snow falls, where they are out driving on the road to 

examine the need for extra effort, for example in connection with the operation of formation. 
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5.3.3. Information dissemination 

The general position within the Danish Road Weather Information System is shown below.  

 

The Danish Road Directorate & Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI) have had an arrangement 

since 1983; the agreement is constructed to exchange information throughout Road Weather 

Information System and is mainly about road weather forecast and the objective is to maintain 

a satisfactory traffic ability and level of traffic safety on the roads during a winter season. 

Written agreements exist between every member that is connected to Road Weather 

Information System.  

“Vejvejr” is a system that is installed in a series of computers including one national winter 

surveillance centre and 85 municipalities and other authorities. These receive and present data 

from the recording stations and the DMI (Danish Meteorological Institute). 

These information's are communicated by the Road Directorate Traffic Information Centre, a 

central station in the Road Directorate which is open 24 hours a day and which maintains contact 

with road authorities, Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI), the police, the emergency services 

etc. 

The information is also distributed via radio, e-mail, telefax, etc. and by direct telephone contact 

when motorists call. 

The Road Weather Information System highlights icy driving situations before they actually arise, 

enabling preventive salting before it becomes icy. The stations are primarily located at the 

coldest places along the road network. The system has also affected the importance of control 

posts and patrols have less significance; however, patrolling is still used when necessary 

(snowfall etc.). 
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The Road Weather Information System is based on a network of approx. 470 recording stations. 

About 180 of them are placed on national roads and the rest on regional roads. 

The winter crews’ procedures to decide call outs for salting or snow removal are as based on: 

• Online data about slippery road from monitoring stations located throughout the 

country 

• Forecasts from each station - to develop the next 24 hours 

• Residual salt measurements 

• Freezing point temperature 

• Regional weather 

• Radar Pictures 

• Patrol - monitor out on the roads 

• Comments from motorists and police 

• Experience - local conditions and vulnerable places.  

There is 1 national winter surveillance central carrying out winter service around the country. 

The winter central have manned guards where winter preparedness is affiliated. 

5.3.4. Traffic Information Centre 

Traffic Information Centre (TIC) monitors the traffic situation throughout the year and forward 

messages to various media. Reports deal typically with traffic jams and accidents which cause 

problems for the flow of traffic. 

In winter do TIC inform about warnings of slippery roads, and is an integrated part of the winter 

monitoring. 

5.3.5. Methods 

Winter service usually is provided from 1. Oct. - 30. Apr. throughout Denmark. Before that 

period, materials and equipment are checked and repaired and staffs are trained in 

comprehensive programmes. 

Definite activation depends on the weather forecasts. 

Establishment of technological procedures and experiments are normally planned and 

scheduled before winter seasons. The plan contains all instructions for personal and their duties. 
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It also includes guidelines for the measurements that have to be done for a given climate 

situations. 

Provision of snow fences has less significance in Denmark, mainly because of few snowy days, 

which counts to app. 20 days in a year and because of expenses related to small benefits. 

Route optimisation happens individually for each route. The planning is made for entire road 

network based on requirements and occurs manually for all superior and subordinate road 

networks. 

Founded on weather forecasts, if the snowfall appears or it has already taken place. The duty 

engineer must carefully decide when and in which extension snow clearing should be carried 

out. 

Snow clearing of carriageway should begin, when the snowfall has reached to 3-5 cm. snow and 

there is prospect for continuous snowfall. Normally salting is a supplement to snow clearing. 

However, these procedures are different from urban or rural area. 

Snow clearing on paths normally happens during the clearing of carriageway but founded on 

practical knowledge, the paths should be clear after the adjoining road, otherwise the snow 

would just fall back again. 

5.3.6. Equipment 

Denmark has one operation winter surveillance centre. The operation centre is supplied with 

Danish Road Weather Information System and operating with the winter management system 

VINTERMAN. 

The Road Directorate owns as for today 233 spreaders, and 581 snowploughs for securing 

against slippery roads, mostly pre-wetted salt-spreaders together with a couple of combination 

spreaders and liquid spreaders. The development in Denmark still goes to use of brine. Driving 

through of a salt route handles typical 3-4 hours from call-out to finished task, and route covers 

typical an area at brief 360.000 m². 

Each spreader covers small 45-km. roads incl. stand-by spreader. Moreover, there is a salt depot 

for every 350-km. All new vehicles are supplied with stationary GPS equipment. 

 

There is only a driver in the truck common for salting as well for snow clearing. 

To start guiding of mentioned materials the equipment such as de-icer spraying installations, 

road heating’s and uses of ice-delaying pavements has been used but none of them are used 

anymore because of the results and the economic perspectives. 
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5.3.7. Manpower, training and privatisation 

Every year there are seminars for engineers and road masters to inform about the latest 

knowledge and development within winter maintenance. 

5.3.8. Training and education 

The technical development of winter service demands education and in-service training of 

personnel. 

For winter maintenance management and administrative staff exist, an in-service training 

arranged by Danish Road Directorate. 

The classes included winter maintenance in practice and an in-depth examination of warning-

system for slippery roads. 

For drivers who participate in winter service, Road Directorate has in collaboration with the 

Transport Trade Education council, established a nationwide series of seminars for drivers in 

winter service. The courses are held at AMU (Adult Vocational Training) centres and/or suitable 

material sites. The courses are also approved for the compulsory training of drivers. 

The courses are modular and contain topics such as basic winter service, winter road 

maintenance on roads and pathway, and snow removal. It is expected that participation in those 

classes will be a requirement of forthcoming invitations to tender. 

 

5.3.9. Privatisation 

Private companies are usually hired to operate as drivers in occasions of salting or snow clearing. 

The government supplies (spreaders and snowploughs) while private companies are supplying 

vehicles. 

5.3.10. Operational organisation of winter maintenance 

In a typical winter in Denmark, there are about 107 call-outs for salting due to risk of icy 

conditions, on approximately 4.000 km of the national and regional roads. Salting because of 

snowfall, on the other hand, occurs only 10-20 times a year. In Denmark, preventive actions are 

taken to salt the roads, before they get slippery. The decision on whether a call-out is needed is 

made at a winter operation centres, while a local contractor carries out the actual activity. Two 

computer systems have been developed to support these tasks at the winter centre, the Road 

Weather Information System (RWIS) and VINTERMAN. 
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The decision whether there should be a call-out or not, is a very crucial decision. If many 

unnecessary callouts are made throughout a winter where icy conditions do not occur, money 

and resources are wasted. 

On the other hand, if the call-out is made to late, or not at all, it can lead to accidents due to 

slippery roads and in worst cases a complete traffic jam. These situations also cost a lot of money 

for society. This means that each road authority tries to make the optimal decision in each case 

to ensure a stable traffic flow, but at the same time with a minimum use of resources. In order 

to reach this optimisation, the RWIS system is a big factor. If you can predict the timing and type 

for each slippery road condition, then it’s possible to correspond in an appropriate way. This 

doesn't only include finding the optimal timing for the call-out, but also using the right methods 

and materials. In order to reach this goal, the VINTERMAN system was developed. 

In this system one can create predefined action plans where the length of routes, methods and 

amount of salts etc. are decided. In addition, you have a choice between dry salt, pre-wetted 

salt, brine or a combination of both, depending on the weather situation. 

All salt spreaders are now equipped with GPS data collection. Information regarding speed, 

dosage, spreading width etc. is registered. Thus, VINTERMAN is able to provide statistics on the 

number of activities, consumption of salt, duration and time of callout along with the cost of salt 

and payments to contractors. This provides the opportunity to monitor and control the work 

quality, and eventually to re-organise action-plans if needed. 

 

To increase the effect and optimisation of actions carried out, the Danish Road Directorate 

experiments with different types of salt spreading methods and materials. For example, the 

most recent research shows a big potential in salt reduction with usage of brine instead of pre-

wetted salt in situations of rime (black ice). 

5.4. ASSESSMENT OF THE SNOW & ICE CONTROL MEASURES 

5.4.1. Internal assessment 

Winter system 

The Danish winter maintenance is mostly applied through EDB-systems and usually inside two 

main fields: 

• Icy road warning. Especially if the needs are possibilities to carry out a preventive contribution, 

Road Weather Information System has to be established, based on the number of RWS, radar 

pictures and other meteorological information. 
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• Winter administration. The winter administration system is applicable as support connected 

with completion of prevention of icy road and thereby has to insure registration of activities, as 

necessary. 

The systems can be integrated in a large familiar system; however, the interfaces between these 

two fields are so well-defined that it's often more suitable with smaller systems than a separate 

system. 

Main tasks for a winter administration system, the winter maintenance is often organised 

differently from one road authority to another, but regardless how, a winter administration 

system is always required. The primary structures of organisation for completion of winter duty 

are: 

A. Primary applications from own employees. In this case a winter administration system will 

secure options to document the contribution and estimate a resource allocation for the 

employees. 

B. The own monitoring stations with decision round contribution, but with contractors to do the 

performance at the routes. In that situation the system will secure the data, so that the payment 

of the contractors proves in order. 

C. All jobs are processed through an invitation to submit a tender, which includes decision about 

contribution as well as the contribution itself. In this case it will be with an asset to establish a 

corporate system that contractors as well as road authorities have facilities to. Typically the 

contractor has a need answering to model B, because the general contractor frequently employ 

subcontractor. 

Information regarding all call-outs can later be obtained along with comprehensive data. Road 

centres are using these data in sending invoicing basis to the contractors. The organisations are 

frequently political to be certain; however to all three situations an administration and recording 

system of data is required around winter maintenance. The winter administration system must 

handle subsequent jobs: 

• Structure and organise all basics administrative information about winter 
maintenance. 

• Assist to the callout situation and ensure that the required data of a contribution is 
registered. 

• Give alternatives by subsequently documenting the performing contribution. 

• Introduce statistical material regarding exported jobs, salt consumption and expenses. 

• Handle reports about present road condition, so the knowledge can constantly be 
shared out to the traffic information centres and various media. 

5.4.2. External assessment 

All performing spreaders at the Road Directorates roads are equipped with data-collecting 

equipment, which benefits the VINTERMAN system by viewing every single spreaders 

contribution. Subsequently this data can be employed as inspection of the contribution. On the 

other hand every driver completes a control scheme that documents contribution of any 

haulage. 

In addition several road authorities check, the amount of residual salt by measurement with 

SOBO20 and road sensors. 
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The Road Directorate make a national-wide user survey once a year and the users’ opinion have 

an importance in the evaluation phase, in order to improve the strategy to obtain a satisfaction 

among the users. 

5.4.3. Traffic safety & Information 

With a high degree and accurately it is possible to inform motorists of icy roads and weather 

conditions both nation-wide and local.  

This information are communicated by the Road Directorate's Traffic Information Centre, a 

central station in the Road Directorate which is open 24 hours a day and which maintains contact 

with road authorities, the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI), the police, the emergency 

services etc. 

The information is distributed by radio, telex, etc. and by direct telephone contact when road 

users calls or through websites www.vintertrafik.dk & www.trafikinfo.dk. 

 

International exchange of road information 

Supplement: International exchange of road information 

The Danish Traffic Information Centre sends traffic information to ARC, from where it is 

distributed to many European countries together with traffic information from other countries. 

The Danish Traffic Information Centre exchange traffic information across the border with 

Sweden in Datex II, and it is also the plan to exchange traffic information across the border with 

northern Germany. 

In addition The Danish Traffic Information Centre sends traffic information to a number of 

international service providers. Supported by the EASYWAY VIKING EU-project exchange of 

traffic information across the border is being set up with Sweden, and it is also the plan to 

exchange traffic information across the border with northern Germany. 

5.5. ON-GOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

The winter service technology improves very fast, and high-speed communication technologies 

and systems make it possible to transfer a large amount of data. With time, it also becomes less 

expensive. Already now it is possible to see very specific information regarding e.g. 

temperatures, winter service activities, road conditions and salt consumption, but there is still a 

lot that can be improved. All winter service vehicles equipped with GPS and data collection can 

be monitored in VINTERMAN.  

Also as on-going project “De-Icers Management System DIMS” that has as main objective to 

calculate a proper dosage, based on parameters that have influence on slippery surfaces occur 

on roadways. The models behind it, should take the traffic intensity and precipitation, road 

temperature etc. in consideration. A further goal is to apply with dynamic spreading. Dynamic 
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spreading, require that the system DIMS would be able to continuously computes new dosages 

as the salt spreader covers its route. 

ROad STate MOnitoring System (ROSTMOS) is among projects that take place in cooperation 

with other Nordic countries and supported by the NordFoU organisation. NordFoU is a co-

operation between the national Nordic road administrations to initialize, finance and run R&D 

projects. The project aims to develop a system for the registration/verification of road state that 

with high precision can monitor the condition of the road network in real-time. 

The project will demonstrate how road state data can be collected and linked with other 

information such as weather conditions and operational measures in the form of snow clearing 

and gritting. It will also be shown how road state data can be used to improve the prognosis for 

the development in the driving conditions. 

5.5.1. Test of salt spreaders in the Research centre Bygholm: 

This project aims to examine whether a narrow the setting of spread width is important for 

slippery roads effectiveness, and whether there are differences in the use of combi- and pre-

wetted salt-spreaders. 

In order to identify the object, it is described in several objectives: 

1. The salt transport on the road surface in relation to traffic speed, road conditions and time. 

2. The importance of salt spreader speed 

3. The importance of salt quality (fine-grained versus coarse-grained) 

4. A determination of similarities / differences at use of the combi- and pre-wetted salt 

spreaders. The project team worked on the hypothesis that the salt spread in adjusted spreading 

width, will as a consequence of traffic impacts and road side fall slowly move to areas outside 

the adjusted spreading width. All the experiments show that the salt moves toward roadside 

and beyond the discount, but not all of the salt that makes it. Some of the salt by-fades 

completely from the road surface, which cannot be seen from the diagrams  

5.5.2. Spreader monitoring and control: 

Continuous development in changing road geometry needs much attention from the driver of 

the salt spreader, is a problem as drivers also need to watch the traffic and road profile. 

The winter management system VINTERMAN in Denmark is under continuous development. In 

connection with this project, they are now working with a system linked to GPS-guided salting 

tied to dynamic spreading where forecasts for weather and road conditions interacts to section-

based forecasts of road surface. The intention is that the driver just has to drive the lorry while 

the GPS and the program control the spreader. 

The project includes examination with GPS controlled brine spreading with nozzles versus the 

spread of salt with spinner. 

5.5.3. Path Development Group: 

Cycle tracks and similar, are currently subjected to attention in all Nordic countries. The goal is 

to, focus on the path spreader spreading quality and observations about road conditions and 

residual salt after salting. 

5.5.4. Ice-carousel:  
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The purpose of Ice-carousel is both to determine friction energy created by the rolling resistance 

between tyres and the road surface and to determine traffic accelerating power and time of 

thawing of ice. 

Traffic has an accelerating effect on the thawing of ice. The outcome may be utilizing to reduce 

salt consumption, or, at best cases, avoiding certain callouts for salting. 

EPAS (External influences spray patterns - particular focus on salt quality, vehicle speed and drive 

system) is also a NordFoU project 

The main goals in the project are to achieve knowledge about: 

1. Correlation between driving speed and spray pattern by spreading prewetted salt with disc 

and spreading brine with nozzles and the effect off crosswind. 

2. Correlation between salt quality and spreading pattern of pre-wetted salt with disc. 

3. Correlation between the drive system and the spray pattern, pre-wetted salt with disc. 

This project uses the knowledge gained through other projects regarding winter maintenance 

on roads but combines it in a way that is usable for the operations level of the winter 

maintenance organisation. 
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6. ESTONIA 

6.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS  

6.1.1. Information about the country 

 

Estonia is a small northern member-state of the European Union. Its territory can be compared 

to Denmark, Switzerland or Netherlands. 

Area 45 227 km² 

Population 1 329 460 

Density of population 29 per km2 

Capital: Tallinn 443 926 inhabitants 

Latitude (capital) 590 44 N 

Cars per 1,000 inhabitants 370 

Density of national roads 
366 km per 1,000 

km2 

General facts about Estonia 

Estonia is situated on the shores of the Baltic Sea with access to the Atlantic Ocean, extending 

its reach to the very centre of Europe. 

Most harbours are located on the northern shore of the sea and, therefore, goods and people 

are used to being transported through Estonia. Nowadays international route Via Baltica (from 

Estonia through Baltic States ) is developed. 

The Republic of Estonia is administratively divided into 15 counties. 
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6.1.2. Road network 

Total road 

network 

km 

National roads 

Km 

Other 

roads 

km 

Total, 

including : 

Main 

roads 

Basic 

roads 

Secondary 

roads 

Ramps 

58,938 16,668 1,605 2,405  12,530 128 42,270  

6.2. CLIMATE 

6.2.1. Statistics on temperatures and precipitation 

Town 

Monthly average 

Temperature 

(30-years average) 

Snowfall (cm) 

(30-years max) 

Precipitation 

(30-years average) (cm) 

   

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 

Daily 

maximum 

snowfall 

Maximu

m snow 

depth 

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 

Tallinn 2,0 -0,9 -2,9 -3,6 -0,6 25 54 6,6 5,9 5,6 4,0 3,7 

Tartu 1,2 -2,1 -4,1 -4,4 -0,5 16 42 5,5 4,1 4,8 3,9 3,6 

Jõhvi 0,6 -2,5 -4,6 -5,2 -1,7 15 53 6,4 4,9 4.5 3,4 3,6 

 

Figure 1: 30-years average1991-2020 
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Figure 2: Winter 2019/2020 in Estonia 

Snowfalls and slippery conditions usually begin in October and winter conditions last for 6 

months until April. But we have had snow even in the end of May. The climate varies from the 

wet maritime on the coasts to the dry continental in the eastern and southern areas. We must 

be ready to meet quite low temperature like – 25 C. Road surface temperature often alters 

from minus to plus degrees and therefore the skid resistance control is utmost important. 

6.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

6.3.1. Standards and rules 

Legal obligation to perform winter maintenance 

Estonian Road Administration (from 2021 Estonian Transport Administration) is responsible for 

the winter service of 100% of national roads in Estonia. Winter maintenance on all roads is 

regulated by following acts enacted by Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communications: 

1. Requirements for the State of the Road. 

2. Requirements for Winter Maintenance Technologies. 

It is stated by the Traffic Law that winter tires are required to be used by vehicles up to 3.5 

tonnes during the period from December 1 until March 1. 

Driving with studded tires is allowed from October 1 to April 30. 
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Classification of the roads - Levels of service 

 

ADT 

Required level of service 

Main 

road 

Basic 

road 

Secondary 

road 

Local 

road 

Over 1000 3 3 3 3 

251-1000 3 2 2 2 

Up to 250 - 1 1 1 

Requirements for the state of the road 

         Level 1           Level 2          Level 3 

   

 

 Indicators Requirements for the state of road by service levels 

1 2 3 4 

State of road surface 

Allowed road condition Packed snow or icy 

road surface is 

allowed with anti-skid 

treatment in unsafe 

spots. 

Packed snow or icy road 

surface is allowed with 

entire anti-skid treatment 

Sidewalk and all 

wheel tracks free of 

snow and ice de-icing 

Sidewalk and road 

pavement is free of snow 

and ice entire de-icing 

Required minimal 

friction coefficient 

0,20 and at risk areas 

0,25 

0,25 on whole driveway In wheel tracks 0,30 

and in other 

driveway 0,28 

0,30 on whole driveway 

Width between snow 

mounds 

> 6 m or at least road 

width 

> 8 m or at least road 

width 

Whole 

driveway and 

shoulders 

Whole 

driveway and shoulders 

Snow critical thickness  

Allowed depth of loose 

snow 

< 10 cm < 8 cm < 4 cm 

 

< 3 cm 

 

Allowed depth of slush, 

mix of salt and snow 

< 5 cm < 4 cm < 2 cm < 2 cm 
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Evenness 

Allowed depth of ruts 

or unevenness in 

packed snow 

< 4 cm < 3 cm Packed snow layer 

~2 cm between 

wheel tracks 

Bare pavement. When T < 

-12 oC snow layer < 1 cm 

between wheel tracks 

 

Maximum Service Cycle Time (h) 

Require

d level 

of 

service 

Snow 

and 

slush 

re-

moval 

De-icing, 

anti-skid 

treatment 

Salt-

snow 

mix 

re-

moval 

Sidew

alks 

cleani

ng 

and 

skid 

contr

ol 

Treat

ment 

of 

other 

road 

faciliti

es 

4 2 2 4 6 8 

3 5 4 8 8 12 

2 12 8 - 12 24 

1 24 12 

(spots) 

- 12 36 

6.3.2. Organization and operation of winter maintenance 

Organization of winter maintenance 

The three principal spheres of work of a maintenance undertaker – routine service, periodic 

service and retain repairs are all included in a single contract that lasts for 5 years. The evaluation 

of and payment for routine service is fully performance-based. That means there is no counting 

of amount of work that has to be done; the attainment of the required service level is what 

counts. 

In Estonia, we have 5-years maintenance contracts. As of 31.12.2018 we have 17 countywide 

performance-based contracts (400-1300 km). In public procurements usually, 5-8 bidders 

compete. Road maintenance market is progressively developing in Estonia, depending on the 

location of road construction companies- the most developed is Tallinn area. Tartu follows the 

next. There is less entrepreneurship on islands and in the Southern Estonia. 

The main winter service works are: 

• snow and slush prevention from the roads and side of roads with the front and 

side ploughs of service trucks, graders and tractors; 

• cleaning intersections, turn-offs, acceleration and deceleration lanes, public 

vehicle stops, waiting platforms, road and pedestrian crossings, parking lots and 

motorbus turn-over sites of snow and slush; 

• cleaning bridges, overpasses and tunnels of snow; 
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• cleaning road signs of snow; 

• ice prevention by sprinkling chlorides, abrasive materials or their mixtures or 

chloride aqueous solutions with gritters; 

• removing ruts and irregularities; 

• mechanical coursing with the scarifier blades and tooth blades of service trucks 

and graders; 

• mechanical snow and ice prevention at level crossings; 

• maintenance of speed camera booths and speed displays; 

• placing markers. 

Signs with the name and telephone number of a Traffic Information Centre are installed on the 
borders of contract areas to inform road users and to promote competition between 
neighbouring maintainers. 

 

Changes in the contracts. Establishing the winter service level 3+ 

On 01.10.2016, the biggest state roads were given the winter service level 3+. The winter service 

level 3+ means that the maintenance cycle is 2 hours to ensure the required coefficient of 

friction of the road; other maintenance times and requirements are the same as with winter 

service level 3. The winter service level 3+ applies on all weekdays from 5am–11pm, with the 

required level on other times being 3. 

The maintenance contracts in force as of 01.10.2019 contain stricter winter service 

requirements: 

• unified maintenance cycle times for snow and ice prevention: 

- traffic intensity exceeding 3,000 cars per 24 hours (winter service level 3+) allows for 2 
hours to remove snow and slush from the road; 

- winter service level 3 allows for 4 hours to remove snow and slush from the road; 

- winter service level 2 allows for 8 hours to remove snow and slush from the road; 

- winter service level 1 allows for 12 hours to remove snow and slush from the road. 

• no more night/day maintenance cycle time differences; 

• on roads with 2+2 lanes snow and ice prevention work is performed simultaneously with two 
base vehicles; 

• requirements are now in place for conditions at shared-use paths and parking lots; 

• constant snow prevention must start by no later than when ½ of the critical thickness of the 
snow layer is accumulated at the corresponding winter service level. 
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Payment for ice prevention at the winter service level 3+ is not included in that winter service 

level aggregated price, instead such payment is calculated per road kilometre of actually 

completed ice prevention work (not per treated kilometre) in accordance with the per kilometre 

price of ice prevention by treatments as stipulated in the list of expenses. 

Consumption of de-icing materials 

The amount of de-icing materials is constantly decreasing because of the fact that new spreaders 

and the pre-wetting technology have been taken into use and de-icing is carried out on time. 

The amount of salt used depends on winter conditions, especially on how many times 

temperature varies between plus and minus degrees. In the last years in winter in average 30-

36 thousand tonnes of NaCl was used. 

Costs of winter maintenance activities 

 

Special requirements for start up, maintenance and using of ice roads are fixed 

Ice roads are established for vehicles to move over a frozen sea between the mainland and the 

islands or over a lake connecting different places in the mainland. When signs of the ice road 

starting to form appear, all vessel traffic will be stopped. 

 

Ice roads are established and maintained by companies having such expertise. According to the 

contracts made with the companies, the establishing and maintenance of the ice roads is the 

responsibility of the companies which have to conduct experiments, establish traffic control, 

organise surveillance, communicate the conditions of the road, etc. The Road Administration 

will monitor the fulfilment of the obligations of the contract. 

The following rules apply when using ice roads: 
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• ice roads are open for traffic only during daytime; the traffic will be closed if visibility is 
under 300 m; 

• the recommended driving speed is 25 km/h or 40-70 km/h (with speeds of 25-40 km/h, 
the vehicle may cause resonance that can do damage to the ice); 

• on the ice road, it is permitted to drive only in the designated areas, with minimum 
intervals of 2 minutes; 

• the distance between vehicles have to be maintained at minimum of 250 m; 

• overtaking and two-way traffic on the same lane is prohibited; 

• driving outside the marked ice road is prohibited; 

• the seat belts need to be unfastened and the doors need to be easily openable; 

• uneven areas need to be crossed as slowly as possible; 

• stopping the vehicle, speeding, driving in blizzard, fog or night-time is prohibited. 

6.3.3. Main characteristics of Estonian Road Weather Stations and Road Weather Forecasts 

In Estonia five types of road weather stations are used: 28 ROSA, 31 RWS200 and 9 optical 

stations made by Vaisala (Finland), 7 GMS stations made by Saab (Sweden) and 8 stations 

manufactured by Lufft (Germany). Finnish and German stations give valuable information about 

road surface condition, salt usage etc. ROSA/RWS200 and Lufft stations measure the following 

parameters among others: 

• air, dew point, surface and pavement temperature; 

• air humidity; 

• wind speed and direction (not in all stations); 

• type and amount of precipitation. also visibility (not in all stations) 

• road surface status – dry, wet, snowy, slippery, icy etc.; 

• the amount and concentration of salt. 

Road weather stations do not provide any weather forecasts by themselves, they only give 

information about the past and present weather conditions on the road. Estonian Transport 

Administration is buying/developing road weather prognosis data in good cooperation with 

Estonian Environment Agency and Finnish companies/agencies producing the data in question. 

Another important part of Estonian RWIS is road and traffic cameras. There were 112 road 

cameras and 11 PTZ traffic cameras in Estonia at the beginning of year 2021. This network is 

needed to give road masters visual information on road and weather conditions which is 

updated every 10 minutes. 

We will continue to increase the number of road cameras. The plan for 2021 is to add 16 

cameras, making the network quite dense, which is why there will be fewer road cameras added 

over the subsequent years. As more controlled traffic road sections appear, we will be adding 

the necessary additional quantities of PTZ cameras too. 

6.4. ASSESSMENT OF THE SNOW AND ICE CONTROL MEASURES 

The Guide for Inspection of Roads stipulates the road inspection order for supervision. 

According to the Guide all inspections are grouped in two groups: one is done on daily basis and 

the other is done monthly. 

The main idea of daily inspection is to check selectively whether the actual road condition 

complies with the requirements stated by the Requirements for State of Road and whether 

operations of the maintainer are in accordance with the Technological Requirements for Road 

Maintenance Works. The route to be inspected is chosen according to the principle of 
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importance by the supervisor doing the inspection. The purpose of monthly inspection is to 

check the actual road conditions in a wider area. The route to be inspected is chosen on the 

random basis. A commission comprising a representative of the contractor, representatives of 

the supervisors and owner do the inspection. During the monthly inspection 30% of roads at all 

service levels have to be checked. 

Inspection is mainly done visually. In case of necessity different additional measurements can 

be done. Some of the measurable parameters are: thickness of snow, width between roadside 

snowdrifts, and depth of ruts, compliance with timeframes for maintenance cycles, etc. 

Noticed shortcomings are written to the Web-based logbook and deadlines for correcting things 

are given. If the total amount of deficiencies is bigger than allowed, different sanctions against 

the contractor can be applied. 

To improve supervision of entrepreneurs, the first public procurement was conducted in 2018 

and the corresponding separate contracts were entered into for private entrepreneurs, covering 

the nights and weekends of the winter period of own supervision, i.e. the times when the 

Transport Administration is not operating. 

Pursuant to such a contract, the contractual partner guarantees readiness for supervision (from 

15:30 on Friday until 08:00 on Monday, also from 15:30 on the day preceding a public holiday 

until 08:00 on the day following that public holiday) in accordance with the instructions issued 

by the customer. Primary focus is on assessment of the winter road conditions. 

Payment for performed supervision is calculated based on the inspection process duration as 

registered via GPS devices. 

The development of the new surveillance diary started in the year 2014. From the beginning of 

2016, new maintenance and surveillance diaries were enforced and the personnel of the 

maintenance works were specified and shown in the diaries. The next step in the development 

of the maintenance work diaries occurred at the end of 2016 when a section for making 

periodical overviews was added. Currently, there is a user-friendly information system in place 

for the surveying of road conditions which is of help to both the surveying specialists as well as 

to the drivers in assessing the inspections and work of the maintenance staff.  
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Figure 3: A sample of a query from a new inspection logbook: (in Estonian) 

 

The surveillance staff of the Road Administration can via a specific app follow in real time the 

movement of maintenance vehicles. 

In addition to the movement of vehicles, the work of snowploughs and gritters can also be 

observed. 

Figure 4: GPS application of service vehicles: (In Estonian)Traffic safety and information 

Information provision to the road user 

Road Information Centre was established in 1997 to improve the traffic information for road 

users. 

Estonian Road Administration was buying the service of collecting and spreading of road 

information from a private company. A 3-year contract was signed after an open tender held in 

the end of 2003. In the contract there were certain rules that the private company had to follow 

in collecting information from road weather stations, meteorological centre and road users. 
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In the September of 2011, Road Information Centre was added to the Estonian Road 

Administration, and it started servicing road users from the 1st of January, 2012. 

The service was introduced to the Road Administration during the crisis of the snowstorm 

“Monika” in 2010, when it was also decided to strengthen the crisis communication capabilities 

of the Road Administration. With the addition of Road Information Centre to the Road 

Administration, the modernisation and subsequent rapid development of the latter was made 

possible. In addition to the new work space in the Road Administration facilities, the Centre 

started a new traffic information system called Tark Tee (“Smart Road”) in the summer of 2012. 

In the February of 2013, the Road Information Centre started providing phone service for the 

traffic registry. In 2014, the road information service incorporated the use of a GIS-based Road 

Information Centre’s information system called MIKIS that provided new and faster options for 

receiving and managing information and notifying partners. 

On the 1st November of 2017 Traffic Management Centre was established in place of Road 

Information Centre when first large-scale intelligent traffic management project SMART E67 was 

implemented and there was a need to control 40 variable message signs. Road information 

telephone service was outsourced at the same time to National Emergency Centre. From the 

beginning of 2021 new common national information short number 1247 is used also for road 

information purposes 24/7. In addition to VMS management Traffic Management Centre 

gathers and provides traffic restrictions and winter driving condition information via TarkTee 

information portal and daily press releases and participates in crisis communication. From 2020 

traffic management centre is also responsible for maintenance and developing of road weather 

stations and camera systems and road weather forecast system together with Estonian 

Environment Agency. In 2021 one of the main tasks is to establish new road weather data 

collection and presenting system. 

So there are several possibilities for road users to gain information about traffic and road 

weather conditions: VMS infoboards on roads, calling directly to national information number 

1247, looking at tarktee.ee web page and media. 

Use of weather-related road sensors and variable road signs 

There are currently 113 variable message signs on Estonian state roads. There are two 2+2 lane 

highway sections and one bridge with variable speed and warning system (38 km) where 

complex guiding algorithms based on road weather station data are used. Additionally, weather 

warnings are displayed on 11 VMS infoboards at separate locations. 

In the next three years (2021-2023) there will be approximately 80 km of new weather 

controlled variable speed and warning highway sections. 

6.4.1. On-going Research and Studies to Improve Winter Management 

Studies conducted by the Road Administration (from 2021: Transport Administration) in the 

2019-2021 period 

• Comparison and analysis of road maintenance work in different countries: Hybrid 

and alliance maintenance contracts, why a particular contract type was chosen, 

which one had been used previously, etc., maintenance contract durations and 

additional years, which criteria and why were applied in addition to the price 

when selecting a contractor, future of road maintenance. 
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• Thermal mapping of national road No. 2 Tallinn-Tartu-Võru-Luhamaa 6-178 km: 

Compilation, correction and improvement of the forecast model of emergence of 

slippery road conditions, making such forecasts more precise via existing weather 

stations covering the whole surveyed road section. Review of expedience of the 

current positions of road weather stations and road cameras. 

• Studies of the grip factor measurements in the neighbouring countries: Finland, 

Norway and Sweden. These countries compare and test different grip factor 

measurement tools, we are now bringing their knowledge home. Depending on 

the results of the studies conducted in those countries we will decide on how and 

which grip factor measuring tools we will be using, including whether to use the 

ViaFriction tool for grip factor measurements in the winter period, which would 

provide information about the current road surface state and improve road 

condition forecasts over the next few hours. We will determine which devices 

offer the best prospects. ViaFriction trailer, Optiline road surface sensor RCM 411, 

Eltrip 65n. At least two smartphone apps for grip factor measurements, at least 

one infrared sensor with cloud calibration and a data collection system with CAN-

BUS output (Road Cloud). 

• Feasibility of using drones for maintenance supervision: Is it possible at all, and if 

yes, then to what extent we could perform road maintenance work with 

supervision via drones. 

• Weather stations and road cameras with autonomous power sources: The goal is 

to purchase and install along national roads at least 4 new road weather stations 

that would not rely on the electrical grid, instead using a combination of 

rechargeable batteries and wind or solar energy. This would ensure availability of 

information about current road surface conditions even at those road sections 

that are not connected to the electrical grid. 

• Notifications about road conditions for and from traffic users: We will determine 

the best way of notifying people in traffic about the state of the road and the 

driving conditions, as well as receiving information from road users about the 

current conditions. We are searching for the optimal solution for smooth bilateral 

information sharing. 

• Gathering of information about the road surface state and the weather conditions 

via the vehicle’s CAN system: Information about conditions on the road can be 

collected via the vehicle’s onboard computer system (CAN interface). ABS 

application, activation of windshield wipers, warming up, fog lamps, etc. 

• Pros and cons of route-based maintenance: Advantages and disadvantages of 

route-based maintenance compared to the current road maintenance solution 

based on maintenance regions. 
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7. FINLAND 

7.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS  

7.1.1. Information about the country 

 

Figure 5: Finland’s location 

Finland is a country in northern Europe with an area of 338,432 km2. It is situated between 

Sweden, Russia and Norway with borders on the Baltic Sea too. The country has 5.5 million 

inhabitants, 16.3 per square , most of whom (71%) live in towns or urban areas. The average 

percentage in EU is 73%. About one million people live in the metropolitan area of Helsinki.  

7.1.2. Road network and traffic 

Roads are especially significant in Finland, because it has a large surface area, but is sparsely 

populated. What’s more, from the viewpoint of central Europe, Finland is located on the 

margins. Most exports to this most important market area are transported by sea. From the 

standpoint of the competitiveness of industry and commerce, functional logistics are vital, 

especially the functionality of the internal transportation system. Road transport accounts for 

66% of total freight transport. 

The road network comprises 78,000 km of public roads, of which 50,706 km has asphalt 

pavement. 926 km of these are motorways. In addition, there are 30,000 km of streets and 

planning roads and 350,000 km of private roads. 

Kilometrage on state roads is 39,000 million km and the share of buses and trucks is 3,300 million 

km per year. Public roads carry about 77% of all traffic.  

Traffic 
volume 

during the 
six winter 
months is 

around 45% 
of the year-

round 
volume. In 
many fields 
of industry 

and 
commerce, 
the share of 
transports 

taking place 
in the winter 

months is 
greater than 

that in 
summer. 

Total snowy regions 338,432 km2 

Population Total snowy regions 5.5 million 

Length of 
road 

Public state roads 78,000 km 

Streets and planning roads 26,000 km 

Private roads 350,000 km 

Latitude (capital Helsinki) 60°19’N 
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7.2. CLIMATE 

7.2.1. Overview of climatic areas 

Finland is situated between the 60th and 70th northern parallels in the Eurasian continent's 

coastal zone. The mean temperature in Finland is several degrees higher than that of other areas 

in these latitudes, e.g., Siberia and south Greenland. The temperature is raised by the Baltic Sea, 

inland waters and, above all, by airflows from the Atlantic, warmed by the Gulf Stream.  

Conditions differ in the various parts of the country. In the coastal areas, where the climate is 

closer to a marine climate, weather and driving conditions vary greatly and slippery conditions 

develop easily. In the country’s eastern and northern parts, the weather resembles a continental 

climate and is clearly colder. However, winter maintenance is getting more challenging in 

eastern and northern Finland also because of climate change (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 6: Effects of climate change on freeze-thaw cycles. (Temperature under 0 C 

times/winter) 

7.2.2. Statistics on temperature and precipitation 

In Southern Finland, the average winter temperature is about -2 °C and in the North 

approximately -7 °C (Figure 3). However, the average temperature in recent years has been 

about 1-4 °C higher in Finland and typical winter weather have come more to the North. The 

annual rainfall is less than 600 mm in the North and 600-700 mm in the South.  
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Figure 3: Mean annual winter temperature (°C) during 1981-2010 (updates every 10 year) 

Permanent snow falls usually in October or November in the North and in December in the 

South. The long-term average snowfall converted to of water vary from 75 to 250 mm in 

different parts of Finland (Figure 4). This amount of snow accumulates throughout the winter 

season, mainly as snowfalls under 10 mm. 

 

Figure 4: Mean annual snowfall (mm) during 1981-2010 (updates every 10 year) 

There is a costal climate in the southern and western part of Finland and more a continental 

climate in eastern and northern part of Finland. The Baltic Sea and especially the Gulf Stream 

are making the climate warmer. Weather conditions can change quickly in wintertime.  

The anti-icing is main concern in coastal area and snow removal more in eastern and northern 

part of Finland due to the climate differences.  
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7.2.3. Winter indexes 

Finland does not currently use any index that would describe the severity of winter purely from 

the perspective of weather conditions.  

Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency procures road maintenance, and the levelling out of the 

pricing risk resulting from the level of severity of the winter must still be taken care of between 

the client and the contractor.  

7.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

7.3.1. Standards and rules 

In Finland, two traffic laws have been updated recently. In 2019 updated act on the transport 

system and roads changed for example principle of drainage of private road junctions, which 

adds state's role in roads drainage. 

Updated Road Traffic Act entered on 1st June 2020. There are several changes in the act. A new 

principle in the Road Traffic Act is the road user's obligation to anticipate. The road user must 

anticipate the actions of other road users in order to avoid danger and damage and adapt his 

own actions accordingly. The act have many updates to traffic rules, bikes and vehicles 

equipment, speed limits, traffic violation payment etc. The new act also changes traffic signs and 

road markings, for example yellow closing lines turns to white. 

The winter maintenance policy is based on road traffic act concerning winter tires, especially 

studded tires, and on the possibility of using salt to combat slipperiness. Now winter tires have 

to be use from November to the March, if the weather demands it. Studded tires are allowed to 

use same winter period. 

The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency is a state agency responsible for the management 

of the countrywide public road network. Streets in cities and municipalities are the responsibility 

of the municipalities. The private road network is the responsibility of the landowners living 

along the private roads.  

New winter maintenance guidelines and winter maintenance classification 

New winter maintenance guidelines were made 2018. The guidelines are implemented in stages. 

The road network is divided into five main maintenance categories (Ise, Is, Ib / Ic, II, III) after 

implementation. In addition to annual average daily traffic volume amount of heavy traffic and 

trailers is used to decision making of maintenance categories for the first time.  

At the beginning of 2019 over 11,000 km of the winter road categories rose to a higher level. 

The emphasis was on main roads. More unified level of service on main roads was achieved. 

Previous winter categories I and TIb will be disappear, when current area maintenance contracts 

ends. Changes of winter maintenance categories in low traffic volume roads (categories II and 

III) will also be implemented according to area contract tendering by year 2023. Pedestrian and 

bicycle paths are divided into three maintenance categories (L, K1, K2). L-category is possible to 

use for city area's quality corridors. 
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Figure 5. Winter maintenance classes according to traffic volumes in Finland. 

Each category has a different level of service and quality standards. The level of service is mainly 

defined according to traffic volume, road functional category and regional climate, but local 

conditions, nature and composition of traffic, speed limit and qualitative integration with the 

level of service of municipality’s road network are taken into consideration. 

Most of the main road network belongs to categories Ise, Is, Ib / Ic and the trunk road network 

almost entirely Ise and Is. Categories Ise and Is are completely free of ice and snow for most of 

the winter. Salting is the main anti-slipping procedure on these roads. Category Ib is maintained 

using mainly salt and the conditions are a little bit wintrier than in categories Ise and Is, but 

otherwise the level of maintenance is high. In category Ib some narrow-packed snow lines are 

allowed between driving lines. Category Ic are wintrier than in Ib. In category Ic thin packed 

snow on the road is allowed. Ic is maintained using mainly sand, salt usage is allowed especially 

for black ice. Roads packed snow and unevenness should be minimalized. Categories II and III 

are used on roads with low traffic volumes. Roads are typically covered by packed snow in 

winter. Only very little salt is used. Instead, sand or roughening the road surface are used to 

combat slipperiness.  

Quality standards 

A friction value is an important quality standard in Finland because packed snow and ice are also 

allowed on the main roads. The traffic volume on many road sections of the main roads is so low 

that a reasonable amount of salt is not able to keep them bare. The friction value is measured 

by friction meters (either traditional braking meters like El-trip or new acceleration sensor 

meters).  

Friction value 0.00-0.14 0.15-0.19 0.20-0.24 0.25-0.29 0.30-0.44 0.45-1.00 

Road surface 
condition 

bad driving 
conditions, 

wet ice, 

 

very 
slippery 

icy, 

 

 

 

slippery 

tightly 
packed 
snow, 

 

satisf. 
winter 

conditions 

rough, 

packed ice 

and snow, 

 

good winter 
conditions 

bare and 

wet, 

 

not slippery 

bare and 

dry, 

 

not slippery 

Table 1: Correlation between friction values and driving conditions. The friction value is 

measured by C-Trip. 

The following tables present the main quality standards and reaction times of winter 

maintenance.  

200

12 000

100 000

800 70/ 40

350 25/ 12

0

Highways
Main

roads

Regional

roads

Connecting

roads

AADT heavy

/ AADT total
AADT

1350/ 750

3 000 330/ 170

Ise

Is

Ib/Ic

II

III
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Table 3: Quality standards of anti-icing 

Winter 
maintenance 

category 
Ise, Is Ib Ic II III 

 

L 

 

K1 
K2 

Normal 

 

Friction 
requirement 

 

 

0.30 0.25 
0.25  

(start operations) 

Roughened surface, 

problem locations are 

spot sanded 

Quality corridor 

demands 

According to traffic 

needs 

road surface below 

-6 °C 

0.25 

road surface 

below -4 °C 

0.22 

spot sanding 0.25 

line treatment 

0.22 

 

Line sanding of icy 

compacted snow 

 

Quality corridor method 

e.g. sanding, salting, 

brush 

Line sanding 

Cycle time 
Ise: 0 h 

Is: 2 h 

salt 3 h 

(sand 4 h) 

sand 4 h 

(salt 3 h) 

5 h line 

sanding 

7 h line 

sanding 

Depends on corridor 

e.g. 3 h 2 h 3 h 

 

Table 4 Quality standards for snow removal 

Winter 
maintenance 

category 
Ise, Is Ib Ic II III 

L 
K1 K2 

Maximum snow 
depth 

4 cm 4 cm 4 cm 8 cm 10 cm 

Depends on 

corridor e.g. 

3 cm 

3 cm 4 cm  

Cycle time 
2.5 h 

(slush 2 h) 

3 h 

(slush 2.5 h) 

3 h 

(slush 3 h) 
4 h 5 h 

Depends on 

corridor e.g. 

3 h or lower 

at night 

3 h 

Ploughed 

clean 

before 06 

4 h 

Ploughed 

clean 

before 07 

Only half as much slush is allowed as snow. 

Table 5: Quality standards for surface evenness 

Winter 
maintenance 

category 
Ise, Is Ib, Ic II, III L K1, K2 

Evenness 
requirement 

- 1.5 cm 2 cm 

Depends on 

corridor e.g 

2 cm 

2 cm 

hindering 

ruts 

Tailor-made standards 

If special traffic needs so require, timing or quality on specific sections on road may be modified 

locally without changing the maintenance category. The target of tailor-made maintenance is to 

improve the service provided for road users based on the special needs of the customers. 

Rules regarding materials and equipment 

Winter maintenance is ordered from contractors based on the principle of quality responsibility. 

It is mostly the contractor’s own decision as to which kind of maintenance actions and 

equipment are used. However, tractor usage is not allowed on main roads. The equipment must 

meet also certain standard requirements like minimum emission standards Euro IV for trucks 

and stage III for tractors. The equipment has also to be safe, noticeable enough and suitable for 

the use. 
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The anti-icing materials need to meet client’s requirements. Only moistened salt and brine are 

allowed to be used to prevent slipperiness. Calcium chloride is not recommended but allowed 

to be used in small amounts for moistening or to prevent black ice. Also potassium formate and 

natrium formate is used locally in aquifer areas because it has proven to degrade before it goes 

to ground water and does not cause more corrosion than sodium chlorite. The maximum size of 

the de-icing sand grains must be 6-8 mm or under depending on the road category. 

7.4. ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION OF WINTER MAINTENANCE 

Organization  

In Finland road administration and contracting has been divided since 2001. In 2010 The Finnish 

headquartered of Road Administration, Railway Administration and Maritime Administration 

were united together and the Finnish Transport Agency (FTA) was established. Road 

administration's regional districts united to Centres for Economic Development, Transport and 

the Environment (ELY-centres), which manage the regional implementation and development 

tasks of the state administration.  

The administrative sector of the Ministry of Transport and Communications was reformed at the 

beginning of 2019. The Finnish Transport Safety Agency (Trafi), FICORA and certain functions of 

the Finnish Transport Agency (FTA) were merged into a new Finnish Transport and 

Communications Agency (Traficom). Finnish Transport Agency became as Finnish Transport 

Infrastructure Agency (FTIA). The FTA's traffic control and management services became a part 

of state-owned enterprise, called as Traffic Management Finland Group (TMFG). At begin of 

2021 TMFG name changes to Fintraffic. 

FTIA specifies national policy, quality standards and guidelines of procurement process. The 

regional ELY-centres are operative clients, which do competitive tenders in practice and operate 

with contractors. Traficom audits FTIA and TMFG providers road weather station, traffic control, 

information, and management services. 

There are four ELY-centres, which are responsible for the ordering of the maintenance to 

different parts of Finland under guidance of the FTIA. The total amount of ELY-centres 

responsible for traffic is nine. There are 79 maintenance contracts and a long-term life-cycle 

contract on some road sections of E18. Every maintenance contract includes 450-2300 km of 

road network and lasts 5 years. 

Contract model 

A new contract model based on project managed performance-based maintenance by 

contracting (PBMC) was implemented in all tendered daily maintenance contract areas of 

Finland October 2019. The new contract model uses target price. Approximately one fifth of 

road maintenance contracts will start using the new contract model each year after tender 

process. The contractors are chosen in tendering process on best price-quality ratio, which is 

weighted by 65% price, 15% quality commitments and 20% main contractor's personnel.  

These maintenance contracts include winter and summer maintenance from regional areas. The 

contractor will receive payment for the work done on a monthly basis. New model shares price 

risk 70/30 in annual price changes. There is maximum price limit for client, which is 1,1 times 

target price. 
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Quality commitments include bonus/sanction system. Contractor should get annually quality 

points promised in tender phase. If the actual total quality score points are lower than promised, 

contractor will get a sanction 0.33%/point for the annual target price of the tender. Vice versa, 

contractor will get a bonus of 0.13%/point. 

Operational management 

Each contractor has the overall responsibility for the maintenance of the roads included in the 

contract area allocated to them, taking care of the supervision of the work, the performance of 

the maintenance duties, the assurance of quality and the necessary purchases. In the new 

contract model contractor prepares with Client maintenance plan and purchase necessary 

operative personnel, subcontractors, equipment, and materials with "open book" approach. 

The contractor does operational management so that contract fulfils the quality requirements. 

Contractors' site managers control subcontractors, monitor weather conditions and the 

conditions of the roads with the assistance of weather centers. Client's supervisors monitor 

compliance with road quality requirements. 

The most important measures involved in the maintenance of roads in a condition set out in the 

quality requirements during winter are removal of snow, prevention of slipperiness and ensuring 

a level surface of the road. In addition, the contractor must ensure that traffic signs are clean 

and that banks of snow are lowered. The contractor must also keep in contact with the 

contractors responsible for adjoining areas, in order to ensure consistency in quality across the 

borders of different contract areas. 

The customer satisfaction bonus 

Determining the level of service of winter maintenance is the responsibility of the FTIA. Road 

users’ opinions regarding the maintenance of the previous winter are sought out by a customer 

satisfaction survey every spring. They are taken into account in the planning work when possible. 

Direct feedback from the road users is also collected. 

FTIA has actively tried to find ways to improve the service provided for road users. The target 

has been to find ways of improving the service without significantly increasing the costs. As one 

of the ways of encouraging contractors to serve road users better, FTIA has developed a 

customer satisfaction bonus to be paid to contractors if satisfaction is high enough.  

The bonus, which is based on customer satisfaction, has been used since 2004 in little different 

forms. Bonus on customer satisfaction is available annually. The extent of the bonus depends 

on 6 different assessment factors, of which 4 relate to customer satisfaction, one deals with the 

success of winter maintenance and one relates to the success of summer maintenance on the 

basis of an assessment carried out by the client. The assessment carried out by the client is based 

on the reporting of the contractor in relation to measures taken. Customer satisfaction bonus is 

paid annually and the extent of the bonus varies between 0 and 2 percent of the annual costs of 

the contract.  

The bonus system has not proved to be as good as expected. Customer satisfaction is so strongly 

depending on weather conditions that it effects more than the contractor’s actions. The bonus 

system is, however, an effective way to get contractors to understand that road users are also 

their customers. 
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Road information provision 

In order to ensure the timeliness of winter maintenance, various kinds of information on the 

current and impending weather conditions are necessary. To this end, client (FTIA and ELY-

centres) and contractors have at its disposal road weather stations and weather camera 

systems, which is provided by TMFG. In addition, client subscribes to various kinds of weather 

reports as well as satellite and radar images from external organizations. The supplier of weather 

information is also selected through competitive tendering. The weather information produced 

and subscribed by client is also available to the regional contractors. Contractors can acquire 

additional weather information services to those provided by the client at their own expense. 

The road weather station network consists of about 440 road weather stations. The stations 

gather information on factors affecting the weather and driving conditions, such as the 

temperature of ambient air and the road surface, wind velocity and the moisture level of the 

road surface. The road surface information is assessed using a small sensor placed on the road 

surface. In addition, there are optical remote surface state sensors, which give also the surface 

friction value (0.0-1.0). These sensors are combined to the over 270 normal road weather 

stations. In the winter, road weather information is updated at least three times an hour. The 

information is updated more regularly when the temperature approaches zero, as this is when 

the weather is at its worst from the perspective of drivers and road maintenance staff. The 

locations of the road weather stations along the road network are shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 67: Locations of the road weather stations. 
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The weather camera network comprises over 750 weather or traffic cameras. The network 

provides equal coverage of the whole of the Finnish public road network. In the autumn and the 

winter, all cameras are operational. The weather camera image is updated at an interval of 

approximately 10-90 minutes, more regularly in bad weather, and less regularly in good 

weather. The locations of the weather cameras along the road network are shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 78: Locations of the weather cameras. 

7.4.1. Assessment of the snow and ice control measures 

Costs 

The modest average daily traffic and long road network, which is maintained year-round to 

ensure usability, can lead to a relatively low level of cost-effectiveness. The annual winter 

maintenance costs have increased, because of winter maintenance categories rise (14% of road 

network), quality improvements in categories, new maintenance model and requirements for 

the equipment. Subcontractor markets are not equal in all Finland. However, the price level of 

maintenance is still competitive, clearly lowest in Nordic Countries compared to road network. 

Winter maintenance costs of state roads (78,000 km) are about 118 million euros. This indicates 

a cost of approximately 1,510 euro/km. In addition to this, some costs come also from road 

weather system maintenance and information systems.  

The Finnish Transport Infrastructure Agency finds the winter maintenance of lower-level roads 

(usually with a maintenance category III) an especially demanding challenge and the users of 

these roads are unsatisfied with the maintenance. The length of lower-level roads is 

considerably higher than that of main roads, but percentage of kilometers driven on these roads 
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is very low. The average daily traffic is often only a few hundred vehicles a day, whereas ADT on 

main roads usually is some thousands and tens of thousands near biggest cities. This is why focus 

on the maintenance of main roads provides higher efficiency in improving traffic safety, for 

example. Most fatal head-on accidents during wintertime take place on main roads. Due to the 

large number of lower-level roads, even a small increase in the level of quality creates significant 

additional costs. The division of roads, traffic and winter maintenance costs in relation to 

different maintenance categories is shown in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8: Road lengths, percentage of road traffic volume and costs of winter maintenance in 

different maintenance categories in 2020. 

Salt consumption 

The most significant environmental issue resulting from winter maintenance is the damage 

suffered by ground water due to the salt used in anti-icing. The use of salt has traditionally been 

popular in the coastal regions of Southern and Western Finland, where weather conditions often 

change suddenly, and traffic volume is high. However, need of salt usage has increased inlands 

also because of climate change. In some areas of Northern Finland, there is not so much need 

to use salt, as the amount of traffic is low and the weather conditions are colder and more stable. 

Road length (km)

Ise 1 509

Is 7 571

I* 417

Ib 12 718

Ic 2 568

II 15 389

III 37 693

L+K1+K2 6 127

Total 77 866  (without bicycle lines)

* moves to category Is in few years

% of road traffic volume

Ise 31

Is 37

I* 1

Ib 18

Ic 3

II 7

III 4

L+K1+K2

Costs (Meur), state roads

Ise 10

Is 25

I* 1

Ib 26

Ic 5

II 14

III 28

L+K1+K2 9

Total 118

mainly snow covered

partly bare

salted, bare
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Amount of salt use in winter maintenance has been quite stable per kilometer already for 20 

years. After winter maintenance category changes salt usage has increased slightly.  

The reduction of the harmful effects of salt is aspired to in many ways. According to the winter 

maintenance policy of the FTIA, very little salt is used on groundwater areas for anti-icing, or 

potassium formate or natrium formate is used.  

Due to significant wastage, the use of dry salt is forbidden as anti-icing. Salt is applied either as 

a solution or it is moistened prior to spreading. Roads in categories Ise, Is and I are kept unfrozen 

throughout the winter, as a result of which slipperiness of these roads has been prevented in 

advance, whereby less salt is required than in situations involving already-formed layers of ice.  

In order to restrict the use of salt, FTIA also defines on an annual basis the amount of salt to be 

used in each contract area on the basis of salt amounts used in previous years and winter 

maintenance categories. In addition, separate, stricter restrictions are set for the use of salt on 

the groundwater areas. If the contractor uses more salt than has been agreed a year, fines will 

be enforced. Previously salt bonuses were also used to encourage contractors to minimize 

salting. The accepted amount of salt is, however, increased in winters that are considerably 

warmer than average. 

The contractor is also expected to store the salt in covered facilities that have drainage, to 

ensure that groundwater across the rest of the environment is not at risk. 

Assessment of the work 

The contractor is responsible for ensuring and demonstrating the achievement of the quality of 

their work, as agreed in the maintenance plan. Quality reporting comprises reporting of the 

procedures that have been carried out and any deviations that have occurred. The reporting 

maintenance actions takes place on real-time on client’s information system. Maintenance 

actions are also shown to road users in real-time through FTIA’s internet pages. The contractor 

is expected to fill in a separate deviation report whenever the quality requirements are 

momentarily not met in relation to an individual section of the road network.  

The client monitors the efficiency of the quality assurance measures taken by the contractor, 

and they carry out random checks to ensure that the work is being carried out as agreed. 

Consultants are used to assist these random checks, especially during nighttime and at 

weekends. If a failure to meet the quality requirements is identified, the contract will receive a 

warning or a fine.  

7.4.2. Traffic safety and information 

Informing traffic of road conditions improves safety and smoothness of traffic and reduces 

damages and harm suffered by the road-users and the environment. TMFG has a Road Traffic 

Information Center that provides road-users with up-to-date information on the traffic and 

weather conditions as well as disturbances in traffic, such as accidents.  

The Traffic Information Center provides information on traffic conditions primarily through the 

mass media – the radio, television and the Internet. The images from weather and traffic 

cameras as well as information gathered by road weather stations are available on the website 

of the TMFG. Road users can also report any disturbances that they witness on the roads to the 

line for road users maintained by the Traffic Information Center. In addition, road users are 

guided with the help of variable road signs and traffic symbols to select their route in such a way 
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as to make travel time as short as possible and the level of service as high as possible throughout 

the journey. 

Variable speed limits exist on some important main roads and motorways comprising over 400 

kilometers in total. The speed limits are displayed according to the road surface condition, 

weather monitored and traffic volume in real time. Occasional disturbances for traffic such as 

road accidents or road maintenance work may be reasons for a lowered speed limit displayed 

as well. Furthermore, variable message and traffic signs may be used as complementary tools, 

for example, to inform the drivers of road weather conditions or important traffic incidents. 

Variable speed limit signs have also been installed at some special sites where accident risk is 

high, in order to lower the speed limit for a short period of time. 

In addition to the road weather stations and the weather cameras, the Traffic Information 

Center gathers the information it needs for communicating and guiding traffic through an 

automatic traffic measuring system (LAM). The system comprises 450 traffic-measuring devices 

with sensors placed on the road as well as the related systems for transferring, storing and 

printing out the information. The system provides information on the amount of traffic on a 

stretch of road, the average speeds and the overall time spent on a journey. 

The information is used not only for monitoring and communicating traffic issues but also for 

planning road maintenance. For example, the daily maintenance of a road can be carried out in 

a more meaningful and economic way through taking advantage of the information on amounts 

of traffic at different times of the day. The system also provides information for traffic safety 

studies, indicating the breakdown of a driving experience in terms of speed and distance 

between cars in different conditions and as a result of different factors. By combining traffic 

information with the weather information produced by the road weather system, the 

development of accident risks can be studied with regards to different weather and congestion 

conditions, as can the effect of wintertime speed limits to the average speed of cars, for 

example. 

In addition, the Traffic Information Center receives up-to-date information on the condition of 

the road network from other authorities, such as the police, the emergency centers, road 

services and regional contractors, as well as from road users via the telephone line for road 

users. Special road weather forecasts are produced by meteorological services and weather 

radar and satellite pictures are available for both winter maintenance operators and the Traffic 

Information Center. 

Wintertime speed limits are used in approximately 9000 kilometers on average for five months 

a year. Lowered wintertime speed limits save eight lives a year. The use of winter tires is 

mandatory from 1st November to 31st March if the weather requires it. Accident risk during 

winter period is the same than summer period. 

7.4.3. On-going Research and Studies to Improve Winter Management 

Developing friction meters 

In Finland the road authorities, quality control consultants and the private winter maintenance 

contractors measure the road friction. FTIA specifies the instruments and methods to be used 

in state roads friction measurements. In Finland, during last 30 years, road friction measurement 

mainly has based on the method, where the small electrical in-car accessory determines the 

deceleration during braking and therefore estimate the friction.  
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FTIA made a comparison study of friction meters, it included several friction meters intended to 

be used in winter maintenance quality control. Tested friction meter equipment based on 

braking, acceleration sensors and optical sensors. As a result, many new equipment was 

accepted for friction measurements. The tests helped equipment suppliers further improve their 

own equipment after tests. In the future new friction meter equipment can be test same way. 

Braking based friction meter equipment works as reference equipment. 

There is still missing proper friction measurement equipment for bike lines. FTIA going to search 

potential methods to measure that.  

Finland has put a lot of effort on digitalization in government period 2015−19. Digitalization 

development is still going on, but the development volume is lower than in 2015-19 and the 

emphasis is on information systems. There are also some developments for example 

contractors' maintenance process digitalization, where information transmits in two directions 

to all maintenance parties.  

There are still going many test pilots about fleet-based information systems, which produce 

continuous weather, slippery, friction, snow information on the road. Fleets technology could 

base on for example photo-shooting, image interpretation, artificial intelligence, optical sensor, 

lidar, CAN-bus, the difference between the rotational speeds of free-rolling 

wheels and driving wheels of heavy vehicles or a combination of different technologies. 

Typically, fleet has been acquired through negotiation with delivery companies. In one case, 

company uses mobile game for as fleet acquisition. There is also test for virtual weather 

cameras, continue mobile snow wall distance measurement, automatic road unevenness 

alarming. 

Some contracts are testing different methods for brushing and salting bike lanes. There are also 

tests performed of removing packed snow in the very early beginning of spring from bike lanes. 

Finland has also participated in the Nordic ROSTMOS-project (ROad STate MOnitoring System) 

since 2016. One of the projects aims is to compare different friction measurement devices and 

their accuracy in different road conditions. Final report was published 2020. The next project is 

also initially discussed. 

FTIA is actively updating Information and reporting system of maintenance HARJA. The most 

hectic update is to add new maintenance contract model to system, which means plenty of 

changes to the systems. 

FTIA is starting to use the new VELHO- register in 2021, which will replace the FTIA's Road 

register. The project scale is very large. VELHO will be also linked to HARJA and there will be 

more specific information then before and road's condition information will be added on. VELHO 

will be used for example to asset management and includes more data and infrastructure 

models. 
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8. FRANCE 

8.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROAD DATA 

8.1.1. Information about the country 

• Surface area   551,695 km2 

• Population   66.9 million 

• Density   117,6 per km2 

• Capital   Paris 

• Latitude (capital)  48,8 N 

Population repartition in France  

France is a medium-sized country on the Atlantic seaboard, with a population of 66.9 million 

distributed somewhat unevenly. 

Its geography and climate are diverse, making France a preferred tourist destination. Aside from 

the major economic activity generated by tourism, France’s industrial and agricultural sectors 

remain very active. Its administrative organization and history have endowed France with a 

dense road network. This density is also due to its central location in western Europe. 

8.1.2. Road network and traffic 

The French road network represents about 1 million kilometers. Depending on the type of road, 

it is managed by the State, local authorities or concessionary companies: 

State departments, divided into 11 DIRs 
(directions interdépartementales des routes) 

National roads and non-concessionary motorways (12,900 km) 

Département councils  Département roads 

380,000 km 

Towns Communal roads (600,000 km) 

Concessionary motorway companies  Toll motorways (9,000 km) 

Private car transport accounts for the bulk of passenger transport (83%); similarly goods are 

mainly transported by road (85%) 
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DIR network               Concessionary motorway network 

8.2. CLIMATE 

8.2.1. Overview of climatic zones and main winter events to be controlled 

France has 5 main areas: 

Mediterranean climate : Temperatures are mild in winter (6 to 11°C on average in January), but 

sometimes fall suddenly due to the effect of windchill. There are between 10 and 60 days of 

frost per year in the plain and often fewer by the sea. Snowfall is rare and the population is not 

used to it. It rains between: 500 and 900 millimeters per year for 50 to 90 days. 

Oceanic climate in western France : Rainfall is frequent, but of low intensity (between 120 and 

180 days per year), humidity is high and temperatures mild. 

Modified oceanic climate : There is less precipitation, winters are colder and there are more 

days of frost. 

Continental climate : From north to east. Dry, harsh winters with snowfall. 

Mountain climate : (Vosges, Jura, Alps, Pyrenees). Because of the altitude, temperatures are 

lower and rain and snow more frequent. 

 
T°C Rainfall 

Climate January 
Days of frost Annual amount (mm) 

Number of days 

Mediterranean 
6 to 11°C 10 to 60 500 to 900 50 to 90 

Oceanic 5 to 7 °C 10 to 60 600 to 1200 120 to 180 

Modified oceanic 2 to 5 °C 30 to 70 600 to 1000 100 to 160 

Continental -1 to 1°C 60 to 100 600 to 1400 110 to 170 

Mountain -1 – to 4°C 60 to 120  800 to 1600 100 to 180 
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Five French climatic zones  

8.2.2. Winter index used in the country. 

The winter road maintenance index (Index de Viabilité Hivernale - IVH) is an indicator of winter 

road network difficulties. It allows to characterize winters and to compare them with each other. 

It is built around meteorological parameters. 

Managers also make use of occurrences of snow and ice: 

Average IVH 1984-2011    Average number of days with snow or ice on the 

road. 

8.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

8.3.1. Standards and regulations 

In France there is no legal obligation to carry out winter maintenance (WM). Managers do, 

however, have the duty of policing the safety and security of users and guaranteeing normal 

maintenance of the road for use as intended. Documents produced and distributed by the 

Ministry of Ecological Transition and Territorial Cohesion, in charge of Transport (Ministère de 

la Transition Ecologique, chargé des Transports MTET) set out general rules. The other 

contracting authorities (motorway companies and département councils) draw on the rules 
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defined for national roads for their service levels, or develop their own specifications. These 

rules are formalized in the winter maintenance organizational documents (Winter road 

maintenance file and the Winter maintenance operating plan) (SETRA 2009 Guide 

Méthodologique Approche Globale).  

Bad weather and snow plans are drawn up to deal with meteorological conditions (snowfall, 

freezing rain, etc.) that are likely to exceed the threshold conditions that can severely degrade 

traffic conditions on the road network.  

Their aims are to ensure the flow of traffic, even in degraded conditions (traffic management 

measures) and to contribute to the safety of users. The coordinating authority is the zonal 

prefect ((covering a Defense and Security zone), who is supported by a zonal operational center. 

Standards for staff 

European Directive 2003-88 of 4 November 2003 concerning certain aspects of the organization 

of working time, transcribed into French national law, structures the organization of work in 

both public and private sectors. The legislation proposes several forms of exemption to work 

organization rules to respond to specific situations. Performing winter service (working at nights 

and at weekends) comes into this context. The selection and implementation of an exemption 

to work organization rules requires discussion between staff representatives and the employer, 

and monitoring of health and safety conditions. As the consequences in terms of numbers and 

financial cost (on-call work, allowances, overtime, etc.) are linked to the organization adopted, 

the legislator has devolved this decision to local level. The principles are respected in highly 

heterogeneous fashion in small municipalities and companies. 

Equipment standards 

Standards on winter maintenance equipment and materials exist, either transposed from 

European or French standards (non-exhaustive list).Materials: 

• NF EN 16811-1+ A1 « Winter service equipment and products - De-icing agents -Part 

1: Sodium chloride - Requirements and test methods » 

• NF EN 16811-2 « Winter service equipment and products — De-icing agents — Part 2: 

Calcium chloride and Magnesium chloride — Requirements and test methods». 

• CEN TS 16811-3 « Winter service equipment and products — De-icing agents — Part 

3: Other solid and liquid de-icing agents — Requirements and test methods » 

Equipments 

• EN 15 144 “Winter maintenance equipment — Terminology — Terms for winter 

maintenance » 

• NF P 98-792 “Highways winter maintenance plant and highways side equipment 

maintenance. Position for operating levers in cabin. Characteristics and 

specifications” 

• NF P 98-793 “Highways winter maintenance plant and highways side equipment 

maintenance - Terminology for winter maintenance plant - Vocabulary - Definitions - 

Commercial specifications” 

• NF P98-795 “Winter road maintenance and roadside maintenance equipment - 

Signage, marking and lighting of winter service response units - Characteristics and 

specifications”. 
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• NF P98-797 "Road maintenance materials and products - Road de-icing agent 

spreader - Stationary test method for flow measurement” 

• NF EN 15 431 “Winter and road service area maintenance equipments — Power 

system and related controls — Interchangeability and performance requirements” 

• NF EN 15 432-1, "Winter road maintenance and roadside maintenance equipment - 

Front-end equipment - Part 1: fixed front base plates" 

• NF EN 15 432-2, "Winter road maintenance and roadside maintenance equipment - 

Vehicle interface for front-mounted equipment - Part 2: interchangeability of lifting 

systems” 

• NF EN 15597-1 "Winter maintenance equipment - Spreaders - Dosing requirements" 

• NF EN 15597-2 “Winter maintenance equipment — Spreading and spraying machines 

— Part 2: Requirements for distribution and their test”NF EN 15583-1 "Winter 

maintenance equipment - Snow plows - product description and requirements" 

• NF EN 15583-2 "Winter maintenance equipment - Snow plows - Part 2: Test criteria 

and requirements" 

Road weather information systems 

• NF P 99-320 “Road meteorology - Gathering of meteorological and road data ― 

Terminology” 

• NF P99-321-1” Road information and control - Road meteorological data collection 

systems — Part 1: Specifications” 

• NF P99-324 “Road meteorological data collection systems - Road control language - 

Interchanged data formats » 

• NF P99-346 “ Road information and exploitation - Road control language - 

• Application to road meteorological data processing and measurement units” 

• NF EN 15430-1 “ Winter and road service area maintenance equipment - Data 

acquisition and transmission - Part 1: In-vehicle data acquisition” 

• NF EN 15518-1 “ Winter maintenance equipment - Road weather information systems 

- Part 1: Global definitions and components” 

• NF EN 15518-2 “Winter maintenance equipment - Road weather information systems 

- Part 2: Road weather - Recommended observation and forecast” 

• NF EN 15518-3 “Winter maintenance equipment - Road weather information systems 

- Part 3: Requirements on measured values of stationary equipments” 

Protection against avalanches 

• NF P 95-303 “Anti-avalanche equipment, snow bridges, snow rakes, specifications and 

design” 

• NF P 95-304 “Anti-avalanche equipment, avalanche nets, specifications and design” 

• NF P 95-305 “Anti-avalanche equipment, avalanche nets, snow barriers, specifications 

and design” 

• NF P 95-310 “Anti-avalanche equipment, artificial triggering: technical principles” 

• NF P 95-311 “Anti-avalanche equipment, artificial triggering: explosive cable 

conveyors (catex)” 

• NF P 95-313 “Protection against avalanches, gas activation” 
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8.3.2. Organization and interventions 

General remarks 

In France the organization for road maintenance is as follows:  

Contracting authority  Contractor 

Transport department: National 
Roads (routes nationales - RN)  

 
DIR road directorates operating 

across several French départements 

Département councils : 
département roads 

 Département engineering 
departments 

Cities: municipal roads   City engineering departments 

Transport departments: 
concessionary highways  

 
Highway companies 

Whatever the contracting authority, the organization set up for winter road maintenance is set 

up along the same lines, which in most cases results in the production of a DOVH. This document 

is a kind of contract between the contracting authority and the contractor. It is used to inform 

the different partners about the objectives, the limits and the measures taken. It details the 

organization and the actions to be taken in each situation. The aim is also to ensure coherence 

between managers. The DOVH sets out the measures concerning road information. 

Normal winter is generally defined from 15 November to 15 March and even from 1 November 

to 31 March for areas with severe winters. 

Winter road maintenance services operate on average 14 days a year, from 0 to 150 days 

depending on the years and zones. There are twice as many interventions by night than by day. 

The involvement of public sector staff is relatively great for DIRs, cities and département 

councils. 

DIRs comply with state requirements for the way they are organized. With concessionary 

highways, they generally have the highest level of service. 

Winter road maintenance in urban areas is becoming more and more important. Organization 

is significantly improving and more and more consideration is given to intermodality in the 

strategies. 

Driving conditions: the basis of a common language 

The winter driving condition Ci which users may encounter solely due to the state of the roadway 

in relation to the presence of snow or ice provides the basis for a common language. 
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Driving Conditions Figuration 
Entitled - color 

code 
perception of danger 

Probability of 
blockage 

C1 

 

Normal 

(Green) 
None None 

C2 

 

Delicate 

(Orange) 

low (presence of ice 
hardly perceptible, 

localized snow) 

low, possible on 
slopes or ramps of 

more than 3%. 

C3 

 

Difficult 

(Red) 

Easy for snow, low for 
ice 

High 

C4 

 

Impossible 

(Black) 
obvious effective blocking 

It is only one of the possible components of a traffic condition. 

 

 

 

 

 

The driving condition Ci is defined as a function of the roadway states EC, themselves expressed 

as a function of the type of weather phenomenon. 

 Ice  

Roadway 
States (EC) 

Terminology of standard 99-320 Operational terminology 

EC1 Dry, Transitory moist, Moist, Wet, Streaming wet  None  

EC2a White frozen, Frosted, Icy, Ice 
Localized or thin formation 

Localized, thin formation of ice (by freezing of 
existing moisture or condensation) or ice patches 

EC2b 

EC3 Frosted, Generally icy due to the freezing of 
supercooled droplets or freezing of preexisting 

water 

Generalized formation of ice due to the freezing 
of existing moisture  

EC4 Generally icy following precipitations on the road 
at below-zero temperatures or supercoole 

(black) precipitations 

Generalized formation of ice following freezing 
rain  

Road conditions, example of ice 

Road conditions (illustrative data, to be specified and adapted) 
Winter driving 

conditions  
Color code 

Ice 
Snow, no slope or 
incline 

Snow, with slope or incline > 
3% 

  

Pavement conditions 

Driving conditions 

Traffic conditions 
Longitudinal section 

Traffic situation 

Weather 
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EC1 EC1 EC1 C1 Green 

EC2 

EC2a 

EC2a C2 Orange 

EC2b 

EC3 EC3 

EC2b  

C3 Red 

EC3 

EC4 EC4 EC4 C4 Black 

Link between road conditions and winter driving conditions. 

Definition of levels of service 

The quality objectives defined are called levels of service (LS). This choice is defined by the 

differents road owners and is expressed according to the type of meteorological phenomenon. 

These service levels LS are based on the driving conditions Ci according to the following principle: 

in winter, a road has a reference condition compatible with the traffic on it and its geographical 

location. During a weather event, driving conditions will fall below the reference condition. At 

the end of the weather event, the service must restore the reference conditions within a given 

amount of time. This response time is a quality indicator. For ice, the clock starts at the time the 

alert is issued; for snow, it starts at the end of the snowfall. 

Changes in driving conditions as a result of ice 
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Levels Li 

Lii 

Modality 
1 

Modality 2 

Periods of validity    

Reference condition    

ice conditions 

without precipitation 

Minimum condition    

Restoration time    

with precipitation 

Minimum condition    

Restoration time    

Snow conditions 

Minimum condition    

Restoration time    

Standard framework for defining levels of service 

Average restoration times are: 

• short: 1 to 2 hours 

• average: 3 to 5 hours 

• Long: over 6 hours 

• indefinite time 

The minimum driving condition corresponds to the intensity of the most frequent bad weather 

conditions - snow or ice - on which the manager can take action. It therefore involves defining 

threshold weather situations beyond which it is considered that normal service can no longer 

be maintained (transition to crisis). 

Parameters Criteria and associated values 

1 - Intensity of snowfall  
Average hourly snowfall (non-melting snow), calculated 

over a three-hour period, at least equal to N cm/h 

2 – Duration of snowfall 
Continuous or intermittent snowfall (non-melting snow) 
at < 6-hour intervals, for a total duration of over N hours 

3 – Snowfall and low temperature (during or 
immediately after, because of the risk of freezing and 

adhesion to the ground) 

Temperature below – 8 °C during the snowfall or 
immediately after 

4 – Freezing rain  Rain causing the formation of ice 

5 – Wind and snowdrifts 

Snow accumulation at a depth exceeding the capacities 
of the measures in place, over at least one lane and a 

significant cumulative distance (e.g. at least 100 m for 10 
km of road) 

Characterization of a threshold weather situation 
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Different activation states  

There are different activation states that depend on normal and abnormal situations: 

Background Types of action  Remarks 

Normal 
situation  

Performing 
winter 
service by 
fixed 
service 
levels  

With own 
resources only 

Resources (staff and equipment) permanently available to the 
road operator. 

The decision to mobilize these is decided upon according to the 
present and foreseeable weather situation. 

With own and 
complementary 
resources  

Resources which the road operator may use in addition to its 
own resources, systematically or based on the extent of 
adverse weather, using pre-established procedures and 
governed by contracts or agreements. 

 
Special traffic management 
measures  

Provisions specific to these measures are defined in the TMPs 
and/or in adverse weather plans. These measures may be 
preemptively taken in normal situations and/or taken in 
abnormal situations 

Abnormal 
situation 

Winter service performed 
with mobilization of support 
services (3) 

Resources that will be mobilized in addition to the 
organization's own and complementary resources in the event 
that the threshold meteorological situation is exceeded, 
following the provisions made in the Winter Maintenance 
Organization File (lists of resources, mobilizable companies, 
etc.), aiming for compliance with the levels of service, but 
without any guarantee regarding the often uncertain 
mobilization of support services. 

Temporary downward 
adjustment of service levels 
on part of the road 
network(3) 

The aim here, if the threshold meteorological situation is 
exceeded, is to focus response actions (see the three types 
defined above) on a fraction of the network (a lane, number of 
lanes, etc.) designated by the owners of the road.   The terms 
for the implementation of this type of measure must be 
defined in the DOVH and/or in the adverse weather plans. 

8.3.3. Resources used 

Meteorological information 

Each local administration must purchase its local weather forecasts from a forecast service 

provider. There is no national contract and the information is not centralized. There are several 

weather forecasters including the "historic" provider Météo-France which is a state service. 

Basic weather information is also provided to the CRICR (organization responsible for road 

information and including peacekeeping forces (police, gendarmerie) and equipment). For the 

purposes of road safety, the CRICR may pass on the information to département services. 

The different weather forecasting services usually provide the following weather information: 

• Observations: 

o radar 

o satellite 

o on the ground from Météo-France stations 

o on the ground from the operator's road weather forecasting stations 
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• the immediate forecast (extrapolation of radar images and precipitation 

discrimination) 

o the short-term forecast: D/D+1 

o the mid-term forecast: D+2/D+4 

o the long-term forecast up to D+9 

The parameters forecast are sensitive weather, air temperature, dew-point temperature, 

humidity, road temperature, precipitation (occurrence, type and intensity), thunderstorms, 

wind, cloud cover, fog, rain/snow threshold, snow height and snow quality. 

These forecasts are provided in various forms (the examples below are from Météo-France): 

• WM bulletin: bulletin drawn up by a forecaster and detailing the D+1 forecast for 

phenomena impacting roads in the operator's network. This bulletin also alerts as to 

the exceeding of thresholds defined by the operator (threshold meteorological 

situations for example). 

This bulletin is written up twice a day but can be sent as an alert if thresholds are 

exceeded between two updates; 

• Highlighted weather maps: forecasts from D to D + 4 are given for several 

municipalities representative of the operator’s road network; 
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• Interactive map with road sections colorized according to the value of the parameter 

represented (here, precipitation with snow in blue and rain in green); 

 

• Atmogram: a table giving the forecast of several weather parameters up to J+4 and 

even J+9 in increments of 1h or 3h for a given forecasting point; 

 

• Weather flash: Alert bulletin (written, email or vocal) on the forecast occurrence of 

weather phenomena that are hazardous for roads (e.g. snowfall, air temperature 

below -10 C, etc.) at times ranging from the next hour to D+1. 

In addition, road operators can also contact a forecasting engineer directly by telephone to 

obtain information on the weather situation. 

For road temperatures, Météo-France has developed a model providing Troadway forecasts in 

1 km grid points over the whole of France. 

These TRoadway forecasts can be improved on the forecast points corresponding to weather 

stations, by resetting the model in real time with the observations from Troadway and T in the 

ground of these stations. 
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Winter maintenance decision support system (SADSH) 

There are about 800 winter maintenance decision support systems (Système d’Aide à la Décision 

en Service Hivernal - SADSH), most of them on motorways or major roads. 

There is no centralized information from these stations on a national scale. The information is 

sometimes centralized over an area and/or a region (for the same manager). 

It is also possible to include meteorological station data in real time to take them into account 

in forecasts and weather information. These information systems can be coupled with weather 

forecasts to produce road weather forecasts. 

 

Winter maintenance decision support systems. 

Choosing the location of an SADSH 

SADSHs are generally positioned in the most representative places, following the production of 

a thermohydric profile or based on the knowledge of the agents. 

 

Vehicle used for thermohydric surveys 
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Patrols 

Patrols are routinely sent out to the networks, for the purpose of recording information (road 

conditions, surface temperatures, etc.) enabling decision-making for precautionary and/or 

curative treatment. 

Response vehicles 

In France, approximately 9,000 winter service vehicles can be implemented for all services 

combined, with significant differences in terms of equipment depending on the regions and 

types of network. 

The French standard for equipment used to fight ice and snow is: a carrier, equipped with a 

spreader and a front blade. However, because of their size and weight this equipment exceeds 

the general traffic rules imposed by the French Highway Code. French regulations have therefore 

adapted to this by creating a special status for this equipment: 

• winter service vehicle (ESH). As defined in detail in the French highway code, the 

carrier may be a freight transport vehicle of more than 3.5t or an agricultural tractor. 

A decree lists the authorized tools and gives the maximum weights and dimensions 

allowed to come into this category. This recognition also allows certain waivers from 

the general rules of movement necessary for ESH mission best practice, such as being 

allowed to cross the central white line. 

• Category N vehicles responsible for road maintenance are authorized to operate in 

the public domain with a frontal tool coupled to the front of the vehicle provided that 

the tool carrier interface is a base plate conforming to European standard EN 15432-

1 and that the tool does not exceed the values defined in the decree. 

Type of winter service vehicle standard in intercity environments 
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Scraping tools/Plow blades 

The use of multi-purpose plow blades is becoming more common on the entire road network. 

French regulations have recently changed to allow the circulation and work of "winter service 

trailers". These trailers, which are authorized in the open position on roads with carriageways 

separated only by a central median, are equipped with a plow blade allowing the clearance of 

large widths, up to 8 m, with a single towing vehicle. 

Materials 

Sodium chloride remains the most used road de-icing agent (> 99%). The salt consumption varies 

between 0.4 and 2 million of tons / year (average of 1 million tons).  

Most of treatments are based on pre-wetted salt which is a mixture of brine and grain salt. This 

brine (water saturated with salt) is usually manufactured with water and NaCl at the response 

center. Very rarely used calcium and magnesium brines are generally delivered. 

The proportion of brine and solid salt can be adjusted on the spreaders. The trend is to vary the 

proportion of brine according to the weather phenomenon. The most common practices range 

from 15% to 30% brine, and up to 100% brine. 

Increasingly, efforts are being made to store salt under cover in order to limit losses, the impact 

on the environment and the drop in quality. 

Various documents on the optimal use of salt have been published at national level. They 

contain general information and advice, but no universal recipe. The amount of salt depends on 

the kind of road weather phenomenon. For example, the amount of salt to be spread will differ 

depending on the kind and amount of ice, etc. 

Staff and training 

Between 30,000 and 35,000 agents may be mobilized in all departments performing winter 

maintenance. 

Standard jobs are identified for specific tasks. 

• Response manager: responsible for the response equipment and, depending on the 

organization in place, may decide when to carry out response actions. 

• Response authority or weather guard: centralizes all of the information available: 

meteorological, SADHS, patrols, truck drivers. Depending on the organization in place, 

he decides when to carry out response actions and informs the response managers; 

• Patrol agent: verifies road surfaces and driving conditions, takes note of road weather 

parameters and observes any formation of ice; 

• Response team or response unit driver: carries out response actions with the 

response units (spreaders and snowplows). 

This organization is used for most managers. However, for small structures, functions may be 

accumulated due to the small number of staff: For example: The patrol agent may decide to 

respond. 
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Training and education 

There is no engineer training or training school dedicated to winter maintenance. For the larger 

structures, training is organized internally: motorway concession holders have a training center 

and provide specialized training in winter maintenance. 

Meteorologists are also asked to provide specific training on the use of weather forecasting for 

WM via the tools available to them. 

For national roads, the training is organized in professional training centers (Centre de 

valorisation des ressources humaines - CVRH) and provided by the winter maintenance scientific 

and technical network (approximately 10 people). There are other public and private structures 

providing training. There is special training for newcomers and beginners’ courses in more 

general training. 

Snow fences 

Snow fences are used preventively. A standard gives information about the choice and location 

(AFNOR 1992). Vegetation is also used. The decision to set up a snow fence is made and funded 

locally. 

8.3.4. Organization of winter maintenance 

While the quality objectives or level of service LS are unique to each manager, the decision-

making process is identical. 

Decision-making process 

Three types of pre-response activity can be identified: 

• Taking weather forecasts into account; 

• Collecting information on road networks; 

• Selecting the type of response. 

These activities correspond to three decision levels, spread out over time with increasingly 

shorter deadlines: 

• The decision to issue an alert; 

• The decision to monitor roads; 

• The decision to respond. 
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Three phases may be identified: 

• Qualified weather watch and the decision to issue an alert; 

• Close meteorological monitoring and the decision to monitor roads; 

• Detailed analysis of road hazards and the decision to respond. 

Meteorological data, information obtained from SADSHs and observations from patrols are used 

to make decisions regarding whether response actions are needed. 

Equipment and organization levels can vary widely depending on the network managers. 

Sometimes, patrol officers can themselves decide to respond if they are alone at the operation 

center. Patrols can sometimes be made directly using response units, which then take action if 

necessary. 

The winter road maintenance plan (Plan d’exploitation de la viabilité hivernale - PEVH), which is 

the local version of the DOVH for operational centers, describes these procedures. All the 

procedures are described in detail, usually giving the following information: 

• Various maps 

- roads and levels of service; 

- patrol routes and control points; 

- location of SADSHs; 

- response centers and materials storehouses; 

- map with road conditions. 

• Guides for: 

- the distribution and use of weather reports; Decision-making assistance 

- organization in exceptional situations. 

• Other documents 

- patrol checklist; 
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- equipment and materials checklist; 

- checklist describing actions (for decision-making and response purposes); 

- name and contact information of managers; 

- instructions for pre- and post-winter actions. 

White roads 

Some cities are beginning to adopt white-district strategies, i.e. plowing for snow-related events 

and no chemical treatment. Low service level roads may undergo no winter maintenance 

treatment or even be closed. Abrasives are rarely used, except in some towns and in winter 

sports resorts (which are nevertheless using more and more road de-icing agents). 

Special rules for trucks 

In France, almost all trucks are semitrailers (articulated) and when a steep road (over 4% for 

example) is slippery, they cannot use it. On heavily trafficked roads, heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) 

often cause problems such as accidents and traffic congestion. The dissemination of information 

has greatly improved with the use of dynamic message signs (DMS) and radio (BP). Trucks are 

sometimes asked to stop and wait as part of the measures taken during bad weather plans. 

On smaller networks, there is no dynamic signaling. On some roads, "white convoys" are 

organized. Approximately 10 trucks follow a response vehicle supervised by a police vehicle. 

Light vehicles (LV) can travel on the other lanes. But this system is difficult to operate when truck 

traffic is very dense and requires good coordination between the services providing WM and the 

police. 

Traffic 

Article R414-17 of the French Highway Code states that: 

On roads, when at least one lane of traffic is covered with snow or ice over all or part of its 

surface: 

1. Overtaking or changing lane is prohibited for drivers of vehicles whose total authorized weight 

exceeds 3.5 tons or for drivers of a group of vehicles whose length exceeds 7 meters; 

2. Overtaking winter service equipment in action on the carriageway is prohibited for any vehicle. 

8.3.5. Methods, equipment and materials 

Chemical deicing 

Removable spreaders equipped for pre-wetted salt are used most of the time.  

The rate of pre-wet varies according to the phenomenon: 

• Solid salt for phenomena with a high water content (rain, wet snow) 

• Between 20 and 30% brine, a technique used most of the time. 

• 50%: supersaturated brine technique  

• 100%: pure brine, for dry phenomena (small ice) 

For a “pre-curative” treatment, an average of 15 g/m² is used. For a curative treatment: between 

25 and 30 g/m² on average.  

The supersaturated brine technique makes it possible to reach dosages of 5 g/m² for a “pre-

curative” treatment. 
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Automatic brine spraying 

This technique has been used in France for some twenty years, but relatively rarely because of 

its cost. These sprinkler systems are generally present on some motorway sections due to heavy 

traffic or on small sections of 100 to 300 m. 

Ice 

On networks with a high level of service "preaentative” treatment strategies are implemented, 

meaning that they are used just before the appearance of the phenomenon. These involve 

spreading road de-icing agents to prevent the formation of ice or to limit its adherence to the 

road if the phenomenon is intense. 

Snow 

Preventative treatment can also be carried out before snowy weather. The aim is to limit 

adhesion between the snow layer and the road surface covering in order to facilitate subsequent 

mechanical operations. 

Plowing is the most effective way to remove snow. Salt spreading, as well as traffic, are used to 

make the snow change into a more easily "scrapable" snow. 

Removal techniques may differ from one manager to another, especially on multi-lane 

carriageways: the right-hand (or left-hand) lane may be cleared as a priority, the left-hand lane 

may not be cleared, etc. 

Abrasives are sometimes used in mountainous areas. Mechanical sweeping is little used in 

France. 

Porous asphalt 

Porous asphalt is generally treated differently. An informational document explains the 

particular difficulties encountered with these surface coverings, and proposes methods for 

monitoring and treating them. 

The average dosages are greater (between 50 and 100%) and there may be up to twice as many 

interventions. In the event of snow, motorway companies plan a plowing operation every 20 

minutes. 

Thin asphalt concrete is also sometimes problematic. The only known solution is to plan more 

interventions and higher dosages. 

Bridges 

There are no regulations recommending special arrangements for the winter operation of 

bridges. There is, however, a set of measures contained in various documents or standards, 

intended mainly for the designers of civil engineering structures. 

The use of non-corrosive de-icing agents to systematically treat all bridges is no longer justified 

today. 

Recently built structures, or older ones that have recently undergone maintenance and 

upgrading, benefit from modern constructive methods or protection techniques. For these, it is 

not necessary to use special non-corrosive de-icing agents. 
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The use of special non-corrosive de-icing agents is therefore reserved for metal bridges that 

have not undergone any particular maintenance over the past two decades or are showing signs 

of local corrosion. 

Avalanches 

There is a special organization for forecasting avalanches. Avalanche fences can be installed. 

High-altitude weather stations (known as NIVOSE) record meteorological data and the 

characteristics of the snow cover. In ski resorts, qualified staff take snow samples every week to 

examine changes to its various layers. 

A model called SAFRAN-CROCUS-MEPRA which takes into account meteorological forecasts and 

the physical parameters of the various layers of the snow cover calculates the avalanche risk for 

a given point. The information is then broadcast to users using various means (TV, radio, etc.). 

When possible, avalanches can be provoked when there is a hazard. 

8.3.6. Assessment of efficiency 

A few years ago, the French Roads Directorate performed an assessment using the following 

parameters: salt consumption, cost per kilometer, number of man-hours for winter 

maintenance. User satisfaction surveys were conducted. 

Inspections are sometimes performed to determine how directives are applied by the 

departments. 

Analyses that are now fairly old were performed regarding the application of circulars and the 

quality of the DOVHs. The DIT (as the Roads Directorate is now called) has initiated thinking on 

the implementation of indicators, in particular user satisfaction indicators. 

8.3.7. Road safety and information 

Before winter, information is disseminated by road managers through various media such as 

radio and newspapers or in public places, town halls, etc. Maps showing the levels of service are 

distributed. 

With regard to information on road weather events, there are agreements between road 

managers and local radio stations. The road services also have websites with real-time display 

of driving conditions. New technologies enable rapid and reliable information feedback 

(spreaders equipped with GPS, use of mobile phones, etc.).  

On the motorway network, there is a special radio station that broadcasts traffic information 

(107.7). There is also dynamic signage. Users and transporters are also informed 24 hours a day 

about the traffic situation, in particular via the "Bison Futé" website. 

8.4. ONGOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MAINTENANCE 

8.4.1. New technology and research 

Research projects in the field of winter maintenance have experts in methodological and 

organizational approaches working closely together. 

Further work is being done in the study of how de-icing agents transfer to natural environments 

through the assessment of road runoff water treatment systems and investigation of 

opportunities to improve treatments of road de-icing agents. 
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Research projects currently underway include: 

• On-going research on the development of an on-board warning/forecast system for 

vehicles integrating connected vehicle data in real time: an experimental campaign is 

under way between Météo-France and an automotive supplier comprising 400 

connected vehicles spread throughout France to: 

o define methods for taking into account data from vehicles (temperature, wipers 

for precipitation, ESP/ABS for surface condition, headlights for visibility, etc.) to 

enhance meteorological observations 

o send meteorological information about the route (alerts forecasts) to vehicles 

• Ongoing development of a surface condition and pavement temperature prediction 

model for immediate forecasting: between H and H+6h for use in real time on the 

road network. 

• Implementation of a new method for calculating the Winter Maintenance Index 

(Index de Viabilité Hivernale IVH) to obtain a spatialised index over France on a 1 km 

grid. 

• Monitoring of road runoff containment ponds: assessment of the quantities of 

pollutants (de-icing agents, heavy metals) entering and leaving these ponds, study of 

the physico-chemical processes involved; 

• Development of water pollution control solutions based on phytoremediation: 

laboratory tests, development of a methodology, preparation of in situ tests in 

progress (planting halophilic plants in the ponds); 

• Development of a methodology for the mapping of pressures due to road de-icing 

agents and determining the areas to be protected as a matter of priority. 

• ThermologStat, a software program for determining road susceptibility to icing, based 

on the thermohydric signature of a route, which helps managers to install signs and 

road weather stations, 

• Prototype for measuring residual salinity on surfaces, and software for assessing the 

amounts applied: QUATSHI 

• Optimization of tests to verify spreaders (ODEMIE devices); 

 
ODEMIE device 

• Test of phase change materials in pavement structures to reduce the risk of ice 

formation. 
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• Experimentation of a snowplow with a wide width snow removal trailer 

8.4.2. New management and organizational approaches 

The methodology for defining levels of service was updated in 2009. 

Environmental and climate change-related issues are pushing managers to optimize the areas 

treated according to the vulnerability of the environment or to lower service levels. 

8.4.3. Transnational cooperation to improve service levels between neighboring countries 

Strong cooperation exists at European level and the work of COST 353 has helped lay the 

foundations for thinking on European service levels. Standardization work is being carried out 

at European level. 

There is cooperation with the Quebec Ministry of Transport on four issues : 

• Pre-wetted technical 

• Roads with reduced salt spreading 

• Grip measurement 

• Training 

8.5. REFERENCES 

A website to collect knowledge in the field of winter maintenance is operational and accessible 

to all. 

http://www.viabilite-hivernale.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/ 

Glossary 

1) DOVH: Dossier d'organisation de la viabilité hivernale (Winter road maintenance 

organization file), a document about the organization of WM. 

2) PEVH: Plan d'exploitation de la viabilité hivernale (Winter road maintenance plan), the local 

version of the DOVH 

3) DIR: Direction interdépartementale des routes (Inter-département road directorate), an 

operational delegation coming under MET.  

4) MTET Ministry of Ecological Transition and Territorial Cohesion, in charge of Transport 

(Ministère de la Transition Ecologique, chargé des Transports MTET)  
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9. GERMANY 

9.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

9.1.1. Information about the country 

Germany is in the centre of Europe and has borders with The Netherlands, Belgium, Lux-

embourg, France, Switzerland, Austria, Czech Republic, Poland and Denmark, and has sea 

accesses to the North and Baltic Sea.  

The Federal Republic of Germany, consists of 16 Federal States, the 3 "City-States" (Berlin, 

Hamburg, Bremen) included, whose territories are of different size between 71.000 km² (Ba-

varia) and 2.700 km2 (Saarland). Each German State has its own public authorities. Road Au-

thorities exist in each State. 

Area 356,700 km² 

Latitude 47°16’ to 55°03’N 

Population 83.1 million 

Length of road  

(2021) 

Federal trunk 
roads 

Federal motorways (Autobahnen;  

4-, 6- and 8- lane divided highways) 
13,200 km 

Federal highways 37,800 km 

Other federal-aid 
roads 

State highways 86,900 km 

County roads 91,800 km 

Community / urban roads 457,200 km 

Total 686,900 km 

Capital Berlin 

Latitude 52°30’N 

Inhabitants 3.65 million 

9.1.2. Road network and traffic 

During the past decades Germany was faced with an enormous increase of traffic on the 

highways. Today passenger traffic (passenger-km) on the road amounts to more than 90 %, 

commercial traffic (tons of merchandise-km) to about 70 % of the total traffic while the re-

mainder traffic distributes itself to other travel-ling and transportation modes, i.e. on rail, water 

ways or air. Motorways in Germany (so called "Autobahnen"); all together 13,200 km, carry 

more than 40 % of the total traffic of the entire classified rural, interurban road net (consisting 

of Federal Motorways, Federal-, and State-Highways and County roads), although they 

represent only about 6 % of the total length of this road net.  

The enormous increase of traffic volumes in recent years will continue even more rapidly in the 

future as a consequence of the ongoing political and economic developments, especially the 

European process of unification. The ex-tension of the European Union to the east has brought 

another great amount of traffic to the "transit-country" Germany due to intensified economic 

cooperations. 

The extension of the road network in the last years and also in the near future does not cor-

respond to the increase of the traffic so that traffic volume on the roads and congestion will rise. 
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Maintaining traffic safety, optimum driving conditions and availability of sufficient capacity of 

highways all around the year, even during winter season is of crucial importance, especial-ly for 

the economic development. As a conse-quence, in future road operations and especially winter 

maintenance will become more im-portant. 

Main Road Network in Germany (Motorways red) 

In 2021 the organisation of German Road Administration was changed. A new Federal Motorway 

Company was built responsible for planning, construction and maintenance includ-ing winter 

maintenance of the 13,200 km Fed-eral Motorways. The 16 States are responsible for Federal 

highways and for State highways. The Federal Ministry, respectively Department of 

Transportation has the right of legal and technical supervision for the federal trunk roads. 

Road Class 
Property and financial obligation for planning, 

construction and maintenance 

Administration of planning, 
construction and 

maintenance 

 
Federal motorways 

Federal government Federal Motorway Company 
Federal highways 

Federal Trunk Roads Federal Government 
Federal States on behalf of 

Federal Government 

State highways Federal States Federal states 

County roads Counties 
Counties partially federal 

states on behalf of counties 

Community / urban roads Communities / Cities Communities / Cities 
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9.3. CLIMATE 

9.3.1. Overview of climatic areas 

Germany has a moderate climate; often weather changes are characteristic. From the lowlands 

in the northwest to south eastern regions there is a gradual transition from maritime to 

continen-tal climate. Mostly western winds and precipita-tion during the whole year are 

characteristic. Typical are frequent cold (continental) winds and snowstorms, from eastern 

European in south eastern Germany. In the northern low-land the yearly precipitation amounts 

to 500 mm to 700 mm in the lower mountain ranges, in the middle part of Germany between 

700 mm and 1500 mm and in the south, close to the alpine region up to 2000 mm. 

The daily and yearly temperature variations are not extreme, except in south eastern Germany 

and in the alpine region. The average tempera-tures in January vary from +1,5°C and –0,5°C in 

the lowlands, in the alpine region the average temperature may get below – 6°C, de-pending on 

the altitude (see Table). 

Typically for the German climate is the often change of temperature around 0°C with freez-ing 

and thawing periods following each other. This brings many problems for winter maintenance. 

There is snowfall to a larger extent only in mountainous regions and the surrounding areas. 

Bavaria, the most southern State includ-ing the north edge of the Alps therefore is the region 

with the most snow in Germany with winter maintenance from November to April, whereas in 

other parts of Germany there is a shorter winter period. In the Northern Parts of Germany 

spreading is more dominant than snowfall. But here also appear sometimes very heavy snowfalls 

in short time. 

Meteorological Stations 

(close to motorways) 

(m above sea level) 

Meteorological Data (Average d-30 years) 
- Main Winter Months -  

Average daily minimum 
temperatures [° C] 

Average precipitation[mm] 

Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Total Total year 

1 Kiel (17 m) - 0,3 - 2,1 - 1,8 0,4 74 65 40 54 233 777 

2 Schwerin (59 m) - 0,9 - 2,6 - 2,1 0,3 55 46 33 42 176 620 

3 Hannover (53 m) - 0,7 - 2,2 - 2,0 0,3 60 52 37 48 197 665 

4 Berlin (48 m) - 1,0 - 2,7 - 2,1 0,7 53 43 34 37 167 584 

5 Bonn (62 m)  1,0 0,0 0,5 2,6 52 47 37 46 182 678 

6 Erfurt (312 m) - 2,2 - 3,6 - 3,4 - 0,5 30 25 26 36 117 492 

7 Frankfurt (112 m) - 1,0 - 2,1 - 1,6 0,9 54 44 40 51 189 658 

8 Hof (474 m) - 3,3 - 5,0 - 4,5 - 1,8 63 53 44 47 207 708 

9 Stuttgart (373 m) - 2,2 - 3,3 - 2,4 0,3 48 44 42 44 178 719 

10 München (527 m) - 3,7 - 5,1 - 4,0 - 0,8 60 53 52 56 221 967 

11 Villingen – Schwenningen (720 
m) 

- 3,5 - 5,0 - 4,5 - 2,5 85 77 74 68 304 915 

12 Kempten (705 m) - 5,1 - 6,2 - 5,0 - 1,9 90 83 78 79 330 1273 

13 Bad Reichenhall (455m) - 4,0 - 6,5 - 4,5 - 1,0 128 125 110 120 438 1665 

14 Garmisch-Partenkirchen (719 
m) 

- 5,7 - 6,5 - 5,1 - 2,3 92 85 77 96 340 1364 
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But even in Bavaria there are great differences concerning the amount of snowfall in different 

parts of the State as follows:  

State of Bavaria 
Annual cumulative snowfall (measure at motorway maintenance stations) 

average of the last winter periods Maximum: Winter 2009/10 

Front of alpine region 440 cm 1070 cm 

Lower mountain regions 210 cm 820 cm 

Lower areas, river valleys 50 cm 170 cm 

Large parts of central and northern Germany receive the same amount of snow as the lower 

areas and river valleys in southern Germany. Other typical features of the climate are the great 

variation in the severity of consecutive winters, in relation to temperature and amount of 

snowfall. Main problems for the winter maintenance management are the often tem-perature 

changing around 0°C or short heavy snowfalls. 

9.3.2. Winter index 

In the last years there were made several re-searches to define a winter index in order to find a 

correlation between winter severity and salt consumption necessary for snow and ice control, 

and to prove the effectiveness of new spreading techniques.  

This index is also important to calculate the storage amount of salt needed for strong win-ter 

periods for each region. 

The investigations show that most relevant for salt consumption is the amount and frequency 

of snowfall in the snowy regions. 

In regions with less snow there is a relevant factor the number of temperature changings around 

0°C. 

9.4. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

9.4.1. Standard and Rules 

The legal obligation to do winter maintenance results from a general duty out of the German 

Civil Code. It is also defined in the federal road laws (Bundesfernstraßengesetz) and the state 

road laws (Straßen-und Straßenreinigungsgeset-ze der Länder) .  

Regulations about the requirements, organisa-tion and realization of winter maintenance are 

given in the Guidelines for Winter Maintenance Performance (Merkblatt für den Winterdienst 

auf Straßen, 2020). Inside these guidelines there is also a table for recommended spreading 

amounts for different weather situations. 

The levels of service for the different types of roads (“Anforderungsniveau Winterdienst”) are 

shown in the following table. The circulation times for the main roads are regulated as fol-lows: 

• Motorways served 24 hours a day 

• Circulation time for spreading 2 hours 

• Circulation time for snow removal 3 hours 

• Federal and state highways 3 hours 

(daily 6 am to 10pm) 
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On sections with steep grades and/or special traffic shorter circulation times are recom-mended 

but not special regulated. 

There is a research project ongoing to evaluate the effects of heavy snowfalls on traffic and the 

needed maximum circulation times on different road types. 

9.4.2. Organisation and Operation of Winter Maintenance 

Organization and planning of winter mainte-nance activities have to be done early and com-

prehensively because the exact beginning and extent of the coming winter is nearly unfore-

seeable. Winter maintenance has to work effec-tively and efficiently from the very beginning of 

winter. Only careful planning guarantees a most economical realization of winter maintenance. 

Therefore, the following plans must be made in advance: 

Priority Plans 

These plans regulate the priority and intensity of treatment of the various routes of the road 

network and prescribe which gritting agents – de-icing or abrasive agents – are to be used on 

these roads. 

A priority list is necessary, especially in urban areas because there winter maintenance can be 

carried out only successively and not every-where at the same time. Useful criteria are: 

• road category (motorways, federal high-ways etc.); in cities major, secondary roads, 

residential streets, 

• traffic volume (average daily traffic),  

• special traffic (roads with public transport or school bus traffic, access roads to res-

cue service stations etc.) 

• special accident spots (steep grades, dan-gerous curves and crossings, stretches with 

frequent slipperiness in winter such as bridges, roads through forests, ex-tremely 

shady roads). 

Plans for snow clearing and salting  

These plans assign crew and vehicles for winter maintenance activities to certain routes and in 

certain sequences. 

For different weather conditions or different tasks there exist different plans. 

Schedule for standby of personnel, working shift plans 

These plans regulate on a day-to-day or week-to week basis, which personnel has to be ap-

pointed to standby for short term readiness outside of regular working time, in order to meet 

the Level of Requirement for Winter Maintenance. The 24-hour service on motor-ways requires 

shift plans. 
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Snow and Ice Control Strategy 

The strategy persuade in Germany on rural and main urban roads in connection with winter 

maintenance activities is to achieve "black" i.e. snow-and-ice-free pavements as soon as pos-

sible, with the aim of maintaining traffic flow as long as possible and to improve road safety: so-

called "bare pavement policy". 

Level of Requirement for Winter Maintenance 

 road with traffic 
function 

period of traffic stand 
by 

weather or road condition 

   snowfall, icy roads, 
hoarfrost 

heavy continuous 
snowfall 

Severe drifting, 
avalanches, freezing rain 

 

1 Federal motorways 

and additional 
stretches of highways, 
which in connection 
with the motorway-
network have a 
significant traffic 
function 

24 hours (daily) 

trafficability on 
through lanes, 
interchanges, ramps 
in junctions and 
interchanges; 
passability on parking 
facilities, shoulders 

trafficability on at least 
one through lane per 
direction of traffic, the 
most important ramps 
in junctions and 
interchanges as well as 
access roads to service 
areas, if required with 
snow chains; passability 
on parking areas 
without service cannot 
be any longer 
guaranteed. 

trafficability cannot be any 
longer guaranteed  

2 

 

important rural roads, 
roads with strong rush 
hour traffic,  

roads with public 
transport 

from 06.00 a.m. 
to 10.00 p.m. (daily) 

trafficability  

trafficability, if required 
with snow chains; on 
mutilane highways at 
least one through lane 
per direction of traffic, if 
required with snow 
chains 

3 Further rural roads 
appropriate to local 
traffic demands 

trafficability 
trafficability, if required 
with snow chains 

4 
sidewalks, bicycle 
route, multipurpose 
lane 

appropriate to local 
traffic demands 

trafficability,  
usability for 
pedestrians 

trafficability cannot be 
any longer guaranteed 

5 
parking facilities in 
connection with 
important and other 
roads (row  
2 and 3)  

appropriate to local 
traffic demands 

passability passability cannot be any longer guaranteed 

“trafficability” means that obstructions as a result of remaining snow or – according to duration of winter maintenance 
operation - locally uniform snow covering must be expected, similarly possible local occurrence of slippery roads as a result of 
hoarfrost or icy roads even after spreading. 

“usability for pedestrians” demands that one lane is kept clear of snow and ice to allow two pedestrians to pass each other 
carefully  
(approx. 1,0 to 1,2 m ).  

“passability” on parking facilities and shoulders means that access roads and lanes on parking facilities and shoulders can be 
used with an adjusted driving behavior appropriate to existing obstructions and that proper parking is possible. 

“appropriate to local traffic demands” means that winter maintenance is carried out at times demanded by specific traffic. In 
the individual case this may mean that no winter maintenance is carried out. 
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In cases when icy roads can be expected in the near future depending on the weather forecast, 

this policy leads to preventive salt spreading which has become standard in the last years. 

On secondary and lower rank roads in urban areas and in municipalities, in general, where lower 

driving speeds are prevailing, "differenti-ated winter maintenance" is performed. Ac-cording to 

the function and the traffic volumes of these roads and streets and depending on weather 

conditions there is a gradation in the winter maintenance policy: application of de-icing agents 

on major roads and so called "ze-ro-spreading" e.g. only snow clearing, on the lower, the 

residential streets.  

Gritting with abrasive matters on roads which was used in former times is no longer used on 

roads in Germany. A study on behalf of the German Umweltbundesamt (Federal Environ-mental 

Agancy) has shown by screening of life-cycle analysis (LCA) that de-icing materials in total have 

less negative ecological effects than abrasives. And other studies concerning traffic safety 

showed that de-icing materials lead to a much lower accident risk on main roads and steep 

grades in urban areas. On residential streets with very low and slow traffic there is no safety 

problem without any spreading. 

For optimization of winter maintenance man-agement, actual information and forecasts about 

weather and road conditions are neces-sary. Detailed road weather observation and 

surveillance by the nationwide Road Weather Information System – RWIS (“Straßen-zustands- 

und Wetterinformationssystem – SWIS”) is standard today in Germany. RWIS combines synoptic 

extensive weather forecasts of the German Weather Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst – DWD) 

with data based on local meteorological stations and ice detection instal-lations throughout the 

road net. The results are separate forecasts for areas with different local climates. The DWD 

provides several times a day very detailed middle term (3 days) and short term (24 hours) road 

weather forecasts to the road maintenance stations. In addition, weather warnings are issued 

for sudden critical occurrences, which are not yet included in the general road weather 

forecasts. Information is distributed by computer network and directly reaches the RWIS-

computers in the mainte-nance stations. Improvements are on the way to extend the service by 

installing meteorologi-cal surveillance stations and pavement sensors for ice detection at all 

critical points of the road net. At present roadside meteorological stations exist mainly on 

motorways, but also on other rural roads, with more than 1,000 installations in Germany. 

Additionally, the surveillance centres get infor-mation and data of their roadside meteorologi-

cal stations with atmospheric and surface sen-sors.  

Following data are measured and provided: 

• air temperature 

• road surface temperature  

• relative humidity 

• dew point (calculated out of air temperature and relative humidity) 

• precipitation (type, intensity) 

• road surface condition  

Guidelines for Spreading Dosages 

In former times there existed only overall rec-ommendations for the salt dosage depending on 

the different road and weather conditions. 
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In the last years there were developed different recommendations on the basis of practical 

experiences, several research projects and spe-cial calculations. They were published in the new 

Winter Mainztenance Guidelines 2020 (see the following table). They regulate spreading 

amounts of pre-wetted salt and full wet spread-ing. Preventive spreading is recommended every 

time when possible, that means when weather forecast is clear (freezing moisture, hoarfrost 

and black ice). In these cases, full wet spreading is recommended. Spreading of dry salt is no 

more recommended. 

Optional 

• road structure (sub surface) temperature in various depths 

• wind (direction, speed) 

• freezing temperature 

• residual salt 

Table: German Guidelines for Spreading Policy (2020) 

9.4.3. Salt Consumption and Winter Maintenance Costs 

According to variable climatic conditions in consecutive winter periods salt consumption and 

expenditures for winter maintenance show large differences as follows. All data is given for 

motorways and federal highways.  

It is evident that the salt consumption and the winter maintenance costs are rising over the 

years, but with strong variances. Especially be-tween 2009 and 2013 the values were very high. 

There were long periods with heavy snowfalls, often expanding over the whole country.  

 In these winter periods there were problems with the salt delivery for many weeks. As result of 

the experiences there were elaborated new guidelines for salt storage and salt management. 

Following this the storage capacity for salt was nearly doubled up, from 1,2 Mio. Tons up to 2,4 

Mio. Tons now. 
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As an average over the last 10 winter periods 34t per km motorway and 10t per km highway 

were spread each winter period. On motorways were spent 8400 € per km each winter period, 

on highways 2500 € per km. 

These values are 50% higher than the averages before the year 2000.This is not only depend-ing 

on stronger winter periods, but more de-pending on a higher winter maintenance standard. 

There is no special budget for winter mainte-nance, only a yearly budget for road mainte-nance. 

Yearly variable expenditures for winter maintenance have to be covered by the budget for road 

maintenance. This means, that after extreme winters even other road maintenance tasks have 

to be postponed to a certain extent; after extreme strong winters even additional funds from 

the construction budget are neces-sary. 

9.4.4. Research and Development 
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In the last decade a lot of research was done to optimise winter maintenance and to decrease 

the expenditure and environmental impacts.  

Pre-wetted salt (“FS 30” with 30 percent brine) is today the standard technique in Germany.  

But in the last years more and more full liquid spraying of salt brine is used in Germany. Based 

on intensive research and practical expe-riences it is clear that liquid spraying is the best practice 

for preventive spreading at tempera-tures round 0°C. 

Following the new Winter Maintenance Policy (see Chapter 3.2) liquid spreading will be used 

more and more in Germany in future. 

The winter maintenance operators will change their fleet from only pre-wetting machines to a 

combination of liquid and pre-wetting spread-ers. Liquid spreading can be done by machines 

which are specialized for this or with combined spreaders which can do both, liquid and pre-

wetted spreading. New machines are able to spread liquid salt also with a spinner disc. 

It depends on the special situation what ma-chines are the best. Normally on motorways special 

liquid-spraying machines are used, on rural roads and in cities more combined-spreaders. In 

cities also spreaders with spinner discs for pre-wetted and liquid spreading. 

Also, on bicycle paths there is used more and more full liquid spreading in Germany. There are 

several pilot projects with good evidence. This is very important because bicycle use is rising in 

Germany, also in wintertime. On icy or snow-covered bicycle lanes the accident risk is much 

higher than on salt-spread lanes. In 2021 new were published guidelines for winter maintenance 

on bicycle paths. 

Combi-Spreader which can spread both: pre-wetted salt or brine only 
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Brine Spreading with spinner disc 

9.4.5. Traffic Safety and Information 

Information concerning weather forecast and road conditions is available on several systems 

such as radio broadcast, television, internet and telephone. Additionally, drivers will be in-

formed by radio broadcast, if chains are neces-sary or if truck drivers, especially drivers of trucks 

with dangerous loads, have to stop at the next parking place or rest area. 

In mountainous regions traffic signs give in-formation, whether mountain passes are closed and 

whether winter tyres or chains are obligato-ry. 

On several motorway sections variable road signs of traffic control systems are also used for 

traffic safety, for example during snowfall or during slippery conditions. 

Winter Maintenance Management Systems are used more and more in the German States. 

When using all actual information from RWIS, from ice warning systems and from the 

maintenance vehicles (floating car data) an im-proved winter maintenance is possible. 

In cases of heavy snowfalls when it is difficult to hold open all lanes it is possible to close one 

lane temporarily by traffic signs (see picture) 
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10. HUNGARY 

10.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS  

10.1.1. Information about the country 

Hungary is a country in Central Europe which covers an area of 93,030 square kilometres in the 

Carpathian Basin, bordered by Slovakia, Romania, Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, Austria and Ukraine. 

With about 10 million inhabitants, Hungary is a medium-sized member state of the European 

Union. The official language is Hungarian, the capital is Budapest. As far as its administrative 

division is concerned, Hungary is a unitary state nation divided into 19 counties. In addition, the 

capital Budapest is an independent entity, which is also its largest city and metropolis. 

 Figure 9:  https://avilagtitkai.com/ 

10.2. MOST OF THE COUNTRY HAS AN ELEVATION OF FEWER THAN 200 M. 

ALTHOUGH HUNGARY HAS SEVERAL MODERATELY HIGH RANGES OF MOUNTAINS, 

THOSE REACHING HEIGHTS OF 300 M OR MORE COVER LESS THAN 2% OF THE COUNTRY. 

ITS HIGHEST POINT IS KÉKES (1,014 M) IN THE MÁTRA MOUNTAINS NORTHEAST OF 

BUDAPEST. THE LOWEST SPOT IS 77.6 M ABOVE SEA LEVEL, LOCATED IN THE SOUTH OF 

HUNGARY, NEAR SZEGED (GYÁLARÉT). CLIMATE 

Hungary has a mainly continental, very changeable climate. Despite of the country’s small area, 

there can be significant differences in terms of weather conditions within the country, which is 

characterized by cold winters and warm to hot summers. The average annual temperature is 10 

to 11 °C, in summer 27 to 35 °C, and in winter 0 to −15 °C, with extremes ranging from about 

42 °C in summer to −35 °C in winter. Daily temperature variations change significantly 

throughout the year, with the slightest variations in December, which is the month characterised 

by the shortest days and the cloudiest skies. In the summer period, when days are longer and 

less cloudy, temperature variations might be even twice as big (11 to 13 °C) as during the winter.  

Average yearly rainfall is about 500 to 750 mm. Distribution and frequency of rainfall are 

unpredictable. The western part of the country usually receives more rain than the eastern part, 

where severe droughts may occur in summertime. Weather conditions in the Great Plain can be 

especially harsh, with hot summers, cold winters, and scant rainfall. The period of May-July is 
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characterised by the most rainfall, the months of January, February and March are the least 

rainy ones. The annual number of windy days (i.e. the number of days when the speed of the 

strongest wind stroke is above 10m/s) amounts to 122, with an average of 35 stormy days (i.e. 

with wind stroke speed above 15 m/s).  

10.3. WINTERS ARE VARIABLE AND UNPREDICTABLE. WESTERLY WINDS BRING 

MILD OCEANIC AIR WITH HIGHS BETWEEN 5–10°C, ALMOST NO FROST AND SCATTERED 

RAIN OR SNOW SHOWERS. DEPRESSIONS MOVING IN FROM THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA 

CAN BRING SNOWSTORMS WITH 20–40 CM FALLING IN A SINGLE DAY, FOLLOWED BY 

COLD AIR FROM RUSSIA. ATLANTIC DEPRESSIONS AND SOUTH WIND CAN BRING 

UNUSUALLY WARM WEATHER WITH HIGHS REACHING 15°C EVEN IN JANUARY. THE 

SIBERIAN HIGH BRINGS EVERY OTHER YEAR A SUNNY BUT VERY COLD PERIOD LASTING 

FOR A WEEK OR TWO WITH LOWS IN THE −15–20°C RANGE. ANTICYCLONES WITH 

CENTRES ABOVE WESTERN EUROPE PRODUCE COLD INVERSION FOG WITH NO CHANGE 

IN DAY AND NIGHT-TIME TEMPERATURES, THEY STAY AROUND OR A BIT UNDER 0°C. THE 

FOG CAN LAST FOR WEEKS. MEDITERRANEAN DEPRESSIONS MOVING ABOVE THE 

INVERSION FOG LAYER CAN BRING A DAY OR TWO OF FREEZING RAIN.  ROAD NETWORK 

AND TRAFFIC 

Hungary has a national public road network of 32,000 kilometres. The major part of the network 

is managed and maintained by Hungarian Public Roads. In case of two Hungarian motorways – 

Motorway M5 and Motorway M6 – sections of approx. 480 km are operated, managed and 

maintained by concessionaire companies: M6 Duna Autópálya Koncessziós Zrt., M6 Tolna 

Autópálya Koncessziós Zrt., M6 Mecsek Autópálya Koncessziós Zrt. and AKA Zrt.

 

Figure 10: The Hungarian motorway and expressway network (the red lines represent the roads 

managed by Hungarian Public Roads, the yellow lines show concessionary motorways) 

The municipal road network length is 181.633 km. Budapest, the capital of Hungary is the largest 

municipality, it manages 5020 km of roads, 
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The Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC was established on 1st of October of 2005 by merging 

several individual road operator directorates of the counties. 

Based on its 6069 employees and economic indicators, the company stays within the first ten 

state-owned enterprises in Hungary. Road operations are carried out in 19 counties, at 94 

maintenance centres, under the supervision of the headquarters in Budapest. 

The activities of the Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC consist of the operation, as well as 

the routine and preventive maintenance of the state-owned public road network, including 

expressways and motorways. In addition to that, the company is responsible for the traffic 

management measures on the operated network, including dynamic traffic management and 

traffic lights, issuance of route permits for oversized vehicles, the control of trucks at weight 

control stations, the provision of trainings for professionals within the entire road sector and 

the operation of the Road User Information Services, the National Road Databank and the Road 

Museum in the municipality of Kiskőrös. The roads managed by the company fall into the 

following categories: 
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10.4. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

10.4.1. The Company’s general winter maintenance regulations 

The winter maintenance period starts on 10 November each year and ends on the 15th of March 

of the following year. The headquarters-based Directorate for Road Management is responsible 

for the coordination of road management duties among the counties. The county directors are 

in charge of the county-level coordination of the winter maintenance duties, winter 

coordination tasks are carried out directly by the directors or with the assistance of the county 

coordinators and county dispatch services. The winter preparation process includes the 

preparation of county-level winter maintenance plans to be sent to the headquarters office by 

the 1st November at the latest. The preparation process for the winter maintenance period also 

involves a regulation establishing that any training on workplace safety and traffic code provided 

for the staff involved in winter maintenance duties shall be terminated by the 10th November. 

In addition to that, the preparedness of the machinery shall be verified by the 10th November 

in case of own machines and by the 1st December at the latest in case of rented machines. The 

intense preparation process starts already at the end of August and ends with the machinery 

inspection carried out in November, whereby professionals – county directors and 

headquarters-based experts – verify the adequate technical condition, complete corrosion 

protection and seamless operation of the winter service equipment used by the maintenance 

centres. Besides the above, sufficient quantity of materials needed in winter period shall be 

provided by the 1st November. 

10.4.2. Anti-skid surfacing materials  

For the safe performance of tasks, it is necessary to have sufficient supply of strategically 

important materials, such as salt, calcium chloride solution and granulation. For that purpose, 

framework contracts with salt suppliers are concluded for at least one year in the framework of 

public procurement procedures.  

  

Figure 11: Snow service vehicles at the annual machinery inspection; Hungarian Public Roads An average 

winter period usually involves the use of 100,000 – 180, 000 tonnes of road salt imported from 

abroad, mainly from the neighbouring countries where the biggest salt mines are located, such 

as Ukraine and Romania.  

On low-traffic volume roads, it is also possible to apply sand or crushed gravel mixed with road 

salt. The company uses CaCl2 solution for the pre-wetting of the road salt, which is also 

accessible within the country in large quantities as an industrial by-product.   

Figure 12: Snow service vehicles at the annual machinery inspection; Hungarian Public Roads Having 

regard the potential occurrence of extreme weather conditions, it is essentially important to 

accumulate sufficient reserves for the whole winter maintenance period in the salt stores. 
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Figure 13: Salt storage, Hungarian Public Roads 

 

Figure 14: Salt store, Hungarian Public Roads Road salt is transported in bulk form and samples 

shall be drawn from each vehicle (typically 25 tonnes per vehicle) for quality control purposes. 

10.4.3. Skid control and “black” pavements  

Road traffic must flow without disruption in critical weather conditions as well; therefore 

ensuring “black pavements” for road users is the primary goal of the winter service. 

Maintenance centres must take de-icing measures during road icing conditions, both reactively 

and pre-emptively, in accordance with the provisions established by law, as follows: 

Service class 
Time elapsed between 
 the detection of icing  

and the start of gritting  
Duration of gritting 

I. 0.5-1 hour 2-4 hours 

II. 1-2 hours 4-6 hours 

III. 2-3 hours 4-8 hours 

IV-V. 4-5 hours 6-24 hours 
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For the preventive and reactive control - taking the environmental and economic aspects into 

consideration - road salt shall be applied in the following quantities: 

 Roads subject to regular winter patrols and expressways 
Roads subject to sectional winter patrols and de-

icing 

Work processes Road condition 
Type of 

spreading, 
quantity 

Temperature 
Road 

condition 

Type of 
spreading, 
quantity 

Temperature 

Preventive 

dry road, sleets, 
rainfalls, 

snowfalls, road 
freezing are 

expected 

pre-wetted 
spreading 5-10 

g/m2 of road salt 
mixed with 2,5 
cm3/m2 CaCl2 

solution  

drops below +2°C, 
above +2°C no 
preventive control 
is needed  

Depending on the 
weather forecasts 

and the data 
measured by the 
road and weather 

information 
system 

in accordance with the winter plan, depending 
on the characteristics of the road 

Pre-spreading 
incoming 
snowfall 

14-20 g/m2 of 
solid gritting 
(without pre-

wetting) 

road salt shall be 
applied above -
7°C, below this 
temperature pre-
wetting is needed 
until -26°C  

incoming 
snowfall 

14-20 g/m2 of 
solid gritting 
(without pre-

wetting) 

road salt shall 
be applied 
above -7°C, 
below this 

temperature 
pre-wetting is 
needed until -

26°C 

Snowploughing/ 
Spreading 

snowy 

20-40 g/m2 of 
road salt 

(without pre-
wetting) with 

combined 
equipment 

snowy 

20-40 g/m2 of 
road salt 

(without pre-
wetting) with 

combined 
equipment 

Anti-skid 
measures/ 

reactive 

reactive control, 
condensation 

control  

20-40 g/m2 of 
road salt, pre-

wetting is 
needed in case 

of condensation  

reactive 
control, 

condensation 
control 

20-40 g/m2 of 
road salt, pre-

wetting is 
needed in case 

of condensation 

compacted snow 
up to  
4 cm 

20-40 g/m2 of 
road salt, since 

granules are 
fixed by the 
compacted 

snow, there is 
no need for 

wetting 

compacted 
snow, up to 4 

cm  

20-40 g/m2 of 
road salt, since 

granules are 
fixed by the 
compacted 

snow, there is 
no need for 

wetting 

icy snow up to 4 
mm, sleets 

30-40 g/m2 of 
road salt, pre-

wetting is 
needed 

icy snow up to 
4 mm, sleets 

30-40 g/m2 road 
salt, pre-
wetting is 

needed 

 At critical locations, mainly in proximity to bridges and overpasses, traffic safety can be 

significantly improved with the use of installed, local anti-skid equipment. The operating 

principle is as follows: when there is a risk of freezing or rainfall, a de-icing solution is sprayed 

out on the road pavement. The method helps to shorten the time between the emergence of 
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the risk source and the appearance of the gritter, and finally the time point when the spread 

material becomes effective.  

A good example for that is the automated anti-skid system installed as part of the multi-level 

junction (underpass of the road No 10) located in Pilisvörösvár (northwesterly from Budapest), 

which uses the weather parameters in order to establish if there is a risk of freeze-up or slipping. 

In the event of danger, the system starts spreading the CaCl2 solution. The project also involved 

the placement of sensors (meteorological stations), containers, pumps and injectors installed 

under the road surface and pavement for the spraying of the anti-skid material. 

10.4.4. Winter service support system 

Winter service is supported by a dispatch system which enables the real time monitoring of the 

number of machines available for service and being in service at the moment in question. The 

system also shows the changing trends of the salt reserves. 

For that purpose, 1325 winter work vehicles are equipped with GPS-based monitoring device. 

 

10.4.5. Figure 15: Winter service support system, Hungarian Public Roads Environmental 

protection 

The Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC pays special attention to monitor the environmental 

impacts of their services. The impact of the road salt applied during the winter service on 

groundwater is monitored with the help of monitoring wells installed on the side of roads. 

Monitoring wells covered by water law permit are sampled at least once per year. Sampling and 

exams are carried out in accredited sampling laboratories, whereby – amongst others – general 

water chemical parameters are examined (e.g. total amount of dissolved materials, water 

hardness CaO (mg/l); PH; sodium, nitrate, chlorate, sulphate etc.). The obtained results are 

correlated to the contamination limits established by law. 
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Groundwater monitoring wells; Hungarian Public Roads 

10.4.6.  Road weather data 

The Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC has an own road meteorological system, with 223 

road meteorological stations for non-expressways and 194 stations for expressways, updating 

and sending data in every 10 minutes. 

In accordance with the agreement concluded between the National Weather Service and the 

Hungarian Public Road Co., the National Weather Service operates a special webpage with up-

to-date weather data to be used by the road authority. 

These data provide information for each organization unit on the up-to-date weather and road 

conditions in the area in question. 

 

Weather sensor, telecommunication component and road pavement sensor belonging to the 

ÚTMET road and weather information system’s station; Hungarian Public Roads 

10.4.7. Road user information services “UTINFORM” The source of up-to-date road-related 

information 

The “Útinform” unit of the Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC collects essential information 

on the circumstances, events and incidents affecting the traffic flow and safety on the national 

public road network.  

Based on the collected information, the road users are informed through various channels on 

every issue that affects the traffic flow and safety on the national public roads, including 

accidents, road closures and weather-related obstacles.  
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As “Útinform” is not only a unit of the Hungarian Public Road Company, but it is also the Main 

Responsible Body for Transport of the Ministry of National Development, messages are sent to 

the ministry in case of incidents subject to reporting obligation. 

 

Figure 16: Department of Road User Information Services; Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC 

National Road Databank The databank includes up-to-date information on the condition of the 

national public road network. The program developed for this specific purpose and supervised 

by the Department for National Road Databank provides information on the traffic flow and 

accidents incurred on the national public road network and on the condition thereof.  

10.5. ON-GOING DEVELOPMENTS AND RESEARCHES 

The Hungarian Public Road Non-profit PLC - striving to reduce and prevent the effects of extreme 

weather conditions - has several international cooperation agreements in force along the TEN-

T corridors. These agreements are aimed at on-site data collections and the consequent 

establishment of the DATEX II based automated information flow.  

Traffic management plans were drawn up (along the borders and within the country) and a 

countrywide truck parking management system for heavy vehicles was created. Last years the 

company has created an Intelligent Truck Parking (ITP) system for heavy vehicles with a coverage 

of approx. every 100 km along the TEN-T core network elements in Hungary, which would also 

includes up-to-date occupancy information (e.g. VMS, mobile device, web, in form of DATEX 

data).  

The development is carried out in the framework of the CORCODILE II project (financed by CEF). 

There are plans to further develop this system. With the current deployment phase, the target 

is to reach approx. 50% coverage of public HGV parking places, and to deploy the service with 

about 50 km frequency along the network. As part of the action it is planned to carry out a 

detailed data collection and assessment on Safe and Secure Parking Areas along the TEN-T core, 

and comprehensive network in Hungary, with respect the new Standard for Safe and Secure 

Truck Parking Areas. 

Another plan is to incorporate multi-modal travel information to the existing National Access 

Point.  

In 2017, Hungary joined the international C-ROADS consortium with the C-ROADS Hungary 

“Infrastructure for connected and Automated Driving” project. The cooperation aims at the 

creation of a coordinated and harmonized C-ITS (cooperative intelligent transport systems) 

interoperable service in the European Union. Striving towards this goal, participant countries 

are working to establish the essential standards, agreed methods for the vehicle to 
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infrastructure communication. The service will be able to transmit traffic information (e.g. on 

road closure, temporary weight restriction, traffic deviation etc.) on a personalized way.  

In the framework of CROCODILE I-II-III and C-ROADS Hungary 1-2 projects, several sections of 

the Hungarian motorway network will be equipped with C-ITS roadside devices (using DSRC), 

and there is going to be two urban test sites, too, one in the town of Győr, and another one in 

Zalaegerszeg, where the ZalaZONE Automotive test track was built.  

 

Figure 17: C-ITS road side units 

Besides the above - in response to the increased data demand related to the connected and 

automated driving - Hungary also takes part in the TN-ITS GO project. Precise information (on 

temporary speed, weight, height restrictions and signboards) related to the roads managed by 

the Company is provided to the manufacturers of digital maps and navigation systems.  

Hungary also takes an active part in the FRAME NEXT project, which is about to up-dating of the 

EU ITS framework, which is a tool supporting the planning of ITS developments. Furthermore, a 

centralized traffic management system is currently being created which will also considerably 

improve winter road management. 

Hungarian Public Roads is participating in Research and Innovation actions, too, like the urban 

air pollution use case of HiDALGO project funded by H2020. The aim of this use case is to develop 

and provide tools for urban citizens, policy and decision makers which in one hand predict urban 

air quality (AQ) with high resolution, high accuracy and real time, and on the other hand use 

operational data from weather and background pollution services and sensors of vehicular 

traffic. (Traffic is responsible for the emission of approximately half of the hazardous air 

pollutants like NO2 in cities.) In the framework of this use case an urban traffic control algorithm 

is planned subject to AQ and traffic objectives and constraints. These all will serve to reach the 

ultimate goal to make the air cleaner in cities and reduce pollution caused illness. 
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Figure 18: ITS-developments; Hungarian Public Roads   
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11. JAPAN 

11.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS  

11.1.1. Information about the country 

 

Figure 1 - Location of Japan 

Some of the urban areas of Japan receive much more snowfall than urban areas anywhere else 

in the world. In the cold, snowy regions of Japan, when it snows, traffic is often paralyzed. Roads 

are damaged by freezing in extremely cold regions. 

To ensure the safe, reliable flow of road traffic in severely cold, snowy regions of the country, 

The Special Measures Law for Ensuring Road Traffic in Snowy and Cold Areas was enacted in 

April 1956. Cold, snowy districts account for nearly 60% of Japan’s land area, some 40% of its 

municipalities, and about 20% its population (Figure 2). 

Table 1 - Area, population and roads in Japan 

Area 377,974 km² 

Population 123.424 mil. 

Length of Road 

National 

expressway 
8,923 km 

National highway 55,698 km 

Prefectural road 129,721 km 

Municipal road 1,030,424 km 

Latitude (capital) 35º N. Lat. (Tokyo) 

Source: Population: Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications Statistics Bureau website (April 2020); 

Annual Report of Road Statistics 2019, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism 
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11.2. CLIMATE 

11.2.1. Overview of Climatic Areas 

Japan is more southerly than most other cold, snowy countries. Even so, most of the country 

receives snowfall, except for the southern part of Kyushu Island. The areas indicated as cold and 

snowy on the map (Figure 2) are those designated as such by The Special Measures Law for 

Ensuring Road Traffic in Snowy and Cold Areas. The climate in these areas is much colder than 

elsewhere in Japan. Temperatures drops far below freezing, and winters see extreme snowfall. 

As shown on the map, snow falls heavily in the northern Japan Sea coastal area (Hokuriku 

Region). This is one of the features of winter in Japan. 

The heavy snowfall on the Japan Sea side occurs when cold air from Siberia absorbs great 

amounts of moisture over the Japan Sea and then meets the high mountains that make up the 

northeast-by-southwest backbone of northeastern Honshu Island. The rising air cools, forming 

snow clouds. 

Many Japanese cities are among the snowiest in the world. More than two million people live in 

and around Sapporo, the capital of Hokkaido, despite an annual snowfall of nearly 6 m. It is the 

only city in the world where such a great number of people live amidst such extreme snowfall. 

 

Figure 2 - Overview of cold, snowy regions 
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Note: The size of the circle indicates the population of the city. 

Figure 3 - Air temperature of the coldest month, annual snowfall and population 

11.2.2. Statistics on Temperature, Snowfall and Precipitation 

Table 2 - Temperature and precipitation (avg. for 1981 - 2010) 

Source: Japan Meteorological Agency 

11.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

11.3.1. History and Background of Snow- and Ice-Control Programs 

In 1956, The Special Measures Law for Ensuring Road Traffic in Snowy and Cold Areas was 

enacted. Snow- and ice-control programs were established to ensure smooth winter traffic that 

supports winter living in cold, snowy regions, because snowfall causes road closures and traffic 

accidents including skidding accidents on icy roads, and the roads are damaged by frost heave 

in such regions. The Law was enacted to reduce local governments’ mounting financial burdens 

and to provide measures against these hindrances amidst a rapid increase in vehicle ownership. 

 
Daily min. temperature 

[°C] 
Snowfall [cm] Precipitation [mm] 

 Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. 

Daily 

maximum 

snowfall 

Maximum 

snow 

depth 

Cumulative 

snowfall 
Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Total 

Sapporo -4.1 -7.0 -6.6 -2.9 37 100 597 111.7 113.6 94.0 77.8 1106.5 

Aomori -1.4 -3.9 -3.7 -1.3 34 111 669 150.8 144.9 111.0 69.9 1300.1 

Sendai 0.9 -1.7 -1.5 0.9 15 17 71 36.6 37.0 38.4 68.2 1254.1 

Niigata 2.3 -0.2 -0.1 2.1 24 36 217 217.4 186.0 122.4 112.6 1821.0 

Tokyo 3.5 0.9 1.7 4.4 5 6 11 51.0 52.3 56.1 117.5 1528.8 

Nagano -1.6 -4.1 -3.8 -0.8 22 31 263 45.5 51.1 49.8 59.4 932.7 
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The need for measures against the extremely slippery roads that have emerged since studded 

tires were banned has been an issue. Such roads have caused increases in vehicle skidding and 

pedestrian fall accidents. 

 

Figure 4 - Outline of the Special Measures Law for Ensuring Road Traffic in Snowy and Cold Areas 

Roads in regions designated as cold/snowy under the Law and that meet the traffic volume 

criteria set by the Minister of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism are designated as 

roads subject to the Law. Securing of traffic on such roads is especially important for the 

promotion of socioeconomic activities. 

11.3.2. Level of Service (LOS) 

Criteria for the deployment of snow- and ice- control staff and vehicles and winter road LOS are 

set for each road category according to the snowfall, air temperature and traffic volume in each 

cold, snowy region. Winter management, including the plowing of newly fallen snow, the 

application of anti-freezing agents and the operation of snow hauling, is based on such criteria 

and on LOS. 

The Hokuriku Regional Development Bureau of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 

and Tourism sets deployment criteria for each type of winter maintenance operation (Table 3). 

The City of Sapporo sets LOS (Table 4) by road type. 

Table 3 - Criteria for deploying snow- and ice-control operations 

Example of national highways in the Hokuriku Region 

Operation Deployment criteria 

Patrol 

1. Monitor snowfall and freezing forecasts, and dispatch patrols as 
necessary. 

2. Dispatch additional patrols as necessary, especially when... 

1) Snow-/ice-related traffic disruption is anticipated.  

2) Traffic disruption is reported by police, road condition monitors, other 
road users or local residents. 

Sn
o

w
 r

em
o

va
l 

Plowing There is 5 to 10 cm of snow on the road, and further snowfall is expected. 

Surface 
leveling 

1. The great amount of snow on roads is anticipated to cause traffic 
disruption unless it is leveled. 

2. This is done to prevent the compacted snow layer from thickening and to 
eliminate unevenness. 
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Compacted 
snow and ice 
scraping 

Due to temperature fluctuations and the load of passing vehicles, 
compacted snow has become uneven enough to disrupt traffic. 

Widening of the effective road width by 
rotary blower 

1. Heavy snowfall has prompted the need for plowing to secure the effective 
road width. 

2. Snowbanks at the shoulder have become so large that they are expected 
to disrupt traffic when wind moves the snow. 

Hauling 

Roadside snowbanks have become so large that they hinder vehicles passing 
each other in opposite directions, and further snowfall is forecast. Or snow 
removed from the roofs of houses along the road is expected to enlarge the 
snowbanks. 

Sidewalk snow removal At the instruction of a supervisor  

Salting Road icing is forecast or has been reported. 

Operation of 

snow-melting facilities 

1. Snow has fallen.  

2. Icy roads have been reported  

(road heating operation is necessary). 

Other operations At the instruction of a supervisor 

 

Table 4 - Winter road service level by road type in the city of Sapporo (Carriageways) 
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Side- 

walk 

2 m ≤ Effective 
width 

Maintain the surface so 
that walking on the 
sidewalk is not 
hindered 

Length of the blade of sidewalk snow remover 

(1.3 - 1.5 m); 

enough width for pedestrians to pass by each 
other 

11.3.3. Snow- and Ice-Control Measures  

■ Snow removal 

Snow removal on roadways 

To maintain the trafficability of national highways and principal prefectural roads and to 

promote interregional exchanges and living activities, snow removal on roadways is conducted 

around the clock. 

 

Figure 5 - Multi-lane snow removal 

Snow removal on sidewalks 

Snow removal on sidewalks is promoted downtown, and around schools, railway stations and 

social welfare facilities, to ensure the safety and reliability of walking spaces in winter. 

 

Figure 6 - Sidewalk snow removal 

Application of anti-freezing agents 

Since the ban on studded tires, extremely slippery road surfaces frequently have emerged in 

winter. Anti-freezing agents are efficiently applied to reduce traffic congestion and slip 

accidents. 
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Figure 7 - Application of anti-freezing agents 

■ Snow-control measures 

Various facilities are constructed as countermeasures to avalanches and snowstorms. 

  

Snowbreak woods 

These catch snow particles carried by 

winds and hold them in snowdrifts 

within the woods or on their windward 

side to prevent snow from blowing 

onto roads on the downwind side. 

Snowfence 

These keep snow from blowing into drifts 

on the road, and they mitigate height 

increases of roadside snowbanks with 

snow plowed from the roadway, thus 

improving visibility on the road. 

   

Avalanche control fence 

These are constructed on avalanche-

prone roadside slopes. 

Snow shed 

These are constructed over roads so that 

avalanches will pass over them without 

endangering the safety of the roads. 

Figure 8 - Snow-control facilities  
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Light-emitting delineators 

The delineators, which run on eco-friendly solar energy, are easily recognized, and they improve 

the efficiency of snow removal. 

 

Figure 9 - Light-emitting delineator: diagram and onsite installation 

■ Snow-Melting Facilities 

Road heating systems 

Road heating systems melt snow or prevent road icing by heating the pavement using heating 

pipes or electric coils, rather than by sprinkling the road with water. 

 

Without road 

heating 
 

With road 

heating 

Figure 10 - Effect of a road heating system 

Snow-melting sprinklers 

Groundwater is pumped up and sent through pipes for sprinkling from nozzles to melt snow. 

The pipes and nozzles are embedded in the road. 

 

Figure 11 - Effect of snow-melting sprinklers 
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Snow-flowing gutters 

The City of Sapporo has constructed eight snow-flowing gutters to dispose of snow with the 

cooperation of local residents. These gutters are constructed at the roadside. Residents dump 

snow on the street into the openings of a covered box culvert, where snow is swept away by 

water running down a natural incline. The box culverts are installed underground to keep the 

waterways from freezing. In general, the water source is river water. However, at seven out of 

the eight snow-flowing gutters, Sapporo also uses processed sewage effluent at 10°C from 

sewage-treatment plants. 

The use of processed sewage water has the advantage of requiring less discharge capacity than 

in the case of using river water, because the higher temperature of sewer water reduces the 

snow volume by melting the snow. 

 

Figure 12 - Diagram of snow-flowing gutters 

    

Residents dumping 
snow into the snow-
flowing gutter 

Maintaining the 
same effective road 
width in summer 
and winter 

Figure 13 - Effect of snow-flowing gutters 

Snow-melting tanks 

Snow-melting tanks melt large quantities of snow while occupying relatively small areas of land. 

Such tanks dispose of snow that is removed from roads, carried by dump trucks and dumped 

directly into heated water. The energy used to melt snow is from sources previously considered 

as waste. These sources include 1) the heat of processed sewage effluent, and 2) residual heat 

from district heating and cooling plants. The tanks are used not only during winter, but also 

during other seasons, as fire-fighting water tanks and balancing reservoirs to retain rainfall and 

sewage. 
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Figure 14 - Snow-melting tank 

11.3.4. Traffic Safety & Information 

Winter road information provision 

The Road Bureau and the Regional Development Bureau of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, 

Transport and Tourism (MLIT) have been running a portal website for the purpose of providing 

detailed road information based on the situation in each area. The portal website contains links 

to regional road information websites and the MLIT’s website (Figure 15). 

These websites provide information that is useful to drivers traveling on snow-covered roads, 

including webcam images, current temperatures and snowfall, and snowfall predictions. 

Regarding national highways and expressways, steep uphill road sections where large vehicles 

are likely to get stuck in the snow due to heavy snowfall are identified, and information about 

these road sections is posted on a relevant website. Road users are informed that snow is to be 

removed intensively and efficiently from these road sections (Figure 16). 

At the time of heavy snow, the Fukui Office of Rivers and National Highways provides 

information about congestion on roads and weather conditions on Twitter at fixed intervals 

(Figure 17). 

The Civil Engineering Research Institute for Cold Region (CERI) has been conducting an 

experiment in which information about snowstorm visibility is provided to drivers to help them 

make decisions regarding travel during heavy snowstorms. This experiment is part of CERI’s 
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research on measures for preventing and mitigating snowstorm disasters (Figure 18).

 

Figure 15 - Website for winter road information 

 

Figure 16 - Website showing the road sections where traffic may be regulated for snow removal 

works at times of heavy snowfall 
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Figure 17 - Information provided on a social networking site at the time of heavy snowfall 

 

Figure 18 - Portal website for snowstorm visibility information 

Road weather information system 

National Highway 17 is a major arterial highway connecting the Tokyo metropolitan area and 

Niigata, the largest city in the Hokuriku Region of northwestern Honshu. The highway passes 

through areas of severe meteorological and topographic conditions. The 25 km of this highway 

between the Mikuni and Kandatsu areas, on the border between Niigata Prefecture and Gunma 

Prefecture, run through one of the snowiest areas in Japan. The geography of part of the 

highway is complex: There are seven sharp curves, with radii of 50 m or less, and there are 14.4 

km of steep sections, with gradients of 4% or more. Therefore, the MLIT is implementing 
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advanced snow- and ice-control measures on sections designated as pilot areas with winter-

specific road problems and has introduced a road weather information system that promotes 

cooperation among various systems, such as those for snow removal, road patrol management, 

and automatic information provision. 

 

    

Road weather 

station 

Snow gauge and 

thermometer 

Road surveillance 

camera 
Ice sensor 

   

Management using real-time images Road information displays Variable message board 

Figure 19 - Road weather information system 
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Winter Maintenance Support System 

CERI has developed the Winter Maintenance Support System to support winter maintenance 

against slippery, icy winter roads, including de-icing prior to the emergence of such road 

conditions. The system provides weather and road icing forecasts to road administrators and 

managers (Figure 20). 

 

 

A wide-area map of Hokkaido is displayed on the portal site (left screen). Select the areas and 

information items (examples: weather forecast or road icing forecast) you want to browse, and 

browse the selected information item at the magnification of your choice (right screen). 

Figure 20 - Winter Maintenance Support System 

11.4. ONGOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

Website of winter road friction monitoring data 

CERI has developed a monitoring method that uses a continuous road surface skid resistance 

measuring device in order to quantitatively evaluate winter road surface conditions, which 

change temporally and spatially. This method makes it possible to monitor the skid resistance 

of the road surface while driving. The monitoring results are plotted on WebGIS in real time to 

provide information to road administrators. Using the accumulated monitoring data, the 

institute is working to establish a method for evaluating the levels of winter road surface 

management. 
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Automating snow and ice control by using information and communications technology and 

satellite navigation technology 

 

Top: Display showing the website of winter road friction monitoring data 

Bottom left: Test vehicle with a continuous skid-resistance measurement device 

Bottom right: Enlarged route map showing winter road friction monitoring data 

Figure 21 - Website of winter road friction monitoring data 

Toward addressing the shortages of skilled snow- and ice-control vehicle operators and other 

onsite workers that have resulted from demographic aging in Japan, East Nippon Expressway 

Company Limited has been working to automate snow and ice control. On the basis of 

information and communications technology and satellite navigation technology, which are 

undergoing remarkable technological innovation, the company has been combining sensors and 

automatic steering technology. The company has developed the Automated Road Surface 

Condition Judgement System, which uses a tire sensor technology called Contact Area 

Information Sensing (CAIS®), and the company has developed the Intelligent Salting Control 

Optimization System (ISCOS) (Figure 22) based on data from the Judgement System. In addition, 

starting with the development of a driving support system (guidance monitor) for snow removal 

vehicles that uses high-precision navigation satellite data (Figure 23), the company is proceeding 

with the development of automatic driving and steering for snow removal vehicles. 

Alternatives to sodium chloride 

Central Nippon Expressway Company Limited is investigating the applicability of sodium 

propionate as a new de-icing agent to replace sodium chloride, in order to reduce the life-cycle 

costs of road structures by extending their service lives. The company’s efforts are conducted in 

collaboration with Toyama Prefectural University and Sapporo City University and with research 

cooperation from CERI. 
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Figure 22 - CAIS and ISCOS 

 

Snow blower Operator cabin (operator and assistant) Monitor for automatic guidance 

Figure 23 - Driving support system for snow removal vehicles 

Automatic winter tire determination system 

West Nippon Expressway Company Limited has developed a system for automatically 

determining whether a vehicle is equipped with winter tires (Figure 24). The system is being 

introduced on a trial basis. The system uses a high-sensitivity camera to capture images of the 

tire treads of running vehicles and uses artificial intelligence to make instant judgement 

regarding the captured image. The system enables the tire type of a passing vehicle to be judged 

in real time without the vehicle needing to stop. It can improve service by shortening the waiting 

time for tire-checking during the mandatory winter tire use period, and it can reduce the labor 

of tire-checking personnel. 

 

Figure 24 - Automatic winter tire determination system 
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Promotion of measures for barrier-free winter mobility 

Comprehensive snow-removal measures have been formulated and implemented to remove 

barriers to wintertime mobility, such as the increased danger of pedestrian slip-and-fall 

accidents on icy roads, the reduction of walking space due to snowfall, and other 

inconveniences. 

Toward barrier-free mobility, thorough snow removal on sidewalks around railway stations has 

been promoted and road heating has been installed. 

 

Figure 25 - Measures for barrier-free winter mobility taken in conjunction with various other 

projects for snow- and ice-control 

11.5. REFERENCES 

1) Website of the Road Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism at 

2) http://www.mlit.go.jp/road/ 

  

Building setbacks secure 

space for snowbanks, 

which maintains pedestrian 

and vehicle safety by 

securing sufficient roadway 

and sidewalk widths. 

http://www.mlit.go.jp/road/
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12. LATVIA 

12.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

12.1.1. Information about the country 

 

Latvia is in north-eastern Europe, on the east coast of the Baltic Sea. It borders with Estonia, 

Lithuania, Russia and Belarus. Most of the Latvia’s territory is a little higher than 100 metres 

above the sea level and ground cover is formed by sedimentary soils. The highest point is 

Gaizinkalns, 312 metres. There are thousands of rivers and lakes in Latvia, and about 8 % of 

inland territory is covered by swamps. Approximately one third of population of Latvia (630 

thousand) lives in the capital city Riga.  

12.1.2. Road network and traffic 

Area 64,589 km2 

Population 1.91 million 

Density of 

population 

30 pers/km2 

Total road and 

street length  

State roads 20,0611 km 

Municipal roads 38,246 km 

Forest roads 12,338 km 

Total 70,645km 

Latitude (Capital) 57 0 N 

Riga 
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The total length of paved roads is 15,537 km. The average density of roads is 1.094 km per km².  

In 2019 average annual daily traffic on state main roads was 6,525 vehicles, including 1,304 (20 

%) trucks. 

12.2. CLIMATE 

12.2.1. Overview of the climatic zone 

Latvia’s climate is influenced by the Baltic Sea. It is a moderate oceanic climate with pronounced 

cyclone activity that influences changes in weather 190 - 200 days a year. The western part of 

Latvia is characterized by maritime climate with milder winters and considerable temperature 

variations; in the east the climate is more continental. Winter in Latvia usually lasts from the 

second part of November till the end of March. It starts gradually, usually moderate frost, 

clouded days, lots of snow and sometimes rain. In recent years average temperature is growing 

and winters are getting warmer and less snowy.  

12.2.2. Statistics 

The average temperature in January in coastal regions is -2 0 C, in eastern parts -7 0 C. 

Sometimes sharp short-term decrease of temperature down to -40 0 C is observed. This is 

explained by the inflow of high-pressure air masses from the North or East. 

Consistent snow cover lasts from the middle of December until the middle of March. In western 

parts it lasts 80 - 90 days on average, in eastern parts – up to 100 - 120 days. Due to frequent 

thaws, snow cover is not thick. It may reach 30 – 50 cm, on the coast 15 – 20 cm. In years of 

heavy precipitation and during cold winters it may reach 1 m, while during warm winters snow 

cover is inconsistent. The average number of days with thawing is < 60 days per year.  

12.2.3. Winter indexes 

Winter severity indexes for broad socioeconomic needs are not calculated in Latvia. However, 

there is a possibility to do it, since Latvian Hydrometeorological Centre handles all necessary 

data and provides information about actual deviations from the average values: decade or 

monthly temperature, precipitation, as well as, thickness of snow cover.  

12.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT  

12.3.1. Standards and rules 

Road routine maintenance standards, including requirements for winter works, are defined in 

the Road Traffic Law and State Regulation “Requirements for Routine Maintenance of State and 

Municipal Roads and Performance Supervision Procedure” (updated in 2010). 

Roads are divided into 5 winter service classes according to road importance and traffic flow: 

AADT (vehicle per day) Main roads Regional roads Local roads 

> 5,000 A - - 

1,000 – 5,000 A1 A1 A1 

500 – 1,000 A1 B B 

100 – 500 - C C 

res:////ld1062.dll/type=1_word=hydrometeorological%20service
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< 100 - - D 

Each service class has definite requirements for the state of road during certain weather 

conditions: 

Requirements 

Maintenance class 

A A1 B C D 

Acceptable conditions 

Average snow depth  

No precipitation  

 

during snowfall 

fresh 

slush 

snow free 

 

6 cm 

3 cm 

snow free 

 

6 cm 

3 cm 

4cm 

 

8cm 

5cm 

10 cm 

 

10 cm 

6 cm 

 

no 

li-mits 

Ruts up to 10 

mm 

up to 20 

mm 

up to 40 

mm 

up to 50 

mm 

No 

li-mits 

Time for cleaning 3 h 4 h 6 h 18 h No 

li-mits 

Time for skid prevention 3 h 4 h 6 h no No 

li-mits 

In practice it means, that for A and A1 classes “bare pavement policy” will be provided with 

intensive use of snow melting agents, while B class allows anti-skid treatment mainly with 

abrasives. C and D classes provide only passability, without predefined anti-skid measures: 

 

Requirements for equipment, materials, work performance and expected results are defined in 

these specifications. Snow ploughing on state roads is mostly performed by trucks equipped 

with front and side ploughs. Wet salt is used for skid prevention on A and A1 class roads. 

Maximum dimension of a salt particle may not exceed 6.3 mm; various dashes may not exceed 
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2 %. Wet salt, salt & sand mix or pure sand is used, as well as, grooves are worked in the road 

surface for skid prevention on B class roads. 1 m3 of salt and sand mix has to contain at least 10 

% of salt. Maximum dimension of a mix particle may not exceed 6.3 mm. On C class roads skid 

prevention activities are performed only in separate sections – in intersections, on steep 

elevations and sharp turns, by spreading sand or working in grooves in the road surface. Wet 

salt is used to melt ice on streets in bigger cities. In the case of heavy snowfall, streets are cleared 

by making snow banks along the side of the streets. Snow removal is organized later. Rural 

municipalities mainly clear their own roads and streets. 

12.3.2. Organisation and operation of winter maintenance 

The state-owned maintenance company (the contractor) is responsible for maintenance of state 

roads in winter, while respective municipalities are responsible for maintenance of municipal 

roads and streets. State road maintenance in winter is financed from the state budget, and 

maintenance of municipal roads and streets is financed from municipal budgets that receive 

earmarked subsidies from the state budget.  

State Limited Liability Company “Latvian State Roads” (LSR) prepares a programme of winter 

road maintenance, classifies road network and calculates the necessary funding. In the winter 

of 2020/2021 state roads were classified as follows:  

 

Class 
Total 

km 

Including 

Main 

roads 

Regional 

roads 

Local 

roads 

A 988 832 156  - 

A1 3,530  924 2443  163 

B 2,245 - 1543 702 

C 11,925 - 1318 10,607 

D 1,457 - 10 1,47 

Total 20,145  1,756 5,470  12,919 

The programme is approved by the Ministry of Transport. Basic data for the programme is 

prepared by the LSR local offices, while the central office summarizes and makes the necessary 

corrections to provide unified maintenance policy.  

Contract for road routine maintenance (incl. winter works) was granted by law to a state owned 

contractor. The state road network is divided in 26 maintenance districts. Principle of “unit 

price” payment is used for performed works.  
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The contractor undertakes full responsibility for road conditions to comply with the defined 

maintenance class, performs regular supervision and decides on activities to be performed, 

based on visual inspections, weather forecast, RWIS data and experience. During winter, each 

district has a person on duty, who keeps in contact with the contractor and the road users, 

transport enterprises, emergency services, LSR TIC and local municipalities. There are 62 road 

weather stations (RWIS) along state main and regional roads. Additional IP cameras are used on 

regional roads. In 13 locations along the road E67 variable message signs (VMS) warn drivers 

about difficult driving conditions (slippery road, strong wind, fog, etc). Future plans include the 

renewal of existing RWIS, as well as, installation of new, fully and partly equipped RWIS. 

 

Information on temperature and moisture, precipitation and visibility, wind speed and direction, 

as well as, road temperature and condition is updated on a regular basis in a database. All RWIS 

are equipped with IP cameras. Some RWIS are equipped with soil temperature probes. All road 

maintenance units have access to data through the Internet. Persons on duty (contractor’s staff) 

provide regular (every 2 hours) announcements about current road conditions based on the data 

from RWIS, as well as, periodic field observations. This information is accessible to everybody 

on LSR web page and is used to inform drivers through other media channels, including Waze 

and Twitter.  

12.3.3. Assessment of snow and ice control measures 

The aim of winter road maintenance is to ensure traffic flow for functioning economy. So far the 

losses and benefits to the economy influenced by winter road maintenance have not been 

precisely measured. 

LSR keeps the register of all complaints and applications of road users; they are processed and 

replied to. For anti-icing and de-icing, mostly wet salt technology, as well as, salt and sand mix 

is used. Sand spreading and forming of grooves in compacted snow are used for skid prevention 

on low intensity roads.  
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Used technologies Percentage 

Wet salt  89 % 

Salt and sand mixture 6 % 

Sand  1 % 

Grooves 4 % 

At present, mostly heavy-duty trucks equipped with several ploughs are clearing roads of snow. 

Their efficiency is many times higher than that of slow equipment used in the past.  

About 80 % of spreaders are included in a fleet management system (including technological 

sensors). This system provides the contractor and LSR with real-time and recorded information 

on performed activities  

through web interface. Another tool is data input in an electronic work log. Records of 

performed road routine maintenance measures and corresponding procedures of work approval 

lead to more productive communication between the contractor and the supervisor.  

LSR local offices supervise the quality of performed works and approve the work. The final 

decision on payments is made by the Ministry of Transport. LSR personnel inspects the 

compliance of state roads to the maintenance classes and check the quality and quantity of 

performed works.  

12.3.4. Traffic safety and information 

LSR Traffic Information Centre (TIC) is opera-tional 24/7. TIC operators follow the situation on 

state road network, directly communicate to road users and partner authorities, coordinate 

urgent traffic management activities. Road users have access to information about current 

driving conditions on state main roads and general traffic notifications on other roads in LSR 

webpage, mobile application Waze and social media. 

LSR is working on schemes for effective and unified distribution of traffic information to the 

society with other authorities, which have or generate their own road data (emergency services, 

local and urban road departments, etc.). Transportation data (also weather related) have to be 

provided within a unified technological platform of national access point until the end of 2023. 

Another direction is providing traffic data for commercial services, which are dealing with on-

route informative applications (interfaces: navigators, smartphones, etc.). 

12.4. ON-GOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

LSR is working on different ITS implementation and pilot projects that are closely related to road 

winter maintenance. One of the benefits of the SMART E77/E263 project will be VMS (variable 

message signs) along certain cross-border route that will complement the existing and new RWS 

with visual warning information about road conditions. There are also some commercial R&D 

projects in this field that aim to support the process of decision making for anti-icing (preventive 

treatment) strategy, including mobile measurements and target-oriented IoT integration (FCD 

data etc.).  
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The Latvian Government has the intention to open the state road maintenance market for open 

tender. In 2021 LSR has a task to organize open tender for the period of 2022 -2027. 

12.5. REFERENCES  

1) www.lvceli.lv 

2) www.csb.gov.lv 

  

http://www.lvceli.lv/
http://www.csb.gov.lv/
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13. NEW ZEALAND 

13.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

13.1.1. Information about the country 

New Zealand (NZ) is an island country in the southwestern Pacific Ocean comprising two main 

land masses, the North Island and South Island, and numerous smaller islands more notable 

being Stewart Island and the Chatham Islands. The total land area of the North and South Islands 

is 268,021 square kilometres. 

The South Island is the largest land mass and is divided along its length by the Southern Alps 

with 18 peaks over 3000 metres the highest being 3,754 metres. The North Island is less 

mountainous but is marked by volcanism with the central North Island a highly active volcanic 

zone containing the highest mountain at 2797 metres. 

The population is about 5.1 million of which 77% live in the North Island. Auckland is the most 

populous area with 1.7 million. 

13.1.2. Road network and traffic 

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) is a Government entity and has responsibility for a 

wide range of land transport issues including the management of the 11,000kms of State 

highway network. There are 13 City Councils and 53 District Councils responsible for 83,000kms 

of local roads the maintenance and construction of which is subsidised by the Government 

through NZTA. The State highway network carries about 50% of all NZ traffic. 

There are 24.4 billion vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) on New Zealand state highways each 

year and 24.3 billion on local roads. State highways in the Auckland area carry 23% of the VKT. 

Maintenance of state highways is procured through competitive tenders based on a consistent 

contract model. The state highway network is divided into local area contracts which are 

managed under this consistent model known as the Network Outcomes Contract which is a 

performance based model. Currently, these performance based contracts are for 7 and 9 year 

terms. City and District Councils follow similar competitive procurement processes. 

Figure 19: North Island state highways (source NZTA) 
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13.2. CLIMATE 

13.2.1. Overview of the climate areas 

NZ’s climate varies from subtropical in the far north to cool temperate in the far south. The 

Southern Alps provide a barrier for prevailing westerly winds dividing the South Island into 

different climate regions with the west coast the wettest area and the east coast just over 

100kms away is the driest. 

The central North Island’s volcanic plateau and the mountainous area of the South Island receive 

most of the snow fall in NZ. Snow rarely falls in the coastal areas although the east and south of 

the South Island may experience snow from time to time in winter. Frosts can occur anywhere 

in NZ with cold nights, clear skies and little wind. 

New Zealand’s temperate climate provides winter temperatures that do not generally remain 

below freezing during the day. This climate provides daily freeze/thaw cycles during the winter 

season with temperatures hovering around 0C. 

13.3. STATISTICS 

The average winter temperature ranges from 10 to 15C (50 to 60F) and from 20 to 25C (68 to 

77F) in summer. Temperatures rarely get above 35C or below -10C. The highest recorded 

temperature is 42C and the lowest -26C. Ground frosts mainly occur in the central North Island 

(about 70 days per year on average) and across the South Island ranging from 70 days per year 

on average in the coastal areas up to 150 days on average inland. 

The weather is extremely variable and can provide 4 seasons in one day. The warmest months 

are December through to February and the coldest June to August. 

13.3.1. Winter indexes 

A winter comparison through an indexing system is not undertaken in NZ. The NZTA defines 

three winter maintenance periods as: 

• High (June, July, August and September where likely conditions are moderate to 

very severe), 

• Marginal (May and October for light to severe conditions) and 

• Low (fine to light conditions) 

With conditions catagorised into the following:  

• Fine: no frost or ice 

• Light: frost and/or light snow 

• Moderate: freezing conditions after rain or snow  

• Severe:continuous snow, packed ice 

• Very severe: hard packed snow/ice with further snowfalls 

13.4. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

13.4.1. Standards and rules 

The NZTA and Local Councils have a statutory obligation to take all sufficient precautions for the 

general safety of the public which extends to the requirement to identify potential hazards and 

remove them. Without having any specific references to winter services it is clear that removal 
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of snow and ice hazards falls within these obligations. There are also specific powers given to 

close roads to execute repairs, remove obstructions or for the safety of road users. 

The NZTA has developed winter levels of service for State highways 

1A Open to all vehicles 24 hour 
treatment 

1B Open with some re- 

strictions e.g. chains 

2A Open to all vehicles Treatment 7am to 
7pm. Pro-active 

treatment before 7 

am if required 

2B Open with some re- 

strictions e.g. chains 

3 Close road until able to 

make safe 

 

Where there is extreme snow or ice which closes highways a priority system based on the 

importance of the highway is used to manage treatment and apply resources. 

Local roading authorities each have their own levels of service and maintenance strategies. 

13.4.2. Organisation and management of winter maintenance 

Winter services for State highways are managed by the NZTA. City or District Councils are 

responsible for local roads within their territory. The NZTA is fully funded by Government for all 

roading matters and the Government provides financial assistance through the NZTA to all local 

roading authorities with the balance being met by the local population through property rates. 

The NZ roading expenditure for maintenance and operations is $0.65 billion for State highways 

and about $1.24 billion for local roads. 

The State highway network is managed on a Regional basis centered on Auckland, Hamilton, 

Wellington and Christchurch. These Regions are further subdivided into network areas for 

contract purposes. 

Outsource Contracts 

With the tendering of contracts for all types of maintenance work the NZTA sets the specified 

services, delivery and outcomes required including the levels of service. Winter services are 

included within the maintenance contracts. 

For the central North Island and all of the South Island where winter services are required the 

contract model currently uses a single supplier made up typically of consultants and contractors 

to monitor and manage the operation of the networks with contractors carrying out the day to 

day physical works. 

These contracts are currently based on a maximum 9 year term. The Contractors are required 

to provide all plant and equipment necessary to provide the levels of service required. This can 

vary from Region to Region depending on local requirements. 

Included in contracts are local operational strategies for winter services which set out the 

management process, monitoring, treatment, emergency procedures and communication 

protocols in more detail. 

These strategies determine the priority routes for treatment based on importance for the road 

user and the community it serves. Where adverse weather conditions may close highways the 

priority may change based on time taken to re-open either the prime route or an alternative. 
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Following a significant review of state highway operations to achieve further efficiencies, the 

NZTA has moved to a system where suppliers of road maintenance services, including ice and 

snow management, are managed directly by the NZTA.  

Ice management 

Due to environmental and public concerns, de-icing using salt was discontinued in the early 

1980’s leaving grit as the only treatment for ice conditions. In the mid 1990’s calcium magnesium 

acetate (CMA) was introduced. This is now widely used on the highway network and for some 

local roads. Extensive monitoring of its application in various environments for over 10 years has 

shown that there have been no significant effects from the use of this chemical. 

CMA is used in both solid and liquid form for anti-icing and de-icing situations. The NZTA 

purchases CMA each year based on historical usage and is distributed to regional storage. Stocks 

are replenished through the winter if necessary. The main supply is in the form of 1 tonne bags 

however a quantity of 25kg bags is purchased for distribution to outlying depots where handling 

equipment is not available. 

CMA application rates will vary to suit the weather conditions and residual chemical on the road. 

Pre-treatment application rates range from 7.55mg/m2 for light frosty conditions up to 

30mg/m2. 

CMA is used in areas where there are significant frost or snow events on major or significant 

routes. Alternative deicing products are currently being investigated. NAAC is an alternative 

deicer that is used in the coldest parts of the road network where road temperatures drop below 

-7°C. 
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Abrasives or grit is also used either by itself or in con- junction with CMA. It is the main treatment 

on minor routes or roads with infrequent frost/ice conditions. 

The contractor’s resources include purpose built plant for spreading grit and CMA. 

Mixing equipment has been provided at the con- tractors main depots for preparing liquid CMA. 

Storage facilities onsite provide sufficient quantities when required. 

This liquid chemical can also be transported in a tanker direct to where it is needed to refill the 

spreading trucks while on their treatment routes. Contractors are required to calibrate all 

spreaders prior to winter. 

  

Figure 20: Typical snow plough setup Figure 21: Lightweight ploughs equipped with 

grit/CMA spreaders 

Figure 6: Liquid CMA de-icer spreader 

Figure 7: CMA mixing plant Figure 8: Clearing deep snow drifts 
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Snow management 

The main snow removal equipment used is a simple front-mounted truck plough to remove 

snow as far as possible followed by rotary brooming in some cases to clear remaining slush. CMA 

is used to break down any snow pack. 

Treatment monitoring 

Contractors have been introducing GPS to their fleets and Automated Vehicle Location (AVL) is 

available via the internet. This system indicates when vehicles are spreading and captures the 

spread rates and locations and also when and where trucks are ploughing. 

Road Weather forecasting 

In order to develop nation-wide road weather ice predication forecasting the establishment of 

a network of automatic road weather stations across the country was necessary. Identifying the 

climatic domains has allowed for the strategic positioning of these weather stations. 

The NZTA contracts out the supply of the required weather information and data to support 

winter treatment decisions. This national road weather service is provided by the NZ Metservice 

which has installed a specific network of weather stations to deliver the information and data 

required. 

Metservice provide forecasting including ice prediction and observation data for each region via 

a web based service. Metservice has partnered with Finnish based Foreca to provide an 

integrated ice prediction service. 

This specific web based service brings together all publicly available weather information from 

Metservice such as radar, satellite images, charts, general weather forecasts and warnings 

issued in addition to observation data from many other weather stations managed by 

Metservice. This provides ready access to a wide range of weather information for road 

managers each day to plan their operations, treatment selection and treatment locations. 

This allows treatment to occur at the right time in the right place which is critical to using CMA 

as the chemical is imported and relatively high cost and so must be carefully managed. The site 

also provides access to archived information for post event and seasonal analysis. 

13.4.3. Assessment of the snow and ice control measures 

Control measures are set out in the contract specification and in NZTA’s Winter Service 

Requirements specification. Local areas also have regional specific operations strategies. It is 

expected that the contractor will be proactive in response to incoming storms, with a 

requirement to monitor the weather using the forecasting system and confirming with the NZTA 

the management plan for the next 24 hours. For forecast large events, snow clearing plant is 

expected to be pre-positioned to maximize effectiveness and shorten response times. 

The contractor’s performance is then monitored through the GPS AVL system, by contact 

directly with the contractor during the event for updates and by on-site inspections. The 

contractors are required to maintain the road surface in a safe condition in accordance with the 

level of service requirements. The success rate in predicting and applying treatment is to be at 

least 95%. 
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The contractor is also required to submit records documenting all monitoring and activities 

carried out during an event. This includes printouts from the AVL system detailing for each 

vehicle their time and location when CMA, gritting or ploughing commenced and finished, the 

application rates and the quantity used. This is particularly valuable along with the road weather 

forecasting and observation data to support the decisions and to validate the performance 

requirements where official enquiries are made as a result of crashes and fatalities on the road. 

The contract allows for auditing the contractors records in more detail if required. 

13.4.4. Avalanche management 

State Highway 94, the highway into Milford Sound is a popular tourist route, and is particularly 

susceptible to avalanches. In order to better manage the risk, and provide improved availability, 

an avalanche management programme was initiated in the early 1980’s and has gradually been 

upgraded to a state where, today, it provides a world recognised system to monitor snow 

conditions, predict likely avalanche conditions and lo- cations, and precipitate controlled 

releases. Details can be found on the NZTA website. 

13.4.5. Traffic safety and information 

Contractors are required to erect temporary warning signs where road treatment is carried out. 

The NZTA operates a number of Variable Message Signs which are used where roads may be 

closed or restrictions to vehicles are in place advising motorists of alternative routes. 
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The NZTA also operates a 24 hour national call centre to receive reports from the public and 

Police about hazards on the road. This is recorded in a web based Traffic Road Event Information 

System (TREIS). The call centre then passes the information to the appropriate contact (usually 

the contractor) for attention. If the incident warrants public notification the event is marked 

accordingly in TREIS and the information is automatically sent to the NZTA public website. 

The NZTA website also carries general weather warnings provided by Metservice specifically 

related to road weather. Once the event has cleared TREIS is updated which automatically 

updates the web site. The TREIS information is also directly available to others who wish to use 

the information and to provide traffic information through text or navigation systems. 

13.5. ONGOING RESEARCH 

Snow fences 

Snow fences are used within ski field areas but have not been a feature on highways. A small 

scale trial is underway in the central North Island, although generally milder winters have not 

yet put the trial to the test to be able to assess whether the use of this technology would be 

warranted in the New Zealand road environment. 

Decision Guide 

With the introduction of the road weather and ice prediction forecasting nationally, better 

decision making is expected on treatment selection both prior to and during an event. Decisions 

need to be made whether to apply chemical treatment prior to an event or during an event and 

at what application rates. 

A Winter Service Decision Guide, which is a simple chart covering various temperature and 

weather scenarios with suggested treatments, is being tested and refined in operational 

conditions. The guide is incorporated within the best practice guides for the use of CMA. It may 

then be incorporated into the Metservice weather data and forecast delivery to automatically 

provide suggestions for frost, ice or snow pre-treatment when the appropriate triggers are met. 

The Guide also provides suggested treatment during snow events. 

Performance and reporting 

A simple matrix to record the decision made prior to and during an event together with the 

eventual observation is used to provide a performance measure on the accuracy of the pre-

event decisions. This is used in determining success rates and training requirements. This matrix 

is a contract operational performance measure (OPM) and provides a standard benchmark for 

decision making accuracy nationally.  

Comparing the forecast ice prediction against the GPS recorded treatment sections will also 

provide an additional measure of performance. 

Initial testing fAST 

A fixed automatic spray treatment system using CMA was installed prior to the 2012 winter on 

a bridge deck in the central North Island. Operation and testing so far of this system has found 

this technology to be very beneficial in such remote locations that take time to establish and 

respond particularly if freezing events are not well forecast. Currently assessments are being 

made as to whether such technology can be employed elsewhere. 
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Geofencing 

Using GPS/AVL together with ice prediction and maintenance decision guidelines the use of 

geofencing can be used to automatically control the placement and application rate of anti-icing 

chemical only to the sections of the road requiring treatment. This technology is still under 

investigation and development to test it’s benefits. 

Real Time Weather Sensors 

Vehicle mounted temperature and road state sensors are being routinely used now to assist 

winter plant operators in making more informed onsite decisions in regard to when and when 

not to treat sections of road. The data from these sensors is also being ingested back into 

Metservice forecast systems to refine the coverage and accuracy of forecast models. 

13.6. REFERENCES 

1) New Zealand Transport Agency: www.nzta.govt.nz 

2) NZ Metservice: www.metservice.com 

  

http://www.nzta.govt.nz/
http://www.metservice.com/
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14. NORWAY 

14.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

14.1.1. Information about the country 

 

The Kingdom of Norway is a constitutional monarchy. The area of the Kingdom of Norway is 

385,200 km2. The length of its coastline is 25,148 km, including fjords. The largest lake Mjøsa is 

362 km2. The highest mountain, Galdhøpiggen, is 2,469 m.  

Much of Norway is mountainous. The western coast is gouged by deep fjords and dotted with 

islands along the coast. Norway is the country with the longest coastline in Europe. The latitude 

of the capital of Oslo is 60° north but much of the country is north of the arctic circle. The most 

important economic factor is oil-related activity, industry and fish farming. 

Norway’s administrative units are the Government) and Parliament with elections every 4 years. 

There are 11 counties and 356 municipalities. The population was 5,4 million in 2020. The 

monetary unit is Norwegian kroner (NOK). One Euro was 10 NOK in December 2020. 

14.1.2. Road network and traffic 

The categories of roads in Norway are the following: 

Road type Length of road 

National roads 10 700 km 

County roads 44 700 km 

Municipal roads 39 700 km 

Total public roads 95 100 km 

Private, forest, farm roads 150 000 km 

In addition, Norway has 9 200 km public pedestrian and cycle roads. 1 500 km national roads, 

3 000 km county roads and 4 700 km municipal roads. 
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All national roads are paved. Of the other types there are a lot of unpaved roads. There are 4.1 

million vehicles and 250 000 electric vehicles in 2020.  

Nine-tenths of the country’s area is located north of 60º latitude, where there is heavy snowfall 

six months of the year. Winter road traffic (November through April) accounts for about 35% of 

the annual traffic volume. In Norway 20% of the maintenance budget is used for winter 

maintenance. 

14.2. CLIMATE 

14.2.1. Overview of climatic areas, main winter events to be mastered 

The Gulf Stream makes the climate in Norway much milder than other parts of the world at the 

same latitude. The country rises with a mountainous area inside the coastline.  

Norway experiences large climatic variations within short distances. In the lowland on the 

eastern side of the mountains the climate is drier with low temperatures down to –20 °C, 

occasionally down to -30 °C and -40 °C. Winter temperatures will vary around 0 °C along the 

coast, and rarely below –10 °C.  

In the western part of the mountains there is a lot of snow and wind, and often extremely 

difficult conditions for winter maintenance. There is a lot of precipitation along the coast, often 

as snow, and also a lot of wind. The moist climate along the sea creates a lot of problems with 

humidity freezing to black ice on the roads.  

On average in the south-eastern part of Norway there are 20-25 snowfalls during a winter. The 

number of snowfalls is much higher along the coast and especially in the north of Norway. In 

recent years problems with freezing rain and rain on frozen roads have become more frequent. 

The roads get extremely slippery, and it is very difficult to handle for the road users. For the road 

operators it is also very difficult to handle as the rain very rapidly reduces the effect of salt and 

sand. 

There are many snowstorms during winter in the mountains and especially in the north of 

Norway. On roads crossing the mountains, there are many road closures and periods when 

vehicles only can pass in convoys due to snowstorms. 

14.2.2. Statistics on temperatures, icing, precipitations 

For winter maintenance purposes the country may be divided into five climatic zones, as shown 

in tables below. 

Climatic Parameters in Different Climatic Zones 

Climate zones 

 Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 

Length of winter, 
days 

152 173 157 206 201 

Snow-depth (cm) 41 55 41 63 72 

Precipitation as 
snow (mm water) 

158 225 258 332 248 

Precipitation as 
rain (mm water) 

830 734 1632 860 603 

Mean temp.  

January °C 
-3 -6 0.7 -3.3 -7.8 

Mean temp. 

March °C 
1.1 -1.4 2.6 -1.6 -3.3 
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All statistical data is calculated from a 30-year period. The last years have been warmer than the 

table, and the winter months have become 2 degrees warmer on average for the country. 

14.2.3. Winter indexes used in the country 

A winter index system was established in 2003.  

The index was a theoretical calculation of the need for winter maintenance operations. It was 

tested, where the theoretical and actual numbers of actions were compared. Information about 

precipitation, wind, temperature variations around zero, humidity, etc. was collected from 

meteorological stations in the area. The computer then calculated the theoretical number of 

necessary winter maintenance actions based on the actual weather information. The conclusion 

from the tests was that the quality of the model was not good enough. Since we have such large 

variations in climate and weather conditions, it is very difficult to make a good index for winter 

maintenance. NPRA is working on a new weather index model for winter conditions for 

statistical use. 

14.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

14.3.1. Standards and rules 

▪ Legal obligation to perform winter maintenance? 

According to the Norwegian Road Act the Ministry of Transport and Communications gives 

guidelines for maintenance of national roads and finances the maintenance of these roads. The 

Norwegian Public Roads Administration (NPRA) acts on behalf of the Ministry of Transport and 

Communications. The counties and municipalities finance and manage maintenance activities 

on county roads and municipal roads. 
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▪ Classification of the roads - Levels of service - Route optimization 

The road categories are: 

• National roads connect different part of the country, and connect Norway to 

other countries  

• County roads bring traffic from the countryside to the national roads and county 

centres 

• Municipal roads take care of traffic from homes and businesses within towns and 

municipalities to the other roads 

• Private roads include forest roads and farm roads.  

▪ Quality standards, performance indicators 

Level of Service 

The level of maintenance standards for national roads is described according to the importance 

of the roads and the annual average daily traffic flow. Traffic safety, traffic volume (average 

annual daily traffic (AADT)) and environmental effects are the parameters considered to make 

the most cost-efficient standard. The level of service for national roads in Norway is described 

in the maintenance manual, R610 “Standard for Maintenance of National Roads”, from 2014. 

The county roads and municipal roads have their own levels of service, but most of the county 

roads follow the national standard. Below is a translation of the main principles of Manual R610.  

Purpose of winter maintenance 

Winter maintenance should provide: 

• Safe and accessible roads for road users during winter time with minimal impact on 
the environment 

• Visibility, readability and function of road equipment, especially with regard to traffic 
flow quality, traffic safety and accessibility 

• Clear visibility for all road users 

• Accessibility for road equipment for maintenance personnel 

Winter maintenance should shorten periods with adverse road conditions due to snow and ice 

on the road surface, and secure adequate road grip and surface smoothness in periods when 

the road surface is covered with snow and ice. 

Areas dedicated to pedestrians and cyclists should be passable and attractive to the users so 

that pedestrians and cyclists prefer to use the dedicated areas instead of using the roadway. 

Maintenance cycle 

Level of service for winter maintenance is described for a maintenance cycle related to the 

period before, during and after a weather event. 

A weather event is defined as a weather condition or a change in weather condition that affects 

and changes the winter road conditions. Weather events will primarily be related to 

precipitation, hoarfrost, wind or temperature changes. Determination of when a weather event 

occurs, should be based upon an assessment of the extent of changes in road condition 

compared to the necessary resource use for maintaining the road condition specified in the 

standard (approved road condition).  
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Typical weather events are: snow storm, rain on white road or frozen road, wind in combination 

with snow, wet road surface or humid air combined with decreasing temperature below zero 

degrees Celsius. 

Approved road condition defines the road condition that should be maintained in periods 

between weather events and that should be aimed at also during weather events. 

 Maintenance cycle 

 Before weather event During weather 

event 

After weather event 

 
Steady state 

Weather event 

alert 
Clearing 

R
o

ad
 

co
n

d
it

io
n

 Approved road 

condition 

Approved road 

condition 

Acceptance of 

deviation from 

approved road 

condition 

Reset of approved road 

condition within 

specified time limits 

A
ct

iv
it

y 

- Monitor 

- Maintain 
approved road 
condition 

- Monitor 

- Maintain 
approved road 
condition 

- Preventive 
efforts 

- Reduce deviation 
from accepted 
road condition 

- Monitor 

- Re-establish 
approved road 
condition 

- Monitor 

Le
ve

l o
f 

 

se
rv

ic
e

 

Approved road 

condition should 

be obtained 

Approved road 

condition should 

be obtained 

Deviation from 

approved road 

condition: 

Labour input at 

agreed level 

Deviation from 

approved road 

condition: 

Labour input at agreed 

level until approved 

road condition is 

obtained. 

If the requirements set forward by the described approved road condition are met on a road 

section, the requirements for labour input during a weather event do not apply. 

If the requirements set forward by the described approved road condition are not met on a road 

section, the requirements for labour input during a weather event do apply, and the winter 

maintenance resources should be in operation. 

Winter maintenance classes 

Winter maintenance should be carried out according to a classification of road sections in winter 

maintenance classes. The following winter maintenance classes are used: 
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Winter maintenance class General specifications – approved road condition 

WmA Bare road surface– wet or dry 

WmB Bare road surface– wet or dry 

Compacted snow and ice surface between wheel tracks 

accepted during limited time periods 

WmC Bare road surface, wet or dry, during mild weather  

Compacted snow and ice surface during cold periods 

Road friction down to 0.25 accepted 

WmD Compacted snow and ice surface 

Road friction down to 0.25 accepted 

WmE Compacted snow and ice surface 

Road friction down to 0.20 accepted 

The classification of a road section is based primarily upon traffic volume (AADT), as shown 

below. 

Class 

AADT 

0 –  

1500 

1500 – 

5000 

5000 – 

20000 

20000 

– 

 

WmA     

WmB     

WmC     

WmD     

WmE     

The classification of road section into winter maintenance classes should, in addition to AADT, 

also take into account road category (national, regional, local route), traffic composition, public 

transport routes, road alignment and width, weather and climate, road accidents and 

environmental issues. 

A continuous route should be maintained according to the same winter maintenance class for 

the whole route. Frequent changes in winter maintenance class should be avoided. 

The transition between different winter maintenance classes should be located at places where 

the transition does not create difficulties for road users. Winter maintenance routines at a 

transition should be performed with great care in order to minimize the effect of the change of 

standard on the road users. 
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The requirements for approved road condition, methods for friction improvement and required 

equipment resource input at a weather event are given for each winter maintenance class in the 

format described below. 

Winter maintenance class WmA Winter maintenance class WmB Winter maintenance class WmC 

Method for 
friction 
improvement 

De-icing with 
chemicals, 

When de-icing is 
not possible, 
winter 
maintenance 
should be carried 
out according to 
special 
specifications. 

Method for 
friction 
improvement 

De-icing with 
chemicals, 

When de-icing is not 
possible, sand 
should be used. 

Method for 
friction 
improvement 

Sand 

De-icing chemicals 
during light snowfall 
or mild periods 

Approved road condition  Approved road 
condition 

 Approved road 
condition 

Road condition Bare road surface 
(wet or dry) 

Road 
condition 

Bare road surface– 
wet or dry in wheel 
tracks. 

Compacted snow 
and ice surface 
between wheel 
tracks accepted 
during limited time 
periods, loose snow 
less than 1 cm. 

Road 
condition 

Bare road surface– 
wet or dry during 
mild weather - 
compacted snow 
and ice surface 
during cold periods, 
loose snow less than 
2 cm 

Friction - 
general 

Bare road surface Friction - 
general 

Higher than 0.25 Friction - 
general 

Higher than 0.25 

Friction – 
special road 
sections 

Bare road surface Friction – 
special road 
sections 

Higher than 0.30 Friction – 
special road 
sections 

Higher than 0.30 

Snow/ice-
surface: 

 Thickness 

 Unevenness 

According to 
special 
specifications if 
salt cannot be 
used due to 
weather situation 

Snow/ice-
surface: 

 Thickness 

 Unevenness 

 

Less than 2.0 cm 

Less than 1.5 cm 

Snow/ice-

surface: 

 Thickness 

 Unevenness 

 

Less than 2.0 cm 

Less than 1.5 cm 

Resource input at weather event  Resource input at 
weather event 

 Resource input at 
weather event 

Maximal cycles-
time for snow 
removal 

1.5 hours Maximal 
cycles-time 
for snow 
removal 

2 hours Maximal 
cycles-time 
for snow 
removal 

2.5 hours 

Maximal cycles-
time for de-icing 

1.5 hours Maximal 
cycles-time 
for de-
icing/gritting 

2 hours Maximal 
cycles-time 
for de-
icing/gritting 

3 hours 

Time to re-
establish 
approved road 
condition 

AADT>6000: 2 
hours 

AADT<6000: 4 
hours 

Time to re-
establish 
approved 
road 
condition 

In wheel tracks: 2.5-
5 hours 

Road as a whole: 1-5 
days 

Time to 
reestablish 
approved 
road 
condition 

3 hours 
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Winter maintenance class WmD Winter maintenance class WmE 

Method for friction 

improvement 

Sand 

De-icing chemicals on thin 

ice and white frost 

Method for friction 

improvement 

Sand 

De-icing chemicals on thin 

ice and white frost 

Approved road condition  Approved road condition 

Road condition Compacted snow and ice 

surface, loose snow less 

than 2 cm 

Road condition Compacted snow and ice 

surface, loose snow less 

than 3 cm 

Friction - general Higher than 0.25 Friction - general Higher than 0.20 

Friction – special road 

sections 

Higher than 0.30 Friction – special road 

sections 

Higher than 0.25 

Snow/ice-surface: 

 Thickness 

 Unevenness 

 

Less than 3.0 cm 

Less than 1.5 cm 

Snow/ice-surface: 

 Thickness 

 Unevenness 

 

Less than 3.0 cm 

Less than 1.5 cm 

Resource input at weather event  Resource input at 

weather event 

Maximal cycles-time for 

snow removal 

3 hours Maximal cycles-time for 

snow removal 

3 hours 

Maximal cycles-time for 

de-icing/gritting 

4 hours Maximal cycles-time for 

de-icing/gritting 

4 hours 

Time to re-establish 

approved road condition 

4 hours Time to re-establish 

approved road condition 

4 hours 

Snow removal should be carried out on the road shoulder as well as in the road lanes, and close 

against road objects as guardrails, curb stones, etc. Accessibility and safety should be preserved 

at all crossings and bus stops along the road. Snow should not be placed in piles that reduce 

visibility. 

During the thaw period, snow should be removed from ditches in order to allow free flowing of 

melting water. 

At bus stops snow removal should maintain the standard height between roadway and area for 

passengers. 

For bus stops and parking areas the requirement for bare road surface can be deviated from if 

the friction on snow and ice is maintained higher than 0.25. 

Special requirements apply for road sections in high mountain areas. 

Areas for pedestrians and cyclists 

Winter maintenance should be carried out according to a classification of the area in winter 

maintenance classes. The following winter maintenance classes are used: 
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Winter maintenance class General specifications – approved road condition 

WmA-PC Urban areas with many pedestrians and cyclists, main route for cyclists, 

areas specially equipped for people with disabilities 

WmB-PC Remaining area for pedestrians and cyclists 

The requirements for approved road condition, methods for friction improvement and required 

equipment resource input at a weather event are given for each winter maintenance class in the 

format described below. 

Winter maintenance class WmA-PC Winter maintenance class WmB-PC 

Method for friction 
improvement 

De-icing with chemicals, 
snow removal with 
sweeping or ploughing, 

when de-icing is not 
possible, sand should be 
used. 

Method for friction 
improvement 

Sand 

De-icing with chemicals 
on areas with disability 
indicators 

Approved road condition  Approved road condition 

Road condition – day-time Bare road surface 

(or snow/ice with max 1 
cm loose snow when de-
icing cannot be used) 

Road condition – day-time Snow/ice surface with 
max 1 cm loose snow 

Friction – night-time Bare road surface 

(or friction higher than 
0.30 snow when de-icing 
cannot be used)  

Friction – night-time Higher than 0.30 

Snow/ice-surface: 

 

Unevenness less than 2 
cm 

Snow/ice-surface: 

 

Unevenness less than 2 
cm 

Cross fall As for bare road surface Cross fall As for bare road surface 

Resource input at weather event  Resource input at 
weather event 

Maximal cycles-time for 
snow removal 

As for adjacent road, but 
not more than 2 hours 

Maximal cycles-time for 
snow removal 

As for adjacent road, but 
not more than 3 hours 

Maximal cycles-time for 
de-icing 

As for adjacent road, but 
not more than 2 hours 

Maximal cycles-time for 
de-icing 

As for adjacent road, but 
not more than 3 hours 

Time to re-establish 
approved road condition 

As for adjacent road, but 
not more than 2 hours 

Time to re-establish 
approved road condition 

As for adjacent road, but 
not more than 3 hours 

Stairs, access ramps and platforms: Snow removal and de-icing/sanding should be carried out 

for the complete area. 

The height of ice edges in areas with ground heating should be less than 2 cm. 

Winter maintenance during summer 

Local plans for handling winter maintenance when winter weather events occur during summer 

should be developed and maintained. 

The period between two winter seasons is categorized like this: 

Winter season: Standby readiness 
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Reduced standby readiness 

No standby readiness 

Reduced standby readiness 

Winter season: Standby readiness 

The length of the periods with reduced standby readiness is defined according to local needs. 

During the periods with reduced standby readiness there should be available at least one 

machine unit for snow removal and de-icing/sanding for each 100 km road. Higher requirements 

can apply according to local needs. Time to mobilize the machine unit during the periods with 

reduced standby readiness should be less than 5 hours. 

Special winter works 

Clearing after snow avalanche 

Clearing and mending should be done as soon as it can be done safely. 

Permanent repair should be done as soon as possible. 

▪ Special regulations connected to winter maintenance 

De-icing products and sand 

Sodium chloride (NaCl) is used for chemical de-icing and is used where the approved road 

condition is “bare roads”. Sand, gravel or crushed stones are used where the approved road 

condition is “snow/ice surface”. The total amount of sand used for gritting on national and 

county roads the last years has been between 700,000 and 940,000 tonnes per year. Salting has 

been used on the Norwegian road network since before 1970 and is used today on the highway 

network on Winter Maintenance Class A and B. Salt is also used in special cases on other roads 

to prevent thin ice and white frost. In recent years the total amount of salt used has been 

between 230,000 and 330,000 tonnes per year on national and county roads. 

Contractors may use NaCl for salting of roads. Other types of salt may only be used after 

approval by the NPRA. 

Studded tyres 

Studded tyres were commonly used until the late 1990s. However, that has changed due to 

improved friction measures, more effective non-studded winter tyres and for environmental 

reasons. In Norway today about half of the passenger cars on average are using studded tyres, 

but there are large differences between cities and suburbs, coast and inland, and between north 

and south. Studded tyres wear the asphalt pavement and create dust, and air pollution is 

therefore measured throughout the day in several cities. These measurements are used to 

impose local restrictions if necessary. The largest cities have non-studded tyres on 80-90 % of 

the vehicles in the winter season. In some of the largest cities the users have to pay a tax for the 

use of studded tyres to reduce the number of vehicles using studded tyres. 

During summer the use of studded tyres is not permitted, and users will be fined. There are no 

penalties for the use of summer tyres in winter for passenger cars. However, one will be 

penalized for not securing proper road grip during the winter period. For vehicles with maximum 

authorised mass of more than 3.5 tonnes winter tyres must be used during the winter period 
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from 15 November to 31 March. They also must bring chains in the winter season. Winter speed 

limits have been tried out to reduce accident rates, and so far, this has given satisfactory results. 

Working hours 

Norway has a “Working environment Act” which determines the permitted number of working 

hours and rules on driving and resting time for professional drivers. Contractors have to observe 

all laws and if necessary apply for exemptions.  

Winter maintenance equipment 

There are no specific standards for winter maintenance equipment; they have to follow the 

standard rules and regulations for each type of equipment. If necessary, contractors have to 

apply for exemptions for snowploughs and other equipment that is wider than the vehicle. The 

same goes for special headlights for trucks carrying snowploughs. The maintenance vehicles 

have to use special warning lights during operations, if they do not follow the traffic rules. 

14.3.2. Organization and operation of winter maintenance 

Organization of winter maintenance 

The NPRA is responsible for;  

• planning, construction, maintenance and operation of the national road network 

• vehicle inspection and specifications 

• driver training and licensing 

The NPRA is under the leadership of the Directorate of Public Roads, which is subordinate to the 

Ministry of Transport and Communications. The NPRA is organized into divisions, and the 

Operations and Maintenance Division is responsible for winter maintenance. Since January 1, 

2003, all construction, operation and maintenance of roads have been tendered and contracted 

after a competitive bidding procedure.  

Operational management of winter maintenance 

• The contractors are responsible for achievement of the maintenance standard 

and have to plan, inspect and take the necessary actions. The contractor cannot 

decide to close a road on his own. Roads can only be closed with the approval of 

the NPRA 

• The contractor must prepare and maintain a plan for winter operations. The plan 

should contain: Personnel, stand-by teams, equipment, storing facilities, routes, 

prioritized roads, points of special attention, etc. 

• The contractors must keep a journal for all inspections and all enquiries received 

from the public. They should report each activity, all consumption of abrasives 

and salt, and the number of ploughing kilometres. 

• According to the contract, operators of snow ploughing and spreading equipment 

must have the required competence and pass a theoretical test arranged by the 

NPRA.  

Road closures and traffic restrictions 

Roads crossing mountains may be temporarily closed during snowstorms. Sometimes the 

vehicles can only pass in a convoy between two snowplough trucks.  
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Some roads crossing mountains are closed during winter. They will be opened in May or June. 

Special equipment is needed to open a road that has been closed during winter. The layer of 

snow can be more than 4 metres thick. A special attachment for a snow cutter unit has been 

developed. The snow cutter is mounted on an excavator. The excavator has chains and can move 

on top of the snow and cut layer by layer. When the top of the snow can be reached from the 

road surface, the unit will be shifted to a wheel loader for the last layers. 

To open the closed mountain roads after winter, a road finding system based on GPS has been 

developed; it works very well. It replaces the poles that have been used up to now.  

Avalanches are a big problem on many roads alongside the coast and in the north. They can be 

closed in periods with danger of avalanche. In some cases, the NPRA provokes the avalanche by 

the use of dynamite. Contractors who are working on roads that are exposed to the danger of 

avalanches have to undergo special training given by the NPRA. 

Also some roads and bridges along the coast can be closed during storms. Some bridges are 

closed automatically when the wind reaches above a certain speed. 

Road information provision method & system 

Meteorological information 

There is an agreement between the Norwegian Public Roads Administration (NPRA) and the 

Norwegian Meteorological Institute (met.no). Met.no provides the NPRA with weather forecasts 

and climate data at market value. It includes the following forecasts from met.no: 

• Graphical prognoses for wind speed, wind direction, precipitation, air 

temperature, air pressure, dew point temperature and cloud cover  

• Written forecasts  

• Wind, temperature, and precipitation fields for ground level and 1,500 m above 

sea level;  

• Weather radar images 

• Satellite images 

• Separate forecasts under special weather situations, like freezing rain 

These products cover the whole country and are provided on a regular basis throughout the 

year.  

NPRA has approximately 370 road weather information stations (RWIS) spread throughout the 

country. Most stations have sensors for: 

• Air temperature 

• Relative humidity 

• Precipitation 

• Road surface temperature 

• Picture 

Some stations also have sensors for 

• Road surface condition 

• Wind direction 

• Wind speed 

• Long wave emission 
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• Salt concentration/freezing point 

• Video 

The thermal maps were used to locate difficult areas. This knowledge was used to determine 

where to locate RWIS. Some RWIS are located at places that are representative of a larger road 

network. Some RWIS are located at places with wind problems or places the road gets slippery 

before other places; early black ice or early snowfall.  

14.3.3. Assessment of snow & ice control measures 

Maintenance quality through inspection and control of contractors 

The contractor must report to the NPRA if he has not managed to meet the requirement in the 

maintenance standard. The NPRA makes random inspections to see if the contractor has fulfilled 

the contract. Snow and ice thickness on the road surface are measured and compared to the 

contract requirements. Friction is measured with special equipment that is calibrated for this 

purpose. The inspection will also focus on the contractor’s use of his quality system. If the 

performance is not according to the specification, a deduction in payment as a penalty may be 

made. The size of the penalty will depend on whether it is a repeated problem, how serious the 

problem is, whether it represents a danger to road users, and how much money the contractor 

has saved by not doing the work. 

14.3.4. Traffic safety & information 

Providing information to road users 

There are 5 Traffic Control Centres in Norway. Their main tasks are control and monitoring, 

decision support and traffic information. The Traffic Control Centres provide information to the 

media about road conditions and road closures in winter season. This information is also 

available on the Internet and text TV. The national radio stations give traffic information every 

morning and evening. Drivers may call 175 by telephone to get updated information about road 

conditions and for special warnings the RDS radio will inform drivers. www.175.no is a website 

where you can find information about road and traffic conditions. 

The local radio stations very often have programmes with a traffic theme at times when there is 

a lot of traffic on the roads. They give information about the traffic situation on the main roads 

and play music and give other traffic related inputs. These programmes are quite popular. They 

are on the air morning and evening on weekdays, Sunday evening and in connection with winter 

holidays and Easter. 

Systems improving traffic safety 

The NPRA is responsible both for maintenance and road safety. The Operations and 

Maintenance Division in the NPRA is responsible for road maintenance and operations including 

winter maintenance. The Road Users and Vehicles Division is responsible for driving licences and 

vehicle inspection. Together with the Traffic Safety section they are responsible for investigating 

accidents and trying to reduce them. Assembling all these specialists on different aspects of 

traffic safety in one special Traffic Accident Investigating Group allows for efficient improvement 

of traffic safety.  

The cost connected to winter maintenance is roughly 20% of the maintenance budget for the 

country. It is more in the north. Winter maintenance has major importance for traffic safety. 

http://www.175.no/
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Traffic safety has top priority. If the winter cost is higher than budgeted, money will be taken 

from summer activities to compensate. 

14.4. ON-GOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

14.4.1. New technology  

There have been several research and development winter projects. In 1991-1994 a nationwide 

study to examine the effect of road salting on traffic safety was conducted. The result showed 

that road salting reduces the number of police reported accidents by 20%. A study of the 

environmental effects of salt on the area surrounding the roads was carried out in the period 

1992-1996. 

The last years several research projects have been carried out to study:  

• improved methods of spreading sand heated with hot water 

• new methods for better snow and slush removal 

• the effects of salt and residual salt on roads 

• effects of different salt types and salting methods 

• effect of salt when low temperature and during snow fall 

• methods and equipment for measurement of friction 

• use of ITS in winter maintenance  

• better road maintenance for pedestrians and cyclists 

• new equipment for winter maintenance of pedestrian and bike paths 

• visibility and functionality of snow poles 

The NPRA is cooperating with the University of Science and Technology in Trondheim to improve 

the knowledge of winter techniques and the education in this field. The university has 

established a Winter Research Centre and built up a new winter laboratory dedicated to winter 

research. 

14.4.2. Trans-national cooperation to improve levels of service between neighbouring 

countries 

The Nordic countries have similar road, traffic and climate conditions and are cooperating to 

benchmark and share knowledge about roads and traffic. The Nordic Road Association (NVF), 

which can be compared to PIARC, has put this into its system. They have a separate group 

working on road maintenance, including winter maintenance. More information about the NVF 

can be found on: www.nvfnorden.org 

Nord-FoU is a part of this cooperation where the Nordic countries finance and perform research 

and development projects together. 

Information about these projects and reports can be found on their website: www.nordfou.org 

14.5. REFERENCES 

1) More information about Norway can be found on: www.odin.dep.no 

2) You can find information about the Norwegian Meteorological Institute on their website: 

www.met.no 

  

http://www.nvfnorden.org/
http://www.nordfou.org/
http://www.odin.dep.no/
http://www.met.no/
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15. PORTUGAL 

15.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

15.1.1. Information about the country 

Portugal is located in the south-west part of Europe, at the occidental part of Iberian Peninsula 

and the archipelagos are in the north Atlantic sea. The neighboring country is Spain at east and 

north, and at west and south is the Atlantic sea. 

The country has an area of 92 090 km2, with a population of 10,562 million. The topography is 

dominated by mountains and plains at the north, which favours agriculture. At the south is 

characterized by plains. The main rivers in the north are Douro and Minho, in the center Vouga, 

Zêzere and Mondego and the south Tejo, Guadiana and Sado. 

Lisbon, the capital of Portugal, is on the west coast. The city comprises 2. 962 km², with a 

population of 2.82 million. 

Portugal is a developed industrialized country with a significant tertiary sector. This sector is 

mostly representative of the alimentary, textile, chemical, mechanical, and ceramic industry. 

Agriculture and fishery are important in the country’s economy, and it is favored by its 

geography and connection to the sea. Another important slice of the local economy is the 

tourism activity and has increased in the last few years. 

The territory has an extensive road and railway system. The Lisbon and Porto International 

Airport are the main points for several flights to other countries in Europe and other continents. 

Motorways and highways are property of the state, but in the case of the motorways, the most 

are concessionaires to private road manager infrastructures. The road network system is 

administered (planning, structural preservation, and winter maintenance) by regions. Roads 

winter maintenance is essentially operated in the country’s north and center, where the biggest 

challenges are. 

15.1.2. Road network and traffic 

Motorways are mostly operated by private companies. 

There are 3,000 km of motorways and highways all over Portugal, distributed as presented on 

the map and table below. 

 

  

Extension

(km aprox.)

Motorways A 2,877              

566                 

3,443              

Designation

Other roads

Total
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The roads under the public road company have an extension of around 14.000 km long, 

distributed as described on the table and map below. 

 

  

15.2. CLIMATE 

Portugal is strongly influenced by the Mediterranean Sea and by the Azorean anticyclone in 

terms of climate, therefore having a fundamentally Mediterranean climate, Csa in the south and 

Csb in the north, according to the Köppen-Geiger climate classification, as is possible to observe 

on the graphs from Portuguese Institute for Sea and Atmosphere, (IPMA, IP). 

 Source: IPMA, 

Source: IPMA, I.P. 

Portugal is known for its beautiful beaches, the stunning islands of the Madeira Archipelago and 

the greenery of the Azores Archipelago and its mild climate. 

In the interior of the country during the summer it is possible to find temperatures of 40ºC. 

Autumn and winter are windy, rainy and cool. 

Snow is more frequent in four districts in the North and Center of Portugal (Bragança, Guarda, 

Vila Real and Viseu), and the mountains where this phenomenon is more frequent are Serra da 

Estrela, Serra do Gerês, Serra de Montemuro , Serra do Alvão, Serra da Padrela and Serra de 

Montesinho, where it can snow between October and April.  

Extension

(km aprox.)

Main network IP

IC

EN 4,900              

3,500              

3,200              

14,000           

2,300              

Complementary network

Regional Roads

Other roads

Total

Designation
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15.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

15.3.1. Standards and rules 

The Police are responsible for the traffic regulation including during winter maintenance 

activities.  

No rules are defined in Portugal to the winter services activities or deicing methods. Each 

company or municipality defines its own procedures. 

15.3.2. Organization and operation of winter maintenance 

Motorways and some highways are operated by private companies. National roads are 

administrated and operated by the Infraestruturas de Portugal. Other roads are administrated 

by municipalities. There is no winter maintenance head office in Portugal. 

Besides the Infraestruturas de Portugal that is the state-owned enterprise that administrates 

the national roads (including the Snow Cleaning Center at the Serra da Estrela – the biggest 

mountain in the continental part of Portugal), there are five private operators and several 

municipalities with equipment to manage the winter activities. 

15.3.3. Motorways activities 

There are some motorways crossing mountains with more than 700 m height, some of them 

with more than 1000 m height. The companies that operate these roads have the equipment to 

perform winter services activities. 

Each company is responsible to produce the internal documents. 

Since 2009 the Winter Services Forum organized by Egis Road Operation Portugal (the A24 

motorway Operator) allows the sharing of ideas and procedures with objective to improving and 

standardizing methods. 

The winter equipment used to depend on the needs could be light or heavy. The most common 

is a truck with a snowplough with 3.20 m and a salt spreader with around 6 tonnes of capacity. 

The companies use the weathers forecast and information collected by the weather stations 

installed on the motorway to anticipate the services to be performed (preventive or snow 

removal). 
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15.3.4. National Roads Activities 

IP-Infraestruturas de Portugal, S.A. is the public company that ensures the operation of the road 

network assigned to it, guaranteeing the better fulfilment of its service levels, auditing, 

maintenance, and completion of scheduled works. 

 Regarding Network Auditing, three duty groups are ensured: inspection of road condition, 

general licensing and driver support. 

 Concerning Maintenance, IP-Infraestruturas de Portugal, S.A. guarantees the operation of the 

network under its care, while assuring the corresponding service levels through ongoing upkeep 

and maintaining the safety of its roads. 

 IP-Infraestruturas de Portugal, S.A. is also responsible, at a national scale, for the completion of 

all works and undertakings on the network under its jurisdiction, and winter services activities. 

The employment with the road administration assumes participation during a tender procedure. 

The terms of a contract are depending on the requirements of the road administration. 

15.3.5. Other roads activities 

The municipalities are responsible for the pursuit of civil protection activities, developing a 

permanent prevention and reaction activity, which focuses on the citizen, the heritage and the 

environment. 

Municipalities are well aware of their territory and the risks associated with it, so they commit 

their resources to the main functional areas such as prevention, vulnerability assessment, 

planning and support for logistics operations, awareness and public information. Considering 

the proximity to the populations, the municipalities assume a fundamental role in safeguarding 

their security, with special importance in risk situations, such as those that occur in the winter 

season! 

In accordance with the Law and Bases of Civil Protection, it is incumbent upon the mayor, in the 

exercise of the functions of municipal responsible for the civil protection policy, to initiate 

appropriate prevention, safety, assistance and recovery actions, supported by the municipal 

protection service and other civil protection agents at the municipal level. 

During the winter season, in addition to the particular beauty that natural hazards can reflect in 

the landscape, such as snowfalls and cold spells, we must consider the effects on the community 

and other sensitive elements. There is a singularity in the whiteness of a snowfall, which may be 

inherent in the isolation of people, the reduction of visibility and the complications associated 

with road traffic, the impossibility of access to essential goods and resources, and it is in this 

context that the municipalities, in close articulation with the other civil protection agents 

mobilize the necessary resources for protection and assistance, and are also responsible for 

cleaning and defrosting the traffic routes, in order to minimize the constraints caused to citizens. 

The limited material resources are outweighed by the efficiency and effectiveness of the 

response given by the proximity services. The action at the municipal level is the basis for the 

success of any operation, based on proximity, on the broad knowledge of the territory, its 

vulnerabilities and the populations, allowing daily work to prevent risks and adjust the level of 

response. 
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15.3.6. Spreading techniques 

Depending on the procedure can be used rock or sea salt spreaders, combined spreaders 

capable of spreading prewetted salt or only brine. 

  

Rock salt storage   Brine Station 

The capacity of the devices depends on the needs, as reported before, could be to face a small 

area or several kilometers to be treated. 

  

  

15.3.7. Environmental consequences of de-icing agents and grit 

The mountainous regions are recognized as strategic areas, not only from the socio-economic 

point of view but also from the tourist and cultural point of view, being also a source of water 

resources of high quality and relevant quantity. 

The application of chemical substances, such as sodium chloride and calcium chloride, to achieve 

the melting of ice, may eventually pose an environmental problem. 

In Portugal and more specifically in the central massif of Serra da Estrela, access to the highest 

part of the mountain is through a road of strategic interest, where it is important to ensure its 

accessibility for most of the year. 
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The snow cleaning and the prevention of ice formation are carried out with a truck to which a 

salt spreader is attached, as well as a “bulldozer” blade on its front, allowing thus the two 

activities simultaneously. 

The addition of chemical substances to ice and snow has the function of lowering the melting 

point, thus facilitating and allowing road traffic in safe conditions. However, the salts used are 

easily dissolved and can, eventually, affect the quality and flavor of the water for human 

consumption, as well as damage the present ecosystems. 

Since the impermeable nature of the road prevents infiltration under the floor, this implies that 

water, resulting from the merger obtained, enters the area upstream and downstream of the 

road, starting to circulate vertically giving rise to a plume Contamination. Therefore, it is 

expected that, as the water moves away from the source of the contamination, the 

concentration of sodium chloride or calcium chloride will be significantly reduced. 

One of the ways to allow the preservation of environmentally sustainable management will be 

the adequate execution of specific drainage systems for this purpose, with the delivery of 

rainwater to its own treatment organs, namely to retention basins. 

15.3.8. Deicing agents 

In Portugal, deicing rock salt is the main deicing agent used for road safety during the winter 

season. The rock salt comes from Campina de Cima mine, in Loulé – Algarve. 

At this day the mine has a productive capacity of 30 000 tonnes per year, and with more than 

50 years of mine exploration activity, it supplies the Portuguese market in deicing rock salt. The 

mine also supplies part of the Spanish market and used to supply by ship the central Europe 

market.  

Brine is also used for road deicing in Portugal, usually produced with sea salt from the south and 

central of Portugal. 

Other deicing agents (such as calcium chloride) are rarely used. 
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16. RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

16.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

16.1.1. Infomration about the country  

 

The Russian Federation is situated in Eastern Europe, Northern and Central Asia. From northwest 

to southeast, Russia shares borders with 14 countries: Norway, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, 

Lithuania and Poland, Belarus, Ukraine, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, China, Mongolia, and 

North Korea. It also has 2 maritime borders: with Japan by the Sea of Okhotsk, and the U.S. state 

of Alaska by the Bering Strait. Russia is the largest country in the world: 17,075,400 square 

kilometres (6,592,800 sq mi), covering more than one-eighth of the Earth's inhabited land area. 

Russia is also the ninth most populous nation with 146 million people as of 2021. Extending 

across the whole of northern Asia and most of eastern Europe, Russia spans 11 time zones and 

incorporates a wide range of environments and landforms.  

Moscow is the the capital, and the largest city in Europe. Saint-Petersburg is the nation's second-

largest city and cultural centre. 

16.1.2. Road network and traffic 

Public road network in Russian Federation is almost 1,5 millions kilometers long. 

According to the Federal Law all roads are classified depending on their significance:  

• federal roads (owned by Russian Federation)  

• regional and municipal roads (owned by federal subjects)  

• local roads (owned by local authorities and are inside the borders of urban area) 

• private roads (owned by companies or persons) 
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The list of roads with toll segments: 

• Motorway M-4 «Don» - from Moscow through Voronezh, Rostov-on-Don, Krasnodar 

to Novorossiysk 

• High-speed motorway M-11 «Moscow - St. Petersburg» 

• Motorway M-3 «Ukraine» 

• Motorway M-1 «Belarus» Moscow-Minsk 
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Area 17,075,400 km2  

Latitude 41°11’ to 77°43’N (continental landmarks)  

Population 146,17 million  

Length of road 

Federal non-toll roads  50 133,8 km  

Federal toll roads  2 936,7 km  

Regional/municipal and local 
roads  

1 445 800 km  

Total  1 498 870,5 km  

Capital Moscow 

Latitude 55°76’N 

Inhabitants 12,7 million 

Table 1 

16.2. CLIMATE 

16.2.1. Overview of climate areas 

With an area of over 17 million km², Russia thus does not have a uniform climate. The northern 

parts of the country, including Murmansk and Siberia, lie in the cold polar zone of the Arctic 

Ocean. Further south, large parts of the country are in the temperate climate zone and the 

southernmost regions near the Black Sea belong to the subtropics. Far to the east, near Japan, 

there is a monsoon climate.  

In general, the climate of Russia can be described as highly continental influenced climate with 

warm to hot dry summers and (very) cold winters with temperatures of -30°C and lower and 

sometimes heavy snowfall. Sometimes very strong easterly winds, called Buran can occur, 

bringing freezing cold temperatures and snowstorms.  

Northern & Central European Russia 

Have the most varied climate; the mildest areas are along the Baltic coast. The Summer is mostly 

wet and cloudy; however in sunny days sunshine may be up to fifteen hours a day. As almost 

everywhere in Russia, winters can be very cold with frost and snowfall, the first Snow often falls 

in early October. Spring and Autumn can be quite unsettled, sometimes low pressure air can 

bring frequent rain or snowfall and strong winds. 
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Siberia 

This area of Russia is famous for its extreme climate with very cold winters, but warm to hot 

summers, although they tend to be short and wet. Average precipitation is about 500 mm, most 

falls in the form of rain in spring and autumn. The coldest place in Russia is Oimjakon in the 

central Sibirian region Jakutia, where the winter temperatures are almost the lowest in the 

world, below -50°C in January. 

Yakutsk: Coldest city in the world 

The coldest city in the world is Yakutsk in the Far Eastern Republic of Sakha, about 4900 km from 

Moscow. While it can become nevertheless in the summer up to 30 degrees warmly, the 

temperatures sink in the winter regularly to values under -45 degrees. The winter lasts here on 

average 8 months. 

Southern European Russia 

Winter is shorter than in the north. The Russian Steppes (in the southeast) have hot, dry 

summers and very cold winters. The north and northeastern areas around the Black Sea have 

milder winters, but frequent rainfall all the year round. The climate in this region is slightly 

mediterranean influenced. 

16.2.2. Statistics on temperature and precipitation  

Diagram data below are taken from 326 measuring stations in Russia correspond to the average 

monthly values of the last 20 years. 

 

P.1 Average daytime and nighttime temperatures 

Temperatures within the elongated country are subject to extreme fluctuations depending on 

season. It can get as cold as -60°C at night in eastern Siberia in winter. The steppe regions of the 

central part of the country often have temperatures of 40 degrees and more during summer 

season. Winds are very dry in large parts of Russia, and humidity is also lower in Siberia as the 

weather gets colder. 

Precipitation varies from region to region; the Western parts of Russia have the most rain (up to 

750 mm), the southern and southeastern areas in the Russian Steppes are the dryest with an 

annual average below 200 mm. 

The winter is mostly dry in Siberia, and wet in North-West and South regions of the country. 

Snow covers the ground from end October to mid March in some years. In the winter the 

weather can be very dangerous sometimes with temperatures below -35°C, strong winds and 

snowstorms. 
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16.2.3. Winter indexes used in the country  

No special index system used in the country to define a strong correlation between winter 

severity and salt consumption. Each road maintenance organization performs its duty to control 

snow and ice in winter and keeps perfect road condition and its serviceability based on winter 

maintenance regulations. 

16.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

16.3.1. Standards and rules 

There are several levels of normative documentation devoted to the road maintenance, 

including International Regulations, International and National Standards, National Laws, 

Methodological Documents and Set of Rules, Ministry of Transport Orders. 

International Standards wich is applicable in the territory of Russian Federation are the standarts 

of of Eurasia Economic Union. 

As a rule, higher level documents contain basic concepts and less detailed technical information. 

Technical Regulations of the Custom Union TR CU 014/2011 “Automobile Roads Safety” is the 

top level document, and all actual international and national standards of the countries which 

are members of Eurasia Economic Union must comply with its provisions. 

Detailed technical information on winter maintenance is covered by the following standards: 

• International Standard 33181-2014 Automobile roads of general use. Requirements 

for winter maintenance level 

• National Standard 50597-2017 Automobile roads and streets. The requirements to 

the level of maintenance satisfied the traffic safety. Methods of testing 

• National Standard 59434-2021 Automobile roads of general use. Requirements for 

winter maintenance level. Evaluation criteria and control methods 

• National Standard 58862-2020 Automobile roads of general use. Maintenance. 

Periodicity for the fulfillment 

and some other standards on materials (de-icing and anti-icing reagents), on test and sampling 

methods, on technologies. 

16.3.2. Organsiation and operation of winter maintenance 

Organization of winter maintenance 

The Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation is a federal executive authority in the 

transport industry, which carries out functions on elaborating state policy and normative-lawful 

regulation in the sphere of the use of road and road infrastructure, and traffic management in 

terms of organizational and legal measures to manage traffic on the roads. 

According to the Russian Road Law the Ministry of Transport gives guidelines for maintenance 

of national roads and finances the maintenance of these roads. The Federal Road Agency (FRA) 

acts on behalf of the Ministry of Transport.  

The Federal Road Agency provides public services and management of state property in the 

sphere of motor transport and road facilities, including monitoring of federal roads and 

providing public services in the area of transport security maintenance. 
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Administration of federal highways is carried out by the Federal Road Agency both directly and 

via local agencies (Federal Government Agencies) responsible for management of federal roads 

and engineering structures assigned to those agencies together with maintenance of steady and 

safe traffic on public highways. 

FRA is responsible for winter maintenance on Federal non-toll roads. All services are to be 

contracted through competitive bidding. FRA provides management and financing, and winter 

maintenance itself is provided by contractors. 

The authorities conduct road maintenance competitions in which specialized road organizations 

participate. As a rule, contests are held for a period of 3 to 5 years (the FRA holds contests for 5 

years). The condition of roads in winter and the quality of work on winter maintenance are 

monitored by both road owners and special federal control bodies (Rostransnadzor and the 

State Traffic Safety Inspectorate of the Ministry of Internal Affairs). 

Toll roads are built and administered by State company “Avtodor”. 

Winter maintenance on Regional/municipal and local roads is organized by local authorities. The 

municipalities finance and manage maintenance of the municipal roads.  

Winter period is the most difficult for maintenance and traffic management. Adverse weather 

events with snowfalls and zero-degreee crossing could last from 20 days in southern regions of 

Russia up to 260 days in northern regions. 

The Ministry of Transport of Russian Federation approved the list of works related to winter 

maintenance (Order No. 402). The FRA has developed various national technical standards on 

winter maintenance. One of them, National Standard 50597, contains the minimum acceptable 

requirements for the operational condition of roads and streets (including in winter) and, based 

on the Resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation, is mandatory for all authorities 

in the Russian Federation and for the whole road network. In particular, this document 

establishes requirements for the condition of the coating of roads and sidewalks in the winter, 

for the time of elimination of winter slipperiness for roads of various levels, for the time of snow 

and mud removal from road signs, traffic lights, barriers and others. 

Based on the mandatory requirements and recommendations established in the technical 

standards and orders of the Government of the Russian Federation, authorities at different 
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levels establish requirements for winter maintenance (the more significant a road is, the higher 

the requirements for its maintenance, as a rule).  

The following table indicates the requirements to maximum action time for snow removal and 

de-icing depending on road category (from National Standard 50597) 

Type of ice-snow formation Road category Municipal road category 
Maximum action time*, 

hours 

Loose or melted snow 

IA, IБ А, Б 4 (3) 

IB, II В, Г 5 (4) 

III-IV Д, Е 6 

V - 12 

Winter slipperiness  
(=low friction coeff.) 

IA, IБ, IB А-В 4 (5) 

II, III Г, Д 5 

IV Е 6 

V - 12 

* Action time for snow removal (snowplowing) is counting from the moment when snowfall and (or) blizzard has 
ended till completing the removal, winter slipperiness – from the moment of its detection.  
The order of priority of snowplowing on roads and streets is determined in maintenance projects 
documentation. 
 
Note - action times for roads and streets of cities and rural settlements are indicated in brackets. 

Table 2 

It is allowed to arrange a compacted snow cover on the road surface. 

During the snowfall and (or) blizzard and till the end of snowplowing it is allowed the presence 

of loose or melted snow not more than 1 (2) cm depth on roads of IA-III category, 2 (4) cm on 

roads of IV category, 5 cm – on all groups of streets. 

Road Weather Information System 

For the timely actions in winter maintenance weather data are widely used, obtained both from 

the national forecast bureau (Roshydromet) for specific road sections, and from RWIS installed 

on public roads and streets.  

The road weather stations are measuring air and road surface temperature, humidity, amount 

and type of precipitation, and wind. Most of the stations are also equipped with cameras. 

There are over 1300 road weather information stations located all over the country, i.e. every 

30-40 km, managed by the FRA. The FRA and contractors have access to RWIS generating a 4-

hour forecast. The information from RWIS helps to foresee in advance the ice formation or the 

snowfall and to dispatch special equipment for providing smooth and safety traffic. Besides that 

the sensors mounted in the road surface can detect the presense of de-icing reagents and 

moisture degree of road surface.  

Large urban agglomerations also have RWIS at their disposal. Since 2018, within the framework 

of the ongoing National Project, large-scale activities have been carried out to install additional 

RWIS on regional roads. 

16.3.3. Assessment of the snow and ice control measures 

Taking into account the significant differences in weather conditions and traffic intensity on 

different road sections in Russia, it is recommended by the regulations of the Russian Federation 

to develop separate maintenance projects for each road (or road network).  
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The purpose of developing such projects is to develop an optimal strategy for winter 

maintenance and minimize the cost of maintaining roads, taking into account all factors (local 

climatic conditions, landscape, availability of labor resources and production infrastructure for 

a particular road and other factors that may have an impact).  

Maintenance projects are developed by specialized design organizations with extensive 

experience in such calculations. Based on state normatives and experience in maintaining a 

particular road (or road network), optimal routes for snow plowing equipment are developed, 

requirements for the cyclicality of works are formed, the necessary stocks of deicing and other 

materials for maintenance are calculated, and, finally, the necessary annual costs for winter road 

maintenance are calculated.  

Every 5 years it is recommended to revise the provisions of existing projects, taking into account 

changes in regulatory requirements, winter maintenance technologies and actual road 

parameters (an increase in the coverage area due to the construction of new traffic lanes, an 

increase in the number of road signs, barriers, traffic lights, etc.). This approach allows for a 

much more efficient use of available resources and provides the highest possible level of 

maintenance for a particular road. 

Measures on Winter Slipperiness 

Salt (sodium chloride) is used as the main reagent for anti-icing treatment of public roads of all 

types outside settlements. It is recommended to use pure salt at temperatures up to minus 13 

degrees C, after which a sand-salt mixture is used in proportions from 10% to 50% of the salt 

content.  

On some sections of the roads, natural brines are used, extracted from wells with a depth of 650 

- 1200 m. For deicing bridges and overpasses, if there is an economic effect, reagents based on 

potassium acetate and potassium formate are used to reduce the corrosion effect on the 

elements of bridges and overpasses. 

To reduce the negative impact of sodium chloride on the environment, standards have been 

established for the maximum sodium chloride consumption per 1 sq. m. and technical 

requirements for salt storage facilities, while the implementation of environmental standards is 

controlled by state environmental agencies. 
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In settlements, it is recommended to use two- or multicomponent reagents based on a mixture 

of sodium, potassium, calcium chlorides. Granite or marble chips are also used to treat 

sidewalks. 

The distribution of reagents on the roadway is carried out using combined road machines 

equipped with sand spreaders with dosing systems, or using stationary automatic reagent 

distribution systems installed, as a rule, on bridges and multi-level junctions.  

Automated control systems using built-in roadway cover or proximity sensors allow remote 

control of the presence of reagents on the roadway.  

Snow is removed from the road surface by plowing or using rotors. 

Snow dumps have been organized to dispose of the snow taken out from bridges and 

overpasses, and if it is impossible to store the out-of-the-way snow, snow-melting installations 

are used. 
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16.3.4. Traffic safety and information  

FRA's Local Agencies collecting weather data from RWIS installed on local roads and from 

national forecast bureau (Roshydromet). Local radio stations get the current and forecasted 

weather and roads conditions directly from press offices of FRA's Local Agencies and transmitt 

this information via radio channels to road users. 

Actual weather information, road construction works and road conditions are also available on 

the FRA's Local Agencies internet sites. 

Ministry of Emergency has its own system of collecting and forecasting data on unfavorable and 

dangerous weather phenomena and uses mass GSM mailings to inform all citizens in local area 

when needed. 

Current warnings on weather and road conditions such as slipperines, snowfalls, wet road 

surface also available on overhead LED road signs on roads of general use equipped with ITS.  

Also LED road signs indicating a speed limit are switching to lower and more safe values in bad 

weather conditions. 

16.4. ONGOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

Leading organization that provides developement, support and coordination of all works in the 

frame of road industry national standardization programm is Technical Commitee #418. 

Another organization, the Russian Road Research Institute (ROSDORNII) is an institution 

subordinate to the Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation, which develops and provides 

scientific support for federal, targeted and regional programs aimed at innovative development 

and improvement of road conditions. ROSDORNII conducts research activities, develops 

industry-specific regulatory and technical documents, designs and diagnoses roads, junctions 

and bridges.  

One of the reseraches ongoing is devoted to the issue of using studded tyres in winter. Also 

currently a large-scale program is being implemented by FRA to revise all road industry 

methodological documents and transform the actual recommendations contained in them into 

the requirements of national standards. 

Good practice has become the experience exchange at various industry conferences, discussion 

of problematic issues and the development of ways to solve them, to implement of solutions in 

the form of regulatory documents when necessary. 
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17. SOUTH KOREA 

17.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS  

17.1.1. Information about the country  

Figure 1- Position of the Republic of Korea in East Asia  

The Republic of Korea (called South Korea) is a medium-sized country, (100,363.72 km2) but 

quite densely populated (around 51.8million in 2021) and located in East Asia next to Japan. The 

Korean Peninsula was divided into two countries, South and North Korea, since World War II and 

Korean War during 1950-1953.  

The capital city of Seoul is also the country's largest city and chief industrial center. According to 

the 2019 census, Seoul had a population of 9.7 million inhabitants. The Seoul National Capital 

Area has 26.8 million inhabitants (about half of South Korea's entire population) making it the 

world's fifth largest metropolitan area. 

The 2018 Winter Olympics, commonly known as Pyeongchang 2018 and marketed as 

"PyeongChang", is a major international multi-sport event took place from 9 to 25 February 

2018, in Pyeongchang, South Korea. 

South Korea's “tiger economy” soared at an annual average of 10% for over 30 years in a period 

of rapid transformation called the “Miracle on the Han River”. A long legacy of openness and 

focus in innovation made it successful. Today, it is the world's 7th largest exporter and 9th 

largest importer with the G20's largest budget surplus 

17.1.2. Road network and traffic  

The road network comprises 4,767km of Expressways, 13,983 km of National Roads, 4,905 km 

of special City Roads, 18,075 km of Regional Roads and 52,814 km of County Roads. All of the 

Expressways, National Roads and City Roads are paved with asphalt or cement concrete and 

approximately 92.1 % of Regional Roads and 90.1 % of County Roads are paved roads. Road 

transportation accounts for 92.6% of total freight transport. The total registered vehicles as of 

2020 were 24.37 million. 
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Figure 2- Expressway in South Korea  

Area Total 100,364 km2 

Population Total 51.8 million 

Registed cars Total 24.37 million 

Length of roads 

Total 110,714 km 

Expressways 4,767 km 

National roads  13,983 km 

City roads  4,905 km 

Regional roads  18,075 km 

County roads 52,814 km 

Table 1- Road network (in 2018) 
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17.2. CLIMATE  

17.2.1. Overview of climatic areas  

The Republic of Korea is a peninsula state which faces oceans on the east, south and west 

directions and is located in the northern hemisphere. The range of geographical latitudes is 

33~39 degrees north. The topographical features are mostly, approximately 70%, mountainous 

except flat farming area in the southwestern region. 

Figure 3- topography of South Korea  

South Korea tends to have a humid continental climate and a humid subtropical climate, and is 

affected by the East Asian monsoon, with precipitation heavier in summer during a short rainy 

season called jangma , which begins around the end of June through the end of July. Winters 

can be extremely cold with the minimum temperature dropping below −20 °C (−4 °F) in the 

inland region of the country: in Seoul, the average January temperature range is −7 to 1 °C (19 

to 34 °F), and the average August temperature range is 22 to 30 °C (72 to 86 °F). Winter 

temperatures are higher along the southern coast and considerably lower in the mountainous 

interior. Summer can be uncomfortably hot and humid, with temperatures exceeding 30 °C (86 

°F) in most parts of the country. South Korea has four distinct seasons; spring, summer, autumn 

and winter. Spring usually lasts from late-March to early-May, summer from mid-May to early-

September, autumn from mid-September to early-November, and winter from mid-November 

to mid-March. 

17.2.2. Statistics on temperature and precipitation  

The average air temperature is strongly dependent on seasons and the height above sea level. 

The annual average temperature over the country is 10~15ºC and the average temperature in 

the hottest summer season of August and the coldest season of January is 23~26ºC and -6~3ºC 

respectively. But the highest temperature during summer in the central lowlands area rises up 

to 35ºC and the lowest during winter in the high mountainous northeastern area falls below -

30ºC. 
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The overall average temperatures in the country are shown in the Table. 2.  

Region Winter 
Spring 

(Autumn) 
Summer 

Central inlands -6~4 4~13 22~26 

Northeastern mountain -11~-3 -1~8 17~20 

Western coast -5~7 3~13 20~25 

Southern coast -1~4 7~17 21~26 

Table 2- Average Temperature (ºC)  

The annual precipitation is also markedly dependent on the height above sea level and the 

distance from the ocean. The annual average precipitation in most of the country is 

1,000~1,500mm and that of the southern coast and islands area is 1,500~1,900mm. In relation 

to winter road maintenance, freezing or snowing period is relatively long and depends on region. 

Freezing period and snowing period in the whole country are 18~167days and 5~57days 

respectively. The detailed statistics of the annual average freezing and snowing days are shown 

in the Table 3.  

Region  Freezing 
period(day)  

Snowing period /cumulative depth  

Central inlands  95~130  20~30days /55.3cm  

Northeastern mountain  130~167  30~57days /178.2cm  

Western coast  60~110  20~30days /44.7cm  

Southern coast and islands  20~60  5~20days /16.8cm  

Table 3- Average Annual Freezing and Snowing Periods / Depth  

17.2.3. Winter Indexes used in the country  

There is not any special index or system to analyze and compare the road winter maintenance 

performances and costs. Each road managing organization performs its duty to maintain perfect 

road condition and serviceability based on winter maintenance regulations. The related 

regulations will be given in the following article.  

The national Meteorological office announces two types of winter events, 

one is heavy snow, the other is cold wave 

Type Warning Advisory 

Heavy 

Snow 

Above 5cm 

(in 24 hours) 

Above 15cm 

(in 24 hours) 

Cold 

wave 

Below -12ºC 

(two days long) 

Below -15ºC 

(two days long) 

Table 4- Type of winter events  
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17.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT  

17.3.1. Standards and rules  

Winter maintenance of roads in the Republic of Korea is regulated by laws and regulations. The 

related laws are Road Law and Countermeasure Law against Natural Disasters. The roads are 

classified as Expressway, National Road, City Road, Regional Road, County Road or so based on 

the Road Law. The administrative road authorities based on the road classification are 

responsible for each level of road. The government established a state-run company, Korea 

Expressway Corporation (KEC), in 1969 and the KEC is responsible for all sort of things related to 

expressway design, construction, operation, management and maintenance in South Korea. 

Especially the KEC leads technological fields of road including winter service.  

Each road authority operates, manages and maintains its roads according to the related 

regulations and specifications under the Countermeasure Law against Natural Disasters.  

Guideline of the road and level of service 

According to the governmental guidance, road authorities perform winter maintenances to 

meet following standards and specifications. 

Grade Los Countryside Urban 

Level A 

(chemical 

& plow) 

2hours 

 

expressway 

Over 4line road 

(above20,000veh/day) 

City 
express- 

way 

Main 
street  

Level B 

(chemical 

& plow) 

3hours 

Over 4line road 

(under20,000veh/ 
day) 

2line road 

(above 5,000veh/ day) 

the 
subsidiary 
main 
streets 

Level C 

(plow) 
5hours 

2line road 

(under 5,000veh/ day) 

subsidiary 
roads 

Level D - 
2line road 

(under 500veh/ day) 
etc 

Table 5- Level of service for winter events  

Rules regarding type and characteristics of materials and equipment 

Until late in 1990s, most of road maintenance and management authorities had used natural 

sand, solid calcium chloride or mixed one even in the big city area.  

In the meantime, Korea Expressway Corporation (KEC), a state-run company, introduced 

spreading method of pre-wetted sodium chloride with calcium chloride brine, 30 % of 

concentration, in 2000. And thereafter, the KEC uses only small quantity of sand on special 

section of steep slope. The purpose of applying chemical agents is to melt down snow and ice 

and prevent freezing on the pavement surface. The KEC has been a front runner to develop new 

technologies in the fields of road transportation. After that, most of road authorities and 

contractors follow KEC’s winter maintenance strategy, applying sodium chloride, calcium 

chloride and/or with mixed brine as an anti-icing or deicing chemicals in Korea. 
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17.3.2. Organization and operation of winter maintenance  

The Republic of Korea is a quite densely populated country, and the economic activities of the 

people have been really active day and night. And so, the road authorities are absolutely 

responsible for maintaining their roads in good condition and open to traffic. We can’t imagine 

any closing of roads under any circumstances. In a winter situation, the road administrator 

eliminates or at least reduces problems in road serviceability according to the schedule set in 

the winter maintenance plan.  

Organization of winter maintenance  

Road maintenance authorities are organized based on the level of roads. Each road authority is 

divided into many branch offices and each branch office is responsible for winter maintenance 

in its own road network. 

Sort Unit Total 

National roads Expressways 

Local 
administration 

Local 
government 

KEC Private co. 

Total Num. 4,422 1,694 418 1,739 571 

Drivers 〃 2,289 793 218 1,071 207 

Worker 〃 1,000 379 173 301 147 

Other 〃 257 54 41 - 162 

Table 6- Organization of winter maintenance  

Operational management of winter event 

Considering weather forecast and road condition, the road administrator shall make a decision 

to spread materials and/ or mobilize equipment on the roads. According to the governmental 

regulation, snow exceeding 3cm depth shall be removed by snowplow and applied by deicing 

chemicals on it. 

Frost, ice, and snow up to 3cm of height shall be melted down or removed with the help of 

deicing chemicals and/or machineries. Some places on the steep slope section of the road, 

abrasives like sand, shall be additionally spread. We also distinguish just plowing, just spreading 

chemical materials or both activities carried out simultaneously based on road condition.  

In the case of the Korea Expressway Corporation (KEC), each maintenance office covers 70~80 

kms of expressway and operates 12 units of spreader truck which is mounted with an accessory 

snowplow, 1 blower, 1 wheel loader, 2 backhoes, 1 calcium chloride brine manufacturing facility, 

and so on. 
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Salt spreader Snowplow 

  

Snow blower(1000t/h) Snow blower(6000t/h) 

Figure 4- Equipment for winter events  

Each office especially operates several automatic calcium chloride brine sprinkling systems on 

the vulnerable sections such as interchange ramps and steep slopes. The sprinkling systems are 

automatically being operated and controlled by smartphone and/or internet service.  

  

Automatic sprinkling system(brine) 

Figure 5- Equipment for winter events 
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Winter maintenance monitoring & control system 

Each maintenance office operates monitoring system and controlled winter service equipment. 

Figure 6- Road surface monitoring system  

Road Weather Information System 

There are over 100 road weather informationion stations in expressway. 

Figure 7- Road weather monitoring system  

17.3.3. Assessment of the snow and ice control measures and Costs  

We can’t use nationwide statistics of the snow and ice control measures. And so, we can use 

only the statistics on the melting materials here and you can estimate the cost of a year with the 

consumption of the snow melting material. 

Sort Unit 

National roads Expressways 

Local administration Local government KEC Private co. 

Calcium 
Chloride 

ton 24,563 4,395 30,145 10,722 

Sodium 
Chloride 

〃 115,728 23,553 192,662 28,752 

Eco-
friendly 

materials 
〃 1,484 1,791 - 5 
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Table 7 – Snow melting materials (2018) 

According to variable contract conditions in winter periods utilizing equipment for winter, 

mainte¬nance show large differences as follows. All data is given for expressway and national 

road.  

But City road and Local Authority has different standard. 

Sortation 
National roads  Expressways 

Local administration Local government KEC Private co. 

Snow 
removal 
equipme

nt 

Snow removal truck 23 6 54 20 

multipurpose vehicle 23 8 - 13 

grader 5 8 - 2 

Dump truck 631 183 694 113 

Other 
Equipme

nt 

Snow Blower 18 29 45 5 

Snow removal shovel 731 196 683 150 

Chloride spreader 669 126 631 145 

Sand spreader 9 48 - 2 

road Ice Crushing Machine 2 2 2 - 

loading 
Equipme

nt 
Loader 239 87 207 78 

Other Equipment 100 42 74 36 

Table 8 – Equipment (2018) 

17.3.4. Traffic safety and Information  

Road maintenance in winter season is an important thing but providing road users with weather 

information and traffic information is more important to increase smoothness of driving and to 

prevent traffic accident.  

Road authorities provide all sorts of information related to road situation to the users through 

mass media, internet service, smart phone, road auxiliary facilities and so on. Anyone who wants 

to travel somewhere can get all the necessary information using any of the above sources before 

his or her departure. Timely acquisition and analysis of the road information helps the road users 

to choose a comfortable and safe route to travel in advance.  

There are two kinds of communication means to transfer information. The first one is 

preliminary provision of information using the following tools.  

Internet homepage  

www.roadplus.com  
www.its.go.kr / www.utis.go.kr  
smartway.seoul.go.kr 

Mass media  Local broadcasting station, TBN (Transportation Broadcasting)  

Smartphone app 
Expressway Transportation Information App.,  
National road Transportation Information App.,  

Table 9 – Communication tools 
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The second one is the provision of real-time information on the road situation using road 

auxiliary facilities. The accessory facilities are Variable Message Signs (VMS), signboard and so 

on. Transportation control center provides real-time information about weather and road 

situation through the tools. Recognizing the real-time information, the road users can drive on 

the road without any difficulties. In total, 1,054 VMSs on the expressways and 580 VMSs on the 

national highways are respectively being operated in the Republic of Korea. 

Road information provision method and system 

Road authorities provide all sorts of information including road condition, traffic information 

and weather information through SNS and road accessory facilities. Road users can get 

necessary information to travel anywhere and anytime through the above sources. 

 

 

Internet service  

(road condition and traffic information)  

SMS through mobile phone 

(road condition) 

 
 

Application for expressway traffic information  VMS (on the road) 

Figure 8- The way to Inform the road condition  

17.4. ON-GOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT  

17.4.1. AI-based road management 

The Korea Expressway Corporation is piloting an AI-based road black ice management system 

by combining new technologies for convergence of 4th industries. The system combines sensor 

information and weather information installed on the road to predict the risk of thin ice on the 
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road and automatically operate saline spray devices or provide information to road managers 

and users to prevent risks in advance. 

 

* AI analysis techniques are applied to weather big data to warn road managers of the risk of 

road black ice in advance, and to automatically operate saline spray devices or provide 

information to drivers. 

Figure 9 – Overview of the road black ice management system 

Until now, the safety patrol team has been patrolling the route and directly checks the surface 

condition and temperature at the site to determine whether it is dangerous to slip. Such 

management methods have limitations in reliability given that safety patrol cars have to patrol 

50-80km long roads 10 times a day and check road conditions with human eyes, not measuring 

equipment. It also takes a considerable amount of time for snow removal equipment to be 

prepared and moved to the site, even if it is aware of a slip on the road. 

However, if this system is used, snow removal can be done in a timely manner and traffic 

accidents caused by slipping can be prevented by predicting road black ice risk before an 

emergency occurs. 

Therefore, AI-based road black ice management systems are expected to greatly help increase 

the speed and efficiency of snow removal operations in the future. 

• Progress 

• (Phase 1, 2) AI-based road black ice management system pilot program ('19~'20) 

• Automatic collection of real-time weather information through forecast 

information from the Korea Meteorological Administration and weather 

equipment (fixed or mobile) 

• Weather big data is analyzed based on AI to predict road black ice in advance and 

real-time alerts 

* Pilot site: Saemangeum-Pohang Line, Suncheon-Wanju Line (Jinan Branch) 

• (Phase 3) Advancement and Expansion of AI-based road black ice management 

system ('21~) 

• Providing information and responding quickly by linking all safety facilities related 

to road ice saline spray devices, road light signs, variable speed limit signs, LED 

signs, etc. 
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Real-time prediction of black ice 

 

▪  

▪ Black ice weak point info 

Figure 9 – Operation of Road black Ice Management System in Road Integration Platform 

17.4.2. High-tech pilot 

· The road surface smart prediction system detects atmospheric temperature and humidity, 

calculates dew points, predicts freezing conditions on the road, and provides alarms by 

comparing them with thermal imaging cameras. Compared to the results of atmospheric and 

road temperature measurements provided by the Korea Meteorological Administration, the 

system is believed to provide reliable information with a difference of less than 5%. 

Sortation Form 

Type 
  

Thermal sensors Humidity Sensor 
 

Installation point 
  

Cabinet panel, Roadside etc. 

* RTD (Resistance Temperature Detector) : Temperature measurement using the 

properties of metals witch resistance varies with temperature. (-30～100℃) 
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Normal time  

(50% dimming) 

Road Condition Interworking 

(100% light up) 

Figure 10 – Overview of the road surface smart prediction system 
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VMS 

Caution "Black ice" Namhangang 
Bridge 

Speed deceleration 50%  

Open API 
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18. SPAIN 

18.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

Spain is a southern European country located on the Iberian Peninsula. Its territory covers an 

area of 505,954 km2, bounded to the north by the Cantabrian Sea and the Pyrenees (which cover 

the border between Spain and France), to the east by the Mediterranean and to the west by 

Portugal and the Atlantic. The Strait of Gibraltar is the southernmost limit of Spain and is the 

closest point between the continents of Europe and Africa (14 km). The country’s population 

was 47.0 million in 2019, representing a density of 93 inhabitants per square kilometre. 

Spain’s Road Network (Main Roads) 

An outstanding topographical feature of the Spanish peninsula is a large central massif, known 

as the Castilian Plateau, which covers almost 50% of the national territory and is at a 

considerable altitude. This plateau is not only one of the reasons why Spain has the second 

highest average altitude above sea level (660 m) in Europe, but also the reason why the country 

has a significant East-West slope. The waters of the Spanish Peninsula flow with different 

volumes to the three seas surrounding the country due to the fact that the climate and, above 

all, the orographic characteristics influence the distribution and importance of the hydrographic 

system, with the Atlantic receiving the largest inflow. The Meseta is divided into two sections by 

a central mountain range, whose surroundings are surrounded by several mountain ranges 

(except on the western side, where the plateau decreases gently towards Portugal). 

Administratively, Spain is a parliamentary monarchy, composed of seventeen Autonomous 

Communities or regions: 

Andalucia 8.4 

Aragon 1.3 

Asturias 1.0 

Balearic Islands 1.1 

Canary Islands 2.2 

Cantabria 0.6 
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Castile-La Mancha 2.0 

Castile-Leon 2.4 

Catalonia 7.7 

Valencian 
Community 

5.0 

Extremadura 1.1 

Galicia 2.7 

Madrid 6.7 

Murcia 1.5 

Navarre 0.7 

Basque Country 2.2 

La Rioja 0.3 

Ceuta 0.085 

Melilla 0.086 

TOTAL 47.03 

Population Figures of the 19 Autonomous Communities (In Millions of Inhabitants. 2019 Data) 

This political agreement is similar to an organization of federal states. The regions of Spain have 

a broad le- vel of self-government including legislative, budgetary, administrative and executive 

powers, guaranteed by the central State to each region through the corresponding Statute of 

Autonomy. Each autonomous community is in turn divided into one or more provinces, ad- ding 

a total of 50, plus the autonomous cities of Ceuta and Melilla. 

For administrative purposes, the Spanish road network is organized under three different levels 

of authority: firstly, the state road network under the Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban 

Agenda (Central Administration); secondly, the regional road network (run by the autonomous 

com- munities); and finally, the local road network run by provincial councils and town councils. 

The State Highway Network includes the national highways that form the long-distance routes 

linking the different regions. The autonomous road networks are regional in scope, as their 

name indicates, while the road network run by the town councils and councils are local in scope. 

The different networks have the following lengths of roads, divided between high-capacity 

(motorways, highways) and normal to low-capacity (one-lane roads in each direction, smaller 

roads): 

Spain: Road Network (2018) 

State run network High capacity roads 12,018 km 

Normal to low capa- city roads 14,385 km 

TOTAL 26,403 km (16%) 

Local and regional 
management network 

High capacity tracks 5,210 km 

Normal to low capacity roads 134,011 km 

TOTAL 139,221 km (84%) 

Spanish Network TOTAL 165,624 km 
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As can be seen in the table above, the state road network represents a small fraction of the total 

network, barely 16%. However, it bears a substantial part of the actual traffic in Spain, especially 

when looking at heavy vehicle traffic: 

Spanish Network: Traffic (2018) 

Total traffic 

State run network 131,394 vehicles/km (52.5%) 

Regional and locally run roads 118,798 vehicles/km (47.5%) 

Total traffic TOTAL 250,192 vehicles/km 

18.2. CLIMATE 

Generally speaking, Spain has 4 different types of climate: 

• - Atlantic climate: Temperatures are mild throughout the year (annual average of 

10 ºC to 20 ºC), precipitation is abundant due to the influence of humid air masses 

coming from the Atlantic. Galicia and the regions along the northern coasts 

belong to this zone. 

• - Continental climate: the characteristics of this climate are long, cold winters and 

a mild summer in the north and a hot summer in the south (temperatures range 

from 25ºC to -13ºC). Rainfall is scarce and occurs during summer storms. The plain 

and the depression of the Ebro belong to this climate. 

• - Mediterranean climate: Temperatures are high in summer and mild in winter. 

Rainfall is irregular (especially in Almeria and Murcia). The Mediterranean area, 

the Atlantic area of Andalusia, the Balearic Islands, Ceuta and Melilla are part of 

this climatic zone. 
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• - Mountain climate: Low temperatures with long and very cold winters, and short 

and warm summers, these are its most remarkable features. Rainfall is abundant 

and increases with altitude. The Pyrenees, the Central and Penibetic Mountains, 

some areas of the Cantabrian Mountains, the Iberian Mountains and the 

Grazalema Mountains are included in this zone). 

However, due to the complex geography and influence of different seas and oceans, the reality 

is substantially more complex, due to drastic variations in temperature and precipitation within 

the features of these general areas. 

In fact, if we look at a more precise method of classifying climate types, such as the Köppen 

scale, we can distinguish nine climatic zones (see following map): 

In the first place, we can distinguish two zones with an extreme continental winter climate (the 

coldest month has an average temperature below -3ºC and the hottest 10ºC): on the one hand 

we have the Pyrenean mountain areas, some points of the Iberian Mountain Range and the 

Cantabrian Mountain Range, which hardly have a dry season; and, on the other hand, we have 

the Penibetic Mountain Range (Sierra Nevada) and some small areas of the Central Mountain 

Range which have dry summers. 

Four different zones have hot rainy climates (in which the coldest month has an average of 

between 18 ºC and -3 ºC and the hottest of 10 ºC). Of this, an area that covers most of Galicia, 

Asturias, Cantabria, La Rioja, northern Castile and Leon, northern Aragon and Catalonia, are- as 

north of Aragon and the lower Pyrenees in Catalonia, and most of the Iberian Cordillera is 

characterized by no dry season and a warm summer. The area between the northern and 

southern borders of the Ebro depression, the interior of Girona and an area to the south of the 

Iberian Cordillera do not present a dry season but have hot summers. Some areas of Galicia, 

most of Castilla y León and the Cordillera Central, the southern border of the Cordillera Central, 

the rest of the mountainous areas of the Cordillera Penibética and some regions of Catalonia 

are dry and hot summers (apart from the mainland, the islands of La Palma, Gomera, Hierro, 

most of the island of Tenerife and the central area of Gran Canaria are also included in this 

category). Finally, the southwestern part of Castilla y León, Extremadura, most of Andalusia and 
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Castilla-La Mancha, Levante, the coastal and lower mountainous area of Catalonia, the island of 

Menorca and most of Ibiza and Mallorca have dry and hot summers. 

The climatic zones defined as dry and warm (with greater evaporation of precipitation and 

average annual temperature below 18 ºC) are found along the depression of the river Ebro, 

Castilla-La Mancha, most of the southeast peninsular and the south of the islands of Mallorca 

and Ibiza. Areas of Almeria, Murcia, the interior of Gran Canaria, Fuerteventura and Lanzarote 

have a dry and hot climate (average annual temperature of 18 ºC). And finally, areas of Almeria, 

Murcia and much of Fuerteventura and Lanzarote have a desert climate (evaporation greater 

than rainfall and a dry winter season). 

Note: There are other climatic classifications that use a classification similar to that used by the 

French, but they are not the official classification of the Climatological Atlas. The material 

distributed by the Ministry of Education can be consulted, but it is not the system used by 

AEMET. 

Number of Days With Snowfall 

Numbers of Days With Temperature <0 O C 
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Education Ministry Can Be Consulted, but that Isn’t the System Used by the Aemet.  
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Winter Weather 

Winter weather can be very hard in Spain, as many are as have a large number of days with 

freezing temperatures and snowfall. As can be seen in the following map, some areas of Spain 

have an average of 20 to 30 days of snowfall in the reference period (1981-2010): the areas of 

the Pyrenees, the Cantabrian Mountains, the Central System, the Iberian System and the Sierra 

Nevada. Around these areas there are extensive areas that have an average of 10 to 20 days of 

snow per year. Outstanding areas in this area are the cities and surrounding areas of Soria, 

Burgos and Ávila and some of the main motorways. 

The highest elevations on the Peninsula have between 125 and 150 days per year of sub-zero 

temperatures in the reference period (2002-2012). We can include Soria, Burgos, Ávila, Teruel, 

Valladolid and Salamanca in areas that have between 60 and 80 days of sub-zero temperatures. 

The areas of León, Segovia, Cuenca, Albacete and some major roads have between 40 and 60 

days of sub-zero temperatures. As a whole, the three areas de- scribed above cover a large part 

of the surface of the peninsula and an important part of the main road network has sections 

found in them. 

18.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

18.3.1. Standards and provisions 

The Directorate General of Roads, which belongs to the Spanish Ministry of Transport, Mobility 

and Urban Agenda, has power in the technical and operational management of the 

infrastructure of the state road network. This service is provided by the Sub directorate General 

for Conservation and Exploitation. 

The strategies for the execution of winter road maintenance works dedicated to maintenance 

services are indicated in the documents known as Operational Plans. These plans are drawn up 

for each maintenance section and cover any scenario likely to occur, as well as the means 

required to deal with each of them. The primary and desirable objective of these contingency 

plans is to limit the number of traffic interruptions to, at most, those assigned to the sector 

according to its assigned service level. 

There are three levels of service in the management of the State Road Network, which 

contemplate two parameters: the maximum number of traffic interruptions per year allowed 

and their maximum duration. 

Service Level 1 (NS-1) 

• all motorways and highways 

• conventional roads with an ADT equal to or greater than 5,000 vehicles with the 

exception of mountain passes that have alternative routes on motorways or dual 

carriageways, which will have Service Level 2 (NS2). 

• access routes to ski resorts. 

• all provincial capitals and cities with a population of more than 20,000 inhabitants 

where at least one national road passes must be connected to the main road network 

by a NS1 road. 

• for both this level of service and the next NS2, an attempt will be made to provide the 

same level of service on all sections of the road along the same route so that the level 

of service does not vary from origin to destination. 
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This level of service does not allow road blockage or interruption of all vehicles due to snow or 

ice on the road. To this end, the actions to be taken will be to prohibit the circulation of heavy 

vehicles and restrict the passage to light vehicles with snow chains, minimizing the restriction 

time. 

The maximum time for cutting heavy vehicle traffic or restricting traffic to light vehicles with 

snow chains shall be equal to the duration of the snowfall plus 2 hours. 

The cleaning of the margins of the road should be done no later than 6 hours after the end of 

the snowfall. 

Service Level 2 (NS2) 

• conventional roads with an ADT of 1,000 to 5,000 vehicles. 

• All accesses to provincial capitals or localities with more than 20,000 inhabitants will 

have at least NS-2 

• All towns with more than 4,000 inhabitants will link to level 1 roads with roads 

considered NS-2. 

For this level of service, road blocking and/or traffic cut-off to all vehicles will be admitted only 

once a year. For this purpose, when necessary, traffic will be cut off to heavy vehicles and traffic 

will be restricted to lightweight vehicles with snow chains, minimizing restriction time. 

The maximum time limit for cutting heavy vehicle traffic or restricting it to light vehicles with 

snow chains, will be the duration of the snowfall plus 4 hours. 

The cleaning of roadsides should be done at the latest one day after the end of the snowfall. 

Service Level 3 (NS3) 

• The rest of conventional roads except mountain passes that communicate two 

provinces or that are the only link between populations of more than 2,000 

inhabitants (these will have at least the NS-2). 

In these roads the necessary restrictions caused by snow are allowed as long as it is as a 

consequence of dedicating efforts to clean the roads of superior level. Under no circumstances 

shall the presence of ice on the road be allowed to cause disturbance to the State Highway 

Network. 

The quality of the service is based on the degree of compliance with the Operational Plan. Taking 

into account the conditions of service laid down in the maintenance contract, the performance 

of the contract is defective when the established service levels are not reached on the different 

roads covered by the contract. No fixed rules have been established regarding the characteristics 

of the materials and equipment used as these characteristics are defined in each individual 

Operational Plan and adapted to the particular characteristic of each section of road. 

In general, snow ploughs with front and, in some cases, lateral thrust shovels, solid or wet 

antifreeze sprinklers or brine are used to carry out maintenance work on the road network in 

winter. Dynamic snow ploughs are used in some mountain areas. The most commonly used de-

icing agents are sodium chloride (salt) and, in some cases, mixed with calcium chloride. 

Nowadays, the most commonly used treatments are fluxes such as brine. 
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18.3.2. Organisation and operation of winter maintenance 

Winter road maintenance on Spanish roads is the responsibility of the Road Maintenance Service 

belonging to the corresponding road authority. 

In a large part of the Spanish road network continuous interventions are needed for the 

maintenance of the road network during the winter, specifically it is necessary to carry out works 

for the maintenance of winter road maintenance in more than 80% of the roads of the State 

Network. 

Public-Private Collaboration 

Virtually all road authorities outsource part of their maintenance tasks to private companies that 

carry out maintenance work on most infrastructure, which generally includes winter road 

maintenance. The State road network is currently divided into 150 maintenance sectors. The 

maintenance of these sectors is contracted to private companies, which offer it publicly in 

accordance with a Technical Specification designed by the Ministry. The document specifies the 

human and material resources required to carry out the maintenance contract, including all 

operations related to winter road maintenance of the road network. 

In the management of the State Highway Network, the management of resources used to carry 

out the tasks necessary to maintain service capacity in winter, are defined in so-called 

operational plans covering the procedures of action and the working system of all tasks related 

to winter road maintenance of each section. The plans are drawn up to comply with the 

instructions contained in the service note issued by the Directorate-General for Roads. 

Private companies, in order to comply with service plans, are in charge of detours and also play 

a role in the decision-making process for interventions. On some toll roads, management is 

entirely in the hands of the private companies that have been granted the concession or 

franchise. 

These operational plans are approved by the management team in charge of each contract and 

are reviewed annually, adapted to new needs that may have arisen and are ready to be 

implemented in the following winter season. 

An important part of this annual review concerns the inclusion of experiences that are 

considered important for improving the service, such as the application of new technologies or 

specific improvements to the working techniques used. 

The operational plans of each section should cover at least the following information: 

• Personnel and machines assigned to the section (snow ploughs, self-propelled snow 

ploughs and antifreeze spreaders, etc.); 

• De-icing agents (brine production plants, granaries, silos and other existing storage 

facilities in and around the concrete sector, etc.); 

• Policy and procedures for data transmission (communication systems between 

databases and vehicles, as well as weather forecasting and other types of data 

transmission); 

• Organization of preventive tasks (establishing itineraries, schedules and inspections, 

etc.); 

• Organization of corrective tasks (location of equipment, itineraries, alternative 

routes, particular hot- spots and vehicle parking areas, etc.). 
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Cooperation with the Directorate General of Traffic and Civil Protection 

There are parts of the operational plans that require collaboration with other government 

agencies involved in or affected by winter road maintenance, mainly the Directorate General of 

Traffic and the Directorate General of Civil Protection, both under the Ministry of the Interior. 

The Directorate General of Traffic has a very important role in winter roads, as its powers include 

the regulation of traffic on roads and the application of existing regulations to drivers in the 

circulation of vehicles. When roads are affected by snow and ice, this corps is responsible for 

enforcing traffic restrictions such as the mandatory use of chains on tyres or the driving ban on 

a certain class of vehicles (e.g. heavy vehicles in heavy snow). 

The decision to impose traffic restrictions (cutting traffic or using snow chains) belongs to both 

the Directorate General of Roads and the Directorate General of Traffic. In the case of traffic 

interruptions, the attention to affected users corresponds to the Civil Protection Services. 

Provincial Protocols (based on and adapted from the National Protocols) are developed to 

organize coordination between the different governmental strata responsible for the tasks 

arising from the presence of snow on roads. They define the approach to be adopted for each 

situation with regard to the “Coordination of the General Administration of the State, in case of 

snowfall and after extreme weather conditions that may affect the national road network”. 

Road weather information 

Weather forecast information is provided by the State Meteorological Agency (AEMET) through 

the issuance of bulletins and a daily forecast of adverse weather when snowfall is expected to 

exceed certain thresholds. The Directorate General of Traffic has installed an extensive network 

of weather stations in order to know the weather conditions on the roads. This weather 

information is transferred to drivers via variable message boards and is also available on the 

internet http://www.aemet.es and a mobile app. 

18.3.3. Road safety and information 

The Delegation or Sub-delegation of the Government of each province is responsible for 

providing information to motorists and media in case of snow conditions. 

Providing information to drivers 

The Directorate General of Traffic, under the Ministry of the Interior, is responsible for keeping 

drivers and road users informed about road conditions. 

Motorists currently have different sources available to access information on the state of the 

roads: 

Firstly, general information is broadcast on the different radio and TV stations, and is also 

published in the written press. Second, real-time data, specific to a particular road, is emitted 

by Traffic Management Centers on variable messaging panels located on the particular road. 

And finally, the information can be provided verbally on the spot by Civil Guard Traffic officials 

who, in addition to regulating vehicle traffic, establish controls to enforce the use of chains for 

tires in the event of bad weather conditions. 

In addition, the Directorate General of Traffic has established 4 levels that determine the degree 

of difficulty with which a driver can be found traveling on a particular stretch of road that is 

being affected by snow or ice. 
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• Green: It begins to snow. This color identifies a stretch of road where it has started to 

snow and traffic is not affected. Speed recommendations are established (100 km/h 

on motorways and dual carriageways, and 80 km/h on other roads). Trucks must be 

in the right-hand lane and cannot overtake other vehicles. 

• Yellow: A little snow on the road. The road begins to be covered with snow. Trucks 

may not circulate and light vehicles and buses may not exceed 60 km/h. 

• Red: Snow-covered road. Traffic is only possible with snow chains and must not 

exceed 30 km/h. The movement of trucks and buses is prohibited. 

• Black: thick snow or ice on the road. The road is im- passable for any type of vehicle 

and there is a high risk of being immobilized for an indefinite period of time. 

4 levels that determine the degree of difficulty 

Systems to improve driving safety 

Improving driving safety on Spanish roads is based on two main pillars managed by two different 

administrations. The first pillar is the maintenance and conservation of the infrastructure, 

managed by the Spanish Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda. The second is the 

Traffic Management Authority, under the Ministry of the Interior, which provides drivers with 

information on the state of roads affected by bad weather. 

The information provided is based on obtaining and recording the parameters relating to 

weather conditions and the state of the roads, modelling them and, subsequently, issuing the 

corresponding information through the means indicated in the previous section. 

Use of sensors and variable message panels 

The knowledge of the state of a road affected by bad weather conditions is one of the activities 

controlled by the agents in charge of carrying out maintenance and conservation tasks and 

members of the Civil Guard Traffic. 

From the year 2000, which was the first year in which Sensors of Atmospheric Variables on the 

Road (SEVAC) were installed, their use has made it possible to know, record, evaluate and model 

the capacity of the different meteorological parameters recorded, which means that the actions 

carried out and their duration and purpose have been classified and confirmed. 
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In addition, information about the capacity, location and status of roads is made public in the 

form of messages on the variable message boards. Almost 600 km of motorways and highways 

on the general road network, plus a few other special kilometers on the regional network, are 

covered by variable message boards. 

Technologies for informing drivers 

All types of technology are used, whether it is based on audiovisual media, the Internet, mobile 

apps or personalized receipt of incidents through telephone calls and SMS text messages. On-

site information points are also available for specific locations on exceptional stretches or 

routes. 

18.4. ONGOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

Since the year 2000, all machinery involved in winter maintenance work on the State Highway 

Network has been equipped with GPS tracking systems which are used as an aid to the 

management of snow plough fleets. The data supplied by the GPS and the different sensors on 

board the vehicles are stored in a database, thus providing the possibility to create a wide range 

of reports on the tasks actually carried out. 

With regard to infrastructure, fixed automatic spraying technology (FAST) has been installed as 

a system to prevent the formation of ice on some roads. 

18.4.1. New management systems 

Winter maintenance management is reviewed after each season in order to correct defects 

found in the previous campaign and propose improvements designed to provide a better service 

to drivers and road users during the coming winter seasons. In recent seasons it has been shown 

that the effectiveness to avoid or reduce the number of sections with restrictions and delays in 

traffic and the duration of these, is the preventive cut of heavy vehicles before they can be 

stopped, making difficult the circulation of other vehicles and the work of snow ploughs. These 

restrictions are made by trying to stop the trucks in the shortest possible time, intensifying the 

work of the snow ploughs and obtaining better performance during snow clearing. 

Today, the State Highway Network continues to review the emergency parking plan for heavy 

vehicles, both in terms of its functionality and the need to build new parking lots. There are 

currently 33 car parks in which it will be possible to store these vehicles in the event of problems 

on the road, both during the winter season and during the rest of the year. 
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Winter Emergency Parking Sign 

Another important issue aimed at improving the effectiveness and efficiency of road 

maintenance work in winter is the use of decision support systems. The latest technologies 

applied in surrounding countries such as Ireland, Slovenia, Finland, the United States, etc. for 

winter road management are the MDSS (Maintenance Decision Support System), which consists 

of a computerized decision support tool that integrates relevant weather forecast information, 

winter road maintenance operating procedures and data on available resources to provide 

conservation personnel with recommended treatment strategies. 

Today, conservation personnel use the Internet, AEMET warnings, media forecasts, different 

types of weather stations, etc. to decide the work to be carried out for the maintenance of 

winter road maintenance, based on the Operational Plans established, being the decision 

making generally reactive. 

In short, the use of MDSS is aimed at proactive and well-informed decision-making, so as to 

optimize the use of available resources while improving the degree of efficiency of the work 

carried out and reducing the consumption of fluxes and therefore the impact on the 

environment. 

In Spain, on the State Road Network, a pilot experience was carried out between 2010 and 2012, 

and currently, as a challenge for the coming years, it is planned to implement this system, fine-

tuning the system with the lessons learned in the previous pilot project, with a view to its 

possible widespread implementation. 

18.4.2. Transnational cooperation 

Spain participates in the SRTI Project which provides information services to drivers, cooperation 

for cross-border traffic management and equipment for data exchange and traffic management, 

etc. in order to improve safety and comfort on the roads linking Germany, France, Spain, Italy, 

Switzerland and Andorra. 

18.5. REFERENCES 

1) Climate data have been provided by the State Meteorological Agency (AEMET) of the 

Ministry for the Ecological Transition and the Demographic Challenge.  
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19. SWEDEN 

19.1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

19.1.1. Information about the country 

Area Total  410,929 km2  Mainly forest  

Fields 8%, Lakes and rivers 9%,  
Cities 3%  

Population Total 10 million 

Road  

- Length  

- Vehicle km 

Total trafficable by car 420,000 km 

Open to the public 210,000 km 

State Roads Including Motorways 98,500 km,  
58 billion vehicle km 

2,050 km 

State Cycle ways 2,200 km (uncertain) 

Municipal Roads 41,600 km,  
24 billion vehicle km 

Municipal 

Cycle ways 

11,000 km (uncertain) 

Private Road (Subsidies) 75,000 km 

Number of vehicles Private cars  4.3 million 

All road vehicles  4.8 million 

Latitude (capital) 59 º 20’ North Sweden covers almost 55–70° N  

19.2. CLIMATE 

All statistical data is calculated from a 30-year period at the Swedish Meteorological and 

Hydrological Institute (SMHI). The years 1990-2005 have all been warmer than in the table. 

Through the countries elongated form in the direction north-south differs the temperature 

considerably in the southern compared to the northern parts.  

The Gulf Stream makes it much warmer than in other parts of the world on the same latitudes 

(between 55° and 70° North). In southern Sweden the winter period is about four months and 

in northern Sweden about seven months. 

The average number of days with frost per year (1961-1990) differs between 240 in the North 

West and 75 at the coast in the South. 
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Sweden divided in four climatic zones 

 Average Temperature 1961-1990 

 Dec Jan Feb 

Kiruna -13.9 -15.6 -13.7 

Luleå -9.0 -11.5 -10.7 

Östersund -6.1 -8.6 -7.3 

Stockholm -1.0 -2.8 -3.0 

Göteborg 0.8 -1.1 -1.2 

Jönköping -2.1 -3.7 -3.9 

Malmö 1.3 -0.7 -0.6 
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 Average Precipitation (mm) 1961-1990 

 Dec Jan Feb Cumulative snow fall depth 

Kiruna 32 29 24 243 

Luleå 42 40 28 233 

Östersund 31 27 21 251 

Stockholm 46 39 27 153 

Göteborg 72 61 40 131 

Jönköping 69 63 41 225 

Malmö 58 49 30 113 

Temperatures could increase by as much as 8 °C during winter months according to IPCCs RCP8,5 

climate change scenario. In the north coastal areas, the increase could be one or some degrees 

more and in the south coastal areas one or some degrees less. The predicted changes are shown 

in the following figure. 

 

Predicted change in average winter temperatures for the period 2071-2100 when compared 

with 1971-2000 (SMHI.se). 
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19.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

19.3.1. Standards and rules 

Legal obligation 

According to the Swedish constitution the Swedish Transport Administration (STA) is responsible 

for the road transports system and must work for attaining the objectives of the transport policy. 

The STA must especially work for securing that the road transport system is available, accessible 

and effective and that it contributes to the regional balance. The STA must also work for 

adapting and designing the road transport system according to high demands on environment 

and traffic safety. In one paragraph of the “Road Statute” it is stated that road operation includes 

the removal of snow and ice and taking actions against slipperiness to such a degree that the 

road is kept accessible to existing traffic, both vehicles and pedestrians. 

Classification of roads according to level of winter serviceability 

The winter maintenance on the state roads in Sweden is carried out according to the “General 

technical description of road operation service levels during winter. Winter 2003” (VV Publ 

2002:147 and 148). 

Definitions  

Roadside facility: A roadside facility refers to an auxiliary surface where a vehicle can be parked 

outside the roadway. 

Friction: The friction coefficient shall be determined in accordance with the SNRA Methods 

Specifications 110:2000, Friction Measurement on Winter Road Surfaces. (Retardation 

measurements with Coralba or similar). 

Unevenness: The unevenness on thick ice or compacted snow roads shall be measured using a 

60 cm long straightedge. This applies both in the longitudinal and transversal direction of the 

road as well as at an adjoining state road. The straightedge shall rest on two ridge points or 

between a ridge and the road surface, whereupon the measurement is taken at a right angle to 

the straightedge. 

Snow depth: The snow depth shall be calculated as an average value on an area that is 1.0 x 1.0 

meters. Every cm of slush is calculated as 2 cm of loose snow.  

Materials De-icing/Anti-icing 

NaCl (rock or sea salt) is the only salt used for de-icing/anti-icing. The NaCl should be 97% pure 

and must not contain more than 100 g of Potassium or Sodium Ferro Cyanide per tonne NaCl.  

Crushed stone aggregate, usually of 2-6 mm fraction, has been used for several years.  

On roads with speed limit above 70 km/h the maximum allowed aggregate grain size is 4 mm. 

Crushed stone aggregate, 2 – 4 mm, is used for pedestrian and cycle paths. No addition of salt is 

needed. 
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Figure 22: Standard classes 

The choice of standard classes for a certain road network is done according to the following 

recommendations given in the technical description: 

Traffic flow, AADT Winter standard class 

≥ 16,000 1 

8,000 – 15,999 2 

1,500– 7,999 3 

500 – 1,499 4 

< 500 5 

Standard classes 1–3 

Cross-sectional 

elements 

Requirements during precipitation/Action time after 

precipitation 

Trigger value 

Action time in hours 

Snowfall Rain 

Loose Snow 

depth (cm) 

Friction () Standard class 

1 2 3 

Traffic lane 1 0.30 2 3 4 

Side shoulder 1 0.25 4 6 8 

Roadside facility 1 0.25 4 6 8 
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Cross-sectional 

elements 

Dry weather requirements when action time after precipitation has expired 

Road surface temperature 

Evenness (cm) 
Warmer than -6 °C 

friction coefficient 

-6 °C to -12 °C 

friction coefficient 

colder than -12 °C 

friction coefficient 

Traffic lane Snow and ice-free 0.35 0.25 1.5 

Side shoulder 0.25 0.25 0.25 1.5 

Roadside facility 0.25 0.25 0.25 1.5 

Standard classes 4–5 

Cross-sectional 

element 

Dry weather requirements when action time after precipitation has expired 

Trigger value Action Time 

Loose Snow 

depth (cm) Friction 

coeff. 

() 

Evenness 

(cm) 

Snow depth/friction 

hours 

Evenness 

hours 

Standard class Standard class Standard class 

4 5 4 5 4 5 

Traffic lane 2 3 0.25 1.5 5 6 48 72 

Roadside facility 2 3 0.25 1.5 8 8 48 72 

 

Cross-sectional 

element 

Requirements during precipitation/Action time after precipitation 

Threshold value 

Action time in hours 
Snowfall Rain 

Loose Snow depth 

(cm) 

Friction coeff. 

() 

Standard class Standard class 

4 5 4 5 

Traffic lane 2 3 0.25 5 6 

Roadside facility 2 4 0.25 8 8 

“High” and “Normal” standard class for pedestrian and cycle paths and prioritized bus stops 
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Dry weather requirements when action time after precipitation has 

expired 

Trigger value 
Action time/friction 

hours 

Action 

time/evenness 

hours 

Friction Evenness Standard class Standard class 

Friction 

coeff. () 

(cm) High/P Normal High/P Normal 

0.30 1 1 2 2 4 

 

Cross-

sectional 

element 

Requirements during precipitation/Action time after 

precipitation 

Trigger value 

Action time in hours 

Snowfall Rain 

Loose Snow 

depth (cm) 

Friction 

coeff. () 

Standard class 

High/P Normal 

Traffic lane 2 0.30 2 4 

A new strategy for reduced use of salt in winter road maintenance since 2004 

Environmentally Adapted Winter Road Management shall ensure that the Swedish Transport 

Administration (STA) maintains high accessibility to the road network and traffic safety while 

minimizing the use of salt in winter road maintenance in a way that meets the demands of 

citizens and the business community. The strategy shall be compatible with prevailing 

environmental standards and STA’s ambition to be an environmentally aware, efficient road 

manager that puts the customer first. 

STA has worked actively for the last 30 years to limit the use of road salt in winter road 

maintenance. An investigative committee called “MINSALT” formed in the early 1990s a 

recommendation that: 

• Roads with less than 1500 AADT should not be treated with salt, except during 

autumn and spring. 

• Increased use of brine, especially for preventive actions. 

• Improved weather forecasts. 

• Improved equipment for snow removal and ice control. 

Even if not all findings have been fully applied in all parts of the country the total salt 

consumption in Sweden may be considered low from an international perspective, but there is 
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still reason to believe it can be further reduced. Examples of other actions taken over the years 

include physical protection of especially vulnerable water sources.  

Objectives 

Salt Consumption 

The objective is to maintain high accessibility to the road network and traffic safety while 

minimizing the use of salt. A salt index shall be used to measure accomplishment of the 

objective. During the 2006/2007 winter season and subsequent years, no operational area shall 

have an index greater than 1.0 (see 3.3). 

Water 

The objective is to reduce and eventually eliminate palpable negative impact from road salt on 

large water sources that supply more than 50 people.  

19.3.2. Organization and operation of winter maintenance 

Organization 

In 1991, the Swedish Government passed a decision that the design and construction of new 

roads, as well as all road operation and maintenance work within the state road transportation 

network, were to be contracted through competitive bidding. This entailed major changes at the 

STA. From having been a traditional central government agency, exercising the role of public 

authority while simultaneously carrying out construction and maintenance works in-house, the 

STA was to be divided into a client / contractor organization. In addition, it was stipulated that 

the contracting arm of the organization was to function like a private contractor, i.e., that it was 

to be subject to competitive terms on the open market and furthermore required to show a 

profit for its owner.  

Requirements 

Co-ordination 

The contractor shall plan and co-ordinate his undertakings with those performed in the adjoining 

areas to ensure continuity in road surface conditions. Contact shall be made with contractors in 

adjacent areas to co-ordinate snow clearance and skid control measures. 

Level of service 

The requirements must always be fulfilled, except when weather conditions are so severe that 

it becomes impossible to meet the action time limits. The client (STA) shall be notified when 

such severe weather conditions prevail. 

Operative actions 

Sweeping and sand collection shall be carried out so that neither road users nor the 

surroundings are subjected to dust. 

Forms of payment 

Form of payment used at present is unit-price payment based on weather data statistics. In 

order to reduce salt consumption there is a bonus and fine system. 
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Finance 

Twenty-five percent of the STA appropriation for road maintenance and operations, a total of 

almost SEK 1.8 billion (US$ 220 million), is spent on snow ploughing, skid control and other 

winter road maintenance works. Of this sum, approximately 50% are fixed costs, i.e., for stand-

by, truck stations, storage facilities, etc.  

There are 110 maintenance contract areas, covering the state roads, in Sweden. The 

maintenance contract areas comprise between 600 and 1,650 kilometres of road, centreline. 

This size has proven sufficient to be financially viable for contractors. In total here is 2,600 plough 

trucks contracted, which gives an average of 37.7 km per plough truck. In addition, there are 

graders and agricultural (farming) tractors used. Agricultural tractors are used mainly in 

pedestrian and cycle paths. 

Competitive situation 

In 1992, the first competitive procurements of basic routine maintenance occurred. Since that 

year, the competitive procurement of maintenance and operation works has steadily increased 

and since 1999, 100% of the road network is under competitive bidding. There are basically four 

contractors that compete for road contracts in Sweden. In beginning of 2017, the division of 

contractors by km is; Svevia (state owned) 50%, Skanska 5%, NCC 18% and PEAB 22% and others 

5%. In the most northerly and southerly parts of Sweden, a couple of smaller contractors have 

managed to enter the market, having been awarded four areas all in all. 

19.3.3. Assessment of the snow and ice control measures 

Winter Indexes 

During recent years an experimental work has begun calculating a number of winter indices 

starting from weather situations. Mean values are calculated for each month and for each 

county. Representative RWIS stations and MESAN scaled weather data are chosen for each 

contract and values for STA region are given.  

The weather index describes the number of occasions with slipperiness, snow and snowdrift, 

respectively.  

The salt index describes the actual salt consumption (kg/km) compared to the recommended 

use of salt (kg/km) for each type of weather situation. A value > 1 means more salt than 

recommended, and a value < 1 means less salt than recommended. 

 

Training and education 

All foremen, who make the decisions about winter maintenance actions, must show that they 

have a certain competence by passing the national examination SIK (Scandinavian infrastructure 

competence).  
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Weather Information provision 

RWIS Field stations 

Sweden has nearly 800 RWIS field stations located all over the country. The stations are 

equipped with sensors for measuring air and road surface temperature, humidity, amount and 

type of precipitation, and wind. Dew point temperature is also calculated and delivered for every 

station. Most of the stations are also equipped with cameras.  

Meteorological information  

During the winter season (1st October – 30th April) a contracted weather information service 

delivers continuous radar and satellite information to the RWIS. Every half-hour, images from 

the Nordic radar network in different scales are distributed to the RWIS systems central 

computer. 

From the geostationary Meteosat satellite and the orbiting satellite NOAA weather coded 

images are sent at least every hour to the RWIS system. 

Weather maps, with comments, are updated every third hour during the season. All day and 

night special cloudiness forecasts are produced for a combined statistical and energy model that 

every hour predicts the road surface temperature for the next six hours. 

Internet 

The information from the field stations and from SMHI are collected and compiled at an 

information centre at the headquarters of STA and can then be obtained via the Internet. (See 

example from www.trafikverket.se) 

Measurements of Efficiency 

Internal 

Both the STA and the municipalities follow up the consumption of salt and abrasives. 

External 

The road user’s satisfaction with winter maintenance is surveyed by the STA every year. The 

road users are divided into two categories: private and professional drivers.  

Road condition 

In the most southern region of Sweden the biggest roads have ice and snow condition about 5% 

of the wintertime (4 months) and the smallest roads 40%. Up in the northern region the 

corresponding figures are 20% and 70-80% when the winter is 7 month long. 

Environmental impact 

The main part of the de-icing salt used on the roads will leave the road as run-off or be deposited 

within some tens of meters but still some amount may be transported further away from the 

road. The deposition pattern depends on: amount of salt used, intensity, type and speed of 

traffic, type and amount of precipitation, direction and speed of wind. 

The sodium ion participates in ion exchange reactions and is to some extent retarded in soil and 

groundwater, whereas the chloride ion is conservative and highly soluble. Since the chloride ion 

is not subjected to retardation or degradation it is a good tracer. If chloride from de-icing salt 

can be found in a well or in surface water, there is a substantial risk that other pollutants may 
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also be present. Increased chloride concentrations have been observed in both municipal water 

supplies and in private wells close to roads. Furthermore, the chloride concentration has been 

observed to increase in lakes in Sweden with concentration peaks during spring. The roadside 

exposure to de-icing salt may change the species composition of vegetation and also influence 

the growth conditions and aesthetically appearance of trees. 

Other pollutants from the road and traffic related especially to winter-traffic are metals from 

corrosion of vehicles, wear of road surfaces and tyres. The fear about wear-particles has 

increased the last decade. 

19.3.4. Traffic safety and information 

Information to road users 

All operation centres have to report at least 3 times a day to the TC (Traffic Centre) and also 

every time there is a change in road condition (e.g., after a turnout). The information is then 

distributed from the TC in different ways: 

• Radio: Local radio stations get information from the TC 

• Newspapers 

• Internet: A map showing the present road conditions can be found at the home 

page of STA (see example from www.trafikverket.se) 

• RDS-TMC for real time road condition data for in-car navigators etc. 

• Road users can also use web based applications to get information. 

In some places there are traffic signs showing road surface temperature and air temperature.  

Traffic safety 

Speed and speed adaptation play important roles in terms of the accidents that will occur with 

a particular road condition or friction. To stop a private car in more or less the same distance as 

on a bare road, the car needs to be travelling at half the speed on roads covered with ice or 

snow. The adaptation of Swedish drivers to ice and snow conditions is, however, significantly 

less. With a combination of poor road condition and poor visibility (falling snow) speed 

reductions are about 25%, but when only ice or snow, speed reduction is often between 10% 

and 20%.  

People driving under various road conditions where friction is varied for the various road 

conditions have shown that it is the appearance of the road and not the road grip which 

determines the speed that is maintained. This has been observed both in a simulator and on the 

road. Driving simulator tests have been conducted to determine how best to inform drivers and 

get the best speed adaption to the friction. Recommended speed display leads to lowest speed 

and largest headways. 

The risk of accidents is estimated as the number of accidents reported by the police per million 

vehicle kilometres and is known as the accident rate. Accident rates can be calculated either as 

an absolute value or as a risk relative to a dry bare road in winter. In general, an icy or snowy 

road condition has about 3-30 times higher accident rate for vehicular traffic than for a dry bare 

surface. The black ice road condition is the most dangerous. Accident rate can also be calculated 

as a function of the frequency of occurrence of a given road condition during the winter season. 

http://www.vv.se/
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Example from www.trafikverket.se on actual road condition 

  

Accident Rate Relative to Dry, Bare Road, whole of Sweden
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Accident rate versus a dry, bare surface for various proportion of vehicle mileage on ice/snow 

during one winter 

Accident rates for various icy and snowy road conditions have an exponential relationship with 

the proportion of total vehicle mileage during the winter season carried out on the current road 

condition (see figure on previous page). 

To study the effect of winter road condition frequency more closely, the winter period is divided 

into short pre-winter and post-winter periods, with a long midwinter in between. The accident 

rate during pre-winter is not higher than during post-winter. This indicates that it is not the first 

skid phenomenon during a winter period that causes many accidents, but unusual with an icy or 

snowy road condition that surprise drivers.  

Vehicle Equipment 

Since 1999 passenger cars, light trucks and buses with a total weight up to 3.5 tonnes shall have 

winter tyres or equal equipment during the period December 1 – March 31 when winter road 

conditions (slippery) appear. It is allowed to use studded tyres October 1 – April 30.  

A follow-up study showed that this requirement led to an 11% – 14% drop in accidents involving 

seriously injured and fatalities in icy and snowy road conditions. The interval depends on 

whether it is assumed that the requirement also has an effect on bare surfaces. Over all road 

conditions during the whole winter period, the reduction was 8%. These reductions are not 

statistically significant at the 5% risk level.  

ABS (anti-lock braking system) and ESC (Electronic Stability Control) systems proportion the 

acceleration and/or the braking force in such a way that the tyre is not blocked, and the 

tangential grip is always used completely to its limit. The accident reduction in Sweden of ESC is 

for serious and fatal loss-of-control type crashes on roads covered with ice or snow the 

effectiveness was 49.2 ± 30.2%. It was estimated that for Sweden, with a total of 500 vehicle 

related deaths annually, that 80–100 fatalities could be saved annually if all cars had ESC. 

Pedestrians 

The risk of injury is higher to pedestrians than to car drivers when slippery road conditions. 

When ice/snow is on footways the injury risk is about 8 times higher than when the foot way 

has bare conditions. 

Road furniture 

In Sweden it has been quite common with roads with a width of 13 m. When they were built it 

was with 2 lanes 3.5 m in width and broad shoulders. Those roads had a quite high accident risk 

and some of them were changed to 2 lanes 5 m in width. But much better results come from the 

new standard with a guardrail on the road. Often it is 1 lane in one direction and 2 in the other 

(non-meeting roads with cables). The number of lanes in one direction changes at intersections. 

This standard resulted in a significant decrease in severe accidents. The fatalities have been 

reduced to 9 instead of estimated 60 with no cables and severe injuries have had a 50% 

decrease. 
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19.4. ON-GOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

The Winter Model 

The project “Winter Model” started at the beginning of the 2000s. The idea was to try and 

predict the consequences of different winter maintenance strategies and to calculate the 

associated socio-economic costs. It is now possible to calculate and validate the impact that 

different winter maintenance measures have on road users, road authorities and local 

communities. This model will continue to be developed in the coming year. For instance, the 

accident model will get updated. 

At the heart of the winter model is the Road Condition Model. This model provides the 

foundation for the other sub-models, because it is here road conditions are calculated. The 

models input values are weather conditions from a RWIS-station, together with annual average 

daily traffic (AADT) and information about the climate zone and road standard class. 

Sweep-salting 

In order to be able to cycle safely, a high winter maintenance service level is required. Although 

the method has certain drawbacks and difficulties, using salt for skid control on bicycle paths 

could be one solution. In recent years, a method using a front-mounted power brush for snow 

clearance and salt for de-icing – commonly called “sweep-salting” – has become more and more 

popular for maintaining bicycle paths in Swedish municipalities. One challenge is to develop and 

optimise equipment, methods and maintenance strategies associated with “sweep-salting”. This 

is necessary when striving to achieve a maintenance service level that is as high as possible under 

different conditions and circumstances 

RSI 

Road Status Information (RSI) is a new type of service where a number of different sources of 

information work together to make current road maintenance practices more efficient. In order 

to assess future road surface conditions and to plan relevant maintenance measures, the 

Swedish Transport Administration and its subcontractors now use forecasts, satellite 

information and radar pictures from weather prediction services in conjunction with RWIS. 

Ongoing RSI projects contain a number of new information sources that can help to improve 

forecast accuracy and the follow-up of any measures taken. RSI can be described as an advanced 

decision-making and follow-up system that can be used to improve road climate conditions and 

save resources. 

Digital winter 

A cost efficient and sustainable winter maintenance that fulfil the desired quality level requires 

efficient tools for planning and performing of the winter maintenance measures as well as tools 

for an objective follow-up of the fulfilment of contract condition. The Swedish Transport 

Administration have since 2017 an ongoing program to evaluate and implement a system for 

monitoring of road friction using floating car data. The overall objective of the program in the 

light of the zero vision is to improve traffic safety, increase productivity and reduced 

environmental impacts from winter services. The program is conducted in collaboration 

between The Swedish Transport Administration, maintenance contractors, providers of floating 

car data and academy. The aim of the project is to identify the necessary prerequisite-creating 

activities. That includes analyses of necessary adaption of winter maintenance contracts 
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including adaption of business models, contract requirements and regulations. The objective is 

to ensure a successful implementation of a new approach for follow-up of the contract 

conditions for winter road maintenance based on floating car data.  
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20. UNITED KINGDOM 

20.1. DEMOGRAPHIC AND ROADS 

20.1.1. Information about the country 

The United Kingdom is made up of four countries, namely England, Northern Ireland, Scotland 

and Wales. The total area of the United Kingdom is 243,800 km2, split up as follows: 

• • England – 130,400 km2 

• • Northern Ireland – 13,800 km2 

• • Scotland – 78,800 km2 

• • Wales – 20,800 km2 

 

The physical geography of the UK varies greatly. It includes the chalk cliffs of the south coast, 

the rolling hills and fields of south-east England, the granite cliffs of the south-west peninsula, 

the mountains of Wales, the lakes and mountains of northern England, the Scottish lowlands, 

highlands and islands, and the fields, lakes and mountains of Northern Ireland. The 66 million 

population in the UK is rather unequally distributed among the four countries: 56 million in 

England, 2 million in Northern Ireland, 5 million in Scotland, and 3 million in Wales. 

20.1.2. Road network and Traffic 

Northern Ireland - There are 25,793 kilometres of public road in Northern Ireland. Unclassified 

roads account for the largest proportion of all roads (61%) followed by C roads (18%), B roads 

(11%), A roads (9%) and Motorways (<1%)  

The Department for Infrastructure, Roads Winter Service Policy provides for precautionary 

salting on approximately 7,000 km of this network. This service is carried out at the most 

effective times to try and prevent ice from forming therefore helping to facilitate the free and 

safe movement of traffic. This salted network equates to some 27% of the total Northern Ireland 

road network 
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The Department for Infrastructure, Roads maintains a fleet of approximately 130 winter service 

spreaders and 12 snow blowers to manage this network. 

 

Main Salting Routes in Northern Ireland 

The Northern Ireland salting network is fairly extensive and the scale of the map only allows for 

the main routes to be shown. 

Scotland – The Scottish road network comprises over 3,400 km of trunk roads and 56,000 km of 

local roads. Transport Scotland is responsible for managing and maintaining Scotland’s 

motorways and trunk roads.  

Winter service is delivered by four Operating Company Units (south-west, south-east, north-

west and north-east) and five Design Build Finance and Operate (DBFO) Contract Providers.  

The two south units have been retendered and new enhanced Network Management Contracts 

(NMCs) commenced on 16th August 2020. Both contracts will run for a minimum eight years. 

The focus on the new contracts was to strive for increased quality and innovation and this was 

reflected within Transport Scotland’s contract model. 

The 32 local authorities have the responsibility for managing local roads. 
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Scottish Trunk Road Network 

Wales – The Welsh road network comprises 1,710 km of motorway and trunk roads and 32,933 

km of local roads. The Welsh Government has the responsibility for managing major roads and 

other modes of transport. Local Unitary Authorities have statutory powers and obligations for 

all other public highways, which are not trunk roads or motorways. 

 

Welsh Strategic Highway Network 

In 2022 National Highways will have completed its transition to an asset delivery maintenance 

model, where operation and management of the motorway and trunk road network is carried 

out directly by National Highways, with routine maintenance activities undertaken by a 

Maintenance and Response contractor. Certain routes are managed through long term DBFO 

contracts, many of which will expire by 2026/7. These will then become part of the existing 
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National Highway areas. In Scotland management and maintenance of trunk and motorways are 

procured on the basis of competitively tendered contracts. Service providers are appointed to 

operate specific geographical areas for a period of five to ten years, and up to 30 years on DBFO 

contracts. In Wales, this service is predominantly managed and delivered through two local 

authority partnership based Trunk Road Agents utilising local authority service providers and 

competitively tendered contracts. The Department for Infrastructure, Roads is responsible for 

all roads in Northern Ireland with the exception of motorways which are maintained through a 

Public, Private Partnership contract. The length of motorway in Northern Ireland is 115 km 

(excluding slips).  

20.2. CLIMATE 

The climate of the United Kingdom is classified as temperate, with warm summers, cool winters 

and plentiful precipitation throughout the year. This is partly owing to seasonal warming of the 

waters around the British Isles by the North Atlantic Drift, together with the effects of the Gulf 

Stream. The principle factors of influence on the climate include the UK’s northerly latitude 

(which ranges from 50° to 60° N), and its close proximity on either side to that of Continental 

Europe and the Atlantic Ocean. The weather can be notoriously changeable from one day to the 

next but temperature variations throughout the year are relatively small. 

20.2.1. Statistics on temperature, icing and precipitation days 

 

Weather patterns over the UK can be categorised from six far reaching source regions, either of 

maritime or continental origin. Each source region of air brings different characteristics, such as 

temperature and moisture, and instances where they converge may be depicted by weather 

‘fronts’. Their characteristics change depending on the time of year, owing to seasonal variation 

of land and sea temperatures, as well as the relative position and strength of the Atlantic Jet 

Stream. All of these factors contribute to the often changeable and unsettled weather, where 

parts of the UK can experience different types of weather in a single day. 
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 Max Temp [deg C] Min Temp [deg C] Days of Air Frost [days] Rainfall [mm] 

England 13.5 5.9 49.6 853 

N. Ireland 12.4 5.4 45.1 1133 

Scotland 10.8 4.1 74.7 1562 

Wales 12.6 5.7 48.7 1459 

1981-2010 Averages (Source: Met Office) 
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Winter in the UK is generally a cool, wet and windy season. Temperatures at night rarely drop 

below -10°C and in the day rarely rise above 15°C. Towards the end of the winter season the 

weather usually settles down with lighter winds, less precipitation, and a recovery to milder 

temperatures. 

Findings published in the 2019 State of the UK Climate report by the UK Met Office are that 

“widespread and substantial snow events have occurred in the UK in 2018, 2013, 2010 and 

2009, but their number and severity have generally declined since the 1960s”. “For the most 

recent decade (2010–2019) the UK has been on average 0.3°C warmer and on average 1% 

wetter than the 1981–2010 climate period. UK winters have been on average 4% wetter than 

the same 1981–2010 climate average (12% wetter than the 1961–1990 climate average)”. It 

also found “there are no compelling trends in storminess as determined by maximum gust 

speeds from the UK wind network over the last five decades”. Anecdotal evidence suggests the 

UK transport network has seen an increase in impacts from wind and rain (such as flooding and 

infrastructural damage), particularly during winter, in recent years but it’s unclear the extent 

to which non-weather related factors will have contributed to this. 

20.2.2. Winter indexes used in the country 

Typically in the UK there are three winter maintenance periods for normal operational purposes: 

(i) High Risk Period (typically December, January and February), when severe conditions might 

reasonably be expected; (ii) Low Risk Period (November and March), when severe conditions 

may occur; and (iii) Marginal Risk Period (mid-September, October and April), when severe 

conditions are generally not expected.  

Local highways/roads authorities throughout the UK make use of similar classifications. These 

periods have an impact on the winter service delivery requirements in service provider’s 

contracts. 

20.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

20.3.1. Standards and rules 

Highways/roads authorities in the UK have a statutory duty to maintain highways/roads with 

effective winter service being one element of that responsibility. The statutory basis for winter 

maintenance differs throughout the countries. 

Highways Authorities in England and Wales have a statutory duty to “ensure, so far as is 

reasonably practicable, that safe passage along a highway is not endangered by snow or ice”. In 

addition, the Highways Act 1980 also imposes a duty upon authorities to remove obstructions 

of the highway resulting from “accumulation of snow or from falling down of banks on the side 

of the highway, or from any other cause”.  

In Northern Ireland, the Roads (Northern Ireland) Order 1993 requires The Department for 

Infrastructure, Roads as the highway authority to remove snow and take such action, as it 

considers reasonable to prevent snow or ice interfering with the safe passage of persons and 

vehicles using the road. 

In Scotland roads authorities have a statutory obligation to take “such steps as it considers 

reasonable to prevent snow and ice endangering the safe passage over public roads.”  

National Highways aims to provide a winter service, which, as far as possible, allows the safe 

movement of traffic on motorways and all-purpose trunk roads in England, and keeps delays 
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and accidents caused by adverse weather to a minimum. The winter service delivery 

requirements for the strategic road network in England are set out in the Severe Weather Plan 

template and the Severe Weather Handbook. National Highways now manages the majority of 

winter operations directly with a contractor undertaking the delivery of winter maintenance. 

However, a few areas still use a Severe Weather Plan template which forms part of a service 

provider’s contract. 

The Welsh Government Trunk Road Maintenance Manual; Part 5: Adverse Weather Service sets 

out the requirements and the advice of the Welsh Government [Department for Economy and 

Infrastructure] for adverse weather and winter service activities on motorways and all-purpose 

trunk roads which are within the responsibility of the Welsh Government, whereby top priority 

is given to the motorways and the more important all-purpose trunk roads. 

20.3.2. Organization and operation of winter maintenance 

The budget for winter service on roads in the United Kingdom is an estimated £150 million per 

annum. England and Wales spends approximately £20 million and £5 million on motorways and 

trunk roads winter service during an average winter respectively. Scotland spends up to £15 

million on winter service. In Northern Ireland, the average winter service operation costs 

between £5 and £7 million.  

20.3.2.1. Roles and Responsibilities 

National Highways, The Department for Infrastructure, Roads (Northern Ireland), Transport 

Scotland and the Welsh Government [Department for Economy and Infrastructure] are 

responsible for setting the overall policy on the provision of winter services on the motorway 

and trunk road network. The service providers and maintenance agents normally undertake the 

operational management of the service and provide the necessary labour materials and in most 

cases the plant. In England on the strategic road network, National Highways provides the full 

fleet of dedicated pre-wet spreaders and snow blowers for the service providers to operate and 

about 75% of the depots to operate out of. 

 

National Highways Fleet 

In south Wales on the strategic road network the Welsh Government provides the majority of 

the fleet of dedicated pre-wet and combi spreaders for the service providers to operate and the 

primary depots to operate out of. Service providers and highways/roads authorities throughout 

the UK typically prepare a severe weather/winter service plan, updated annually, which 

describes the policy, objectives, procedures and operational arrangements. This document is 

often made widely available so that local residents, transport firms and local industries may be 

informed of the level of service to be expected. In addition, the document details unique local 
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conditions and how a satisfactory level of service will be provided, while at the same time 

complying with local, regional or national specific legislation 

20.3.2.2. Operational Purpose and Techniques 

The operational arrangements within the severe weather/winter service plan define the 

precautionary pre-treatment network, the preparation, the dedicated spreading and snow-

clearance plant, strategically sited stocks of de-icing agents, ice/snow prediction and 

monitoring, action/operational procedures for the treatment of ice and snow, defined 

procedures for public information/media coverage, and monitoring the effectiveness of action. 

Pre-treatment is undertaken on all the major routes of the network and provides the most 

effective way of ensuring the safety of these routes where the majority of vehicle movements 

take place.  

The definitions and criteria applied to determine the precautionary pre-treatment network may 

vary slightly between countries and highways/roads authorities.  

The precautionary pre-treatment network will typically comprise a maintenance category 

priority order as indicated in the following table. 

Maintenan

ce category 

Road type Function 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Motorways 

Primary national 

trunk 

National primary 

Primary county 

Secondary county 

Major road 

Major road 

Major road 

Interurban 

and through 

routes 

In addition to defining the network on a maintenance category basis, consideration is given to 

the criteria such as traffic flows, settlement population, emergency premises, adjoining highway 

authority salting networks with respect to lower road categories and important facilities for 

cycling and walking. 

Treatment route optimisation exercises are carried out to maximise efficiency and ensure 

coordination with other routes. This exercise improves the targeting of pre-treatment 

operations and minimises inappropriate treatment on marginal weather forecasts by 

determining action on a route-by-route basis. The precautionary pre-treatment network is 

typically denoted on a map. In addition, route cards and maps are produced for each 

precautionary spreading route and copies retained in the assigned spreading vehicles at all 

times. The precautionary spreading network is reviewed annually to reflect developments, 

improvements and changes in traffic patterns. 

Highways/roads authorities and service providers define the planned winter service operations 

by late summer. The issues typically discussed at the winter preparation operations and pre-

winter meetings are preparation of winter service plant and equipment, calibration of road 

weather sensors, plant and equipment, certification of plant operatives, preparation of winter 

service cover, de-icing agents stocks, contact/stand-by systems and rotas. 
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In Scotland the role of the Winter Service Manager has been replaced by a Severe Weather 

Manager. This is a full-time role providing year round coverage.  

In addition to precautionary treatments, winter patrols operate on all motorways giving a 30 

minute response to winter incidents and by 2022, Transport Scotland will have extended 

coverage to the entire trunk road network. Winter Patrols are in addition to precautionary 

treatments undertaken on all trunk roads.  

Patrols operate from early morning through to the end of the morning peak period and at other 

times of the day when severe winter conditions are forecast. 

They are fitted with both dash cams and mobile road condition sensors to enhance situational 

awareness; particularly during snow events and allow winter decision makers to monitor, in real-

time, the road state and temperature respectively at the location of each patrol vehicle. 

The Application of Salt – The management of the salt stock and its replenishment is an essential 

element of effective winter service. Minimum holdings are specified for each depot, which can 

be varied over the winter period. The salt stock levels are generally based on historical 

information and sufficient levels of resilience to cope with an average / expected winter and are 

topped up should extreme weather conditions occur. 

The use of salt barns, which is becoming more widespread across the UK, ensures that salt is 

maintained with low moisture content, preventing leaching and allowing easier handling of the 

salt. 

 

Transport Scotland Fleet and Salt Barn at Polmadie 

The quality, chemical composition and uniformity of salt are important to ensure control of the 

rate of spread. Rock salt is used by most organisations in preference to vacuum and marine salt, 

mainly on the basis of cost. Generally, a fine grading of rock salt is used for precautionary salting 

due to reduced vehicle damage and a more uniform spread on the carriageway together with 

minimising overspread and contamination of adjacent vegetation. 
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Type and grade  BS410  test sieve % passing 

Rock salt Coarse 10 mm 

6.3 mm 

2.36 mm 

300 μm 

100 

75-95 

30-70 

0-20 

 Fine 6.3 mm 

2.36 mm 

300μm 

100 

30-80 

0-20 

Vacuum salt and marine 

salt 

Coarse 10 mm 

1.18 mm 

150 μm 

100 

0-80 

0-10 

 Fine 1.18 mm 

150 μm 

100 

0-30 

Grading of Salt (BS3247) 

National Highways fleet of winter spreaders use pre-wetted salt. Tanks fitted to the sides of the 

bodies carry brine, which during treatments, is mixed with dry salt in measured proportions, to 

create the optimum blend (typically a 70:30 ratio, dry salt to brine). This pre-wetted salt is spread 

onto the surface of the road in a similar manner as if carrying out purely dry treatments. In 

Scotland all spreaders use pre-wetted salt and pre-treatment routes are designed to allow a 

maximum 40g/m2 salt treatment to be delivered in a single pass. 

 

Transport Scotland Fleet 

In Wales a combination of pre-wetted, pre-coated (addition of agricultural by products) liquid 

and dry salting techniques using either 10mm or 6.3mm salt grading depending on the climatic 

/ road condition treatment requirement is used. The Welsh Government has been using pre-

wetted / pre-coated and specific blended liquid additive treatment for over 25 years together 

with ploughing to road surface using specifically designed plough blades. 

20.3.2.3. The use of Maintenance Plant and Equipment 

The serviceability of the winter service plant is crucial to the effectiveness of operations. It is 

therefore essential to operate a well-maintained fleet of spreading vehicles. 
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There is a vast selection of plant and transport available for highways/roads authorities with 

which to discharge their winter service responsibilities. The topography and needs of each 

country and area is unique and it follows that this will create the need for a particular range of 

equipment in order to fulfil its function and the requirements. The choice in size and type of 

vehicle used depends on the character of the road network and length of salting route. 

National Highways is in the middle of a winter fleet replacement programme, which began in 

2018 and will continue until 2022. Older vehicles supplied between 2008 and 2010 are in the 

process of being replaced. The new purpose built winter fleet is being supplied by Romaquip. 

The Romaquip spreader body is constructed almost entirely from stainless steel. The benefits of 

this construction include reduced maintenance and increased operational life. With the new 

vehicles a significant focus has been made on operative and road user safety. Improvements 

have been made to side and rear vehicle visibility and driver ergonomics. In addition, the vehicles 

are now capable of spreading at speeds of up to 50 mph (80 kph). The new fleet is also more 

standardised with all vehicles on a Volvo chassis of which the vast majority are 6x4 configuration. 

In Scotland ‘vulnerable locations’ are identified on the trunk road network where the road 

gradient can make it difficult for HGVs and other vehicles to make progress in wintry conditions. 

Service providers evaluate the most vulnerable locations within their area and develop various 

measures, documented within their Winter Service Plans, which they will employ when severe 

weather is forecast. The measures include additional salt applications during precautionary 

treatments, special attention during dedicated winter patrols, pre-positioning snow plough 

vehicles in advance of snow storms. In addition, enhanced arrangements are put in place with 

recovery vehicle operators to aid quicker recovery of vehicles in difficulty or to assist in clearing 

incidents. 

Following snow events in recent years on key strategic routes, Transport Scotland developed 

Snow Plans for the M8, M74, M77 and M80. The aim of the Snow Plans was to detail mitigation 

measures and trigger points which operational partners consider are required to maximise the 

operational response at vulnerable and sensitive locations which have encountered significant 

disruption in recent years.  

Transport Scotland have experienced challenges with HGV’s losing traction at vulnerable 

locations; particularly on inclines which has resulted in road closures. To mitigate, their 

Operating Companies as part of the new contracts have to mobile and locate no less than one 

spreader at vulnerable locations in advance of snowfall. 

Where precautionary treatment shall be insufficient to prevent ice or snow remaining on the 

trunk road, further treatment including salting, ploughing and/or snow blowing is carried out to 

restore all roads to a safe condition and expose the original surface as soon as reasonably 

practicable. During and after prolonged falls of snow, ploughing is used continuously from the 

onset to prevent build-up of snow and compaction by traffic. Each pass of the plough is 

supplemented by the spread of salt in accordance with a treatment matrix such as the one 

currently used by National Highways can be seen in the table below. 

In Wales due to the nature of the road network and topography, similar techniques and 

measures are employed. 

The current fleet mainly consists of 6x6 Scania / Aebi-Schmidt pre-wet and combi and a 

combination of 6x4 and 6x6 Volvo / Romaquip pre-wet and combi spreaders. 
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Welsh Government Volvo / Romaquip Spreaders 

 

Ice and Snow Clearance Treatment Rates 

In severe snow situations highways/roads authorities also make use of snow blowers, which are 

either self-propelled or de-mountable units. In Scotland where heavy snowfalls are a regular 

occurrence each year the self-propelled units are essential. The modern blower is powerful and 

capable of moving a high volume of snow. Transport Scotland introduced innovative new 

equipment including icebreakers, inverted V-ploughs and footway snow blowers following 

review of severe winter conditions experienced in 2010. 

 

Transport Scotland Icebreaker / Transport Scotland Snowblowers 
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Calibration of salt spreaders is essential to providing an efficient winter service operation and 

attention is given to the tests ensuring that each vehicle is achieving the correct spread rate and 

width of spread within defined parameters. The calibration of equipment is carried out in 

advance of the expected first frost by National Highways. Transport Scotland vehicles are 

calibrated twice each winter, in September and again in January. In Wales the vehicles are 

calibrated once the salt stocks have been replenished and vehicle salt use monitored and where 

identified vehicles recalibrated through the winter season or where there is a change in anti-

icing material being used. 

20.3.2.4. Mutual Aid 

Whilst each organisation must prioritise the treatment of their own networks, there are often 

arrangements between organisations to provide mutual aid. This includes the sharing of plant, 

labour and salt. One example of this mutual aid in action can be found in Scotland where salt 

procured by the trunk road service provider is stored by the local authority with good flexible 

work arrangements. The mutual aid arrangements facilitated the sharing of snow blowers to 

each other in order to respond quickly to varying weather patterns. In England and Scotland, 

national salt reserves are held by National Highways and Transport Scotland for use by local 

authorities in the event of a national shortage in salt. In Wales additional salt stocks are stored 

by Welsh Government at strategic locations throughout Wales to ensure high levels of resilience 

are maintained. Arrangements are also in place for mutual aid between local authorities and 

sharing salt barns where practical. 

20.3.2.5. Road Weather Information System (RWIS) 

Accurate prediction of ice and snow is a key factor in facilitating efficient winter service 

operations, minimising abortive salting works while keeping the network as safe as possible.  

Highways/roads authorities make considerable investment in the very latest technology to 

provide the means for accurate prediction so that appropriate winter action is taken. In England, 

there are currently 289 weather stations active on National Highways road network gathering 

weather data.  

In Scotland there are over 170 weather stations across Transport Scotland’s road network. 

Transport Scotland patrol vehicles are also equipped with remote accessible mobile condition 

sensors in spreader vehicles to show real time conditions. This was further supplemented 

following the introduction of mobile condition sensors into winter spreader vehicles in 2016/17 

to monitor pavement condition, and has now been rolled out across the network providing grip 

and pavement temperature in real time. The data is displayed on a smart phone on the 

dashboard of the vehicle or transmitted via the phone’s mobile network to road weather 

management software for viewing by others at a central control room. 
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Grip data from Mobile Condition Sensor 

It provides information that can be used to complement existing fixed weather stations 

allowing the patrol driver and winter duty personnel to make better informed decisions on the 

need to carry out ad-hoc treatments on the network. 

In Northern Ireland the Department for Infrastructure, Roads also has a network of 21 weather 

stations and a further 160 CCTV cameras which can be used to monitor the weather. Road 

weather information systems allow remote monitoring of weather conditions that impact 

upon the safe operation of road networks in real time. They feed into the production of 

weather forecasts and provide support to maintenance and operations personnel enabling 

them to make informed and timely decisions. 

A road weather information system typically consists of Environmental Sensor Stations (ESS), 

commonly referred to as weather stations, and a web based service for the dissemination of 

information generated by the ESS to its users. 

All highways/roads authorities throughout the United Kingdom make use of road weather 

information systems. 

Within Wales there are 70 located on the strategic roads with a further 50 sites on the local 

roads together with CCTV cameras. Weather station data is automatically directly provided to 

both the Weather Forecasters and Welsh Government. The highways/roads authorities also 

share this information between them to ensure the most accurate weather forecast is 

provided and validated by local weather stations together with the road conditions. 

 

Snow blower in use in south Wales 
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20.3.2.6. Latest Advances in UK Road Weather Information Systems – National 

Highways Severe Weather Information Service 

In 2016, National Highways introduced its new Severe Weather Information Service (SWIS). 

Building on previous system developments that improved the overall provision and frequency 

of the weather forecasts and weather observations, SWIS combines critical elements for 

weather information, decision making and treatment activities, and winter fleet activities into a 

single system. The amalgamation of these services helps National Highways and its partners to 

manage the risk of severe weather more effectively through improved access to dynamic real-

time information, together with delivering technology-based efficiencies.  

SWIS delivers an enhanced, consolidated view of information to approximately 2,000 

operational users actively working to manage and improve the performance of the road network 

in advance of and during severe weather conditions, including winter service providers, 

maintainers and control room staff, and external parties. The system supports better planning, 

execution and recording of winter treatment actions, improved identification of weather events 

with a potential impact on the road network, and enhanced rectification of weather and winter 

treatment equipment faults 

The service is supported by a fleet data logging specialist, providing real-time vehicle tracking 

and route navigation for drivers, to enable National Highways to monitor all treatment activity 

carried out by the winter maintenance fleet. The solution enables the monitoring of all activity 

once a vehicle has left a depot and this data is recorded in SWIS to ensure compliance and to 

inform future planning. 

20.3.3. Assessment of the snow & ice control measures 

Snow & ice control measures are typically included within the winter service plan. Local 

highways/roads authorities within the United Kingdom work to a ‘best value’ business principle. 

A range of performance indicators (PI) are used to monitor winter maintenance. 

Examples of performance indicators are: 

Objective: Compliance with response time for leaving the depot 

PI: Number of late departures; 100% compliance expected. 

Objective: Compliance with response times for completing the routes. 

PI: Number of late arrivals; 100% compliance expected. 

Objective: Receipt of the service provider’s diary. 

PI: Number of diary entries received after the agreed time limit as a percentage of total winter service 

diary entries. 

Objective: Receipt of the winter service order. 

PI: Number of orders received after the agreed time limit as a percentage of total winter service orders. 

Objective: Average cost to salt per kilometre. 

PI: Cost per winter service season. 
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Auditing the service can be undertaken in two different and separate forms. The first is by 

desktop, through analysing written records such as tachographs, computer printouts (possibly 

involving Global Positioning Systems (GPS)), salt diaries, confirmation of call-out, driver training 

records, quality assurance operating procedure/winter service manual, and salt management 

records for the individual salting routes. The second is on-site, by carrying out random 

inspections to check that salt is being placed on the network at the correct time and in the right 

manner. A comprehensive record must be kept for each audit 

 

New Welsh Government Combi (Solid / Liquid) Spreader 

An important part of road weather information systems is to record base data in order to be 

able to assess the value of the forecasts. In general, it can be said that a road weather forecast 

has value if a correct decision is taken which prevents the formation of ice or snow accumulation 

on roads and/or a correct decision is taken which prevents the use of unnecessary de-icer 

applications. However, assessing value is complicated by external factors such as the residual 

de-icing chemical on the road and political considerations, which can bring about unnecessary 

treatments. 

In order to judge the value in a forecast it is best to look at forecasts of road frost. This is usually 

done using a 2x2 contingency table, which compares the forecast against the actual. 

By assigning financial values to these contingencies it is possible to derive a measure of value 

from the forecast. Using the contingency table there are a number of derived variables which 

can be produced: 

• Percentage correct; 

• Probability of detection; 

• False alarm rate; 

• Frost frequency 
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Two by two contingency table 

 Frost forecast No frost forecast 

Frost occurred Protection cost: (F/F)s Damage cost: (NF/F)s 

No frost occurred Protection costs: (F/NF) Correct rejection: (NF/NF) 

20.3.4. Traffic safety and information 

Contact through the traditional and more modern media is important as a means of keeping the 

road user informed of adverse conditions and promoting safety on the highway.  

Through this contact with the community and road users, the operations are more effective, 

better understood and promote a positive interchange of views with the public. Highway/roads 

authorities therefore make use of several means of communication which include: 

• Leaflets on ways motorists can help to improve road safety; 

• A plan of the spreading network; 

• Press releases relating to winter service and particular highway incidents; 

• Press articles; 

• Press/radio/television interviews; 

• Information passed through motoring organisations and local radio stations; 

• Information and advice on highway/road authority websites ; 

• Information on variable message signs both in advance of and during severe 

weather;  

• Information passed through social media networks such as Facebook and Twitter; 

and 

• YouTube videos to explain how winter service is delivered. 

Many highway/road authorities provide information and advice to the road user through their 

websites, which includes details of priority treatment routes and advice on preparing for the 

winter. In recent years the use of social media networks for the dissemination of information to 

the road user has grown. In terms of adverse weather, Highway/roads authorities are making 

use of their Twitter and Facebook pages to inform road users of spreaders on the road and also 

to warn of forecast adverse weather conditions. 

 

Highway/roads authorities’ use of social media 

For the English trunk road network, weather and road condition information is distributed to 

the media and National Highways customers from National Highways National Traffic 

Operations Centre (NTOC) in Birmingham. During the winter months, weather forecasters are 

stationed in the NTOC to ensure that National Highways can provide early warning of severe 

weather and give targeted advice about safe driving and road conditions regionally or nationally 

as appropriate. 
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National Highways provides the management team, Ministers and the Press Office with 

information on the state of the network and weather-related incidents. SWIS also ensures that 

adjacent service providers, local authorities, police, and National Highways area teams are 

aware of winter service decisions. The service providers have a minimum requirement to report 

on the state of the network and treatment decisions at 10:00 and 16:00 each day. In addition, 

the service providers are to give an assessment of the weather forecast and their intended 

winter service action for the weekend before 16:00 on Friday. 

Following the successful introduction of a salt management facility in previous versions of 

National Highways web based system, these functions have been delivered within SWIS. All 

highways authorities in England are able to use this, so that a national overview of salt stocks 

can be derived.  

This live, reliable and accurate stock reporting is an aid to both the authority and the salt 

supplier. 

In Northern Ireland, summary information on winter service salting activities is relayed 

electronically to the broadcast media for public distribution. Information is also relayed through 

the public facing traffic information website TrafficWatch to ensure that the latest news on road 

conditions is available to motorists prior to peak travel periods. 

 

Welsh Government Spreader being loaded in Wales 

Transport Scotland's winter response is co-ordinated from the Traffic Scotland National Control 

Centre (TSNCC). It was opened in 2013 adjacent to the Forth Road Bridge, ideally located for 

optimal management of the existing bridge and the new Forth Replacement Crossing, which 

opened in August 2017. The Traffic Scotland National Control Centre operates on a 24/7/365 

basis monitoring the trunk road network liaising with partner agencies and stakeholders to 

ensure the efficiency of the road network is maintained and keeping scotland moving which is 

vital the economy and ensure that real-time traffic and travel information to the travelling public 

at all times throughout a variety of communication outlets such as: 

• Roadside equipment such as Variable Message Signs (VMS) 

• On the web via the desktop and mobile version of the Traffic Scotland website. 
(my.trafficscotland.org or www.trafficscotland.org) 

• Via social media on Facebook (@officialtrafficscotland) and Twitter (@trafficscotland) 
channels 

• Using our digital radio service (Traffic Scotland Radio) which broadcasts information on 
a national and regional level up to 3 times per hour. 

http://www.trafficscotland.org/
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Traffic Scotland National Control Centre (TSNCC) 

In Scotland, the daily winter action plans are being made publicly available on the Traffic 

Scotland website. The information goes live at 3pm each day following receipt of the forecast. 

The action plan information tells people where the salt spreaders will be at what time and how 

much salt they will be spreading. 

In 2016, Transport Scotland further enhanced the information available to the public when it 

launched the Gritter Tracker service on the Traffic Scotland providing live tracking of the Trunk 

road winter fleet across Scotland. 

Transport Scotland working in partnership with the Police Scotland has developed a severe 

weather information strategy to warn and inform road users when significant disruption to the 

road network is expected during extreme weather. The advice and information service is 

instigated when severe weather is forecast within Scotland. Forecast information will be 

provided in advance of, and during, any severe weather event.  

Travel advice issued is aligned to three specific risk categories, with the appropriate warning 

issued based upon the anticipated severity of conditions described within the weather forecast. 

The three levels of advice are:  

• Travel with caution 

• High risk of disruption 

• Avoid travel on the roads 

This advice is provided to road users through Transport Scotland's network of Variable Message 

Signs, the Traffic Scotland website and twitter account, radio travel information broadcasts and 

the Traffic Scotland Customer Careline to help them play their part during extreme weather 

events.  

The Scottish Multi Agency Response Team (MART), a group of partners that work together to 

improve the quality and timing of transport information, co-ordinates the flow of information 

between agencies and the public. A Met Office representative works in the TSNCC over the 

winter season and ensures that any changes to the severity or areas affected by severe weather 

can be updated and provided to the public. The MART consists of Transport Scotland, Traffic 

Scotland, Police Scotland, the Met Office, the Operating Companies, Network Rail, First Scotrail, 

Confederation of Passenger Transport, , and the Society of Chief Officers of Transportation in 

Scotland (SCOTS). Other ways in which Transport Scotland makes information available to the 

public include: 

• The provision of CCTV camera images on its website, enabling road users to check 
current conditions on the network before setting out on their journey. 

• The Traveline app for smart phones. 

• The My Traffic Scotland Mobile website 

In Wales, the Welsh Government promotes the service providers to develop effective liaison 

and communications with Police, media, emergency services, public transport operators, freight 
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transport, and haulage and automobile associations directly in order to avoid extended chains 

of information. A Traffic Management Centre is located in North and South Wales, and through 

“Traffic Wales” the public is informed of traffic and road conditions and can access live CCTV 

images. Where there is an impact on the operation of the motorway or trunk road network as a 

result of weather or incidents the most up to date information is available. Live information is 

also broadcast on local radio stations through INRIX staff based within the Traffic Management 

Centre facility. 

During severe weather conditions the Traffic Management Centre facilities are utilised to 

strategically coordinate and manage winter service activities and liaise with other highway 

authorities. 

20.3.5. Local community collaboration 

Many local authorities have taken steps to collaborate with local communities in the delivery of 

certain aspects of winter service. Examples of this collaboration include the provision of salt/grit 

bins in locations that are not on treatment routes or where a particular hazard has been 

identified. The public are able to access these bins for use in the community on public roads and 

pavements. This can be particularly useful for ‘joining up’ treatments from the main road carried 

out by County Council spreader vehicles to smaller access roads. Norfolk County Council can be 

used as one example of this scheme in action. They first implemented the sponsorship and 

provision of salt/grit bins through Parish, Town, District and Borough Councils in 2010. By 2012, 

Norfolk had a total of 1500 salt/grit bins available around the county for public use. 

Some local authorities have commenced Snow Champion schemes. Champions are provided 

with the correct equipment and guidance on how and when to clear footways. There is no 

contractual relationship with the Snow Champions and this is on a purely voluntary basis. An 

example of this scheme can be found in Cumbria County Council, who during the 2012/13 winter 

season, were aiming to recruit up to 300 volunteers (around 50 in each district) to help clear 

snow and ice from footways and pavements near their homes. 

 

County Council supplied Salt/Grit Bin 

A similar scheme used by other County Councils involves the recruitment of town and parish 

councils to help keep paths and pavements clear during the winter. Town and parish councils 

are provided with salt free of charge, and free training courses for the safe operation of 

clearance of snow and ice from footways. In return the town/parish council are asked to provide 

details of footways treated using the free salt provided, identify a ‘Snow Warden’ to co-ordinate 

activities locally and provide information to the County Council about local conditions, and 

someone who has the authority to order the refilling of bins on behalf of the parish/town 

council. 
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Snow Clearance by a farmer on a minor road 

 Other local authorities have contracted out snow clearing work in isolated villages, industrial 

areas and schools not on treatment routes to farmers and other large vehicle drivers as part of 

a tendering process to provide added capabilities during instances of severe weather. One of 

the benefits of using those from local communities to assist with treatment is the local 

knowledge they have of the roads that need treating the most in their communities.  

Suffolk County Council has contracts with over 200 farmers (and other contractors) and Kent 

County Council has arrangements with approximately 180 farmers across the county, who assist 

in snow clearance when needed. Many other County Councils have similar numbers of 

arrangements with farmers. An example of how this works in practice can be seen at Norfolk 

County Council. 

A mixture of modified ploughs supplied by the County Council and farmer owned ploughs are 

used to enable the clearance of snow on minor roads that are not on priority routes. Farmers 

receive start of season training/briefings on how to undertake the activities and all equipment 

is inspected by the county council prior to the start of the winter season to ensure it is in a safe 

and working order.  

In Scotland, Community accessibility is paramount to the Scottish Government and this is 

evident in Transport Scotland’s winter service provision for footways. Precautionary treatments 

are carried out when road surface temperatures are forecast to fall to less than, or equal to, plus 

(+) one (1) degree centigrade or when snow conditions are expected. 

20.4. ON-GOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

20.4.1. The National Winter Service Research Group (NWSRG) 

The NWSRG is a members group dedicated to advancing understanding of best practice for 

winter service delivery, taking the best from currently available knowledge and supplementing 

any gaps with new knowledge and research. It is supported by experts from the winter service 

industry and government bodies including National Highways, Transport Scotland, The Welsh 

Government and The Department for Infrastructure, Roads in Northern Ireland. The NWSRG 

Steering Group is a Technical Sub-Group of the UK Roads Board. In turn, this is part of the UK 

Roads Liaison Group family of organisations.  

The NWSRG provides oversight and liaison for the development of guidance and new knowledge 

for the UK public roads sector, with the NWSRG Practical Guide for Winter Service now providing 

the national guidance on winter service in the UK and promoting its use amongst highway 

authorities. It has also developed a syllabus for training winter service decision makers, based 

on the Practical Guide. 
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Improvement is an on-going process and there has been a process of review and updating of the 

guidance to take on board feedback and comments from practitioners and to ensure consistency 

with the new risk-based approach advocated in the UK Code of Practice ‘Well-managed Highway 

Infrastructure. Some key changes have included new, and simpler, spread rates tables. The 

guidance relating to factors such as traffic levels and wind speed has also been updated and 

revised and, as part of the update, additional supporting information was introduced. For 

example, it may be useful for an authority to be able to demonstrate that the spread rates they 

utilise have ‘safety factors’ built in to account for expected losses over time, and that the actual 

amount of salt required on a road surface to prevent ice from forming at any particular time is 

not that great. A working group also reviewed spreader calibration guidance, and new 

photographs and guidance videos have been introduced to help practitioners readily understand 

and undertake the calibration and monitoring process, including an important assessment of the 

salt distribution. The new national code Well-managed Highway Infrastructure places more 

emphasis on using a risk-based approach and the Practical Guide explains how this approach 

can best be applied to the winter service. 

The group are considering key areas for future research, with topics including the increased use 

of mobile and low-cost sensor systems, the use of the data becoming available from road user 

vehicles, the longevity of treatments and the measurement of residual salt levels. The research 

will inform guidance for practitioners regarding the use of this technology and assist them in 

accurately determining road surface conditions and decision making regarding the timing and 

spread rates of treatments and retreatments.  

The group are currently reviewing the scope of their activity and their business plan, including 

considering whether its remit should be extended to cover other severe weather events apart 

from snow and ice. Many winter practitioners are already involved in responding to these 

emergencies in addition to their winter service responsibilities, and the NWSRG has strong links 

with many of the other organisations whose expertise would be essential to delivering the 

guidance. 

20.4.2. Advances in spreader technology 

Since the mid-1990s organisations throughout the United Kingdom have been seeking to reduce 

salt usage through the integration of new technologies, such as GPS, geographical information 

systems (GIS), digital radio communications and forecast thermal mapping. Experimentation 

through recent research and development projects in the United Kingdom has demonstrated 

that selective salting is both possible and desirable. The possibility to start and stop spreading 

also provides the possibility of varying the spread rate along the route in accordance with the 

forecast thermal map temperatures. The next logical step would be to provide real-time weather 

data captured by the vehicle as it travels along the route and this is now possible through the 

spreaders reading and recording road surface temperatures whilst carrying out their route. 

National Highways winter fleet is equipped with a data logging capability which provides a 

facility for real time data capture. The amount of salt spread, spread width, material type, time 

taken to complete the route, and, fuel usage are examples of some of the elements that data 

logging can capture. The latest GPS technology also help drivers to accurately execute winter 

service activities through provision of in-vehicle software, meaning turn by turn guidance is 

readily available to ensure efficient treatments.  
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The use of data logging further aids National Highways and its Service Providers to monitor salt 

usage and spreader driver behaviour, thus improving the sustainability of the winter service 

provided.  

Another benefit of the data logging technology comes in the form of protection against claims 

from third party motorists. This is a key issue for National Highways and data logging provides 

robust evidence to strengthen the defence against claims as data logging can pinpoint a vehicle’s 

location at any moment in time. Similar technology and systems are employed by the Welsh 

Government and local authorities within Wales. 

Transport Scotland’s Operating Companies, have implemented further improvements utilising 

technology to improve winter service decision making and in controlling the application of anti-

icing materials using the Schmidt Autologic system to run treatment routes and electronically 

record the route widths using GPS. 

Each route is then programmed into the spreader control box for each permutation of spread 

rate. The spreader driver selects the combination of route number and spread rate, and spread 

is controlled by GPS, preventing overspreading by automatically changing spread width at each 

change on carriageway cross-section, and leaving the driver free to concentrate fully on driving. 

20.4.3. Alternative materials 

As part of the drive to reduce salt usage National Highways and Transport Scotland are 

continuing to assess the suitability of a range of proportional brine treatments. Brine is 

particularly suitable for precautionary treatments on marginal nights which can be typical due 

to the weather patterns in much of the United Kingdom. The economic and social impact of 

winter treatments is being assessed by trials to measure the corrosive effect of various de-icers 

on highway assets. In addition, work into the environmental effects of winter treatments also 

continues. 

Working with AECOM and the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) on their evolving research 

programme Transport Scotland’s Operating Companies have undertaken a full range of liquid 

applications. A state of the art Combi-flex spreader hired from Aebi-Schmidt provides the ability 

for a full range treatment rates of FS0 through to FS100, across a variety of altitudes, humidity’s 

and road surface temperature ranges as well as in snow conditions.  

Further research will commence in October 2021 incorporating a dedicated environmental 

sensor site on the M8 Motorway between Edinburgh and Glasgow at Duntilland. The world’s 

first fully electric spreader which went into service in the 2019/20 winter season as part of 

Transport Scotland low carbon economy objectives will contribute to this research project. 
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Transport Scotland’s World First All Electric Spreader 

For treatments in extreme cold, Transport Scotland has developed guidance for the Operating 

Companies on the use of alternative de-icers that work at temperatures below which road salt 

(sodium chloride) becomes less effective. The guidance advises the trunk road operating 

companies on the storage, management and application of a range of alternative de-icers. 

Transport Scotland has obtained stocks of EcoThaw, Safecote and Magnesium Chloride. 

Experience of using alternative de-icers is being built by trialling enhanced performance 

specifications for treatments on high altitude sections of the network. 

In the winter 2019/20 and 2020/21 Magnesium Chloride / brine blends were successfully used 

on the M80 motorway in advance of heavy snowfall. 

Following positive feedback from experience in other European countries, National Highways is 

working collaboratively with the East Riding of Yorkshire Council and AECOM on a trial of FS50 

pre-wet treatments and alternative materials such as Eco-thaw, Supamix+ and SupamixBTS. 

Further trials are planned for the 2021/2022 winter season. The NWSRG are also collaborating 

with this trial and are funding a report that will potentially inform new guidance for these 

treatments. 

National Highways are also making more regular use of calcium chloride brine at high risk 

locations, particularly when snow is forecast. 

20.4.4. Residual salt measurement 

Within the United Kingdom research is ongoing and trials have taken place to measure residual 

salt using embedded, vehicle mounted mobile and handheld sensors. Currently road inspections 

confirm whether there is sufficient residual salt on the road to deal with the current conditions. 

There is a great possibility in the future that the measurement of residual salt on road surfaces 

might take place through intelligent systems.  

National Highways, in collaboration with the East Riding of Yorkshire and AECOM, are also 

investigating the distribution and residual characteristics of FS30 and FS50 treatments over 

extended periods (36+ hours). 

20.4.5. Environmental sensor stations 

Research has been ongoing, in collaboration with the UK Met Office, to re-design and optimise 

the National Highways ESS network. As part of this review, locations for new primary reference 

grade ESS and smart Internet of Things infill sensors have been identified.  
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20.4.6. Performance monitoring 

Transport Scotland have completed an extended trial of the Idaho Transportation Department 

(ITD) Storm Performance Index which analysed data coming back from each of its Road Weather 

Information Systems (RWIS). It utilised readings from non-invasive road surface state sensors 

using three lasers to determine the layer thickness of Ice, Water and Frost/Snow independently. 

These values are then combined into an index called Grip which shows how the friction level of 

the road surface has deteriorated due to the weather affecting the road surface.  

 

Grip Index 
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21. UNITED STATES 

21.1. DEMGRAPHICS AND ROADS 

21.1.1. Information about the country 

The United States of America (U.S.) is located on the continent of North America, sharing land 

borders with Canada to the north and Mexico to the southwest, bounded by the Pacific Ocean 

to the west, the Atlantic Ocean to the east, and the Gulf of Mexico to the southeast. 

The U.S. is divided into 50 states, a federal district (the District of Columbia [D.C.]) where the 

capital city of Washington is located, and its associated territories. Each of the 50 states within 

the U.S. comprises numerous municipal governments. The U.S. is the third-largest country in the 

world with an area encompassing 9,833,517 square kilometers (1). It is also the third most 

populous country with - as of September 2020 - an estimated 333,311,854 people residing within 

the country (2).  

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is an agency within the U.S. Department of 

Transportation (DOT). The U.S. DOT is located under the Executive branch of the Federal 

government and supports state and local governments in the design, construction, and 

maintenance of the nation’s highway system and its various federally and tribal-owned lands. 

Through financial and technical assistance to state and local governments, the FHWA is 

responsible for ensuring that America’s roads and highways continue to be among the safest 

and most technologically sound in the world. 

21.1.2. Road network and traffic 

The U.S. has an extensive and well-developed road network with more than 6.7 million 

kilometers (4.2 million miles) of highways providing over 14 million lane kilometers (8.7 million 

miles). The road network is largely owned and operated by the 50 states themselves. 

The National Highway System (NHS) is designed to be a dynamic road network capable of 

changing in response to future travel and trade demands. The NHS has five pertinent 

components (or subsystems): 

• The first component, the Interstate System, is the core of the NHS and comprises the 
country’s most traveled routes.  

• The second component includes other principal arterials deemed as the most 
important for commerce and trade.  

• The third component is the Strategic Highway Network (STRAHNET), consisting of the 
highways important to military mobilization.  

• The fourth component is the system of STRAHNET connectors that provide access 
between major military installations and routes that are part of STRAHNET.  

• The final component consists of intermodal connectors. These roads provide access 
between major intermodal passenger and freight facilities, as well as the other four 
subsystems that comprise the NHS (3).  

According to 2018 FHWA statistics, there were a total of 273.6 million motor vehicles registered 

in the country at the time. Of that total, 249.5 million were automobiles, pick-ups, vans, and 

sport utility vehicles (4). Truck tractors comprised another 2.7 million of the totals (5). The 

reported total vehicle distance traveled on public roads in 2018 was 5.238 trillion kilometers 
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(3.255 trillion miles), meaning that, on average, each vehicle traveled 19,148 kilometers (11,898 

miles) in 2018 (6). 

Figure 1: U.S. National Highway System (Source: U.S. DOT) 

Over 70 percent of the nation's roads are in regions impacted by winter weather. The 

aforementioned areas receive more than 13 centimeters (cm) of snow annually, with nearly 70 

percent of the U.S. population living in these impacted regions (7).  

The following statistics represent longitudinal metrics spanning the years from 2010 to 2019. 

Each year, approximately 4,345 people were killed during adverse weather conditions, and 

approximately 216,644 people were injured in weather-related crashes. Each year, 23 percent 

of weather-related vehicle crashes occurred on snowy, slushy, or icy pavement (i.e., slick roads). 

Annually, on average over 498 people were killed, and more than 38,774 people were injured in 

vehicle crashes on the snowy, slushy, or icy pavement (8).  

The following table represents crash statistics where road weather was a contributing factor. 

The “Unknown Weather Condition” row references situations where a weather condition was 

checked on the accident report, but the specific weather condition was not marked.  

Figure 2: U.S. Road Weather Crash Statistics (Source: NHTSA) 

Weather Conditions Fatalities Injuries
Property 

Damage Only

Total Vehicle 

Crashes

Rain 2,275 164,718 422,645 589,639

Slick 498 38,774 151,513 190,785

Visibility 401 10,144 33,831 44,376

Crosswinds 48 1,285 3,807 5,140

Unknown Weather 

Condition
1,123 1,724 3,949 6,795

Total 4,345 216,644 615,745 836,734

10-Year Average (2010-2019)
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21.2. CLIMATE  

21.2.1. Overview of climatic areas  

The U.S. has a variety of climates due to its significant terrain differences, proximity to large 

bodies of water, and a large land area between its northern border and the Polar regions that 

allows arctic air to migrate south in the winter with minimal moderation. The 48 contiguous 

United States (CONUS) are climatically different from the northern State of Alaska, and the semi-

tropical State of Hawaii in the Pacific Ocean. The snow extremes in the CONUS, depicted in the 

mean annual snowfall map (Figure 3), are primarily in mountainous areas that have low 

population densities and few roads but many critical mountain passes.  

Figure 3: U.S. Mean Annual Snowfalls (Source: ESRI) 

Although there are large metropolitan areas within every region, the Northeast and Midwest 

both have large populations and considerable snowfall owed to factors such as the lake effect 

and coastal cyclones. 

21.2.2. Extreme winter weather 

Extreme winter weather conditions in the U.S., such as severe cold snaps and large snow or ice 

storms, are related to specific seasonal weather patterns. On the east coast, during the negative 

phase of a meteorological index known as the North Atlantic Oscillation, the jet stream descends 

southward and major snowstorms can occur. Arctic air masses from Canada or further afield can 

travel south, causing extremely low temperatures across the northern U.S. These periods of low 

temperatures can last for days, especially when they are in concert with atmospheric locking 

from patterns such as the North Atlantic Oscillation. On the Pacific coast, atmospheric rivers, 

extending as far south as the tropics, can provide storm systems with additional moisture that 

intensifies precipitation. Additionally, intense, widespread ice storms can be generated when 

south-bound artic air meets moist, north-bound air off the Gulf of Mexico; interacting with the 

jet stream. Lake effect snow in the Great Lakes region occurs when the strong southward 

movement of the jet stream and a rotating low-pressure system over the Hudson Bay in Canada 

interact, resulting in repeated bands of snow that can continue for days with significant 

accumulation (9). 
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21.2.3. Statistics on temperatures, precipitation, and snow and ice 

The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) reported that the average 

annual temperature for the CONUS in 2019 was 52.7° F (11.5° C), 0.7°F (.39° C) above the 20th-

century average (10). Over the past 125 years, 2019 ranked third for warmest temperatures and 

was the coldest years since 2014. The nationally averaged minimum temperature (i.e., overnight 

lows) during 2019 was 41.2°F (5.1° C), 1.2°F (.67° C) above average and again ranking it in the 

warmest third of the 125-year record.  

The CONUS average annual precipitation in 2019 was 88.3 cm (34.78 inches), which is 123 cm 

(4.84 inches) above the long-term average, placing it as the second wettest year on record and 

.46 cm (0.18 inches) less than the total for the wettest year set in 1973 (11). Accordingly, above-

average annual precipitation was observed across much of the nation.  

Figure 4: U.S. Mean Winter Temperatures (Source: ESRI) 

21.2.4. Significant weather events 

The U.S. has sustained 285 weather and climate disasters since 1980 in which, on an individual 

basis, the overall damages/costs reached or exceeded $1 billion. This includes 18 wildfires, 28 

droughts, 52 tropical cyclones, 128 severe storms, 33 floods, 17 winter storms, and 9 freezes. 

The cumulative cost of these 285 events exceeds $1.875 trillion (12). 

In 2020 alone, there were 22 weather and climate disasters in which overall damages/costs 

reached or exceeded $1 billion. For just these 22 events in 2020, the total cost exceeded $95 

billion and resulted in 262 deaths (13). The following bullets summarize the salient weather 

events that occurred: 

• There were 13 severe storms that included elements such as high winds, hail, 

tornadoes, and thunderstorms. The total cost of these 13 events exceeded $33.9 

billion and resulted in 85 deaths. 

• There were 7 tropical cyclone events (specifically, 1 tropical storm and 6 hurricanes). 

The total cost of these 7 events exceeded $40.1 billion and resulted in 86 deaths. 

• There was widespread, continuous drought and record heat in 2020 that affected 

more than a dozen Western and Central states for much of the summer, fall and even 
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winter months. In counting the drought/heat as a singular event, the total cost 

exceeded $4.5 billion and resulted in 45 deaths. 

• A record-breaking U.S. wildfire season burned more than 10.2 million acres across 

several states. This was counted as one event, where the total cost for the event 

exceeded $16.5 billion and resulted in 46 deaths. 

Figure 5: U.S. 2020 Billion-Dollar Weather and Climate Disasters (Source: NOAA) 

21.2.5. Winter severity indices  

Several state DOTs have developed or adopted winter severity indices. These indices have 

become a critical component of winter maintenance performance measurement strategies 

discussed below in Section 3.4. Most of the indices include -but are not limited to - five key 

elements: 1) the number of frozen precipitation event days, 2) the number of frost days, 3) the 

snow amount, 4) the storm intensity (or duration), and 5) the average daily temperature during 

the event. Winter severity indices provide year-over-year analysis of the severity of winter 

weather, and some indices can provide a storm-by-storm analysis of the severity. More 

advanced indices may break down winter and storm severity by respective climatic zones (14). 
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Figure 6: U.S. Winter Severity Map (Source: DTN) 

As an example, Indiana DOT (INDOT) developed a winter severity index (WSI) for each of the 

four micro-winter climatic zones in the state. Indiana’s indices use seven weather factors 

including frost day, freezing rain, drifting snow, amount of snowfall, snow depth, storm intensity 

(or duration), and average temperature during the event. Indiana DOT uses the indices to 

analyze winter severity and compare snow and ice control efforts in different climatic zones 

within the state, as per equations such as the below. 

WSI = 0.71839 * Frost + 16.87634 * Freezing Rain +12.90112 * Drifting – 0.32281 * Snow 

+ 25.72981 * Snow Depth + 3.23541* Hour – 2.80668 * Average Temperature 

Idaho Department of Transportation (IDOT) uses a unique, simplified storm severity index to 

analyze the intensity of each storm as part of their Winter Performance Index (WPI) - discussed 

further in Section 3.4. The index uses three observations from noninvasive observation 

instruments and technology, as follows: 

Storm Severity Index = Wind Speed Max (mph) + Water Equivalent Layer Max (mm)+300 

/ Surface Temperature Minimum (Degrees F) 

21.3. WINTER ROAD MANAGEMENT 

21.3.1. Organisation, Standards and Rules 

In the U.S., the responsibility, management, and maintenance of the National Highway System 

is entrusted to state and local governments. There are no national policies or standards for 

winter road maintenance. State and local governments may operate their maintenance 

equipment, hire contract services, and establish their own Level of Service (LOS) goals for winter 

weather. LOS may be based on pavement condition goals, traffic levels, or customer satisfaction. 

LOS varies based on regional climatic conditions, agency resources, and roadway characteristics. 

Highways with a higher LOS classification generally receive more attention. Routes on the 

National Highway System generally do have a higher LOS classification. States and local 

communities may have specific policies and laws regarding winter maintenance. As an example, 
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critical areas like mountain passes may have snow-chain requirements for vehicle tires, and local 

streets can be designated “snow emergency routes” that must be cleared of parked cars during 

snow events. State and local transportation agencies are responsible for creating and enforcing 

these policies and laws. 

The FHWA’s Office of Operations provides national leadership for the management and 

operation of the surface transportation system. The Road Weather Management Program 

(RWMP), within the Office of Operations, addresses road weather challenges through research, 

technology development, and knowledge transfer, as well as community outreach to gain a 

greater understanding of the impact weather has on roadways (15). Furthermore, the RWMP 

focuses on the promotion of strategies and tools to mitigate those impacts. To achieve success, 

the program promotes the use of proven best practices and advanced, state-of-the-art 

technologies and tools to benefit state and local transportation agencies, private weather 

providers, and the traveling public. A hallmark of the program is the successful transfer of 

federally funded research and development into actual practice and use by transportation 

agencies and the private sector.  

21.3.2. National community of practice 

The U.S. also has a highly active road weather community involving a consortium of 

organizations, state and local transportation agencies, private sector companies, and academia 

committed to the research, training, and sharing of best practices and current technologies in 

the industry. Some organizations like Clear Roads and Aurora are specifically focused on aspects 

of road weather management and have an international following. Other organizations like the 

Transportation Research Board (TRB), American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials (AASHTO), American Meteorological Society (AMS), Intelligent 

Transportation System of America (ITSA), and American Public Works Association (APWA) have 

specific committees dedicated to the road weather community (16).  

Figure 7: SICOP Talks Winter Ops Logo (Source: SICOP) 

These organizations conduct periodic meetings where transportation ideas and challenges are 

shared and discussed. They also use social media and other technologies to communicate and 

disseminate information within the community. One example is the Snow and Ice Pooled Fund 

Cooperative Program (SICOP) (17), a subcommittee program of AASHTO, which creates the 

popular SICOP Talks Winter Ops podcast in which over 4,000 members of the road weather 

community listen to discussions about current events, technologies, and road weather 

challenges. In addition to the podcast, SICOP also manages a Snow and Ice List-serv (i.e., a 

distribution list), where members of the community can post questions and share answers about 

everything from best practices to current technology trends.  
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21.3.3. International community of practice 

The U.S. Department of Transportation participates in an international community of road 

weather practices by sharing solutions from the Road Weather Management Program and by 

seeking opportunities to “scan” programs in other countries to identify best practices that can 

be implemented in the U.S. Some examples of international collaboration include involvement 

with the Permanent International Association of Road Congresses (PIARC), Standing 

International Road Weather Commission (SIRWEC), ITS World Congress, ITS Canada, 

Environment Canada, scan tours, and hosting delegations in the U.S (18). 

21.3.4. Road weather standards 

The FHWA Intelligent Transportation Systems - Joint Program Office (ITS JPO) maintains a list of 

current, published ITS standards by standards development organizations (SDOs) that apply to 

transportation agencies. All the published ITS standards can be found at: 

https://www.standards.its.dot.gov/DevelopmentActivities/PublishedStandards 

The following standards apply to specific road weather needs for a) environmental sensor 

stations, b) connected vehicles, and c) traveler information. 

National Transportation Communications for Intelligent Transportation System Protocol 

(NTCIP) 1204 – Object Definitions for Environmental Sensor Stations (ESS): This NTCIP standard 

defines objects that are specific to environmental sensor stations (ESS) and object groups that 

can be used for conformance statements. The communication between remote entities and ESS 

is accomplished by using the NTCIP application layer services to convey requests to access or 

modify the values of ESS objects (19).  

SAE J2945/3_202003 Requirements for Road Weather Applications: This SAE Standard 

specifies the interface requirements between vehicles and infrastructure for weather 

applications, including detailed systems engineering documentation (i.e., needs and 

requirements mapped to appropriate message exchanges). The purpose of this standard is to 

enable interoperability in supporting weather applications over a communications technology-

agnostic interface (20). 

SAE J2735 Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Message Set Dictionary: This 

standard ensures that DSRC applications will be interoperable. Applications involving collision 

avoidance, signage, and emergency vehicle warnings require compliance with this standard 

before they can be deemed effective (21). 

J2354 Message Set for Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATIS): This is a basic message 

set using the data elements from the ATIS data dictionary. This standard is needed by potential 

information service providers to deploy ATIS services and to provide the basis for the future 

interoperability of ATIS devices (22). 

21.3.5. Winter maintenance operations  

Winter maintenance personnel use road weather information to assess the nature and 

magnitude of environmental threats, make decisions about road treatment strategies and 

manage resources. State and local agencies use various sources to obtain road weather 

observations and forecasts such as the National Weather Service (NWS), private sector 

meteorological service providers, Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS), and thermal 

https://www.standards.its.dot.gov/DevelopmentActivities/PublishedStandards
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mapping. The NWS is a federal agency operated under the National Oceanographic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The NWS is chartered (tasked) with weather forecasting 

and issuing storm warnings. Overall, the NWS provides general weather information and 

warnings to increase the safety of the traveling public. 

Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS) 

A Road Weather Information System (RWIS) is comprised of Environmental Sensor Stations (ESS) 

consisting of one or more sensors in the field, a communications system for data transfer, and 

central systems to collect and display field data from numerous ESS. An ESS can measure 

atmospheric, subsurface, pavement, and/or water- level conditions. The central RWIS system 

processes observations from ESS that can be used to develop forecasts and other analytics 

related to atmospheric and surface conditions. The system can display or disseminate road 

weather information and forecast analytics in a format that can be easily interpreted by road 

weather maintenance professionals to support their decision making. RWIS has been widely 

used in the U.S. since the late 1980s. Currently, there are nearly 3,000 ESS in the U.S., and over 

2,500 of the ESS are part of state-owned RWIS (23).  

Figure 8: RWIS ESS Data Uses (Source: U.S. DOT FHWA) 

The data coming from RWIS ESS provides many benefits. In addition to improving road safety, 

mobility, and productivity, this data supplies information on roadway conditions essential for 

traffic operations, traveler information, road maintenance, and emergency response teams.  

Figure 8 above identifies several additional operational applications/roles that benefit from 

RWIS ESS data. The benefits derived from these applications are the following: 

• Weather service providers for surface transportation customers use RWIS ESS data to 

develop tailored road weather products (e.g., pavement temperature forecasts). 

• Government and university mesonets can include this data to support the 

development of weather and, specifically, road weather forecast models. 
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• The National Weather Service (NWS), military, and private weather service providers 

use the data to develop weather products, short-range forecasts, and forecast 

verifications. They also use the data as input to locally run weather forecast models. 

• State climatologists use RWIS ESS data for long-term records and climatological 

analyses. 

• Insurance companies use this data to help determine the risks and potential impacts 

of future weather events. 

• Local, state or Federal disaster assessment and response agencies (e.g., the Federal 

Emergency Management Agency [FEMA] and the Department of Homeland Security 

[DHS]) may use the data to manage emergencies and related response actions. 

• Forensic meteorologists can use RWIS ESS data to better understand and reconstruct 

roadway crashes. 

• RWIS ESS data can also be leveraged to support rail, pipeline, and marine operations 

when such operations are adjacent to, or reasonably near, the ESS. 

Integrated Mobile Observations (IMO) 

Integrated Mobile Observations (IMO) build on vehicle-based technologies like automatic 

vehicle location (AVL) and real-time communication that most states have already implemented 

in government fleet vehicles. Additional ancillary sensors collect weather and road condition 

data (such as air pressure, air and surface temperatures, spreader rate and materials, windshield 

wiper status and rate, and relative humidity levels) and, when available, vehicle systems are 

accessed to collect and disseminate the resident data (24). The data provides maintenance 

managers with a detailed view of the weather and road conditions, as well as asset locations 

along the highway network. This information can support a variety of applications for road 

weather management maintenance and operations decision making, including road weather 

forecasts, end-of-shift reporting, material management, traveler information, performance 

management, road weather conditions, and maintenance decision support (25). 

IMO Benefits. Typical IMO benefits include more efficient and proactive road weather 

maintenance and operations given better-informed transportation management staff. Another 

benefit includes improved traveler information which improves highway safety, mobility, and 

productivity. Benefits will vary based on the scale of the deployment, and include: 

• Material Savings. Reduced salt and sand usage are one of the potential benefits of 

IMO deployment. Real-time information about road weather conditions and fleet 

vehicle locations can help maintenance staff make better decisions about material 

application. For instance, the Michigan DOT estimated a 25-percent reduction in salt 

usage given the installation of AVL/Global Positioning System (GPS) equipment and 

the use of a maintenance decision support system, resulting in $2.1 million in annual 

savings across 340 trucks. 

Another use case below from Oregon DOT reflects salt usage from the years 2006 to 

2016. 
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Figure 9: Graph. Nationwide Salt Usage by Year (in millions of tons of salt) (Source: U.S. DOT FHWA) 

• Agency Efficiencies. Efficiencies may include improved reporting accuracy, reduced 

time spent on reporting, increased situational awareness, reduced response time to 

emergencies, and augmented engine diagnostics and idling information. Real-time 

information about resource consumption that is more comprehensive and accurate 

provides agencies with the data needed for faster decision making. For example, the 

Michigan DOT estimated an annual savings of $680,000 due to the number of staff 

work hours that were saved by their automatic system reporting. 

Weather Data Environment (WxDE) 

The Weather Data Environment (WxDE) collects and shares transportation-related weather and 

road condition data from across the U.S. for use by Transportation System Management and 

Operations (TSMO) centers and connected vehicle applications. Data is collected in real-time 

from fixed ESS and mobile vehicular sources. The WxDE checks the quality of the observed data 

and can infer additional road weather conditions from vehicle data such as the precipitation 

from windshield wiper activation. The WxDE archives both collected and computed data. Real-

time data can be browsed on a map, queried for a report, or subscribed to as a data feed (26). 

Figure 10: Rural Highway in Oregon (Source: Oregon DOT) 

The WxDE has been developed by the RWMP to provide weather data-related services that 

support the development, testing, and demonstration of applications for transportation 

operations and connected/autonomous vehicles. Data accessible through the WxDE is well-

documented and freely available to the public. Registration and approval may be required to 
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access some data if the original provider of the data places explicit restrictions on its distribution 

by the WxDE. 

Potential Applications: The purpose of the WxDE is to serve as a transportation-related road 

weather observation data repository. Another primary purpose is to provide services in which 

the aforementioned data can be shared with the road weather research and development 

community, transportation agencies, academia, and weather service providers.  

Researchers and application developers can use the WxDE to perform analyses of weather data. 

Users can subscribe to configurable sets of data and report intervals to download weather data 

based on their own specifications.  

The WxDE supports many connected vehicle use cases and applications. Maintenance Decision 

Support Systems (MDSS) and maintenance/fleet management systems can base decisions on 

current road conditions using the WxDE. Emergency responders can use road condition and 

weather data for routing support. Motorist advisory and warning systems can provide traveler 

information based on data collected from the WxDE. Freight carriers and weather-responsive 

traffic management systems can use WxDE data to adapt operations to weather events and poor 

road conditions. 

Data Quality Checking: Data collected by the WxDE is quality-checked before being shared with 

users. The quality checks include Complete, Manual Flag, Sensor Range, Climate Range, Step 

Test, Persistence, IQR, Barnes Spatial, Sea Level Pressure, Like Instrument, Precipitation 

Accumulation, Dew Point, Model Analysis, Neighboring Vehicle, and Vehicle Standard Deviation 

tests. 

Maintenance Decision Support System (MDSS) 

A Maintenance Decision Support System (MDSS) is a decision support tool that integrates 

relevant weather and road weather forecasts, coded maintenance rules of practice, and 

maintenance resource data to provide winter maintenance professionals with recommended 

road treatment strategies. Improving upon existing forecasting and expert systems, a MDSS uses 

data and models to evaluate different maintenance options and provide optimized treatment 

recommendations. MDSS is a tool designed to support snow and ice control operations along 

specific road segments, helping to guide the decision-making process for winter maintenance 

operations. 
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Figure 11: Illustration of Road Condition and Treatment Module Logic (Source: RAL.UCAR.EDU) 

In 1999, the RWMP commissioned a research initiative to develop requirements for an MDSS. 

This research resulted in the development of a federal prototype system that subsequently went 

through several development cycles.  

In 2002, a group of states organized and formed a pooled fund study to continue MDSS 

development and build upon the publicly available federal prototype solution, creating an 

operational version of MDSS for wide-scale deployment. By 2004, the technology was mature 

enough for interested private sector companies to integrate the solutions into products and 

services available to state DOTs (27).  

Figure 12: MDSS Screenshot (Source: Minnesota DOT and DTN) 

Today, the pooled fund study continues to advance MDSS technology. Several private sector 

companies have integrated various levels of MDSS solutions into products that are available to 

the road weather community. More information about MDSS and the Pool Fund Study can be 

found at the following online resource: https://mdss.dtn.com/. 
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Weather Responsive Management Strategies (WRMS) 

The RWMP and its partners in the transportation and weather communities are researching, 

developing, and implementing weather-responsive management strategies (WRMS) that 

effectively manage the flow of traffic and roadway treatments during inclement weather 

conditions. The goal is to minimize the delay and risk experienced by motorists while driving in 

bad weather.  

Three types of WRMS strategies can prevent or mitigate the effects of inclement weather (28): 

• Advisory strategies can provide warning and other information to travelers; 

• Control strategies can regulate or optimize traffic flow; and 

• Treatment strategies can ensure the roads are clear of obstructions. 

The result of WRMS strategy implementation is better and more informed decision-making by 

agencies and the traveling public based on real-time weather and traffic information, and 

improved mobility, safety, and reliability of the transportation system. WRMS directly targets 

the RWMP’s key areas – improvements in traffic operations, reductions in congestion, and 

effective maintenance activities. A successful program is one that accomplishes the following: 

• Transportation agencies use both current and predicted weather and traffic 

information to make traffic and maintenance management decisions and plans. 

• Weather impacts are incorporated in traffic analysis and engineering models, and in 

maintenance decision support strategies used to mitigate or manage the impacts of 

weather; and 

• Motorists receive timely, accurate, and relevant weather and traffic information so 

that they can respond more appropriately to the prevailing and predicted 

weather/traffic conditions. 

Road Weather Training 

The National Highway Institute offers five road weather-specific training courses (29):  

• Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS) Equipment and Operations (Course 

137074) 

• Maintenance Leadership Academy – Module E Weather-Related Operations (Course 

134063E) 

• Weather-Responsive Traffic Management (WRTM) (Course 137072) 

• Maintenance Training Series: Weather-related Operations (Course 134109H) 

• Principles and Tools for Road Weather Management (Course 137073) 

In preparation for severe weather, respective transportation agencies conduct maintenance 

training and/or refresher training. 

21.3.6. Traffic safety and information 

A safe and efficient journey of the traveling public is the goal of transportation agencies 

throughout the U.S. However, even the best-laid systems can go awry due to weather factors. 

Weather is the second-largest cause of nonrecurring traffic congestion (i.e., the unexpected 

congestion that frustrates even the calmest driver). Weather delays - which account for 25-

percent of all traffic-related delays - are also costly. Close to 1 billion hours are lost each year 

due to weather-related delays. While no one can change the weather, using WRMS can help to 

mitigate its impacts. 
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Pathfinder 

Heavy rain, snow, and other storms can have significant impacts on the safety, mobility, and 

productivity of road users. FHWA, in coordination with the NWS, is encouraging the 

implementation of Pathfinder to minimize these impacts.  

Pathfinder, a collaborative strategy for proactive transportation system management ahead of, 

and during, adverse weather events, encourages State DOTs, NWS, and weather service 

contractors to share and translate weather forecasts and road conditions into consistent 

transportation impact messages for the public (30). 

Pathfinder Benefits 

• Enhanced Collaboration. By working together to implement Pathfinder, relationships 

are strengthened between the NWS and respective DOTs.  

• Informed Travelers. Impact-based road weather statements and decision support 

enable drivers to make better decisions regarding where, when, and whether to 

travel. 

• Improved Safety, Mobility, and Travel Economy. With the goal of saving lives and 

property and minimizing the impact of weather events, consistent impact messages 

can reduce traffic demand. 

Pathfinder Partners 

There are many organizations involved in keeping the traveling public informed about weather 

conditions that affect roads. These are the partners commonly involved with Pathfinder’s 

implementation: 

• State DOTs. DOT traffic management and maintenance operations function in real-

time, and their work is heavily influenced by the weather.  

• The National Weather Service. NWS provides weather forecasts and warnings to 

protect life and property and to mitigate the impacts of weather events.  

• Private Sector Meteorological Services. This includes a range of companies that 

provide weather road condition forecasts, observation-based technologies, and 

decision support systems to various clientele including state and local DOTs.  

• Emergency Management Teams. Emergency management encompasses all actions 

to prepare for, respond to, and recover from a disaster or emergency. Weather and 

road condition information is a key input for determining when and where emergency 

managers need to act. 

• Local Public Works. Cities, counties, and other local governments operate and 

maintain a significant portion of the roadway network, and their actions are heavily 

influenced by the weather. 

Pathfinder Implementation 

Pathfinder implementation includes an 8-step process for information-sharing across the 

aforementioned Pathfinder partners: 

1. Identify partners. Determine the key points of contact across key partner 
agencies, organizations, and companies. 
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2. Determine qualifying collaboration events. Several examples of impactful 
weather events affecting travel are rain, snow, high winds, etc.; determine the events 
for which collaboration with partners is essential.  

3. Select communication mediums and set procedures. This may include using 
conference calls, chat rooms, website applications, and other mediums for group 
communication. 

4. Establish a point person at each participating entity. Announce regular shift 
hours and obtain names and contact information for after-hour communications as 
dictated by the weather. 

5. Synchronize forecast schedules. As much as it is feasible to do so, partners 
should synchronize schedules including the timing of when to release information to the 
public. 

6. Establish definitions and create shared resources. Common resources could 
include a photo repository, PowerPoint templates, shared impact messages, and/or 
Dynamic Message Sign (DMS) templates. 

7. Create shared impact messages for the public. Recognize the contributions of 
each entity—for example, by retweeting messages or using other partners’ graphics in 
social media posts.  

8. Conduct post-event reviews. Make sure to archive data and document standard 
operating procedures, noting what went well and what didn’t both before, as well as 
during, the weather event. 

21.3.7. Assessment of the snow and ice program effectiveness 

The FHWA conducts and publishes a periodic review of its effectiveness in researching, 

evaluating, and distributing advancements in road weather technology, strategies, and best 

practices. The RWMP offers tools to measure the effectiveness of a state’s Road Weather 

Management Program. 

Road Weather Management Capability Maturity Framework 

The Road Weather Management Capability Maturity Framework (CMF) is a tool available for 

agencies to evaluate their capabilities in managing operations during adverse weather 

conditions. When existing agency capability levels are assessed, a list of concrete actions is 

created for agencies to augment their capabilities to achieve their desired outcomes. 

Transportation agencies can participate in an FHWA-facilitated CMF workshop and/or use the 

electronic tool on their own to conduct CMF self-assessments (31). The electronic tool is 

available and easily accessible online at: 

https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/tsmoframeworktool/available_frameworks/road_weather.htm 

Twenty-four U.S. states have conducted the CMF assessment and deployed programs to 

continue to evaluate and improve their road weather capabilities and resiliency.  

Performance Measurement Tools 

DOTs are continually evolving their awareness and understanding of their respective 

transportation system’s performance, as well as understanding the direct outcomes from DOT 

management/mitigation of the impacts weather events have on their system. Post-season 

assessments (“retrospectives”) can be used to modify routing, as well as determine necessary 

changes in personnel, training procedures, equipment, and material needs. 

https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/tsmoframeworktool/available_frameworks/road_weather.htm
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Most U.S. states have also embraced the use of performance standards. They use performance 

standards to assess winter maintenance after a weather event to identify necessary 

modifications or improvements in road treatment strategies. The Idaho DOT (IDT) Winter 

Performance Index is one example.  

IDT’s Winter Performance Index is derived using a two-step process. It starts with the Storm 

Severity Index (discussed in Section 2.4) that uses sensor data (i.e., wind speed, surface 

precipitation layers, and surface temperatures) inserted into a formula to calculate an index 

value. The Storm Severity Index value is then inserted into a formula along with the “ice-up” 

duration to establish the Winter Performance Index. This value is then compared with a 

performance scale (typically 0.00 to 0.7, with a goal of 0.5 or less) to identify how successful the 

road treatment and timing were by the field maintenance personnel (32). The formula is below: 

Winter Performance Index = Ice-Up Time (hours) / Storm Severity Index…  

Where Ice-Up Time is when the grip is below 0.6 for at least a 30-minute period.  

The goal is to have a Winter Performance Index of 0.5 or less. IDT makes this index available to 

the public as part of their performance measurement dashboard. 

Figure 14: Idaho Percentage of Time Highways Clear of Snow/Ice During Winter Storms (Source: Idaho 
DOT) 

21.3.8. Maintenance expenses for snow and ice removal 

The FHWA Highway Statistics Manual publishes data detailing national expenditures for snow 

and ice removal. The following chart presents the data (in thousands of dollars) from 2009 

through 2018 (33). 
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Figure 15: Graph. National Expenditures for Snow and Ice Removal, 2009-2018 (Source: U.S. DOT FHWA) 

In analyzing the above graph, the following conclusions can be made: 

• Both state and local government expenditures for snow and ice removal have shown 

a slow upward trend over the last 10 years.  

• Local government expenditures have remained relatively constant, with the 

occasional significant variation (e.g., increases greater than 10% in both 2011 and 

2018, and a 7% decrease in 2013). 

• State government expenditures have been much more variable, particularly in the 

period between 2011 and 2016 where a decrease of 36% in 2012 was followed by two 

years of increases - 43% in 2013 and 47% in 2014 - and two years of smaller decreases 

(12% and 16% in 2015 and 2016, respectively).  

• The 47% spike in 2014 made state government expenditures greater than local 

government expenditures for the first time since the RWMP began tracking the data.  

• State government expenditures, while decreasing during the subsequent year, 

remained above local government expenditures until 2016.  

• Due to the relative consistency of local government expenditures, the total national 

trend on spending has roughly/approximately kept in close alignment with the state 

trend for the past 10 years. 

These observations demonstrate the natural, unpredictable variation in weather/road weather 

conditions that can occur over a short period (i.e., in this case, less than a decade). 

21.4. ONGOING RESEARCH AND STUDIES TO IMPROVE WINTER MANAGEMENT 

21.4.1. New technologies 

Advancements in fixed-site observation technology, in tandem with increased mobile 

observation capabilities, have contributed to an increase in the amount of data available for 

road weather management tools and operations. 
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Currently, there are nearly 3,000 of the aforementioned Environmental Sensing Stations 

deployed in the U.S. The density, or amount of ESS within a given area, is relative to the 

individual state. Historically, the cost of acquiring, installing, and maintaining ESS has often 

inhibited the expansion of the ESS network.  

Figure 16: Non-Intrusive Sensor (Source: Idaho Transportation Department) 

Presently, new technologies are available that can reduce the cost of expanding and enhancing 

the ESS observation network. Non-intrusive optical instruments are being increasingly deployed; 

these instruments can scan the surface pavement from the side of the road, remotely measuring 

the temperature and state of the road. This remote measurement reduces the maintenance cost 

of replacing intrusive in-pavement sensors if they fail or the roadway is milled for replacement.  

There has also been a recent increase in the deployment of low-cost RWIS solutions - often 

dubbed “mini-RWIS” - that complement existing ESS stations by filling in observational data 

gaps. Owed to the fact that these scaled-down systems can be installed wherever there is 

existing power, and possess the capability to connect a plethora of Internet of Things (IoT) 

devices to virtually any network, the typical infrastructure costs to deploy these devices is now 

greatly reduced, allowing for the buildout of a denser ESS observation network. 

Figure 23: Environmental Sensor Station (Source: Vaisala) 

Lastly, as of recent, there has been increased research into the use of “Virtual RWIS” technology. 

This technology uses computer simulations that derive and reflect pavement condition, 
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temperature, and other parameters, modeling the site-specific conditions of the roadway based 

on pavement metadata, atmospheric models, and the closest observational data.  

Virtual RWIS is primarily being used within predictive applications in locations were deploying 

ESS can be challenging.  

21.4.2. Current reaearch projects 

Non-Recurring Event Data for Managing Disruptions in Transportation Systems Management 

and Operations 

The FHWA is currently conducting research to develop a national data repository for Non-

Recurring Event Data (NRED) to better manage disruptions in Transportation Systems 

Management and Operations (TSMO). This data would include real-time weather, traffic 

incidents, work zones, special events, and other data that is ad-hoc, non-recurring, and available 

from transportation agencies. The data would then be made available to applications which can 

provide real-time (current) weather conditions to traveling motorists, autonomous vehicles, 

emergency management teams, TSMO activities, and/or other system operations. NRED is also 

expected to become a critical element to other research areas within transportation research 

such as Integrated Modeling for Road Condition Prediction (IMRCP). 

Integrated Modeling for Road Condition Prediction (IMRCP) 

The IMRCP provides an integrated view of forecasted road weather and traffic conditions for a 

given road network. The IMRCP model draws input from hydrological and traffic data sources, 

as well as a diverse set of weather event sensors, to generate estimates of current conditions 

and forecasts of future conditions (34). Forecast outputs are available in several places – web 

interfaces of maps, in reports, and subscriptions.  

Traffic data sources, such as Advanced Transportation Management Systems (ATMS), provide 

volumes and speeds, freeway control and traffic signal operations data, incident reports, and 

plans for work zones and special events. Current and forecasted atmospheric and hydrological 

conditions are drawn from National Weather Service sources. State and local agencies provide 

specialized road weather conditions such as pavement temperatures. Data collected from the 

various sources are indexed, stored, and archived in a heterogeneous data storage site. 

While atmospheric and hydrological forecasts, work zones, and special events are taken from 

external sources, the IMRCP synthesizes road weather and traffic condition predictions with 

embedded, best-in-class forecast models. In the current IMRCP implementation, road weather 

conditions are estimated across the network using field measurements and are also predicted 

from atmospheric forecast conditions using the METRo model. Current traffic conditions are 

similarly estimated from detector stations, demand models, and are predicted from road 

weather, incident, and demand forecasts using machine-learning models. 

Adaptive Route Optimization 

In 2021, the FHWA will be leading the Adaptive Route Optimization (ARO) research project to 

continue the efforts that several states have piloted over the years. ARO’s main goal is to create 

routing intelligence that can be disseminated to snowplow operators and traffic management 

center personnel during their winter operations. As an example, ARO could communicate to the 

snowplow operator to take an earlier exit along their route to avoid an accident several miles 

ahead and for the snowplow to avoid getting stuck in a traffic queue. Another problem that ARO 
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will help to address is changing the idea of static snowplow routing in favor of adaptive routing. 

Adaptive routing changes based on how the winter storm is evolving, traffic flow patterns, and 

other factors. 

ARO intelligence will be modular to allow for easier systems integration, whether it be through 

MDSS, IMRCP, or any other weather-based solution of choice. The project will kick off in early 

2021 detailing concepts of operations and system requirements before building out the formal 

routing intelligence and ARO training program. 

Connected Vehicles 

Connected vehicles are poised to transform our streets, communities, and many aspects of our 

personal transportation. Before these technologies can be broadly deployed, there are several 

technical, institutional, and financial challenges to address – challenges that can only be 

understood and overcome by putting these emerging technologies to work in real-world 

situations. The U.S. DOT is supporting the advancement of connected vehicle technology with a 

pilot deployment program that is uncovering what barriers remain, how to address them, 

documenting lessons learned, and serving as a template for other, early connected vehicle 

technology deployments (35). In particular, the Wyoming Department of Transportation 

(WYDOT) pilot specifically incorporated road weather elements. To learn more about the three 

pilots, visit https://www.its.dot.gov/pilots/index.htm.  

Wyoming Department of Transportation Connected Vehicle Pilot  

In 2015, the U.S. DOT selected Wyoming as one of three locations in which to conduct a 

Connected Vehicle Pilot (CVP) (36). The WYDOT CVP uses vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) and 

infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) connectivity to improve the monitoring and reporting of road 

conditions to vehicles on Interstate 80 (I-80) – a 402-mile, essential east-west connector corridor 

for freight and passenger travel. The corridor averages more than 32-million tons of freight 

deliveries each year, yet a lack of alternate routes means that truck volume can reach as much 

as 70 percent on the corridor during seasonal peaks. At 6,000 feet in elevation, the CVP area 

reflects Wyoming’s extreme weather - including blowing-snow in winter, and fog and high winds 

in summer - that creates dangerous conditions for drivers. Several high-profile crashes have 

occurred along I-80 in Wyoming resulting in fatalities, extended closures, and significant 

economic loss. One such incident occurred in April of 2015 in which icy roads and low visibility 

from blizzard conditions contributed to a “domino”-style chain-reaction pileup that involved 

more than 65 vehicles. Wyoming’s notorious winds result in some of the nation’s most severe 

blowing-snow events and greatest concentrations of vehicle blow-overs. In the 10 years from 

2006 to 2016, there were 1,237 reported blow overs. 

The WYDOT CVP consists of 75 roadside units (RSUs) that receive and broadcast messages along 

sections of I-80. There are 400 instrumented fleet vehicles equipped with onboard units (OBUs) 

that broadcast basic safety messages, share alerts and advisories, and collect environmental 

data through mobile weather sensors. Five V2V (vehicle-to-vehicle), V2I, and I2V applications 

were developed by WYDOT to support a flexible range of services. 

The information from these five applications will be made directly available to fleets 

participating in the pilot as well as to the public through WYDOT’s traveler information service 

(e.g., 511). In particular, the Spot Weather Impact Warning application enables localized road 

condition information - such as fog or icy roads - to be widely shared/disseminated. Other 

applications in this pilot also have significant safety and mobility impacts in winter weather 
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conditions: the I2V Situational Awareness application provides relevant road condition 

information including weather alerts, speed restrictions, vehicle restrictions, road conditions, 

incidents, parking, and road closures. The Distress Notification application allows connected 

vehicles to communicate a distress status when the vehicle’s sensors detect something that 

might require assistance from others. The Work Zone Warning application communicates 

information to approaching vehicles about conditions at a work zone ahead. Finally, the Forward 

Collision Warning application issues an alert if there is a threat of a front-end collision with 

another connected vehicle in the same travel lane and direction.  

Automated Vehicles 

Automated vehicles (AVs) are those in which at least some aspect of a safety-critical control 

function (e.g., steering, throttle or braking) occurs without direct driver input (37). Automated 

vehicles may be autonomous (i.e., use only vehicle sensors) or may be connected (i.e., use 

communications systems such as connected vehicle technology in which cars and roadside 

infrastructure communicate wirelessly). Connectivity is an important input to realizing the full, 

potential benefits and broad-scale implementation of automated vehicles. The RWMP has been 

conducting testing on automated vehicles to determine how they perform in adverse weather 

conditions. 

Automated Vehicles and Adverse Weather 

Automated vehicles are currently being developed and promoted by manufacturers. Akin to 

other vehicles, AVs will have to perform in a variety of adverse weather conditions. With recent 

advancements in automated vehicle technology, the FHWA is exploring AV needs, opportunities, 

and potential shortcomings during adverse weather conditions. The objective for Automated 

Vehicles and Adverse Weather (AVAW) testing is to explore how adverse weather and road 

weather conditions in different driving environments affect automated vehicle dynamics and 

operations, driver behavior, communications, and AV sensor capabilities. The RWMP is currently 

in Phase 3 of the project with one more set of testing scenarios to occur in the Winter of 2021. 

Previous testing results are outlined below (38). 

Phase 1 Testing Observations 

Dry vs. Rain: 

• All AVs performed well in High-Speed Following (HSF) and most in Low-Speed 

Following (LSF) in dry conditions, but heavy or sustained rainfall presented challenges 

across all AVs. 

• All AVs performed well at lane-keeping on straight roads, dry roads, and in light 

rainfalls, but performance declined for all AVs when rainfall was heavy or sustained. 

• The performance of some AVs actually improved when the roadway and lane stripes 

were wet (perhaps due to the greater contrast provided by darker asphalt). 

Ice and Modest Snow: 

• With any amount of ice coverage over the cameras, none of the AVs performed lane-

keeping. Even with residual water coverage, one AV still had difficulties. 

• With any ice covering the radar sensor, no AV could perform object-ranging or 

following support. One AV performed lane-keeping and LSF with an iced radar and 

clear windshield camera. 
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• Light falling snow didn’t impact any maneuvers, but even modest amounts of slushy 

coverage on parts of a heated radar sensor impacted Adapted Cruise Control (ACC) 

functions.  

Sun Glare: 

• Performance of the AVs ranged from no impact to large impact given low-angle sun 

glare on lane-keeping tests. 

Phase 2 Testing Observations 

Lane Departure (Falling Snow and Snow on Road): 

• AVs in this test phase seemed to “see” lane lines faster than in the first one. 

• AVs provided different levels of support depending on the confidence level of sensors, 

more on that is detailed below. 

• AVs performed Lane-Keeping System (LKS) with differing amounts of information – 

one required the sight of both lane lines to track, one could track with one lane line 

and a seam, and one could track with two-lane lines or even one line/contrast edge. 

• Light, blowing snow did not impact the sight of any of the AVs. 

• AVs performed better in full, continuous coverage than in patchy or sporadic 

coverage. 

Following Maneuvers in Falling Snow: 

• None of the AVs had much difficulty following/tracking in falling rain or snow. 

• In snow, if the lead vehicle deviated from visible lane markings, this caused one AV to 

exhibit aggressive “hunting” (though this was outside of tested conditions). 

• Brined and snowpack contingencies were employed in several instances. 

Lane Departure with Sun Glare on a Curve: 

• Several AVs performed well but were noted to slightly favor the inside of the lane. 

• Other AVs disengaged and requested manual takeover half of the time. 

Phase 3 Testing Observations (Summer 2020) 

Work Zone Barrels: 

• In crosswinds, one vehicle was unable to detect the barrels, while another had mixed 

results. 

• In wet daytime conditions, one vehicle was unable to detect the barrels, while another 

had mixed results. 

• In wet nighttime conditions, both vehicles were unable to detect the barrels. 

Brake Marks: 

• In wet daytime conditions, both vehicles followed lane lines and ignored brake marks. 

• In wet nighttime conditions, one vehicle followed lane lines and ignored brake marks, 

while another showed slight deviations but was able to steer back on course. 
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Lane Closure: 

• In wet daytime conditions, both vehicles detected solid lane markings and performed 

lane changes smoothly. 

• In wet nighttime conditions, one vehicle had mixed results, while another detected 

solid lane markings and performed lane changes smoothly. 

Disappearing Shoulder/Lane: 

• In wet daytime conditions, both vehicles successfully navigated through the 

disappearing lane and followed the right, solid lane until the end. 

• In wet nighttime conditions, one vehicle successfully navigated through the 

disappearing lane and followed the right, solid lane until the end (90% of the time), 

while the other vehicle successfully navigated through the disappearing lane and 

followed the right, solid lane until the very end. 
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